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RICHARD KEITH SPRIGG 
Richard Keith Sprigg was born on March 31st, 1922, and educated at Oakham School, 
Rutland, and at St. John's College, Cambridge, where he obtained 1st class honours in the 
classical Tripos Part I in 1942, and was awarded his BA in 1944. Since this was war time, Sprigg 
had joined up, and his years at Cambridge were (briefly) interrupted by a course in military 
Japanese for Royal Air Force cadets at Bedford, and a short introduction to aspects of Air Force 
Japanese held at the School of Oriental and African Studies, London University. This latter 
proved to be a turning point in Sprigg's career, as through it he fIrst became acquainted with John 
Rupert Firth, the head of the Phonetics and Linguistics Department at SOAS, who was running the 
course. From 1944-1946 Sprigg served in the Intelligence Branch of the R.A.F. in India, Sri 
Lanka, Singapore and Japan, and on demobilisation was awarded a scholarship which enabled him 
to return to SOAS in 1947 to study the phonetics of Sino-Tibetan languages. Appointment to a 
lectureship in phonetics soon followed in 1948, and Sprigg set about the study of Burmese. His 
fIrst spell of study leave in 1949-50 took him to India (Kalimpong) and Tibet (Gyantse), where he 
began the serious study of spoken Lhasa Tibetan. It was in Kalimpong that Keith Sprigg met his 
future wife, Ray Williams; the occasion of their wedding at Melton Mowbray in 1952 was 
appropriately marked by the presentation of a ceremonial Tibetan scarf by one of his Tibetan 
assistants. In the early fIfties, he produced the fIrst of many subsequent publications on the Lhasa 
dialect of Tibetan, adopting the innovative prosodic phonological approach of his mentor J.R. 
Firth. He also began to study Lepcha, and used the opportunities offered by his next study leave, 
in Nepal in 1955-56, to make preliminary investigations of Newari, Limbu, Sherpa, Tamang and 
Bantawa Rai. A further period of study leave in 1964-65 took him to Pakistan, India, Sikkim and 
Nepal, and enlarged his acquaintanceship with the languages of the area, including the Balti and 
Golok dialects of Tibetan. These field trips have resulted in a rich and steady flow of scholarly 
publications, which so far shows no sign of drying up. In November 1987 his outstanding 
contribution to this area of study was recognised by his election to an Honorary Membership of the 
Linguistic Society of Nepal - an honour accorded only twice before to scholars of world 
distinction, Professor Sir Ralph Turner and Professor Kenneth Pike. 
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Alongside his special concern with the Tibeto-Burman languages, Sprigg has maintained and 
developed a keen interest in phonetics and in Firthian prosodic analysis, as is abundantly reflected 
in his publications. He was appointed to a Readership in Phonetics at SOAS in 1968, and was 
awarded a PhD by London University in 1969 for his thesis on the phonetics and phonology of 
spoken Tibetan, and a Litt. D. by Cambridge University in 1982 for his contribution to Tibeto­
Burman phonology. 
Never an 'armchair linguist', in addition to his extensive research in the field, Keith Sprigg's 
work has taken him as visiting professor or lecturer to universities in India and Sikkim, and to 
international conferences in the US, USSR, Hungary, Thailand and several West European 
countries. In 1980 he resigned from his post at the University of London to take up residence in 
Kalimpong, but happily those of us who believed he had 'retired' have been proved wrong! Keith 
Sprigg has continued his travels and scholarly investigations, and still delights and stimulates his 
colleagues with talks and the publications to which they give rise, much as the sound of his 
bagpipes used to enliven departmental Christmas parties! 
The contributors to the present volume wish to express to him some degree of their admiration 
for his scholarly achievements and their affection for him as a friend. 
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PROSODIC ANALYSIS A RETROSPECT OVER FOUR DECADES 
Robert H. Robins 
Those who were not working in the Department of Phonetics and Linguistics in the School of 
Oriental and African Studies in London during the ten years following the end of World War II 
find it hard to understand and to account for the excitement generated by J.R. Firth's proposed 
theory of prosodic phonology in that period. Keith Sprigg will understand; he was a member of 
the group, himself responding to that excitement and fostering it by his own work. 
Firth's 'Sounds and prosodies' (1948) was a deliberately provocative and programmatic paper. 
In it he expressed both his discontent with the phoneme theory in the various versions in which it 
had developed and especially in its 'distributionalist' form (shortly to be set out in such canonical 
texts as Harris 1951 and Trager and Smith 1951), and his own ideas for a radically different 
treatment of phonological description and analysis, which came to be known as prosodic 
phonology. Various articles by Firth and others in earlier years had presaged the sort of analysis 
proposed in 'Sounds and prosodies' and vigorously propagated thereafter by Firth among his 
colleagues and his postgraduate students. But it was in the years 1949 to 1957 in which the most 
intense and concentrated work in this field was prosecuted with the greatest zeal by what was then 
a compact group of linguists sharing in this respect at least a common theoretical outlook and 
analytical technique. 
The relevant bibliographies speak for themselves on this. Palmer (1970) lists ninety 
publications (eleven by Sprigg) relevant to prosodic phonology as a whole; those either devoted to 
an account of the theory or to the prosodic analysis of some part of the phonology of a language, 
almost all by departmental colleagues or students, number 33 in the years up to 1960 (implying 
work initiated or under way in 1957 or 1958), and 22 in the decade 1961-70, despite the increase 
in the numbers of linguists and linguistic publications that took place in the latter period. 
David Bradley, Eugenie J.A. Henderson and Martine Mazaudon eds, 
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To the earlier decade belong the more polemical presentations. Palmer ( 1968:8) reports the 
story, which he credits with the truth, that at some meeting with Bernard Bloch, then like the 
phoneme theory at the height of his prestige, Firth declared 'The phoneme is dead',  to which 
Bloch, quietly but uncomprisingly, replied 'It's got a pretty lively ghost'.  Certainly in his lecture 
( 1 948) to the Philological Society (Palmer 1970:3) he said 'One after another, phonologists and 
phoneticians seem to have said to themselves "Your phonemes are dead, long live my phoneme".' 
Allen wrote ( 1957:69): ' .. an outline presentation in phonemic terms, which . . .  will illustrate ... 
the linguistic inappropriateness of that form of description'; in Sprigg ( 1957: 106) we read 'The 
Prosodic Approach disposes of the need to make use of the suspect concept of assimilation'. Less 
partisan appraisals of the differences between prosodic and various phoneme-based analyses 
appear in the later decade (e.g. Bendor-Samuel 1960; Lyons 1 962). Interestingly, at the head of 
reprints of earlier writings Allen and Robins (Palmer 1970:82; Robins 1 970:227) each express 
their desire to tone down the vehemence with which they had declared their principles, 'published 
in the heyday of the prosodic campaign' (Allen), though without disclaiming their earlier analysis 
nor their justification for them. 
This excitement in the 1 950s to forge ahead with prosodic analyses of aspects of the phonology 
of various languages arouses some feelings of incomprehension among later generations, as it did 
at the time among members of other departments in the School. In the retrospective light of history 
some factors appear as part of the context of the times. The readiness of younger people to 
espouse a new cause with vigour and enthusiasm is well known, and a group of younger scholars 
in a closely knit department exhibits the same propensity. We note Allen's reflective obiter dictum 
'the prosodic campaign'. This spirit, unrestrained by any admission of the possibly comparable 
merits of other approaches, has been seen elsewhere in scholarship as a whole and in linguistics in 
particular, for example among the original Junggrammatiker in the 1 870s in Leipzig, whom their 
elders regarded as behaving with arrogance and intolerance. 
In Firth's case one must recall that he presided over a department of whose staff a good 
proportion had been appointed in the late 1940s or the early 1 950s after graduation in other 
disciplines (until the 1 960s there were few if any first degrees in linguistics in any British 
university). They, or rather we, for I was one of them, numbered seventeen, apart from Firth 
himself in 1950. We found ourselves learning our discipline, its theories, methods, and objectives 
under the guidance of a senior scholar who was convinced that his theoretical approach to 
language, in phonology as in other aspects of the subject, was the right one, full of promise if only 
specialists in various languages and language groups would apply and illustrate his theory with 
reference to specific data, especially where problems of analysis had presented themselves in the 
past. 
Firth's department, at the time being the largest linguistics department in Great Britain and being 
a department within the School of Oriental and African studies, naturally gave encouragement to 
the immediate application of prosodic theory to languages of Asia and Africa. The inevitable 
unfamiliarity of many of these languages and of their phonological structures was an obstacle to 
the ready comprehension of prosodic studies elsewhere. A glance at the bibliography of Palmer 
1 970 will confmn this. Published studies in prosodic terms of Chinese, Russian and Welsh came 
later in the sequence. Eileen Whitley developed and presented in her teaching fascinating insights 
L-___________________________________________________________________ ---- ----
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into the application of Firth's phonology to modern English and to Irish, but to everyone's regret 
she has never published the results of her research. 
Notoriously Firth's influence was through personal and oral contacts rather than through his 
published work. Palmer tells us (1970:ix) that the reader new to the subject should not tackle 
Firth's 'Sounds and prosodies' fIrst, as 'it is not easy to understand', although Firth had intended 
it to initiate a programme of research on the lines he was trying to set out. Palmer's criticism has 
been repeated time and again by baffled readers; but Firth's lectures were crowded and his 
seminars sparkled, and he excelled in casual but technical discussion in corridors, at dinners, or 
indeed anywhere where he could enjoy the company of his younger colleagues. Firth was the first 
Professor of General Linguistics in this country, appointed to the Chair in 1944, and his 
enthusiastic support for his subject and for his own ideas in it was infectious and irresistible. To 
this must be attributed the great expansion of general linguistics within our universities during the 
later 1950s and early 1960s. 
Until about 1950 one had the strong and justified impression that, apart from comparative 
philology at Oxford and Cambridge and phonetics at University College, London, and at a few 
other places, linguistics as an academic subject was centred on the Department of Phonetics and 
Linguistics at the School, and that this department centred on its head and its Professor, J.R. Firth. 
Outside Britain linguistic life was simpler than it is today or is likely to be again. The subject was 
reestablishing itself in continental Europe; the foundation of the periodical Lingua in Holland in 
1947 was welcomed as a mark of this. America had given full academic recognition to general 
linguistics rather earlier than most other countries. Sapir and Bloomfield were the authors of two 
then standard textbooks, Language (1921, 1933); and the prestige of America in most academic 
studies around the world was at its height. 
In America linguistic scholarship was more uniform, some might have said monolithic, than it 
has been now for several decades. In phonology the phoneme theory was almost universally 
accepted as a scientifIc paradigm in the later Kuhnian sense (Kuhn 1962), and differences were all 
within phonemics, as, for example, with Pike's insistence on 'grammatical prerequisites' for some 
parts of phonemic analysis (Pike 1947a, 1952), not about its suitability as the subdiscipline 
concerned with the phonological analysis and description of languages. And here was Firth, 
throwing down the gauntlet wherever and whenever he could and encouraging those still 
apprenticing themselves to the trade to follow him and set forth his doctrine in application to actual 
data from living tongues. 
In Firth's department the atmosphere was excited and exciting, expansionary and optimistic, 
pioneering a new way in a subject itself new to most of us as a career discipline which we were 
eager to learn and then eager to teach. The Junggrammatiker, to whom reference has been made, 
were at their defInitive emergence in the 1870s a group of young men in theoretical and 
methodological agreement, and, like young people everywhere, they were not in the least averse to 
shaking and shocking their elders. Firth's group in the 1940s and 1950s were mostly young men 
and women led by an older man (Firth being fIfty-four years old when appointed to his Chair in 
1944). But Firth was young in heart in several respects, not least in delighting to challenge the 
attitudes and orthodoxies of the 'Establishment'. In those days the two establishments at which he 
tilted were the Bloomfieldian 'structuralist' paradigm in America, of which phonemics was a main 
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component, and the rather conservative school of phonetics and phonology at University College, 
London, headed by Daniel Jones, Professor of Phonetics from 1921 to 1949. 
Linguists too young to have known Firth personally will be for the most part unfamiliar with 
this less complicated age of linguistic scholarship. In later years, despite the first flush of fairly 
uniform Chomskyan enthusiasm, transformational-generative linguists have always had to share 
their subject in America, and still more in the world at large, with persisting traditionalists and 
Bloomfieldian descriptivists, and with the adherents of tagmemics, stratificational linguistics, and 
the systemic grammar of Halliday, to mention only the best known schools. Moreover, after 1965 
Chomsky's descendants and disciples have themselves split into a number of different groups, 
united only in attributing their original inspiration to Chomsky, and this would seem to be the state 
of affairs of linguistics in the world not only today but in the likely future. Some of these 
divergences specifically concern phonology, and their relations to prosodic theory will be 
examined later. 
Firth's efforts were in three main directions. His campaign for the establishment and 
recognition of general linguistics as an autonomous discipline in British universities, embracing the 
already settled subdisciplines of phonetics and historical linguistics (comparative philology), had 
their reward, and the success of linguistics today in our universities is essentially Firth's well 
merited memorial. 
His insistence on the centrality of meaning in any understanding of human language and 
therefore the centrality of semantics in linguistics was also in sharp contrast to the post­
Bloomfieldian attitude of contemporary America to semantics as a proper part of linguistics 
(whether this attitude can be justly attributed to Bloomfield is another matter). Firth threw his 
weight in this area behind his contextual theory of meaning, a theory misunderstood and therefore 
ignored outside London for some time, though it has now in many respects been reconstituted in 
current studies of pragmatics, relevance theory, and text linguistics. 
Firth's prosodic phonology inspired at the time a much greater interest. This essay is not the 
occasion once more to set out its features, for which the present-day reader may be referred to 
Palmer 1970. We can identify three related but distinct main principles: 1. The clear separation of 
research technique (discovery procedures) and analytic statement. Firth did not see the exposition 
of theory as the other side of the display of field methods and analytic processes. Their association 
was quite common at the time: Nida's Morphology (1948) includes an extensive, and useful, set 
of fieldwork guidelines, Harris entitled his standard account of distributional linguistics Methods 
in structural linguistics (1951), referring again and again to 'steps' and 'procedures' , and we note 
the subtitle of Pike's once deservedly standard textbook on phonemic analysis (1947b), 'A 
technique for reducing languages to writing'. 2. The total rejection of an autonomous biunique 
phonology, that is to say the demand that the phonological (effectively the phonemic) analysis of a 
language must be exhaustively accomplished and set down before grammatical statement begins, 
and without any reference to or reliance upon any morphological or syntactic information (cf. 
Trager and Smith 1951:53). Firth refused this 'separation of levels', and urged that where 
different phonological statements could revealingly be made separately about different subsets of 
grammatical classes this should certainly be done; this came to be known as 'polysystemic 
phonological analysis' and effectively decoupled phonology itself from the requirements of a broad 
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transcription (cf. Firth 1948 in Palmer 1970:1-2; Sprigg 1955; Palmer 1957 (esp. pp. 146-7)). 3. 
The fonnal recognition of phonetic spread and the phonologically syntagmatic relevance of many 
more articulatory features, particularly those articulated supraglottally, than was the custom of the 
time. These were the source of the prosodies, from which the theory took its title. A non­
segmental or 'suprasegmental' status had for long been accorded to stress and pitch features (tones 
in tone languages and intonation), and Harris's 'long components' (1951: 125-49) allowed for 
other features being abstracted together from a succession of phonemes having the feature in 
common. Firth went much further than this, without, of course, a prior phonemic base from 
which to start. In addition to stress, pitch, and length, features such as palatalisation, 
labiovelarisation, and nasalisation were obvious candidates where their phonetic manifestations, or 
'exponents', appeared in successive or even in disjunctive places in structures. Retroflexion, 
glottalisation, and aspiration were treated similarly. Features associated with initial or final 
position (juncture phenomena and the Prague Grenzsignale) were for just that reason also 
abstracted as prosodies. Moreover, as a consequence of principle 2, the structures involved could 
be purely phonological ones, syllables, syllable groups, etc., or morphosyntactic ones, affix, 
word, phrase, etc. This left a residue of segmental ('phonematic') units with limited feature 
constituency, assigned to successive places in structures. 
Principles 2 and 3 are logically separate, but in a language in which the same features can be 
abstracted as prosodies as having serial exponency and can also be shown to be the marks of 
specific grammatical categories, the case for such a prosodic treatment is all the stronger; and in 
linguistic analysis in general, at least in our present state of understanding, we may well be advised 
to admit that certain theories of linguistic analysis are more readily applied to some languages than 
to others (cf. Palmer 1970:xiii). An example may be seen in Bendor-SamueI1960, dealing with a 
language of South America: if nasalisation and palatalisation, having sequential exponency, are 
abstracted as prosodies, then in verbs and in possessed nouns first person is marked by 
nasalisation (n-prosody), second person by palatalisation (y-prosody), and third by the absence of 
these (zero prosody). 
Considering the whole body of publication on prosodic analysis collected or listed in Palmer 
1970, we may now ask the question, how far was Firth influential in the history of phonology. In 
political history Bismarck is reported to have identified genius 'in the ability to hear the distant 
hoofbeat of the horse of history - and then ... to leap and catch the horseman by the coat-tails' 
(Berlin 1980:15). Of these two achievements Firth was more successful in the first than in the 
second. 
The disassociation of discovery procedures from theory fonnation is now accepted by virtually 
all linguists, including those who from their special interests in the first-time study of remote and 
unwritten languages need to produce and make use of manuals of procedure (particularly the 
tagmemicists of the Summer Institute of Linguistics group; cf. Longacre 1964, Samarin 1967). In 
fact the structuralist procedural phase can be seen as an aberration, largely attributable to the 
rigorous physicalism of Bloomfield's understanding of science and the special circumstances of 
linguistic work in the languages of the American Indians. Firth was right to reject this; but at the 
time he was challenging a rather finnly held dogma of American linguistics, which Chomsky also 
thought fit to dispose of in 1957 (52). 
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On the separation of levels, the biuniqueness requirement or the autonomy of phonemics, the 
view expressed by Firth has largely prevailed. In place of the unilateral dependence of 
morphology on a prior phonemic analysis, the reverse view of phonology as 'an ancillary 
technique', providing 'a bridge between the grammatical statement and the direct observations that 
are reported in phonetics' (Palmer 1958:240), is expressly supported by Chomsky as the natural 
and expected place for what he will treat as an ordered set of phonological rules (1964:70). 
Likewise Halliday refers to phonology as an interlevel, serving to link grammar and lexicon with 
utterance (1961; Halliday et al. 1964); and in stratificational linguistics the phonological stratal 
system (Lockwood 1972) comes lower, that is descriptively later, than the morphological stratal 
system. 
In this reversal of the relative ordering of levels as in the dissociation of theory and discovery 
on the part of most linguists today, despite their implicit agreement with what Firth was saying on 
these questions, no specific reference to Firthian influence seems apparent, although he had been 
arguing on these lines since 1948 at least. In Current issues (1964:75) Chomsky does indeed 
mention the 'prosodic analysis of the London school', but as part of 'modern, structural 
linguistics' . 
It was the third of Firth's principles, the abstraction of the prosodies themselves, that primarily 
and essentially distinguished prosodic phonology from other phonologies in Firth's contemporary 
world of linguistics. In this some notice was taken by adherents of other schools. Fromkin 1965 
discussed briefly but sympathetically the application of a prosodic analysis of some supraglottal 
features within the phonological component of a transformational-generative statement. Lightner 
1965, though without reference to Firthian work, offered a plurisegmental treatment of such 
features as grave and non-grave in the harmony relations of vowels and velar consonants in 
Classical Mongolian, foreshadowing the later attention to this kind of phenomenon on the part of 
the autosegmental and metrical phonologists. 
However, during these years the decline in output from those who were or had been working 
in the London group continued through the 1960s to become more marked in the following 
decade, although such studies did not die and have not died. Among writers of prosodic analyses 
of parts of languages we can notice the following. In a series of chapters Mitchell (1975) covers 
the various aspects of Firth's thought and practice; two chapters (2 and 3, the latter a reprint of an 
earlier article) apply prosodic analysis to the phonology of modern Arabic. Albrow (1977) has 
written on prosodic theory in relation to English and Hungarian. But in this period the most 
productive writer has been Sprigg himself, to whom this essay is presented as a token of respect 
and long-standing affection. A brief theoretical statement appeared in 1974, following a paper read 
at the Eleventh International Congress of Linguists, and in 1972 and 1980 Sprigg published two 
examples of the prosodic analysis of Tibetan, the former also applying the theory to historical 
reconstructions as well as to synchronic analyses, as suggested in 1951 by Allen (1951:135). In 
this listing, as with mentions of other linguists' writings, I have referred only to publications 
having a defmite orientation towards prosodic phonology. Additionally, a conference on prosodic 
theory has been held periodically in York, and a seminar on the subject has for some time been a 
regular part of the linguistics syllabus in the School of Oriental and African Studies. 
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From outside those working in the Firthian tradition the most substantial treatment has been 
Langendoen's critical appraisal of the London school as a whole. Referred to in Chomsky 
(1964:75), this was a doctoral thesis written under Chomsky's supervision and published as a 
book in 1968 (see also Robins's review, 1969). This book perhaps represents Chomsky an views 
on Firthian linguistics in general, in so far as these have been formulated. In the book's 123 pages 
twelve are devoted to a general critique of the theory (50-61), followed later by individual 
examinations of fifteen prosodic treatments of parts of various languages (76-115). 
Langendoen's criticisms mostly take the form of proposed restatements in terms of feature 
modifying rules of the type by then established as the standard presentation of phonology in 
transformational-generative descriptions. His study is much more detailed than those of other 
people, and he takes due notice of the orientation of prosodic phonology on the basis of a prior 
grammatical analysis. In this respect, and on a personal note permissible in an essay of this kind, I 
derived some wry amusement from my own short article on nasality in Sundanese (1957a) having 
suffered two reviews in the space of a crucial ten years. In 1959 Stockwell strongly criticised the 
introduction of a grammatical context (a pluralising infix) into a phonological analysis on the 
ground that plurality is not as such audible, thus violating the biunique requirement (1959:258); 
but Langendoen wrote (1968:59) 'Robins' article is to be commended for its place in the assault on 
the position of no "levels mixing" between phonology and syntax' (Langendoen was a young man 
at this time, and we see the military counterpart of Allen's 'prosodic campaign' in his 'assault' on a 
theoretical 'position'). But I clearly did not go far enough, by failing to recognise that 'the entire 
surface phrase marker has phonological significance'. If your aim is to please currently 
established opinion, the Vicar of Bray's orally delivered sermons and homilies must have been a 
safer means than printed papers, which must survive successive critics on two sides of an 
ideological divide. 
Apart from Langendoen (1968) several relatively recent publications dealing generally with 
linguistics or with phonology within linguistics devote some pages to an exposition of prosodic 
phonology, though more briefly than Langendoen. Their evaluations vary from being favourable 
for the most part to being sharply critical. We may notice the following: Dinneen (1967:310-25) 
summarises the theory and expresses his approval of it among several competing phonologies. 
Davis 1973 gives a straightforward account of prosodic analysis (275-91) within his chapter on 
Firthian linguistics as a whole. He is expository rather than critical, and he illustrates prosodic 
phonology not just by summaries of existing work of the London school but by suggested 
analyses of Old Church Slavonic and of Bella Coola (an American Indian language). 
Sommerstein 1977 assigns a chapter (54-69) to prosodic analysis, with particular prominence to 
the desirability of treating phonetic features present in successive segments ('feature smear' , 54) as 
exponents of unitary prosodies rather than assigning them to one segment as relevant (phonemic) 
and to another as redundant (allophonic), a point made by most Firthians in this connection. 
Sommerstein's account is sympathetic though in part critical, asserting that too much emphasis on 
polysystemicity, on which Firth and his colleagues took such pride, could lead to an unacceptable 
complication of the total analysis (61-3, 68). He gives his own exemplification in a fragment of 
English phonology. 
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In three articles ( 1972, 1 978, and 1 979), Roberts sets out a critical survey of prosodic theory as 
he seeks to reconstruct it from a position outside the Firthian school, with a full bibliography. He 
refers to its 'tremendous potential as the basis of a still undeveloped general phonological theory' 
( 1 972:3). In his 1 978 article he concentrates on the relevant writings of Firth; in 1 979 he 
elaborates a critique of the prosodic work of Henderson. 
Sampson 1 980 allots a chapter to 'The London School', in which pages 2 1 3  to 223 outline and 
discuss prosodic phonology. Most recently Lass ( 1984:238-48) devotes about the same length to 
the theory, but he is much more strongly critical of the way in which it has been formulated. 
Alongside summaries and commentaries like these on the theory as others have seen it, since 
1 970 some developments have been taking place in phonology at the hands of generative linguists 
which bear varying degrees of similarity to aspects of Firth's prosodic analysis. In general these 
systems of analysis have arisen from the problem of fitting naturally non-segmental or 
plurisegmental phonetic phenomena into the segmental framework of a version of phonemic 
phonology. Two such developments have come to be known as autosegmental phonology and 
metrical phonology. 
Autosegmental phonology, originating in the proposals of Goldsmith ( 1 976a), has now a 
respectably sized bibliography (see especially van der Hulst and Smith 1 982). It began with the 
proposed treatment of tones in some tone languages not as supra segmental phonemes but as 
segments in their own right, 'autosegments', assumed to occupy a different layer or tier from that 
of the segmental phonemes; and there may be more than one such 'upper' tier of autosegments, 
which are related to the segmental phonemes by 'association', which is by no means a set of one­
one correspondences. Pitch phenomena, of course, have always been seen to invite a treatment 
other than a simple segmental analysis, but the autosegmental approach comes nearer to Firth's 
prosodic phonology in the proposition put forward by its adherents that autosegmental analysis can 
very profitably analyse the phenomena of vowel harmony, nasalisation, and other such 
supraglottally articulated features within their own autosegments (cf. Halle and Vergnaud 1 981). 
Autosegmental phonology emerged in response to the problems of integrating tonal phenomena 
into a general phonological analysis. Metrical phonology, as may be inferred from its title, was 
fIrst devised to deal with problems of syllable stress. From there it has been said to have 'invaded' 
the territory of autosegmental phonology (van der Hulst and Smith 1 982:30) and likewise to have 
been extended into analyses of vowel harmony (43). Some writers in these fIelds make use of the 
terms 'prosody' and 'prosodic' to refer to these features, and like Firth they specify morphological 
as well as phonological 'domains', or structures, within which these prosodies are operative (see, 
for example the papers by McCarthy and by Nespor and Vogel in van der Hulst and Smith 1 982). 
It is clear that autosegmental phonology and metrical phonology have been outgrowths from 
generative phonology (cf. van der Hulst and Smith 1 982:2-5). Though in important respects 
sharing Firthian ideas they do not seem to have any significant direct input from his prosodic 
theory. There is a single reference to this in Goldsmith 1 976a ( 1 5), but none in his 'Overview' 
( 1 976b), as duly noted by Sampson ( 1 980:258). Material from Bendor-Samuel ( 1 960) is brought 
into the discussion by van der Hulst and Smith in their 'Overview' ( 1982:22-3), though without 
references to Firth or to other writers in the Firthian group. 
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In this respect Griffen's non-segmental phonology is set in a rather different context. Its 
sources and motivation lie in the physically non-segmental nature of speech (cf. Griffen 1976:6 
'Speech is in reality nonsegmental'). His analysis, as set out in 1976, is based on his conception 
of phonological prosodies and illustrated from a study of Welsh initial mutations, a topic examined 
prosodically by Albrow (1966) and the subject of previous investigations by Griffen (see 
references in Griffen 1976 and 1979). Though the details of his use of prosodic analysis differ 
from those of linguists working in the Firthian tradition, his indebtedness to Firth and the Firthians 
is clearly acknowledged in the text and the bibliographies. A further study, 'A dynamic 
non segmental model and the London school tradition', has been reported as forthcoming for some 
time (latterly in PICL 13:218 (1982». 
Despite the obvious resemblances in theory and method between these current phonologies and 
Firth's original prosodic theory, and despite the acknowledgements and references found in some 
of their proponents, it does not seem that these developments in the 1970s and since then are a 
direct continuation of Firth's programme. They have arisen rather from a reexamination in the 
context of generative phonology of phenomena not easily subjected to a monosystemic segmental 
treatment. Stress and pitch (whether in tones or in intonation) have always been at the forefront in 
this, and the term 'prosody' has been used technically in relation to them since antiquity (and 
because of the importance of such features in the composition and reading of poetry the term was 
soon generalised in this direction). What was really distinctive in Firth's prosodic theory was the 
extension of this non-segmental treatment to all articulatory features which could be shown to 
justify it through some syntagmatic function or relationship, within a grammatical as well as within 
a phonological structure. So far none of the newer non-segmental phonologies have gone 
anything like as far as Firth intended, though Griffen may be moving nearer to Firth's position. 
But if this is the case, it is still a matter of rediscovering Firth after a long interval, not a 
continuation of his own work, as it is with the writings of Sprigg and those few others who 
pursue prosodic analysis in the Firthian tradition. 
It does seem, however, that in the three main principles embodied in his phonological work 
Firth had realised ahead of others how phonology ought to develop within linguistics to satisfy 
both the needs of the phonetic data that formed its observed and recorded material and the 
functions fulfilled by these data in spoken utterances. If this is so, why did not he and his 
immediate circle exert a more continuous and widespread influence? In part both he and we must 
bear some responsibility. So much exemplification of the theory was done in languages little 
known to the general linguistic public. Mrs. Whitley's enthusiastic and far-reaching analysis of 
English never saw publication, nor did a proposed application of the theory to modern French 
worked out in some detail by three colleagues. No exhaustive prosodic analysis of the entire 
phonology of a single language was undertaken (the nearest approach to this may be seen in 
Henderson 1965), and Firth himself never got down to the task of setting out his theory at book 
length in the way that other phonological theorists have done. Nor did he, it must be said, 
encourage others to do this; he much preferred detailed but partial studies of individual languages. 
For general expositions we have little more than Robins (1957b), Hill's brave methodological 
sketch (1966), and Palmer's excellent though very short introduction (1970:ix-xvi). This 
omission on the part of Firth and the Firthians has been repeatedly deplored by writers outside the 
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tradition but not necessarily unsympathetic to it (e.g. Postal 1968:196; Sommerstein 1977:57; 
Roberts 1978:37; Sampson 1980:215). 
There were also the accidents of history. Firth's very success in promoting linguistics in 
British universities meant that in the years following his retirement in 1956 and his death in 1960 
ten of his colleagues had left to take up posts elsewhere, and by 1967 six new members without 
long-standing personal association with him had joined his former department. In a group of 
linguists hitherto working so closely together in a restricted field within their subject this change 
made a major impact, and it partly explains, though it does not excuse, the charge that after the 
polemical writings of the 1950s the general theory remains 'still undeveloped' (Roberts 1972:3). 
Additionally and at around the same time the whole outlook and much of the organisation of 
linguistics in the world at large was radically altered by the sudden rise to prominence of 
transformational-generative grammar and the teaching of Chomsky. In the 1940s and even the 
1950s it could still be claimed that phonology was the pace-maker in theoretical linguistics (cf. 
Longacre 1956:301). But for the next decade and after, syntax became the front runner, and 
phonology found its place as the phonological component of transformational-generative grammars 
(cf. Halle 1962; Chomsky and Halle 1968:7). In this place the Trubetzkoyan phonemic phonology 
of distinctive features in successive segments became the standard phonology after various 
modifications, and from it developed the quasi-independent generative phonology (cf. Schane 
1973); and from this, as we have seen, came those movements, auto segmental and metrical 
phonology, which are currently most prominent among those again facing the issues to which 
Firth had addressed himself so vigorously. Relevant here is Zwicky's statement (1982:873) that in 
Current approaches to phonological theory (Dinnsen 1979) almost all the contributions are 
concerned with 'developments or amendments of the proposals of Chomsky and Halle in The 
sound pattern of English'. He goes on to point out the prior relevance of Firth to Goldsmith's 
autosegmental phonology (887), but like others he laments the lack of clarity in Firth's 
presentation of his own approach. 
If Firth had lived longer into the Chomsky an era, or if he had written a definitive account of 
prosodic phonology in book form, if someone else who had worked with him had done so, 
integrating it into generative phonology, or if the Chomskyan revolution had been deferred for a 
decade ....... One can endlessly rerun the course of history supposing specifically different 
sequences of events, without reaching any firm conclusion. Firth was one of the first to hear the 
horse's hoofbeats, but others, far more numerous, caught the horseman's coat-tails and took 
control of the horse. 
PRE-FINAL FOCUS ACCENTS IN ENGLISH : 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF TWO VARIETIES 
William H.G. Wells 
Two recurrent interests in R.K. Sprigg's work have been the phonological description of tonal 
features (e.g. Sprigg 1955, 1972), and comparative statement (e.g. Sprigg 1963a, 1972). A third, 
that has until recently been less in evidence in his publications, is the phonological description of 
English (Sprigg 1986a). It is therefore appropriate in this volume to present a study combining 
these three interests, in which an attempt has been made to apply principles of Firthian 
phonology as exemplified in the work of R.K. Sprigg and his former colleagues and students at 
S.O.A.S. - even though the material is of a type with which they were not primarily concerned: 
different varieties of English, in this case the 'standard' variety of British English and that spoken 
in Brownhills, near Walsall, in the West Midlands. 
In Wells (1988) an analysis is presented of the patterning of pitch and other phonetic features 
in a non-localised (standard) variety of British English. The patterning of these features has 
previosly been described in terms of intonational systems, but serious descriptive problems have 
arisen due to the fact that the functional or semantic categories, such as 'information focus' 
(Halliday 1967) or ' emphasis' (O'Connor and Arnold 1973), which intonation is claimed to 
realise, are vague and subjective, relying ultimately for their definition upon the very phonetic 
features which serve as their exponents. Thus, for Halliday, an item which carries the major 
pitch prominence (or 'tonic') is said to have information focus, but the semantic concept of 
information focus itself has not been defined independently of its phonological exponents (see 
Wells 1988, Chapter 1). This circularity has only been avoided in intonation studies when 
previously established grammatical categories have been taken as the basis for establishing 
intonational structures and systems, e.g. in Halliday's system of 'tone'; but it is generally agreed 
that the functions of pitch in English have less to do with syntax than with pragmatic or 
interactive categories, and that the relation between grammar and intonation is, in Bolinger's 
words, 'casual, not causal'. 
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When studying lexical or grammatical uses of pitch etc. in a 'tone' language, the phonologist 
is able to take as his starting point the different lexical (or grammatical) categories which have 
been established at the appropriate levels of description for speakers of the language (cf. Sharp 
1954, Sprigg 1955); he can then proceed to correlate them with differential phonetic exponents. 
For the phonology of English, it is necessary to achieve an equivalent starting point for an 
analysis of pitch and related features in terms of information focus at the appropriate level of 
linguistic description, i.e. the semantic level. In Wells (1988) an attempt was made, for the 
standard variety of British English (henceforth SBE), to establish a semantic system on the basis 
of the observed behaviour of native speakers and listeners. Listeners' judgements as to the 
'relative importance' of items in decontextualised utterances were elicited, and on this basis a 
four-term 'focus' system was set up, the phonetic exponents of which were analysed in detail 
(see also Wells 1986b). The results were then integrated with the findings of a comprehensive 
phonological analysis of utterances produced under carefully controlled contextual and 
grammatical conditions. The analysis drew upon principles used in Firthian phonology for the 
analysis of lexical tone, which were found to be equally applicable to the analysis of the non­
lexical uses of pitch etc. in English. 
1. Material 
The material which formed the basis of the analysis was elicited from seven native English 
speakers. Each was given a sheet of forty-five numbered sentences, and was instructed to read 
aloud each sentence in turn after hearing the appropriate cue. Subjects' responses were recorded 
on audio tape. On the tape that subjects heard were recorded forty-five cue sentences, each 
preceded by the number of the corresponding response sentence on the subject's sheet. Cue 
sentences were read by the author, using what would generally be considered to be neutral 
patterns of pitch, loudness and tempo for standard (RP) English, i.e. with unmarked tonicity, 
tonality and tone within Halliday's framework (Halliday 1967). 
The sentences to be read out consisted in fact of just thirteen textually different sentences, 
each occurring at least twice. Nine of these were in fact used in the analysis. The sentences were 
designed to contain grammatical variables which had been identified as potentially relevant to the 
marking of focus (see Appendix). 
The cue sentences that subjects heard on the tape were designed to represent a range of 
different types of focus context (referred to henceforth as 'focus types') which, according to 
previous accounts of English intonation (e.g. Ladd 1980), should elicit a corresponding range of 
different prosodic patterns. The focus types are listed below and exemplified with reference to 
Response Sentence 5, 'The sun was shining' : 
FINAL CONTRAST: the cue contains all the items in the test sentence except the last. It 
is expected that the last item in the sentence will therefore have contrastive focus: 
Cue: I'm pretty sure the sun was hidden by a cloud. 
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NON-FINAL CONTRAST: the cue contains all the items in the test sentence but one, 
which is not sentence flnal. It is expected that this item will have contrastive focus: 
Cue: As Mary stepped out into the garden, the moon was shining up above her . . .  
PARTIAL BACKGROUNDING: the cue contains one item (or more) that also occurs in 
the test sentence, this item being the one that, according to the literature, receives the 
accent in a 'normal intonation' reading. It is predicted that here the accent will be shifted 
onto some other item which is not given. In Sentences 6 and 7, the back- grounded word is 
the flnal word in the cue sentence, whereas in Sentences 1, 4, 5 and 9 a non-flnal word in 
backgrounded: 
Cue: Describe the sun that morning. 
TOTAL BACKGROUNDING: the cue contains all the items that occur in the test 
sentence. It is predicted that the accent will not fall as in NEWS, but on another item: 
Cue: Of course, if the sun had been shining I'd've felt a lot happier. 
NEWS: the cue sentence does not contain any items in the test sentence, so there is no 
motive for deaccenting or contrastive focus. Under this condition one would expect to find 
the 'neutral' prosodic pattern: 
Cue: What was it like? 
The sentences and corresponding cues were presented to informants in a pseudo-randomised 
order which ensured that the same sentence did not occur twice in succession; this was to prevent 
the creation of unforeseen 'contrastive' contexts. 
2. Focus accent systems in standard British English 
The informants, who had no apparent difficulty with the task, were all native speakers of 
English who normally speak a variety that is standard for England in terms of grammar and lexis. 
Some have a slight regional accent, reflecting place of origin, which included Liverpool, Greater 
Manchester, Thirsk (North Yorkshire), Derby and the Home Counties. Possible effects of 
regional accent were borne in mind throughout the analysis that followed, but it was not possible 
to identify any individual informant as behaving in a markedly different manner from the others. 
It is to be expected that marked regional accents will differ from one another both phonologically 
and phonetically, in 'prosodic' as in 'segmental' respects (Knowles 1974; Jarman and Cruttenden 
1976; Brown, Currie and Kenworthy 1980); and this is clearly the case with the Brownhills 
informant considered below. However, insofar as the speech of all seven informants is amenable 
to analysis in terms of the same phonological structures and systems, the statement presented 
here can be taken as valid for the standard accent of British English as spoken in England. Five 
of the seven informants were female; all were aged between 18 and 30, and were students at the 
University of York. None had training in English phonetics. 
In brief, it was found that listeners and speakers of this variety of English operate with a 
semantic system of focus having phonetic exponents of pitch, loudness, tempo and duration; 
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terms in the semantic system can be related to their phonetic exponents in an explicit manner by 
setting up accentual systems at two places in structure: line-prefinal and line-final (Wells 
1988:136). By means of these accentual systems, speakers are able to differentiate between 
focus types, although the interaction of phonology, grammar and context is complex (Wells 
1988, Chapter 5). 
The places in structure at which the accentual systems operate are named accent units. Each 
accent unit comprises minimally one syllable which forms its 'centre' , or 'focus'/'focal point' in 
the phonological sense of Allen (195Ia:86); the accent may have extent over syllables preceding 
and/or following its centre. The centre will henceforth be notated as [A]. Where it is located on 
a polysyllabic word, [A] invariably coincides with the lexically accented syllable of the word. 
Accent unit boundaries are defined as follows: 
An accent unit begins one syllable before its centre providing that 
syllable is not itself the centre of the preceding accent unit. 
An accent unit thus consists of the syllable before [A], the [A] syllable itself, and all syllables 
following [A] up to but not including the syllable before the next [A]. 
In the examples, line boundaries are notated / /, and accent unit boundaries /. Accent unit 
centres are underlined. (The typographical conventions are derived from Halliday (1967); it must 
be stressed, however, that their use here is quite different from Halliday's). 
The prefinal accentual system is set out in Table 1. The labelling of accents in Table I derives 
from the analysis presented in Wells (1 986), and relates to the grades of focus which they realise. 
The phonetic exponency of each accent can be derived from the table where accents are located 
on a matrix of phonological features. The phonetic specification of these features is as follows: 
P I :  [A] is syllable with highest (or equal highest) pitch in the line. 
P2u: Step up in pitch from pre-[A] syllable to [A], or rising-falling pitch on [A]. 
P2d: Step down in pitch from [A] to following syllable, or, where [A] has falling 
pitch, following syllable is not higher than end of fall on [A] . 
P3: F: In Final Accent Unit: falling pitch on [A], to base of speaker's normal range. 
In Pre-final Accent Unit: falling pitch on [A], not necessarily to base of 
speaker's normal range. 
R: Rising pitch on [A]. 
LV: Level pitch on [A]. 
L: [A] is the loundest, or equal loudest, syllable in the line. 
T: [A] has tempo prominence: either syllabic sustention of [A], or allegro over 
syllables immediately before word containing [A], or both. 
In addition to the two accentual systems, it is necessary to posit a small number of 
phonological 'rules', or constraints on output, which operate upon certain accents under specified 
conditions of juncture etc. These will not be discussed here. 
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Table 1. SBE Pre-final accentual system 
PI P2u P2d P3 L T 
Max I + + + F + + 
Maj 1 + + F + + 
Maj 2 0 + + F + 
Maj 3 0 + + F + 
Maj 4 0 + F + + 
Maj 5 + + F + + 
Mnr 1 0 0 F + 
Mnr 2 0 + 0 F + 
Mnr 3 0 + F + 
Mnr 4 0 R + 
Mnl l 0 LV 0 
Mnl 2 0 0 + LV 0 
Key: + obligatorily present Max Maximal 
obligatorily absent Maj Major 
0 optional Mnr Minor 
Mnl Minimal 
The structures and systems are illustrated from one informant's production of the sentence 
'The sun was shining' in all the focus types outlined above. Beneath the reading transcription is 
the phonological transcription in terms of accent units and systems, and the semantic 
transcription of focus. 
S5:TC NEWS 
CUE: What was it like? 
o�sAnw�zfaunu 
pp f P f P 
I/Maj 2 the sun /Maj 2 was shining II 
. 1 1M the SUN 1 1M was SHINING I I  
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S5 : TC PARTIAL BACKGROUNDING 
CUE: Describe the sun that morning. 
9SAIJw;}J·atnU) 
pp f pp f pp 
I/Maj 2 the sun /Maj 2 was shining/I 
1 1M the SUN 1 1M was SHININGII 
S5: TC TOTAL BACKGROUNDING 
CUE: Of course, if the sun'd been shining I'd've felt much happier. 
O;}SAnWD�Jatn1.IJ 
pp f ff f pp 
I/Mnll the sun /Maj2 was /Mnll shining II 
l iZ the sun 1 1M WAS l iZ shining 
S5: TC NON-FINAL CONTRAST 
CUE: As Mary stepped out into the garden, the moon was shining up above her ... 
O;}s:AnW;}J:atnu) 
pp ff pp f pp 
I/Maxl the sun_ /Mnll was shining II 
I IC the SUN l iZ was shining I I  
S5:  TC FINAL CONTRAST 
CUE: I'm pretty sure the sun was hidden by a cloud 
o�sAnw�f·aulllJ 
p f pp f P 
<allegro> 
IIMnl l  the sun I Max I was shining II 
l iZ the sun I IC was SHINING I I  
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The phonological exponency of focus is effected by recognising units of focus structure 
(deriving from the empirical investigations referred to above and reported in Wells 1986), of 
which one semantic variable constitutes the focus centre (Wells 1988).  The phonological 
realisation of focus units and focus centres is assured by a convention stating that the lexically 
accented syllable of a focus centre constitutes an accent centre. Thus in the non-final contrast 
token illustrated above, there are two focus units: 'the sun' and 'was shining' ,  whose focus 
centres are in each case the second word (see Wells 1988, Chapter 5,  on how focus centres and 
unit boundaries are derived). The single syllable of 'sun' and the fIrst (i.e. the lexically accented) 
syllable of 'shining' constitute accent centres, and take an accent which corresponds to the focus 
grade, Le. 'Maximal ' for the Contrastive unit ' the sun' ,  and Minimal for the Zero focus unit 'was 
shining' .  The conventions for the focus transcription are as follows: 
II = sentence boundary; I = focus unit boundary; UPPER CASE = focus centre; focus grade is 
indicated by letter at beginning of focus unit: C = contrastive; M = main; S = subsidiary; Z = 
zero. 
3. Accentual systems and linguistic comparison 
R.K. Sprigg prefaced a recent paper on English phonology (Sprigg 1986a) with the following 
quotation: 
Nowadays a man must master at least one tongue language and one hand language. 
His ears, however, have to understand quite a number of ear languages, principally 
dialects of his own country. 
(Firth 1937:23). 
Prosodic phonologists have shown a persistent concern that phonological descriptions should 
facilitate comparison between related languages and dialects, as is evident in Sprigg's own work 
on Tibeto-Burman comparison and in the following quotation from one of his former students: 
It is . . .  desirable - ideally - that the phonological statement arrived at for a particular language 
should be relatable in the simplest possible way to those made for languages known to be of the 
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same family or group, and, if possible, to the statement posited for the earlier stages of the history 
of that language or, indeed, of the group as a whole. (Kelly 1974: 107) 
One of the advantages that may be claimed for the approach to English 'intonation' taken in 
Wells ( 1 988) and summarised above is that it facilitates phonological comparison of related 
dialects. To date, few attempts have been made to compare the intonation of different varieties 
of English, perhaps for want of a viable theoretical framework. Local ( 1 986) has shown that 
there are no grounds for identifying phonetically similar pitch configurations in related varieties 
as phonologically comparable: in Tyneside English, a high fall-to-low is used by the speaker to 
check his or her understanding of what has just been said, whereas in non-localised varieties of 
English this function is realised by rising pitch. Conversely, a rising pitch configuration on 
Tyneside routinely cooccurs with declaratives, where a fall is usual in non-localised varieties. 
Similar observations have also been made with reference to Belfast English (Jarman and 
Cruttenden 1976) and Scouse (Knowles 1974). There remains, however, the problem of 
formulating a comparative statement. It is certainly valuable to compare varieties directly in 
terms of the phonetic exponency of interactive categories, such as the 'understanding checks' of 
Local ( 1986), or turn-delimitation as in Local, Kelly and Wells ( 1986) and Local, Wells and 
Sebba ( 1 985); and there is also some interest in comparing the exponency of traditional 
grammatical categories, such as declaratives or interrogatives, as in Jarman and Cruttenden 
( 1 976), although this may be limited if the relation between grammar and intonation is 'casual, 
not causal ' .  Nevertheless, the phonologist will eventually wish to state relationships between the 
exponents of these categories in different varieties at the phonological level, as may be done in 
lexical phonology, for example by the use of abstract phonological formulae. The approach to 
English 'intonation' that has been outlined above offers the possibility of making comparative 
statements at the phonological level, since it entails setting up phonological structures and 
systems (of accentuation) which are abstractions from the phonic material and which relate 
explicitly to functional (here 'focus')  categories. It is therefore possible to make such abstractions 
for more than one related variety of the language, with reference to the same functional category 
of focus, and then to identify similarities and differences at the phonological level. In insisting 
on the need for an abstract phonological level for the comparison of intonation systems, the 
present approach resembles that suggested by Knowles ( 1 974). The main differences lie firstly 
in the fact that phonetic parameters other than pitch, i.e. loudness, tempo and duration, are given 
full consideration as candidate exponents of the phonological systems; and secondly in the fact 
that the phonological structures and systems are related explicitly to functional categories (of 
focus) which have been warranted from the observed behaviour of speakers and listeners (Wells 
1988, Chapter 6). 
The variety of English to be compared to the non-localised variety described earlier is one 
spoken in Brownhills, near Walsall, in the West Midlands. The principal informant (JP) was 
nineteen years old at the time of the recording, a student at the City of Birmingham Polytechnic 
who had lived in Brownhills all her life, having been educated locally. The following analysis is 
based on a recording of JP reading the sentences described earlier, under the same conditions 
except that the cues were read by another native of Brownhills (LC). JP and LC had attended the 
same school and lived close to one another. The cues were read by a Brownhills speaker in order 
to reduce the likelihood of JP modifying her responses in the direction of the standard variety. 
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Both informants were asked to read their sentences as they might speak them in an informal 
conversation with friends at home. They were satisfied that their performances reflected the way 
in which they normally spoke among friends in Brownhills. The material is illustrated by JP's 
tokens of the five items given earlier for TC. 
S5:  JP NEWS 
CUE: What was it like? 
ogsQnwgf:giniIjk: 
P f P f p 
I/Maj the sun I was shining II 
II M the SUN I was SHINING I I  
S5: JP PARTIAL BACKGROUNDING 
CUE: Describe the sun that morning 
s·QIJwgf:�·i·nin 
/ 
f P f P 
<allegro> 
I/Mnl the sun I was shining II 
l iZ the SUN I was SHINING I I  
S5: JP TOTAL BACKGROUNDING 
CUE: Of course, if the sun'd been shining I'd've felt much happier 
s·Qnwnf:gtntn 
f f f p 
I/Mnr sun /Maj was I shining II 
l iS the SUN 1M WAS I SHINING I I  
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S5:  JP NON-FINAL CONTRAST 
CUE: As Mary stepped out into the garden, the moon was shining up above her . , .  
O�SG)ll w� J: �iniIJk 
/ 
P f p f P 
IIMax the sun I was shining II 
I IC the SUN I was SHINING I I  
S6: JP FINAL CONTRAST 
CUE: I'm pretty sure the sun was hidden by a cloud 
o�sQnw�J:�inU} 
"' / 
pp p pp f P 
<allegro> 
IIMnl the sun I was shining II 
l iZ the SUN I was SHINING I I  
There are several respects in which two varieties may differ with regard to 'intonation' and 
infonnation focus: 
1) The two varieties may differ so radically that the system of 'focus' is realised at different 
lin!! listic levels. For instance, in one, focus may be realised at the syntactic level, by a 
parl. ::le, rather than by an accentual system. Alternatively, the exponents may be at the 
phol1010gical level in both varieties, but be organised in quite different ways. Thus it seems 
that in London Jamaican, dynamic pitch is used as an exponent of turn delimitation but is not 
associated at all with focus, which appears to be realised by consonantal duration and pitch 
height (Loe .. Ll , Wells and Sebba 1985 :3 1 1  ft). This difference between London Jamaican and 
standard varieties of British English is reflected in the radically different patterning of rhythm 
and pitch in the two varieties (cf. Kelly and Local 1984) , presumably resulting from their 
different histories. Direct comparison at the phonological level is thus inappropriate. The 
variety spoken in Brownhills, on the other hand, is indigenous, apparently sharing the basic 
rhythmic and pitch organisation of other indigenous varieties, such as 'stress-timing' and the 
use of dynamic pitch in the exponency of focus as well as turn-delimitation. Given that there 
is also a high degree of mutual intelligibility between Brownhills and non-localised varieties, 
it is appropriate to undertake a phonological comparison. 
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2) Two varieties may have comparable systems of focus, but differ in their rules for the location 
of the focus centre, and thence the accent centre. In the present case this would seem 
unlikely, given the apparently high degree of mutual intelligibility between varieties with 
regard to the interpretation of focus. However, in a study of Belfast intonation using a 
Hallidayan framework, Jarman (1972:47) noted instances where the 'tonic' is located on the 
preposition in a prepositional phrase, in contexts where there is no reason for contrast on the 
preposition: 
//I saw him here II in Manchester II 
S uch divergences are not evident in the Brownhills material: phonetic prominence (e.g. 
change of pitch, tempo prominence or loudness prominence) centres on the same syllables as 
in the non-localised variety, even though the specific ways in which prominence is realised 
may differ. This can be seen by comparing TC and JP realisations of the same focus types in 
the examples given earlier. For the purposes of the present analysis it has therefore been 
assumed that the two varieties are similar in having a focus system realised by accentual 
systems, and that the rules for focus centre placement are the same. 
3) It is possible that the two varieties diverge in the number of terms in the focus system. 
However, comparison of the same sentences under different  focus conditions, as in the 
examples already given, indicates that JP distinguishes focus types to the same extent as TC 
and other speakers of the non-localised variety, for instance in differentiating between 'News' 
and 'Non-final Contrast' tokens of 'The sun was shining' .  In general, JP makes no fewer 
distinctions between focus types than the SBE informants. For the purposes of comparison, it 
is therefore assumed that both varieties share a four-term focus system, realised by accentual 
systems with four corresponding grades of prominence: Maximal, Major, Minor, Minimal. It 
is not necessary to assume that each term in the focus system has exactly the same meaning in 
the two varieties: it is sufficient to recognise them as comparable linguistic items. This 
merely parallels the situation in comparative lexical phonology where two words may be 
recognised as the same item for comparative phonological purposes, even though their 
meanings are somewhat different in the two languages being compared. 
4) It is at the phonological level that differences between closely related varieties are most likely 
to be found. These may involve (a) a difference in the number of alternative accents for a 
given prominence grade (e.g. more or fewer Major accents in Brownhills than in the standard 
variety); or (b) a difference in the feature specification of accents, i.e. the Brownhills 
accentual systems will require different entries in the matrix on Table 1 ,  andlor different 
features. Differences between the two varieties at this level are discussed below, following 
an exposition of the accentual systems established for JP on the basis of her realisation of the 
various focus types. 
5) Further differences may be found at the level of phonetic exponency, when two varieties 
share the same accentual systems, which can be described using a single set of phonological 
features, but the phonetic realisation of those features is different, e .g. ' tempo prominence' 
might be realised by sustention of the vowel of [A] in one variety, but by sustention of the 
initial consonant in another. 
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The pre-final accentual system established for JP is set out in Table 2, followed by details of 
the phonetic exponency of the phonological features given there. 
Key: 
P I :  
P2-: 
-P2: 
P3: F: 
R: 
LV: 
L: 
T: 
Table 2. Brownhills pre.final accentual system 
PI P2- -P2 P3 L T 
MaxI + u d LV + 0 
Maj i  d u LV + 0 
Mnri 0 d LV + 
Mnll 0 LV 0 
+ obligatorily present Max Maximal 
obligatorily absent Maj Major 
0 optional Mnr Minor 
Mnl Minimal 
[A) is syllable with highest (or equal highest) pitch in the line. 
Step up (u) or down (d) in pitch from pre-[A) syllable to [A); or the two 
syllables are at the same height (I). 
Step up (u) or down (d) in pitch from [A) to following syllable; or the two 
syllables are at the same height (1). 
Falling pitch on [A), not necessarily to base of speaker's normal range. 
Rising pitch on [A). 
Level pitch on [A). 
[A) is the loudest, or equal loudest, syllable in the line. 
[A) has tempo prominence: either syllabic sustention of [A) , or allegro over 
syllables immediately before word containing [A), or both. 
4. Comparison of Brownhills and SBE prefinal focus accents 
Maximal : 
These accents typically function as exponents of Contrastive focus units in the non-final 
contrastive focus type. The examples above of this focus type for TC and JP 'The sun was 
shining' provide illustrations. The accent is phonetically similar in the two varieties, in that both 
have the accent centre as the highest syllable in the utterance; but for JP it has a level pitch, 
whereas in SBE a high fall to low is typical. The step up to the accent centre is less marked for 
JP, and tempo prominence is less common. These differences can be further exemplified from 
the corresponding tokens of another sentence: 
S6: TC NON-FINAL CONTRAST 
Cue: Someone's opened the window have they? 
SAmw AnzblOQ:Ja;tO;}WUldoQ 
f P ff pp pp p f 
<allegro> 
l/Mnl2 some- /MaxI -one's broken /Mn12 the window II 
l iZ someone IC 's  BROKEN IZ the window I I  
S6: JP NON-FINAL CONTRAST 
Cue: Someone's opened the window have they? 
S&W&SblEQkV-o�w1ndEQ 
p pp ff pp pp P f 
<allegro> 
I/Mnl some- /Max -one's broken I the window II 
l iZ someone IC 's  BROKEN I the window I I  
Major: 
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To the ears of an SBE speaker, the prefinal Maximal accent of Brownhills seems lacking in 
phonetic prominence. However, this is unlikely to be the case for Brownhills speakers, since IP 
clearly distinguishes the Maximal accent from the Major accent, which is used in non-contrastive 
contexts, and is illustrated above in her versions of 'The sun was shining' for the News and Total 
Backgrounding focus types. The Brownhills Major accent has a step down in pitch to the accent 
centre and a step up immediately following it. It is thus quite different, phonetically, from the 
Brownhills Maximal accent. It is also quite different from the SBE Major accents, where there is 
typically a step up to the accent centre and a step down following it (cf. TC's versions of the 
same sentences). The Brownhills Prefinal Major accent, when followed, as it generally is, by a 
final accent having mid or high level pitch, results in a pitch contour that is regarded by those 
living in the region as particularly characteristic of this variety. The following provide further 
illustrations of this accent 
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S4: JP NEWS 
Cue: Why won't you be able to make it? 
aka :zl;>lEGlkr,ldeun 
pp f f pp f 
IIMaj the car's I broken I down I 
1 1M the CAR I 's BROKEN DOWN I I  
S6: JP PARTIAL BACKGROUNDING 
Cue: Just show John the new window in the front room will you? 
SGlWGlSblEGl :la10gwtn ·dEGl? , 
pp pp f pp pp f f 
IIMnl some- I Maj -one's broken I the window II 
l iZ someone 1M 's BROKEN I the WINDOW I I  
Minor: 
The Prefinal Minor accents in the two varieties are phonetically similar, except that in 
Brownhills the accent centre generally has a level pitch, or a narrow fall, whereas in SBE the 
basic pitch movement is either a fall or a rise (see Table 1) .  
Minimal: 
The Brownhills Prefinal Minimal accent resembles the SBE Prefinal Minimal l accent, but is 
more limited in its phonetic realisations. The Brownhills accent is characterised by having all 
syllables in the accent unit at the same pitch height, as in JP's Final Contrast token of 'The sun 
was shining' .  In SBE, this is one possible realisation, but there is also a realisation in which the 
syllables step up progressively through the accent unit, as in TK's version of the same item. 
Furthermore, there is a second Prefinal Minimal accent in SBE, illustrated by another informant's 
version of the same item: 
S5: MC FINAL CONTRAST 
Cue: I'm pretty sure the sun was hidden by a cloud 
o::lsAnw::l3fatnUJ 
pp f pp f P 
<poco allegro> 
l/Mnl2 the sun./Maxl was shining II 
l iZ the sun I IC was SIllNING I I  
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Here, the accent i s  a t  a higher pitch level than the preceding and following syllables. 
4. Conclusions 
The comparison that has been presented of accentual systems in two varieties of British 
English is obviously limited in its scope: in particular, there has been no attempt to present the 
line-final accentual system of Brownhills. Line-final systems pose additional analytic problems, 
since their exponency is, almost certainly, intimately linked to the exponency of line 
delimitation, which strictly needs to be investigated in its own right first (see Wells 1988, 
Chapter 6).  Only brief references have been made to the phonetic possibilities at final position in 
Brownhills, although the almost invariable non-low terminal pitch is one of the most striking 
features of this variety. No mention at all has been made of the different ways in which accents 
are realised under different junctural conditions, since this has not yet been investigated in detail. 
Nevertheless, the comparison of pre-final accentual systems within a phonological framework 
points to some interesting differences between the two varieties. Firstly, it appears that in 
Brownhills an accent centre can be rendered pitch prominent by obtruding either above its 
adjacent syllables (Maximal), or below them (Major), whereas in the SBE material only the first 
possibility is found. Secondly, Brownhills pre-fmal accent centres generally have a level pitch, 
whereas in SBE a fall is the norm for the higher prominence grades (unless the final accent centre 
follows immediately: see TC 'Total Backgrounding' for 'The sun was shining' ,  and discussion 
in Wells ( 1 988) .  Thirdly, the Brownhills speaker does not appear to make use of tempo 
prominence as an exponent of accentuation to the same extent as was found in SBE: it is not 
criterial for any of the Brownhills accents. 
Such differences can be expressed readily in terms of the features matrices presented in Tables 
1 and 2, although it will be noted that the definition of P2 has to be altered for Brownhills in 
order to capture the first of the differences just listed. At the same time, the possibility cannot be 
ignored that a quite distinct phonetic parameter is employed in Brownhills, for the exponency of 
the focus system. For instance, it appears from the present data that pitch register may have a 
distinctive function in the focus system: three of the four Total Backgrounding tokens elicited 
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share the phonetic characteristic of being spoken unusually high in the pitch range. IP's token, 
for this focus type, of 'The sun was shining', provides an example, as does the following: 
S6: IP TOTAL BACKGROUNDING 
Cue: I wish someone would break that horrible window in the front room . . . .  
SGlWGlSblEul!c90.,wmd., ? 
pp pp f pp P P P 
<allegro> 
l/Mn1 some- /Maj -one's broken I the window II 
l iZ someone 1M ' s  BROKEN I the WINDOW I I  
This unusual pitch height is not found with tokens of other focus types, which indicates that it 
may have a phonological function, although further investigation is required, with more 
informants. 
APPENDIX: Test sentences 
( 1 )  There's a man in the lobby. 
(2) A man appeared. 
(3) Macmillan's died. 
(4) The car's broken down. 
(5) The sun was shining. 
(6) Someone's broken the window. 
(7) He doesn't read books. 
(8) They said it would be hot today. 
(9) It's coming up at the faculty meeting. 
THE DOMAIN OF GEMINATION IN MALAY ALAM 
John Local and Adrian Simpson 
1. Introduction 
In recent years 'non-linear phonologies' (see e.g. Van der Hulst and Smith, 1982) have shown 
a renewed interest in the description and representation of the domain of phonological 
phenomena. Autosegmental analyses of a number of languages, for instance, have examined 
issues such as the 'boundedness' and 'directionality' of 'autosegmental spreading' (Goldsmith, 
1976). So Clements' ( 1976) discussion of vowel harmony systems draws particular attention to 
what are termed characteristics of 'unboundedness ' ,  wherein a particular harmonising feature 
'spreads' to all vowels, but only within a particular domain, and 'bidirectionality ' ,  wherein the 
harmonising feature of, say, the 'root' spreads in 'both directions' to encompass prefixes and 
suffixes. 
Within auto segmental, and lately metrical theory (Van der Hulst and Smith 1 982), 
considerable intellectual effort has been directed towards resolving competing representations of 
the domain of phonological entities. However, one problematic aspect of all recent non-linear 
approaches, is the impoverished nature of the phonetic observations on which they are based; 
routinely we find little more than a broad (phonemic) transcription. Such practices make it 
extremely difficult to assess seriously the arguments and claims about phonological domain. In 
this paper we will concentrate on the issue of domain through an examination of the phonetic 
detail attendant on 'gemination' in Malayalam. Gemination has been employed as a construct in 
the phonological analyses of many languages (Camochan 1 957, Clements 1986, Mohanan 1982, 
Nayar 1972, Palmer 1957), and the representation of geminate consonants has recently been 
explored in a number of non-linear analyses (e.g. Clements 1976, Mohanan 1984). However, 
regardless of the frameworks within which gemination has been treated, and the many languages 
for which it has been posited as a phonological unit or process, the accounts share one important 
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characteristic - the phonetic exponents of gemination are described as having extremely limited 
domain :  they are assumed to be found at a particular consonantal place in utterance (cf. however, 
Carnochan 1957 and Palmer 1957). In other words, gemination is typically seen to have 
implications for utterance in terms of duration, manner or place of articulation at a particular 
point in utterance. 
Mohanan ( 1 984), for instance, derives certain (phonetically) long nasals, which he terms 
geminates, by means of two phonological rules. The first is a rule of ' homorganic nasal 
assimilation' (1984:583), the second a rule which 'changes voiced stops to nasals after nasals' : 
Anunaasikaapprasaiam (' spreading of nasality ') 
[+ nasal ] 
C 
[ son 
- cont 
+ voice 
C 
(Mohanan 1984:584) 
By means of these two rules, the form paDDi ( 'pig ' )  (Mohanan's representation) is derived 
from an underlying structure of the form /paNgi/. 
Whatever criticisms may be leveled at the analysis itself, one point should be clear: 
gemination and its exponents are seen as having implications for a particular consonantal place in 
utterance and nowhere else. 
For Nayar ( 1972) too, though his work is within a different theory (Firthian prosodic analysis), 
gemination/non-gemination is seen as being punctually located in utterance: 
Those of g stated in the transitive forms of such verbs include a longvoiceless tense 
plosive articulation . . .  
( 1972:2 16) 
. . .  the exponents of g include non-syllabic junctional element statable before non­
past suffixes and implying phonetically a long voiceless tense velar plosive 
articulation . . .  in the past forms . . .  implying a long voiceless tense dental plosive. 
(1972:2 19) 
To this point, we have not paid serious attention to the possible meanings that ' gemination' 
might have. But even superficial perusal of the literature we have cited serves to indicate that 
linguists approach the discussion of 'gemination' with varying degrees of sophistication. For 
some, 'gemination ' is simply a way of dealing with ' long consonants ' .  For others, more 
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interestingly, gemination and non-gemination are phonological categories set up to deal with 
grammatical function, having a range of phonetic exponents which need not necessarily involve 
'length' .  Carnochan (1957) puts the case succinctly: 
I require gemination and non-gemination as phonological terms, not as.phonetic nor 
as grammatical terms. They correlate with (1)  grammatical processes . . .  
Gemination and non-gemination are not a matter of centi-seconds, they do not occur 
in utterance, but are invented and stated as part of the structure by the investigator. 
(1957: 149) 
In his analysis of Malayalam, Nayar sets up the categories of gemination and non-gemination 
to deal with certain kinds of patternings in verb stems. Malayalam has a number of verb stems 
which can function both transitively and intransitively (cf. Asher 1966 on Tamil). One difference 
between the transitive and intransitive forms is said to be that the transitive forms have, at a 
particular place, geminate consonants, which intransitive forms do not, e.g. 
swing a:� (past, intransitive) 
lift 
a:W (past, transitive) 
pormi 
pokki 
(past, intransitive) 
(past, transitive) 
(Nayar 1972:2 10-214) 
Mohanan, in his discussion of the same verbal phenomena ( 1 982: 1 32), also recognises 
'gemination' and geminate consonants. However, for Mohanan, the category 'gemination' is 
crucially about the occurrence of 'long consonants'. Thus, whereas Nayar treats a range of 
consonantal patternings and relationships in the transitive verbs under the rubric of 'gemination' 
(e.g. � - rr, !J - kk), Mohanan only employs the term for forms which have long consonants. In 
addition, Mohanan sets up rules such as 'denasalisation' ( 1982 : 1 32), separately from gemination, 
to deal with relationships like !J - kk, while at the same time using gemination to refer to long 
consonants which occur in nouns, even though the array of long consonant types in nouns is 
different from those occurring in the transitive/intransitive verb forms. There are good reasons 
for prefering the analysis proposed by Nayar over that of Mohanan, as will become apparent 
later. 
We tum now to our principal aims in this study, specifically we will show: 
(1) that the phonetic features attendant on 'gemination' are long-domain, that is, they are not 
restricted to one single (consonantal) place in utterance and are syntagmatically implicative. 
(2) that the distinctions between the geminate/non-geminate forms involve both 'segmental ' and 
'suprasegmental' features. 
(3) that the phonetic detail of the 'long domain ' features in the verbal forms provides a 
motivation for treating consonant alterations such as a � - rr and !J - kk in a unitary way. 
(4) that while there are good reasons to keep 'long consonants' in transitive/intransitive verbs 
apart from those in nouns in analysis, an understanding of long consonants in nouns helps 
explicate some 'odd' phonetic aspects of the verbal forms. 
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It is not our aim in this paper to give an exhaustive phonological account of the verbal or 
nominal systems in Malayalam. Rather, we are concerned to show that close attention to the 
phonetic detail of utterance can reveal unsuspected systematicities which may oblige us to 
reformulate our ideas about the domain over which phonological phenomena are deemed to 
operate. 
2. Analysis 
We begin our detailed consideration of the phonetic exponents of 'gemination' in Malayalam 
verb forms with the following material. The impressionistic records are of utterances having the 
form, ' It Xed',  'He Xed it', 'He Xed Y' and 'Y Xed' : 
(1) 'it decreased' 
'he decreased it' 
(2) 'it increased' ��S) I �xo · rH 
'he increased it' fi�yEtl I �g� I lf =-yU! =-i 
(3) 'it went inside' 
'he inserted it' 
(4) 'the price increased' 
'he increased the price' 
(5) 'the leaf went inside' 
'he inserted the leaf' 
(6) 'the pot broke' 
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'he broke the pot' 
(7) 'the leaf folded' 
'he folded the leaf' 
(' geminate consonants' are asterisked) 
On the basis of recurrent patterns, Malayalam can be seen to be an SOV language, and the 
dotted lines in the records serve to delimit certain stretches corresponding to the subject, object 
(where present) and verb: 
Subject (Object) Verb 
A number of points merit comment: 
(1) the transitive forms do not all have consonantal portions which are longer than the 
equivalent portions in the intransitive forms. They may have, but this too may vary 
somewhat across repeated versions of the same expression. In part the ' length' of the 
'long/geminate consonants' is dependent on the features of the preceding vocalic portion: if 
this portion is v then the 'geminate' tends to be noticeably long; if the vocalic portion is v 
then the 'geminate' is routinely not noticeably long. (This can be compared with Firth's 
remarks on Tamil, 1934:iii-iv). 
(2) there is a relatively straightforward relationship between the non-geminate and geminate 
consonantal portions. They are similar with respect to their place of articulation, but 
whereas all the non-geminates display voice, the geminates display voicelessness. All the 
geminate consonantal portions display a period of complete occlusion of the vocal tract with 
co-incident velic closure and pulmonic pressure build up behind the oral occlusion. 
However, these impressionistic records offer evidence that whatever patternings may be 
discerned here, these 'geminate' transitive forms are not different simply by virtue of a particular 
consonantal portion at one place in structure. Focussing for the moment solely on the verb stems 
that the transitive and intransitive forms may differ at least in terms of: 
(a) rhythmic quantity (and length). 
(b) phonation. 
(c) consonantal resonance. 
(d) vocalic resonance. 
(e) tensenessllaxness of overall articulatory setting. 
(f) patterns of variability in utterance. 
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(a) Rhythmic quantity. 
The rhythmic and length differences between the pairs of utterances are primarily to be found 
in the syllable preceding and the syllable following the 'geminate' consonants. In the transitive 
geminate forms the relative rhythmic quantities of these syUabls is 'equal-equal ' (cf. 
Abercrombie 1965). In the intransitive non-geminate forms, where the vocalic part of the flrst of 
these syllables is Y, the relative quantities of these syllables is ' short-long' .  
There are regular and systematic differences, too, between the pairs of utterances i n  those 
cases where the verb stem is C-initial. These portions in the transitive forms are always 
noticeably longer in duration than those in the intransitive forms. 
(b) Phonation. 
The transitive and intransitive verbs differ with respect to their overall phonatory quality. The 
intransitive verb forms are often produced with lax phonation and breathiness, which is maximal 
on the final syllable. In the transitive forms there was consistent phonatory tightness, creak, and 
often a total absence of vibration accompanying the utterance final syllable. 
(c) Consonantal resonance. 
In our impressionistic listening we flnd it necessary to distinguish a number of (secondary) 
cavity resonances co-incident with consonantal portions. These are symbolised: 
Inspection of the impressionistic records shows that all the consonantal portions in the 
transitive forms differ from those in the intransitive forms in terms of their resonance 
characteristics. Consonantal portions in transitive forms are always clear in resonance (and may 
be fronter in their place of articulation) than their intransitive congeners. So, for instance, the 
initial consonantal portion of the verb stem in (3) is post-velar in the transitive form, but 
noticeably pre-velar in the intransitive form. it will be seen that the initial consonantal portion 
with bilabiality and nasality in the transitive expressions (6 and 7) is darker than that in the 
intransitive forms. We offer an account for this observation below. 
(d) Vocalic resonance. 
Just as the consonantal portions differ in resonance across the transitive/intransitive forms, so 
do the vocalic portions. In general terms the vocalic portions of the intransitive verb forms are 
closer than those in their transitive counterparts, so we find, for instance: 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
Q <e 
0 
�: 
I} 
! 
/ I} � U 
/ UM t 
/ �!l 
Notice too that the vocalic portions in the intransitive forms tend to be less peripheral than 
those in the transitive forms. In addition, if the vocalic portion immediately preceding the 
'geminate consonant' is V then in the transitive form there is a noticeable fronting off-glide into 
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the following consonantal portion, e.g. (2) and (3) - no such off-glides were observed in the 
intransitive forms. However, in verbs where the 'geminate consonant' is retroflex, the preceding 
vocalic portion of intransitive forms displays noticeable retroflex colouring (symbolised with a 
superscript 1": in our records). We suspect that this tongue body configuation may be present from 
the beginning of such intransitive verb forms - on occasion we find the colouring discernible in 
the aspiration phase of initial plosives. 
(e) Tenseness/laxness. 
The perceived articulatory tension settings are such that intransitive verbs are pervasively 
'laxer' than transitive ones. So, for instance, where there is lip-rounding it is always closer and 
firmer in transitive forms; plosives in intransitive forms tend to have lax closure and noticeably 
lax fricative release, and may even be realised in fricatives - this never coocurs in transitive 
forms, where plosives always have firm closure and 'sharp ' ,  unaspirated release; 'nasals' in 
intransitive fonns may be realised with oral strictures of open approximation with nasality - in 
the transitive forms they always have complete, firm oral closure. 
The discussion to this point has been directed towards demonstrating that there are phonetic 
differences between geminate (transitive) and non-geminate (intransitive) verb stems, which have 
a domain beyond a single consonantal place - they encompass the whole of the verbal form. The 
domain of these features is not simply limited to the verb itself - this can be seen when we 
consider aspects of variability in repeated versions of transitive/intransitive expressions: 
(f) Variability. 
In the course of working with informants from many languages we regularly make 
observations relating to the variability which informants produce in the many repetitions which 
face-to-face impressionistic recording sessions demand. This variability, far from being random, 
often seems to be governed by factors such as the place in utterance and grammatical status of 
the expression being produced. In the case of the transitive/intransitive expressions, the range 
and nature of the variability which the informant produced was greater in the transitive ones. To 
illustrate some of this variability we have extracted from our records the different production 
possibilities observed at two places in utterance. These are (a) the consonantal portion from the 
onset of the final syllable in the verbs and (b) the intersyllabic portion of the pronominal form 
glossed as 'it': 
(a) Intransitive Transitive 
- c - - c -
� � + 
ct 
� 
1": t 
i i 1": .£ f � 
� � IJ nu � 
Jl. n,. � tc 
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(b) Intransitive Transitive 
- c -
It can be seen that all the intervocalic consonantal portions of 'it' in intransitive expressions 
have back of tongue raising as part of their make-up. This patterns with the resonance 
characteristics described above for the intransitive verb stems. By constrast, this same portion in 
transitive utterances has central or clear resonance co-incident with dental approximation, which 
again patterns with the overall resonance charcteristics of the (transitive) verb stems. 
3. Phonetic observations in the lexis 
In this section we examine the phonetic characteristics of some nominal forms, and show to 
what extent the observations pattern with those made in the verbal system, and in what ways they 
differ. 
The following set of records are of nominal expressions of the form, 'That's an X':  
( 1 )  a. 'that's cream' ? � V I p �' r t e t l! 
b. 'that's a head' 
c. ' that's a palm tree' 
d. ' that's a square' 
(2) a. ' that's a tin' 
b. ' that's a mother' 
c. ' that's a pig' 
d. 'that's a lie' l! � A I k· - A � : A ill a - ++ - + t" + + 
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As with the verbal expressions we identify certain stretches corresponding to an introducer and 
the nominal. The two sets of nominal expressions in 1 and 2 differ from each other in a 
number of ways: 
(a) where the fIrst vocalic portion of the noun stem is V in 1, the rhythmic quantity of this and 
the following syllable with respect to the following two is short-long (v - ). In the nominals 
in 2 the relationship is always equal-equal C A). 
(b) consonantal onset of the noun stem (where present) has a considerably longer period of 
closure in 2 than in 1 .  The intersyllabic consonantal portions (Mohanan's 'geminate' 
consonants) in 2 are also longer in duration than in 1 .  
(c) in the examples where there are intersyllabic strictures of complete oral and velic closure ( l a  
and 2a) the resonance of the consonantal gestures in the nominals i s  darker in 1 than i n  2. 
Where the intersyllabic portion is a sonorant, the resonance relationship is reversed, and it is 
the consonantal gestures of the nominals in 2 which are darker. 
(d) where the intersyllabic consonantal portion of the nominal is retroflex, the degree of 
retroflex colouring observed in the preceding vocalic portion is greater in the examples in 1 .  
This observation has again been notated by a superscript r. 
(e) the differences in the initial disyllabic portion (introducer) of the nominal expressions can be 
characterised in terms of overall tongue posture: those in 2 are fronter than those in 1 ,  having 
relatively fronter vowel qualitites and a secondary articulation of open approximation at the 
hard palate for the intersyllabic dental approximant. 
(t) the range of variability in production observed in the various consonantal gestures in the 
nominal expressions in 1 was comparable to that observed in the intransitive verbal 
expressions. 
A number of the observations which we have made about these two sets of nominal 
expressions are similar to those made about the transitive and intransitive verbal expressions. 
First, the features we have discussed have domain which extends beyond the syllable or word. 
Second, these long domain features are of a number of different kinds, e.g. vowel and consonant 
qualities, phonation type and range of variability. 
Although there are a number of similarities in the observations we have made for the 
transitive/intransitive expressions and the two sets of nominal expressions, there are sufficient 
differences to stop us from equating the phonology of the verbal system with that of the lexis :  
(1) the nominals in 2 always have a long intersyllabic consonantal portion. This is not the case 
for the onset of the fInal syllable in the verbal expressions. In the verbal expressions the 
nasal portions observed at this place in the intransitive forms is often longer in duration, than 
the consonantal portion at the same place in the transitives. 
(2) the verbal and nominal systems display different arrays of consonantal gestures at the ' long' 
consonant place in structure. 
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(3) the t - .t :  etc. relations in the verb forms link with the grammatical relationship of 
intransitivity/transitivity, the relations in the lexis are apparently abitrary although they may 
serve a semantic function (cf. Firth on lexical function in Tamil, 1957:49). 
One observation which we have made about the nouns containing sonorants offers a possible 
account of an apparent anomaly in the observations we made about the verbal expressions. We 
commented that in those · transitive expressions which contain a nasal, the secondary cavity 
resonance is darker than in the intransitive expression, although other consonantal gestures in the 
same (transitive) expression were clearer. In those nouns above which have 'geminate' nasals, 
there is a darker secondary resonance than in those which have co-incident shortness and 
nasality. What seems to be happening is that where a nasal occurs in a transitive verbal 
expression it appears with the resonance characteristics of its ' long' form in the nouns. This 
suggests that there may, in fact, be a rather interesting relationship to be explored between 
'geminate' consonants and 'long' consonants in Malayalam. 
4. Discussion 
Although we have only dealt with a relatively small corpus, it should be clear that the nature 
of the observations we have been making has more important consequences for the treatment of 
the phenomenon of 'gemination' in general. Close attention has been paid to a number of 
phonetic parameters. The consequence of attending to these details leads us to the conclusion 
that however one treats 'gemination' in Malaylam, it cannot be carried out in terms which focus 
on a particular point in utterance. Of course, a statement which includes long domain features of 
utterance of the sort we have proposed may encounter problems when one attempts to establish 
the boundaries of the domains in stretches longer than those which we have been investigating. 
Equally important are the implications that our treatment of 'gemination' in Malayalam has 
for other languages, where the phonological category 'gemination' has been proposed, and has 
been assumed to have punctual implications for the utterances from which it has been abstracted. 
We have, for instance, some evidence that ' long/geminate' consonantal phenomena in 
Singhalese, Korean and Damascene Arabic display similar long domain characteristics to the 
ones discussed here. 
THE VELAR LABIALS IN ClllDIGO 
John Kelly 
ChiDigo is a Bantu language spoken in an area that lies across the Eastern end of the Kenya­
Tanzania border. It is generally regarded as belonging to the Mijikenda group of languages, and, 
through them, to a larger grouping, Sabaki, which includes the various versions of Swahili that 
are spoken in the adjoining areas. 
Like others of its Mijikenda relatives, ChiDigo is notable in the phonetic domain for the 
existence of 'velar labial ' sound types. They are mentioned by, for instance, Nurse and 
Philippson ( 1 975) and, much earlier, Meinhof ( 1 905) refers to a 'velar labial' m, occuring before 
w, though he makes no mention of any other velar labial types. 
The purpose of this paper is to go further into the question of the status of the velar labials in 
ChiDigo, and, by so doing, to try to illustrate the undesirability of assigning phonological identity 
to similar or even identical sounds found under different sets of circumstances in the patterns 
thrown up by linguistic material. I shall try to show that there is more than one set of velar 
labials in ChiDigo and that the sets are different in all ways but the most superficial one, the 
phonetic. Structurally, that is, they are totally different. 
The discussion requires quite a detailed exposition of the phonology of number for several 
groups of ChiDigo nominals. In the manner typical of Bantu languages, ChiDigo has a noun­
class system. The classes are characterised by prefixes: and syntactic relationships of various 
kinds are reflected via a colligational system of 'concord' or 'agreement' .  In this, prefixes of a 
particular class recur throughout a syntactic construction, showing up in verbs and various 
qualifiers that are tied in with the head nominal. The variable is the nominal, said, accordingly, 
to 'control concord' .  
The class prefixes, of which there are well over a dozen in most Bantu languages, have a 
range of phonological content. Because of this and because, naturally, lexical nominal stems are 
themselves free to begin with a wide range of phonological elements, a great deal of phonetic 
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complexity is associated with the prefix-stem junction place in Bantu languages. In Sabaki, 
prefixes have a canonical CV structure: but they frequently don't look like this. And it is often 
difficult on first acquaintance with a language to recognise the prefixes in their totality. In 
Sabaki again, stems have a canonical CV(n) structure. But events over time have led to many 
stems having V initials. The prefix-stem situation might be quite different here, phonetically, 
because of the coming together of ingredients of fmal V of the prefix and of initial V of the stem, 
or, put otherwise, of the one syllable and the other, from that obtaining where CV-CV . . .  has 
endured. 
An example, not from ChiDigo, but from the closely related Mombasan Swahili, will clarify. 
In this language tr:oo, which is two syllables, and means ' latrine' is in the same class as, and 
shares the prefix of, ldvuli ' shadow' or kir:ogo 'back of head' .  Conversely, tr:'oo 'bait' is in a 
different class, which it shares with mbru ' seed',  ngoo 'bucket' ,  k'ojDge 'cultivated land', fimbo 
' stick' , and having the same prefix. The tr: of 'bait' has nothing to do with the tr: of ' latrine' 
other than superficially. It differs from it in status in that the tr: of 'latrine' is part of the 
phonetics of the prefix, whereas the tr: of 'bait' is part of the stem, the prefix in this class being 
zero for this item. As a result, the items with which the two tr: permute in system are different; 
the items with which they alternate in grammar (e.g. plurality) are different; and, lastly, the 
phonetics of the two is different. The phonetics is different in that the 'bait' tr: is aspirated, the 
other not. The phonology of the colligational system is different too, of course: ' this latrine' is 
tr:oo hOO, ' this bait' is tr:'oo hii. 
All of this means that the phonology of the nominals in a Bantu language is best taken class 
by class, and worked out in the light of all the intra-class relationships first of all. Inter-class 
relationships, which are the main carrier of the number system, have then to be taken into 
account, and, finally, more remote relationships between classes, of a derivational kind. Quite 
often, as in the Mombasan Swahili example above, there are simultaneous slight phonetic 
differences attending on the various relations contracted. These should be appreciated in our 
early descriptive work and given due weight in making later interpretations. But such differences 
do not have to be present. Grammatical, syntactic and lexical categories and items will perforce 
share a good deal of their phonetic embodiment; and only sometimes are 'clues' present to 
suggest their assignment in analysis. Only sometimes do we have what Sprigg (1961)  calls 
'criteria'. The phonetic level is, after all, the level at which the realisations of categories at all 
levels mix on equal terms, as it were. And it is first and foremost structural considerations that 
have to prevail in moving towards a statement at the level of phonology, rather than simply 
phonetic ones. This said, though, it has to be emphasised that there is often a good deal more 
subtle shading in the phonetic aspect of language material relative to 'higher' levels than many 
linguists imagine. In our examination of the velar labials in ChiDigo we shall be exposed to 
some of this, as well as to the second case, where identical phonetics has to be differently treated. 
We shall be concerned in this study mainly with nominal classes numbered traditionally 
within Bantu philology 1 -4. Classes are associated in pairs as singular and plural, Class 2 being 
plurals of Class 1 ,  Class 4 of Class 3, and so on. This means that, grammatically, Class 2 is 
much closer to Class 1 than it is to any other class, as 3 is to 4. Only Classes 1 -4 will preoccupy 
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us in a major way. Our involvement with Classes 5/6 and Class 1 1  will be marginal, but 
significant. 
We start with singular Classes 3 and 1 .  Class 3 items are to be divided into two groups on the 
basis of a number of phonetic phenomena, which are such that they can be interpreted as a 
polarity. Their naming, as usual in phonology, is difficult. I shall refer to 'vowel pieces ' and to 
'non-vowel pieces ' in the material. The pieces in question are the portions of the phonetic record 
that relate to the prefix and the first syllable of the stem. The lists below for (a) vowel piece and 
(b) non-vowel piece items show examples. 
mwiri - - , 
IjlwJ.j-e 
Ijlw@g9 
Ijlwjmbfl 
Ijlo:&6? 
Ijlo:j? 
Ijlij:n9 
Ijl§:b9 
Ijl�:b5 
Ijl¥!O 
Ijl'u:d� 
Ijlij:pii 
Ijl'l:pda: 
Ijlflha:mA 
Ijlz1:WA 
Ijlij:jii 
Ijlz1:� 
(a) 
body 
thorn 
mountain 
reef 
back 
heart 
castor-oil tree 
fire 
river 
pillow 
town 
salt 
plantation 
millet 
sugar-cane 
baobab tree 
root 
nmiF 
. � .. 111111 ro 
I1ltC:i{ll 
I1llJilij 
I1ld�is,r 
mC:inll 
I1ltc:�ka: , + 
I1l�� 1l 
I1lP {§!l!Jga: 
mnp1cih� 
mnp1cDAo 
m!Jp1cDbA 
mnb'gDmbA 
mnp1cD/sO 
mr 'r;mo 
.zfjv{i)Dg A 
I1J{§U� 
mnp1cl(lfi 
mb1(fli , 
(b) 
ball 
throat 
tail 
cashew apple tree 
cuttlefish 
vein 
mat 
dwarf-palm 
sand 
bread 
arm 
purse 
banana-tree 
mangrove 
mouth 
rice 
pumpkin 
spear 
coffee-bush 
The list (a) items all show vowel-type phonetic elements linking the initial (prefix) consonant 
and the stem. It is not immediately apparent, in the shapes above, where the stem begins in list 
(a) words. List (b) items (non-vowel piece) are quite different. There we have no vowel-like 
elements between the prefix and the consonantal beginning of the stem. What there is is close 
cohesion between the prefix phonetic element and the stem-beginning. This cohesion is shown 
by 
(a) shared place of articulation 
.l{]V- mnp1c-
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(b) shared resonance 
(c) overlap of articulatory events 
mPt.§- rriiJp'k-
IIJtci- mbu-
General tenseness of articulation and phonation is associated with non-vowel pieces, and is 
reflected in e.g. m [ '  with its glottalic egressive tap, as well as by some of the events listed at 
(a)-(c) above. 
The resonance mentioned at (b) above is shared by the fIrst two syllables, at least, of the non­
vowel piece items, prefIx m- being always syllabic here. So back or velar resonance [fiB] 
accompancies [u], [0]; clear, or palatal resonance [Ill!:?] accompanies [i, e]. The parallel nasal in 
vowel pieces is invariably back in resonance, sharing this backness with the vocalic elements that 
accompany it. 
We can go on to identify in these various nominal singular Class 3 forms further pieces, akin 
to the vowel and non-vowel pieces, that we might call 'front' and 'back' pieces. These are again 
of phonological relevance: the prefIx-stem onset of IIJqi60 and mb1p1i differ only with regard to 
resonance, just as the prefIx-stem onset of wu:� and mb1p1i differ oniy with regard to vowelness 
and non-vowelness. If we were to elaborate a classifIcatory phonological notation which 
included V for vowel-type, C for non-vowel type, F for front and B for back, we would now put 
m01p1i under C/B, 1JJu:�i under V /B, and IIJqi60 under CIF. 
Turning now to Class 1 ,  there is little new to say. Phonological classes operate here exactly as 
in Class 3 and can be exemplifIed by 
(a) (b) 
wwa-nit child IIJcfjgo Digo 
mwi"vi thief IIJd��ni guest - , -
mu:tu person IIJPt(;�tl( woman - .. - +  , 
mP�enrJ friend 
m'bbga-nggA doctor 
IIJ�¥IIJe man 
What is different here is the semantic content of the class. The phonetic correlates of the 
phonological classes C V F and B are as for Class 3. A major phonological difference arises, 
though, when we come to look at the plurals of Classes 1 and 3, viz. Classes 2 and 4 respectively. 
We shall concentrate on Class 4. The phonology and phonetics of this are simpler than in 
Class 3 ,  in that all items are F and V. For the sake of reference, though, the examples will be 
given in two columns, corresponding to the columns above. They are not headed (a) and (b), 
since this opposition does not arise. 
I1JI:ri bodies 
I1Jj:jl? thorns 
rrifjngo mountains 
rrif?IJgo backs 
rrifqjo hearts 
rrif9fl(;> castor-oil trees 
-'-jJ -I1JJ�_9 fIres , 
rrifiitO pillows .,.-, 
rrifiid�i towns 
rrif�[)g!1 plantations 
mjuju t r- baobab trees 
I1Jlnir, I? , ':' . -.. 
I1J1I1Jlro 
I1Jltcir, I? 
I1JIl;ibo 
I1Jld$i�r 
I1Jn� 1? 
I1Jlkihy 
I1Jlkono 
Iko6a I1J, -
I1JIgOr!J& 
I1JlkOko 
-:-'_ .. :1 •• 
I1Jllomo 
I1Ji���i 
I1Jlky./fi 
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balls 
throats 
tails 
cashew apple trees 
cuttlefishes 
dwarf palms 
breads 
arms 
purses 
banana trees 
mangroves 
mouths 
pumpkins 
spears 
In all these Class 4 cases V and F appear as frontness and, sometimes, closeness through the 
prefIx portion and some or all of the stem in all cases, together with a vocalic element of the front 
close kind in the prefIx. 
It can be seen from these records, that is, that the singular/plural distinction for these and 
words like them is carried in the phonetics by an overall shift of postures in articulation, with a 
consequent change in auditory effect. In the case of words which are C F in the singular, the 
relevant portions of the plurals are, in my records, identical in resonance. 
Class 2 nominals depart from this in a way new to us here. In one regard, as said above, Class 
1 nominals are not to be equated phonologically with Class 3 nominals, namely, on the more 
abstract level at which statements are made about singular/plural pairings as entities. Class 2 
prefIxes have no nasal component. The forms are, e.g. 
?'tVg'tngA doctors 
?a:.t¥ people 
friends 
children 
Generalised back articulation is a constant feature here, with vestigial lip activity throughout 
or during the close of the portion relating to the prefIx. 
On the basis of the discussion so far we can draw up a table to show the phonological 
typologies of ChiDigo classes 1 -4 as follows, using the upper class initials we have been using 
hitherto with the addition of N and 0 for 'nasal' and 'oral' .  
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�N / o 
� 
C V V 
/"V I 
F B B 
Class 1 Class 2 
N / N 
� � 
C V V 
� \ 
F B F 
Class 3 Class 4 
The cases described above exhaust the incidence of labial velars in Classes 1 and 3. It will 
have been noticed that they do not appear in Classes 2 and 4 at all. They are to do, this far, with 
singular classes possessed of certain phonological properties; this debars them from appearing in 
Classes 2 and 4. When they do appear in Classes 1 and 3 it is under quite narrow conditions. 
More detail of the phonology needs to be specified. Both Class 3 and Class 4 are 'nasal' 
classes, as are Classes 9 and 10. Labiality and closure need to be specified for the Class 3/4 
prefixes, as well as nasality. Although nasality is 'centred' at the prefix-beginning place, its 
phonetic manifestation is throughout portions of V-type items, extending as far as the first 
obstruent. In pieces that are both C and B, closure and labiality extend throughout portions 
again, in this case as far as the onset of a back vowel of the stem. 
In an F-type item, e.g. Class 4, the closure and labiality of the prefix is of minimal duration, 
the lip component of [m] having no backness or roundedness to reinforce it. In this case we have 
only [m] for the nasallbilabial/closure item, and a 'free' front vowel [i]. From a certain point of 
view this is the opposite extreme case to the velar labial one; one minimises labiality, the other 
maximises it. Velar labials arise phonetically, then, only under the conjunction of conditions. 
If we turn now to Classes 5 and 6 we find more cases of velar labials. These classes form a 
singular/plural pair after the fashion of 1/2 and 3/4. Class 5 has, in the main, no prefix; Class 6 
has the prefix ma-. We find here. 
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pKava armpit mapKava armpits 
b'gase warthog mab'gase warthogs 
PKfPKE weed mapKfPKE weeds 
A number of differences as to status here of the velar labials can be seen at once : 
(i) they occur in V pieces, as in the Class 6 items 
(ii) they occur in both singular and plural alike 
(iii) they occur here at Cl , and C2 in stems 
(iv) they occur only before [a], [€] . 
(Presumably this means front vowels in general, though I have no example of [i]). 
Additionally in this class they do not not occur before back vowels, so 
kO[1ge ma- fist 
go[}golo 
/3O[}go 
vuwe 
[}ondzi 
ma-
makuti 
ma-
ma-
millipede 
coconut leaves 
branch 
crubland 
sheep 
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That is, both velars and labials can accompany back rounded vowels, but velar labials never do. 
In fact, the velar labials are different in Classes 5/6 in every way except the phonetic from the 
velar labials in Classes 1 and 3. 
The situation in these last two classes is repeated in, for instance, Class 1 1 . This is a singular 
class, and the absence of velar labials before back vowels is all the more striking in that the 
prefix is itself a close back rounded vowel [u] ; so, for example, ukoggc; 'illness' .  Velar labials do 
occur, in this class, though, as in upKeli 'truth' ,  and they share the same status characteristics of 
those we find in Class 5/6 nominals. In all these last three classes the way lies open to 
interpreting the labial element of the velar labials as a syllable-initial 'labio-velar glide' having 
this particular manifestation with velars. The Mombasan Swahili form ukweli ' truth ' is in line 
with such an interpretation. 
It seems clear from the foregoing that we have to do in ChiDigo with two quite separate 
series of velar labials. In fact, were we to extend our survey to include elements of verbal 
constructions we should find a further and quite different source for them in the verbal copula. 
As far as my observations go, the phonetics of the various velar labials is identical. But since 
they ..are different in all structural respects, and have different sources in the phonology, they are, 
from the phonetico-phonological point of view, kp l and kp2. Being dissociated in this way, they 
are free to develop differently over time. They have, that is, different potentialities. We are 
looking here at a living example of the situation, familiar in historical studies, where X and Y 
'fall together' into Z only to re-emerge later as two distinct (other) items. The mystery of this 
kind of progression is lifted by probing into the truth of the metaphorical language: 'fall together' 
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can have a number of meanings. What is 'together' phonetically may not be ' together' 
phonologically. 
The account given above is, of course, a 'non-linear' one, since no 'linear' phonology could 
do justice to the material. Certain aspects of this non-linearity it has in common with recent 
developments such as 'autosegmental ' phonology. It will have been noticed, though, that 
principles other than purely phonological ones are in play in the approach used here. Such a 
principle as 'congruence of levels', for instance, is an integral part of this 'prosodic approach' to 
language description. This approach, elaborated by J.R. Firth and his co-workers in London, 
addresses itself to the totality of the language event in its setting, and lays emphasis on the need 
for observable material to be seen in the light of categories of varying degrees of abstraction. 
The 'congruence of levels' principle plays a role here, making it possible and often desirable 'for 
convenience of statement at e.g. the grammatical level to influence the form in which statements 
are made at the levels of phonetics and phonology' (Sprigg 1957). In this spirit the grammatical 
(i.e. number) considerations have been seen as paramount in this treatment, complemented by 
considerations of distribution. The functions of the ChiDigo velar labials are grammatical on the 
one hand (Classes 1/2, 3/4) and lexical on the other (Classes 5/6, 1 1 ), and no structural purpose is 
to be served by bringing them together. 
J.R. FIRTH'S 'FIRST IMPRESSIONS' OF TffiETAN 
PRONUNCIATION 
Eugenie I.A. Henderson 
[When I was first appointed to the staff of the School of Oriental and African Studies at 
London University in the 1940s, I was fortunate in that my head of department was the late John 
Rupert Firth. I was thus privileged to witness, and in a modest way to participate in, the early 
days of the growth and development of Firth's then revolutionary approach to phonological 
theory, commonly referred to as 'prosodic analysis' . Given the department's siting in an 
institution devoted to the study of the cultures of Asia and Africa, it was natural that a great deal 
of time and attention in the department of phonetics and linguistics should be directed towards 
the languages of the area. Firth himself had spent several years working in India and his 
experiences there undoubtedly had considerable influence upon the later development of his 
theoretical stance. One of the languages in which he was particularly interested at the time of 
my appointment was Tibetan, and he encouraged me to enrol in courses in this language 
conducted by the late Professor Walter Simon and by Yu Dawchyuan. It turned out, however, 
that my own special research interests were to be focussed upon languages further south, such as 
Thai, Vietnamese, and the tribal languages of Burma. It was not until the appointment to the 
department of Keith Sprigg after the war that Firth found a gifted and enthusiastic disciple who 
was to share fully and to develop further his interest in Tibetan. The immense contribution Keith 
Sprigg has since made and still continues to make to Tibetan linguistic studies, especially in the 
fields of phonetics and phonology, is well known to all Sino-Tibetan scholars. On looking 
through old files recently I came across some pages in Firth's handwriting, torn out of an 
exercise book, which he must have given to me in those early days. The notes, made in 1938, 
give in some phonetic detail his 'first impressions of Tibetan sounds' and are as such pre­
phonological. However, despite Firth's own assertion that 'no phonology is suggested' , the 
section headed 'Guesses' appears to contain some tentative feelers in this direction. It is 
sometimes forgotten that Firth was an excellent phonetician as well as an original and brilliant 
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phonological theoretician, and his belief in sound phonetics as the mandatory underpinning of 
any phonological interpretation was passed on to his students and disciples. This approach is 
faithfully followed in the work of Keith Sprigg. It seems fitting, therefore, that Firth's notes on 
Tibetan, made fifty years ago and hitherto unpublished to the best of my knowledge, should 
figure in the present volume. It should be emphasised that these are 'first impressions' only, the 
tentative nature of which will be well understood by any field linguist. I hope that their intrinsic 
interest justifies their presentation to a wider readership on this particular occasion. 
In what follows, Firth's notes are presented without comment or alteration, except that on two 
occasions gaps are noted.] 
First Impressions of Tibetan Sounds 
based on listening to three Tibetan Merchants from Shigatse on three successive afternoons in 
February 1938 in Delhi. 
Text from :-
Roerich, G. de. Modern Tibetan Phonetics, with special reference to the dialect of Central 
Tibet. Calcutta 1933. 8° 28S. Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New 
Series, XXVII, 2. 
Transcription is fairly narrow and no phonology is suggested. 
Unit. 
There were units suggesting more than one syllable, and the division of Sino-Tibetan units 
into initials and finals, proper in Burmese and Mandarin, was not always clearly possible, e.g. 
there are undoubtedly units with initial glottal stop immediately followed by what seems to be 
the second ' initial ' consonant e.g. 7nu] = silver, 7wan = [gap here] , ?p.a = five - (though not 
always with 7). 
The 'tones' observed were strongly suggestive of Burmese. 
Three main types of tone. 
i. Level. - fairly long syllables, 'normal' voice - pitches various - sometimes high and often 
mid and even low - unmarked. 
ii. Falling. 
a) Short, slight falling from High - abrupt and usually glottal stop ending. Very like the 
Burmese tone marked in my transcription by 1. Also here by 1. 
b) Medium : ' two step ' fall, creaky voice. Very like Burmese tone marked in my 
transcription with '. Here with grave accent, a. 
c) Long high falling with very breathy voice - and sometimes with distinct final aspiration, 
or completely unvoiced vowel. Very like the Burmese tone marked with final h. Also 
here with 11 or preceding \ . 
iii. Low Rising: - Like similar tones for example in the Changsha dialect of Chinese. Marked 
with acute accent here, a. 
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Glottalized syllables 
Initially - creaky vowels - penultimate and final. 
Sounds 
U i! both occur - rather like c, j, but kept distinct from these by all three fellows from 
Shigatse. 
plosives seem to fall into three classes -
p, fIJ, and ph 
t, rJh, and th 
ts and tsh occur as well as dz (cil ?) 
c and chj 
hl 
lh ] and 1 and [gap] 
wa 
] wan 
r - rolled. 
common - Are the vowels ii 0, e the signs of labialisation of 
syllables with already labialized front vowels = flJo qho . 
ser , \;ehr 
yotized and labialized syllables 
Jl = ny 
c = ky 
SI?( 
se? 
pe, pe?rJ', pe?rJI} 
Jle? 
phy = ?? (U ?) 
[no release] = kill 
= fIle . poh 
= Tibet. 
= self \ tsah = salt??, grass? 
?tsa = veins 
IJah 
khY�IJ po njm kha 
Nl dI?p 
lha 
ma 
\mah 
Numerals:-
1 cI?k 
3 sum 
5 'l1a 
7 dOn 
9 gtJ1 
= 1 
= sky 
(clear voice) 
= cut 
= mother 
2 JlIh [cf. Jll· = trap] 
4 Jih 
6 cilu?k 
8 gye? 
10 ctJ1 
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ua 
u6 pa 
gyap' back 
mi 
IJa tsho 
Mkpa 
\st(h or sEil 
\sah 
Guesses 
asp. pal. plosive cho 
]li?h 
yii 
cjhii = 
�o 
rlfO = 
dzo?t 
1)ei = 
lon 
9yd 
ca? 
yap' 
= hair [sounds like c ! ]  
iron 
father 
man 
tsho 
= son 
= earth 
= son, I suspect is Shigatse pron.] 
= khywe 
gywi?h 
ywi 
cjwi 
9we 
cifwe 
dzwe?t 
.!Jwi 
1 wen 
gyiir ?? 
or 
or 
or 
gywe?h 
ywe 
cjwe 
�en = �wan 
[The text, which appears to be the story of the ProdigaL Son ( 'The story of the Lost Son' in de 
Roerich's words), does not appear to follow de Roerich's version in aLL respects.] 
phu dr;r Vel 10 gyli?h 
[marginaL note:] strongly asp. glottal stop. 
ml clk ki �u tor ne phf tshQ} cjUh ChI1)' �e . �u maJle' n£h kho1) ra1) 
gih . yu1 cl?k(h) S(1) n£h nor ma1) �o say tt: 101) co? JhlI) �o . Jlle gyl1) y6 
�el cjhil na 1e1) cl?k(h) �u \tt( yil \tsam Cl?k V'hU1) va 1a \phe 1)0 Ie nt: 
'phe tha ?p j'he 'the . cja1) �o ra1) ne S(1) na gya1 pbi che?  pah a?m chr; ma cl?k 
j'hU1) Jlam ne �6 cjhe cjfo ve . cjh;f.y �o ma shu1)h �ar cjha1) po yl da 1a Jam . 
cjhEil ne ya1) tshur Jle? ';dhe Sa1) cha? 'v;)hu cuk?(h) . sah ya1) Uak 'v;)hu Y'hIIJ . 
'v;)he '-nEil khyb ghO chbt par cjhug '�e na1) 1Eil -gyhi -j'he -nEil . 
[MarginaL note to finaL sections:] order of release of ? doesn't matter either during 
stop or after it. 
ON THE NON-EQUIVALENCE OF FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY 
AND PITCH IN TONAL DESCRIPTION 
Philip John Rose 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper uses acoustical data from Chinese and Thai to examine the relationship between the 
acoustic and perceptual aspects of the linguistic category of Tone. Specifically, it questions the 
current assumption in linguistics that tonal pitch is a function of fundamental frequency (FO).l 
In section 1 I characterise the way in which the relationship between tone and its acoustics is 
conceived in linguistics. Section 2 examines in some detail the relationship between Fa and 
linguistic pitch. Section 3 presents acoustic data from two tone languages which demonstrate that 
tonal pitch is not a straightforward function of Fa. 
1. Perceptual and acoustic correlates of tone 
Tone is characterised in the modern linguistic literature as a contrastive use of the perceptual 
dimension of pitch, and tonal pitch is equated, exclusively and straightforwardly, with the 
acoustical dimension of fundamental frequency . This conception of tone can be illustrated by 
representative quotes from two well-known and widely cited reference works: Tone A Linguistic 
Survey (Fromkin 1978), and Suprasegmenta[s (Lehiste 1970): 
In general (along with the other authors represented in this book) we will take tonal 
distinctions to be a subset of those corresponding to differences in pitch (a function, in 
turn, of fundamental frequency, or Fa) 
(Anderson 1978 : 1 36) . 
. . .  pitch will be used to refer to the perceptual correlate of frequency, tone will be used 
to refer to the feature when it functions distinctively at word level... 
(Lehiste 1970:54; see also Table 1 . 1 ,  pA) 
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The assumed straightforward relationship between tonal pitch and FO ('pitch is FO') is reflected 
in the widespread use of FO data to infer, evaluate, or justify pitch descriptions and, by extension, 
the phonological analyses that use them as input, e.g. Cheng ( 1973:270ff.); Zee ( 1980); Zee and 
Maddieson ( 1980); Chan and Ren (1 986); Howie ( 1974); William S-Y Wang ( 1968). Other, 
more trivial, reflections of this assumption are the synonymous use of the terms FO and pitch in the 
literature, e.g. Ohala (1978 :6), and in the naming of acoustical instruments and their output ('pitch 
meter' ,  'pitch curve' for FO meter and FO curve). 
The assumed exclusiveness of the relationship between linguistic category and acoustic 
dimension ( 'tone is FO')  is arguably reflected in the fact that tonal acoustics, and in fact most 
prosody, are normally described in terms of FO alone (Sorin 1981 :359; Rose 1982b: 18 ,19).2 
As well as the primary cue of pitch with its correlate of FO, the linguistic approach also 
recognises secondary tonal correlates like phonation type, phonation offset, vowel length and 
quality (Ohala 1973:4). These correlates are called secondary because they participate, albeit 
distinctively, in relatively few tonal contrasts (creak in Vietnamese; duration in Shanghai), or 
because they can be linguistically analysed as phonemic ally non-distinctive, (duration in Modern 
Standard Chinese; 'constricted' phonation in Standard Thai /high/ tone). Because of their 
secondary status, little attention is accorded them, and the question of their acoustic correlates is 
usually ignored. 
The linguistic approach outlined above has been criticised (Coster and Kratochvil 1984), 
because it assumes tone has correlates in a single acoustic and perceptual dimension. It is very 
likely that such a conception, in its exclusive citation of FO, oversimplifies the relationship between 
linguistic unit and acoustic properties that encode it. The complexity of the relationship between 
speech acoustics and perception is well known (Studdert-Kennedy 1976:247-251) .  One aspect of 
this complexity ignored by the monodimensional approach is the fact that segmental or 
suprasegmental phonetic features like [voice] or [stress] - and by extension the phonetic and 
phonemic segments they make up - are typically signalled by a hierarchy of acoustical cues, not 
necessarily all from the same acoustic dimension (Studdert-Kennedy 1976:249; Abramson and 
Lisker 1985 :25; Lehiste 1970: 1 25-142). There is therefore no reason to assume the situation will 
be any different with the acoustic cues to tonal features like [Hi], [Fall], or phonetic or phonemic 
tones like [33] or /33/. 
Kratochvil (1975:7, 8; 35-39) sees this oversimplification as symptomatic of a 'phonological 
state of mind' ,  with its familiar emphasis on underlying simplicity to account for surface diversity. 
Doubtless, such an approach may be justifiable when trying to find an elegant description for the 
behavior and interrelationship of higher level phonological units like phonemes and 
morphophonemes. But the monodimensional assumption is indefensible as a heuristic in phonetic 
research. Rather than let phonological considerations inform phonetic research, many scholars 
(e.g. Ohala ( 1 979); Linell ( 1979); Lass ( 1984» , now insist on the importance of empirical 
phonetic research for evaluation of phonological questions. Recent speculations on tonogenesis, 
which make reference to plurality of acoustic cues to a phonological feature, are one example of the 
usefulness of this approach. 
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It is important, therefore, to ascertain the nature of the oversimplification involved in equating 
tonal pitch with FO, and the aim of this paper is to clarify the extent to which FO can be considered 
the acoustical correlate of pitch for the linguistic category of Tone. I shall do this by first looking 
at some general points concerning the relationship between FO and pitch. Then I shall examine a 
particular instance of a tonal contrast in a variety of Chinese where pitch is demonstrably not a 
straightforward correlate of FO, to see what other factors need to be taken into account to relate FO 
to pitch. 
2. FO and pitch 
In order to be able to discuss the relationship between FO and pitch precisely, two points must 
be clarified. Firstly, we need to be clear about what entities are being related. FO is the basic rate 
of repetition of the quasi periodic part of the complex radiated speech wave, and is an easily 
quantifiable acoustical parameter. I shall use the term (tonal) pitch to refer to an auditory percept 
transcribed by linguists, ideally using (or convertable into) some kind of integer representation like 
the well known 5 point scale (Chao 1930). As such, it is considered the appropriate observation 
language (Lass 1984:7) for describing and classifying tone and tonal contrasts on both phonetic 
and phonological levels (Wang 1968; Anderson 1978: 1 36). 
The second point to be mentioned concerns the two senses in which FO and pitch are said to be 
related. FO is often described as the acoustical correlate of pitch; and tonal pitch is also described 
as a function of FO (see e.g. the quotes above). The use of the term correlate usually implies 
nothing more than that changes in pitch will be accompanied by changes in FO. Although 
falsifiable, this claim does not emphasise the precise nature of the relationship. The notion of 
function, however, does: to say that pitch is a function of FO means that there exists an expression 
which assigns a unique pitch value to any FO value. It is therefore appropriate to ask to what 
extent it is true that there is a function which will permit the derivation of a tonal pitch specification 
like [4 1]  from a set of FO values. (I am of course assuming that linguists will agree in their pitch 
transcription of tones. Whether this is justified remains to be demonstrated: there is to my 
knowledge no data on pitch transcription comparable to Laver's (1965) quantification of variation 
in vowel transcription.) 
There are several transformations that the FO in a speech wave has to undergo - at least 
conceptually - before it can possibly be perceived as linguistic pitch, and the extent to which these 
transformations refer to parameters other than FO indicates that pitch is not an exclusive function of 
FO. 
A lot of psycho-acoustic research has been done on pitch perception of non speech stimuli (pure 
tones, periodic noise bursts etc.)  and it is possibly the results of this research which were 
originally responsible for tpe equation of FO and pitch in linguistics. The basics are well-known: 
for non-speech stimuli, pitch can effectively be considered a linear function of frequency below, 
and a logarithmic function above 1 KHz (Ladefoged 1962:77). Changes in amplitude and duration 
exert a negligible influence on the way frequency is perceived as pitch, at least for the ranges 
which are of interest here (Lehiste 1970:62-67; Ladefoged 1962:7 1) .  Psychoacoustic research 
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indicates, therefore, that FO is going to be an independent variable, and possibly the most 
important term, in the function linking acoustics to tonal pitch. 
However, it is difficult to say to what extent these findings hold for the perception of FO as 
pitch in speech (Gandour 1978 :42). The radiated time-pressure speech wave with its complex 
frequency content constitutes a very much more complex stimulus that a pure tone. It has 
mathematical properties (narrow-peaked spectrum; rising and falling time domain amplitude; 
changes in short term spectrum) which possibly trigger off a speech specific mode of perception 
(Stevens and Blumstein 1981 :4,5) which interprets physical input differently depending on 
whether it is recognised as speech or non speech. 
However, one processing stage probably common to all auditory input is the initial 'auditory' 
stage where acoustic energy is peripherally converted into patterns of neurological activity from 
which features like FO can then be extracted, possibly at the cortex (Studdert-Kennedy 1976:245). 
These transformations will inevitably involve some loss of frequency information because of the 
operational constraints on the peripheral hearing mechanism and smoothing in higher neuronal 
networks, and some of these constraints are durationally related. Psychoacoustic studies have 
shown, for example, that various masking effects like sensitivity to variation in the frequency 
derivative are a function not only of size of frequency change but also stimulus duration (Collier 
1984:243). Even at the initial stage of speech perception, then, pitch cannot be dependent on FO 
alone. 
The speech-specific mode of perception generally involves hearing stimuli as sounds produced 
by a human vocal tract, that is, interpreting the stimuli linguistically in terms of the anatomical and 
physiological constraints of the vocal tract that produced them (Studdert-Kennedy 1974:2351 ). As 
a part of this process, various influences on FO have to be factored out by some kind of perceptual 
normalisation, before the linguistically relevant residue can be correctly interpreted. 
The effect on FO of the length and mass of the individual speaker's vocal cords is a well-known 
example. The resulting between-speaker differences in FO are easily large enough to allow the 
possibility of the same FO values to represent two phonologically different pitches, say a female's 
low level pitched tone and a male's high level pitched tone. However, effective between-speaker 
normalisation of FO seems possible using just FO parameters, for example mean and standard 
deviation, or range (Rose 1987a). 
Within-speaker variance in FO occurs as a result of differences in context, that is, where the FO 
occurs relative to some other influence. One of the best known examples of this is found in the 
phenomenon of declination. FO values tend to decrease throughout an utterance, possibly as the 
result of a gradual decrease in sub-glottal pressure (Ps) (but see Ladd ( 1984:62,63) for other 
explanations). This decrease is allowed for perceptually (Pierrehumbert 1979; Collier 1984:238), 
so that it is theoretically possible for the same FO to signal a low pitched tone at the beginning of an 
utterance, and a high pitched tone at its end. 
As a result of the same mechanism (perception of FO contours in terms of the gestures involved 
in their production) it should be possible for the same FO in the same position in two utterences to 
be perceived as a different pitch, depending on differences in context. For example, a stressed 
syllable might cause the same following FO to be perceived as relatively higher than it would be 
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after an unstressed syllable. An effect of this kind is argued for by Lieberman ( 1967:48-61),  in 
attempting to explain why listeners' judgements as to whether a terminal FO contour rose or fell in 
pitch depended on the height of a preceding FO peale. A higher preceding FO peak (he argues) 
indicates a relatively greater local Ps increase, after which the Ps level is relatively lower. Because 
listeners are aware of the positive correlation between Ps and FO (Ladefoged 1967:29-35), they 
accordingly lower their frame of reference for pitch after the local FO peak. 
There does not appear to be any reason why FO data alone should not constitute sufficient 
information to allow correct perception of these effects, although it might be expected that the 
contribution of Ps to local stress-related FO increases and global declination effects can possibly be 
better estimated by a combination of FO and (radiated) amplitude (Ar) (Monsen et al. 1978). 
One context effect which definitely does require information other than FO for correct pitch 
interpretation is compensation for the so-called intrinsic 'pitch' of vowels. It is well known that 
FO correlates positively with vowel height. The magnitude of the effect reported for some 
languages, e.g. English, Serbo-Croatian (Hombert 1978:97; Lehiste 1970:68-7 1 )  seems just about 
large enough to cancel some tonemically relevant differences in FO. (Lehiste ( 1970) gives a 
difference of 21 Hz between English [i] and [0] ,  which can be compared with the mean maximum 
difference of 1 6  Hz between one Thai speaker's /mid/ and /high/ tones shown in Gandour 
( 1978 :43)). 
It has been hypothesised (Hombert 1 978:83) that intrinsic FO differences associated with 
prevocalic consonants are minimised in true tone languages to avoid perceptual confusion. It 
would be interesting to see whether a similar effect occurs for intrinsic differences associated with 
vowel height. A glance at some of the available relevant data (Zee 1980; Han 1969; Rose 1987b) 
suggests that the size of such differences is a function of both tone category and speaker's FO 
range, and that tonemically relevant differences in FO will not be swamped by intrinsic differences 
due to vowel height. Nevertheless there is evidence that the perceptual mechanism makes a small 
« 5Hz) allowance for the intrinsic FO of vowels: a low vowel will tend to be perceived higher in 
pitch than a high vowel of the same FO (Hombert 1978:99). (I am not aware of any study which 
investigates whether the same perceptual effect can be induced by differences in manner on a 
prevocalic consonant. ) Since the perceptual mechanism must presumably refer to spectral 
information (normalised F1 frequency) to determine the height of a vowel, this is a clear case of 
acoustic dimensions other than FO contributing to pitch perception. 
Whereas psychoacoustic studies show little effect of Ar on the perception of pitch within the 
ranges of interest, there is a limited amount of evidence from perceptual experiments on synthetic 
and resynthesised material that Ar does play a role in pitch perception in speech. Sorin 
( 1981 :364), for example, mentions an experiment (Pierrehumbert 1979) in which the same pitch 
percept was cued by different combinations of Ar and FO. Differences of 1 1  Hz and 3.6 dB 
between two stressed syllables, for example, were found to be perceptually equivalent to 
differences of 17 Hz and 0 dB. This kind of compensatory interaction between FO and Ar points 
once again to a speech specific perception mediated by productional considerations. Here, the 
perceptual mechanism appears to be judging the Ar and FO in terms of an evaluation of the Ps and 
vocal cord tension (vcr) involved in their production. However, as Pierrehumbert herself points 
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out (367), it is more likely that the combinations of AI and FO were being interpreted as cues for 
prominence rather than pitch.3 
The significant role of AI in pitch perception in speech has been demonstrated by Rossi (1978) 
with discrimination tasks on 20 csec synthesised vowels. These experiments show that AI and FO 
interact, but not entirely in the same compensatory way as reported by Pierrehumbert. For 
example, changing (increasing?) the AI from a -8 dB drop to level meant that a concomitant FO rise 
of 22 Hz had to be compensatorily decreased to 19 Hz for it to be perceived as the same rise in 
pitch. However, the same change (increase?) in Ar with a falling FO of -23 Hz required an 
increase in FO to a - 1 9  Hz drop to cue the same pitch drop. This latter case is not consistant with 
productionally mediated perception, but a similar effect occurs with Zhenhai tones 1 and 5: tone 5, 
which has a considerably higher Ar than tone 1, has the same FO as the onset of tone 1, but a 
higher pitch (Rose 1986: 1 33). 
It may be, of course, that the differences between these two experiments can be explained by 
assuming Ar and FO are perceived differently, depending on whether the listener is making 
prominence or pitch judgements. However, since pitch is also an important perceptual parameter 
for stress, it is still quite clear that AI does play a small but significant role in pitch perception. 
Since the same pitch can be cued by different combinations of FO and Ar it remains to be 
investigated to what extent different combinations of FO and AI are regularly used to signal the 
same pitch, either by different speakers, or by the same speaker under different circumstances. 
A possibly more important finding of the Rossi study is that AI contributes to contouricity. A 
combination of increasing AI and FO cues concave pitch; increasing AI and falling FO cue convex 
pitch (390, 392). This kind of perceptual interaction between FO and AI may be another factor in 
discrepancies between pitch percepts and FO traces. For example, Zhenhai tone 1 ,  which has a 
pronounced AI shoulder, has a falling FO but a pitch of [442] with an initial level component (Rose 
1982b: 1 58). 
Finally, although we are primarily concerned here with perception of tonal pitch, there is 
evidence of the role of AI in identification of tone from perceptual experiments with native 
speakers. Abramson ( 1975:5-8) found that the efficacy of FO as a cue is enhanced by the presence 
of suitable AI contours. 
Indirect evidence for the importance of duration in the perception of FO is offered by Kratochvil 
( 1985), who has demonstrated that the shape of the FO of tonal syllables in normal Peking dialect 
speech is a function of the duration of the tone-carrying part of the syllable. Kratochvil notes that 
duration in normal speech is primarily determined, not by segmental features, but by tempo and 
stress factors. This allows for the possibility that a tone with a low falling pitch in citation form or 
slow speech may have the same FO contour as a tone with a high falling pitch said quickly in 
normal speech. Kratochvil hypothesises that duration has therefore to be taken into account before 
the FO can be correctly interpreted. 
I ·  
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2.1 Summary 
The considerations discussed above indicate that tonal pitch is the perceptual result of both 
general auditory and speech specific processes operating on FO. The speech specific processes 
typically involve productionally mediated perception, and include speaker and context 
normalisation of FO. Both of these (but especially the latter) involve interaction, in ways mostly 
not yet clear, between FO and all the other main acoustic dimensions of AI, duration and spectrum. 
Thus tonal pitch cannot be an exclusive function of FO, although consideration of the magnitude of 
perceptual effects indicates that FO constitutes the basic term in the function relating acoustics to 
pitch. In the second half of this paper, I shall present evidence to suggest that intrinsic effects on 
FO are an additional factor which mediates the relationship between FO and pitch. 
3. Falling versus convex pitched tones - acoustical data 
In the varieties of the Chinese dialect of Zhenhai, (a rural county NE of the municipality of 
Ningpo in Zhejiang province), there is a surface tonal contrast between falling and convex pitch 
after a low level pitch on a preceding syllable (i.e. [ 1 1 4 1 ]  vs. [ 1 1  1 3 1 ] ) .  Examples of minimal 
pairs are given below. (The phonotactic structure of the syllable is 1(C)(G)V(u)/, where C = 
obstruentlsonorant; G = glide; V = syllabic vocoid). 
1 )  with intervocalic obstruent: 
[jg 'zy 1 1  41 ]  tl� .3G 'rowboat' vs. [jg 'zy. 1 1 1 3 1 ]  HUG 'to row a boat' .  
fjJ.! · 'd�IIJ 11  41 ]  iffi JJk 'oil town' vs. [jp' " d�IIJ 1 1 1 3 1 ]  'l'f iJR  'there is a town' .  
2) with intervocalic sonorant: 
[Wlfi 'lc 1 1  41 ]  lID * 'to come back' vs. [ wlfi 'I§ 1 1  1 3 1 ]  � *  'able to come' . 
3) with intervocalic glide and zero consonant (i.e. second syllable is GV(\)): 
[d�!!J 'jIIJ 1 1 4 1 ]  tl % 'circumstances' vs. [Q�!!J 'j!!J 1 1 1 3 1 ]  � %  'to take shape' .  
Note i n  the above examples that voice quality correlates with pitch onset height - syllables with 
high pitch onset [4 1 ]  have modal voice; syllables with low pitch onset [ 1 1 , 1 3 1 ]  have whispery 
voice L. ] (for this compound phonation type see Laver 1980). Pitch onset height also correlates 
with manner of syllable initial obstruent: voiceless lenis [Q� -? Q etc.] with low pitch; normal voiced 
[d� z b etc.] with high. In all examples, the second syllable is prominent. 
The surface contrast between falling and convex pitches after a low level pitch is pertinent to 
this paper, because it involves real data from a tone language which present a problem for the 
conception of pitch as a straightforward function of FO. In disyllabic utterances with level-convex 
pitch we would reasonly expect the FO to show a corresponding low level trace followed by a rise­
fall contour. However, in disyllabic utterances with level-falling pitch and a voiced intervocalic 
segment (as in the examples above), the FO must change from low level on the first syllable to high 
(falling) on the second syllable, but it must also be uninterrupted because of the voiced intervocalic 
�egment. (Or almost uninterrupted - phonation often ceases for a short time during the hold phase 
of a voiced stop for well-known aerodynamic reasons.) Therefore the FO time course in level-
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falling utterances must incorporate a rise somewhere as it moves from the low level on the fIrst 
syllable to the high fall on the second syllable. Yet no rising pitch is audible in these examples to 
correspond to this inevitable rise in FO. If it were, it might well cause confusion with the examples 
with level-convex pitch. 
Below I shall present an acoustic analysis of this contrast, to try to establish what possible 
factors are causing the rise in FO not to be perceived as a rise in pitch. I shall examine the acoustic 
correlates of the contrast under the three conditions illustrated above, namely on disyllables with 
intervocalic syllable-initial voiced/voiceless lenis obstruent, intervocalic syllable-initial sonorant, 
and intervocalic glide. 
3.1 Procedure 
Data from one male Shanghai-Zhenhai native speaker were used,4 recorded on professional 
equipment in the Manchester University Phonetics Laboratory. (The recording level was set 
manually for maximally undistorted amplitude registration.) To examine the contrast on disyllables 
with intervocalic consonant, I compiled a corpus of isolated tokens from previously recorded 
material, controlled for intrinsic FO and Ar on the second syllable. The corpus comprised 1 5  
examples of VCobsV(41 )  with 1 1  plosives and 4 affricates; 10 examples of VCobsV( 1 3 1 )  with 5 
plosives and 2 affricates; 6 examples of VCsonV(41 ), and 10  of VCsonV(' 1 3 1 ). 
To investigate examples with the intervocalic glide was a problem. With these examples, it is 
important to have the same segmental sequence, at least on the second syllable, otherwise between­
token formant values might tend to cancel each other out when means are calculated. 
Unfortunately, there were no minimal pairs, or near minimal pairs in my previously recorded data 
and the informant was also no longer available to record some. I therefore had to compromise by 
contrasting a set of 8 tokens of the same VGV word [Pi 'ju 1 1  41]  )lJl :lit  'friend' with 6 tokens of a 
segmentally comparable monosyllabic GV word [j.lJ 1 3 1 ]  i!iI 'oil' .  One of the [biiju] tokens was 
recorded in isolation, and the remaining seven were edited from running speech, where they 
occurred in various stressed positions, e.g. [IJOY� biiju z z{iJlI ley�] it ' t4l- '  )lJl :lit :l!  ' 1:. '  8 *= ' � '  
'My friend came yesterday' ;  [ZiiJlI ju IY� biiju SG)]) p -e  IJO I p-eIJ CIIJIJ� cjos�?] ' 1:. '  B 'jlf - *4I- )lJl :lit  
i! ' � '  it - =* � , *41- '  1]\ n� 'Yesterday my friend gave me a new novel. '  The six {j.lJ] 'oil' tokens 
were all recorded in isolation. 
The measurement procedure was designed to obtain detailed information on the mean time 
course of FO and Ar over the two syllables, and on their relationship to the major acoustic 
boundaries (i.e. the boundaries separating the intervocalic consonant from the two vowels). 
3.1.1 Examples with intervocalic consonant 
Tokens with intervocalic consonant were fIrst segmented into fIrst syllable vowel, intervocalic 
consonant, and second syllable vowel using wide band (300 Hz) spectrograms with their good 
time domain resolution. The duration of these three segments was measured, and then FO and AI 
sampled at various percentage points of the segments' duration with a suffIciently high sampling 
rate to resolve the details of their time course. FO was measured from narrow band (45 Hz) 
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spectrograms (accuracy ± 4 Hz at 90% confidence level). AI was measured from 'average 
amplitude' spectrograms (wide band, flat, effective full wave rectification; accuracy ± 0.5 dB at 
90% confidence level). The accurate alignment of FO, AI and segmental boundaries was achieved 
by reference to click transients, imposed for this purpose during the process of editing from the 
master tapes onto the analysis tape. 
The duration of the first syllable vowel was taken to extend from onset of its phonation to the 
beginning of the hold phase of the intervocalic sonorant or stop as shown by the abrupt drop in 
amplitude of (higher) frequencies. (The beginning of the only two intervocalic alveolar fricative 
tokens was taken to be the drop in average amplitude and the onset of their typical high frequency 
aperiodici ty.) 
The duration of the second syllable vowel was taken to extend from the release of consonantal 
stricture, as shown by onset of higher amplitude periodicity with clear formant structure, to a point 
of irregularity in the increase of fundamental period which, for this speaker at least, served as a 
regular and reliable indication of phonation offset in syllables with falling FO (Rose 1982b: 105). 
The duration of the intervocalic consonant, whether plosive, sonorant, affricate, or fricative, 
was taken to include everything from the offset of the first syllable to the onset of the vowel of the 
second syllable. In all cases, the points defining segmental boundaries involved clear acoustic 
discontinuities and could be located to within one or at most two glottal pulses. 
Arithmetical means and standard deviations for FO, Ar, and duration in disyllables with 
intervocalic consonant are given in Table 1 .  Figure 1 shows the mean FO and AI values plotted as 
functions of absolute duration, as well as their relationship to major segment boundaries. 
3.2 Examples with intervocalic gl ide 
In the [ba ju] examples with the intervocalic glide, segmentation cannot be performed in the 
same way as in the disyllables with intervocalic consonant. This is because there are no spectral 
discontinuities corresponding to the boundaries of the auditory segments of the [a] - lj} - [u] 
sequence. In these cases, then, the FO time course was treated as a spline function consisting of 
three parts, and Ar and formant (F-) pattern ( 1 st, 2nd and 3rd formants - the primary determinants 
of vocoid quality) sampled at 20 per cent points of the duration of these parts. The three parts 
were: onset of FO to start of FO rise; start of FO rise to FO peak; FO peak to FO offset. The F­
pattern was measured from wide band contour spectrograms: their relatively large dynamic range 
(36 dB) was useful for resolving low level formants, like F3 in [u]. 
The perceptual boundaries of the first and second syllable in [ba ju] were determined with a 
truncation method similar to that used by Fujisaki (1977:360-361 ). Increasingly longer portions of 
the word were deleted from both ends until either only the [a] or the Uu] was audible. 
Spectrograms of the remaining portions were made, and the perceptual boundaries of [iI] and [ju] 
measured from them. 
0\ """ 
Table 1 � 
Mean and standard deviation values for Fundamental Frequency, Amplitude, and Duration in 10 tokens of [ 1 1  1 3 1 ]  with � 
intervocalic sonorant (A); 6 tokens of [ 1 1  41]  with intervocalic sonorant (B); 10 tokens of [ 1 1  1 3 1 ]  with intervocalic � ::,. 
obstruent (C), and 15 tokens of [ 1 1  41]  with intervocalic obstruent (D). 
::s 
� 
sampling FO(Hz) Ar(dB) FO(Hz) Ar(dB) sampling FO(Hz) Ar(dB) FO(Hz) Ar(dB) 
� 
point (% point (% 
of duration) i §. i §. i §. i §. of duration) i §. i §. i §. i §. 
0 1 19 1 1  23.4 4.5 1 17 7 15.0 3.6 0 121 10 22.0 3.6 123 7 14.2 3 .6  
5 25.5 3.8 17.1  3.6 5 24.0 2.4 17.4 3 .5 
20 112 6 25 .8 3.9 1 12 5 17.3 3.0 20 1 1 3  8 22.8 2.6 1 1 5  7 17.5 3.4 
(A) 40 1 10  4 24.8 2.9 (B) 1 12 4 17.2 3.2 (e) 40 1 1 1  7 22.6 2.8 (D) 1 13 5 17.0 2.5 
60 1 10 3 24.7 2.6 1 14 5 17.5 3.3 60 1 1 1  6 2 1 .5 2. 1 1 13 5 16.4 2.6 
80 1 10 3 23.9 2.7 1 14 5 18.0 3.8 80 1 1 1  6 2 1 .8 2.3 1 14 5 16.1 3.2 
95 23 . 1  2.9 18.4 3.7 95 2 1 .9 2.9 17 .1  3 .3  
100 109 4 22.4 3.7 1 1 8  7 19.0 3.4 100 1 10 7 20.9 3.5 1 16 6 16.0 3 .5 
mid e 1 1 1  5 23 .8 2.8 128 6 20.3 4.7 mid e 1 10 8 12.4 5.4 120 8 14.2 5.0 
0 1 13 4 26.5 2 .1  143 8 23.2 3.7 0 1 16 7 22.0 3.3 141 9 19.6 2.4 
10 28.8 2.7 25.8 3.3 10 26.2 1 .7 24.9 3 . 1  
20 122 6 30.5 2.8 156 10 26.6 3.3 20 1 19 9 28.0 1 .9 153 9 25.8 2.6 
32 159 1 1  33 155 8 
40 139 8 3 1 .7 1 .6 157 12 25.6 2.9 40 134 9 30.6 1 .6 155 8 24.9 1 .9 
60 150 12 3 1 .7 1 .4 150 1 1  24.6 3.4 60 144 10 3 1 . 1  2 .1  147 8 23.4 2.4 
80 143 14 30.2 1 .6 136 9 23.8 4. 1 80 140 10 30. 1 2.0 135 8 20.9 2.7 
100 1 10 10 23. 1  2.4 1 1 7  5 17.2 4 .2 100 1 14 9 23.7 1 .9 1 1 8  7 15.6 3.2 
duration (csec) i i duration (csec) i i duration (csec) i i duration (csec) i i 
first vowel 32. 1 8.5 first vowel 33.4 7.0 first vowel 34.7 10.1 first vowel 36.1 9.6 
intervocalic sonorant 9 . 1  1 .3 intervoc. son. 8.5 2.0 intervocalic obstruent 9.3 4.0 intervoc. obs. 8.5 3.8 
second vowel 26.8 3.4 second vowel 22.3 3.2 second vowel 26. 1 3 .2 second vowel 21 .6 3 . 1  
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The FO, Ar and F-pattern of the ljul syllables were sampled at 10 per cent points of the duration 
of the syllable. 
Arithmetical means and standard deviations of the FO, Ar, F-pattem, and duration of the [bajul 
and [ju] tokens are given in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. (Table 2 also gives the value of the 
perceptual boundaries in [ba jul.) Their mean FO, Ar and first three formants are plotted as 
functions of absolute duration in Figures 2 and 3. 
Table 2 
Mean and standard deviation values for Fundamental Frequency, Amplitude, 
Formant Pattern and Duration in 8 tokens of [baju 1 1  41 ] .  
sampling FO(Hz) Ar(dB) F1(KHz) F2(KHz) F3(KHz) 
point (% 
of duration) � � � � � � � � � � 
0 117 8 26.0 6.5 0.74 0.10 1 .48 0.14 2.58 0. 1 1  
5 28.5 3.8 
20 108 7 25.7 3.2 0.79 0.09 1 .55 0. 1 1  2.69 0.13 
40 107 7 23.4 2.8 0.78 0.09 1 .53 0.09 2.83 0.10 
ill 106 7 22. 1 2.8 0.77 0.09 1 .53 0. 1 1  2.96 0.08 
80 106 8 21 .7 2.7 0.75 0.07 1 .57 0. 15 2.98 0.06 
0/100 106 7 22.0 2.6 0.64 0. 1 1  1 .97 0.39 2.94 0. 14 
20 1 1 1  8 22.8 2.2 0.46 0. 1 1  2.50 0. 18  3.06 0.20 
40 123 10 24.6 3.2 0.37 0.06 2.61 0.15 3.33 0 .12 
ill 137 14 26.7 2.7 0.35 0.04 2.60 0.12 3 .17 0.28 
80 147 18 29.4 1 .8 0.35 0.04 2.44 0.3 1  2.64 0.08 
0/100 150 18 29.4 1 .4 0.36 0.04 1 .83 0.33 2.62 0.06 
20 150 18 29.3 1 .3 0.36 0.05 1 .60 0.25 2.63 0.08 
40 146 16 28. 1 1 .2 0.38 0.03 1 .3 1  0. 15 2.65 0.09 
ill 140 16 26.0 1.4 0.40 0.04 1 . 14 0.06 2.68 0. 1 1  
80 131 14 24.3 2.3 0.36 0.06 1 .02 0.05 2.71 0. 1 1  
100 121 14 22. 1 2.6 0.37 0.04 0.96 0.06 2.72 0. 12 
duration (csec) � � 
from onset to start of FO rise 23.3 8.6 
from start of FO rise to FO peak 17.1 2.0 
from FO peak to offset 9.5 3.6 
total (first vowel plus second syllable) 49.8 1 1 .4 
perceptual boundary (Csec from onset) � £ 
end of [a] 22.2 6.1 
start of {ju J 28.8 7.7 
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3.3 
Table 3 
Mean and standard deviation values for Fundamental Frequency, Amplitude, 
Formant Pattern and Duration in 6 tokens of Uu 1 3 1 ]  
sampling FO(Hz) Ar(dB) F1 (KHz) F2(KHz) F3(KHz) 
point (% 
of duration) � � � � � � � � � � 
0 128 12 15.6 3.7 0.33 0.04 2.65 0 . 12  3.04 0.23 
10 129 1 1  22.3 2.4 0.32 0.05 2.60 0.14 2.84 0.23 
20 136 10 26.9 3.0 0.30 0.04 2.43 0 . 19  2.61 0.27 
30 145 13 29.2 2.4 0.3 1 0.03 2. 1 8  0.25 2.49 0 . 19  
40 153 15 29.5 1 .6 0.34 0.06 1 .90 0.21 2.47 0.20 
50 159 15 29.7 1 .8 0.36 0.06 1 .57 0 . 16 2.47 0.23 
60 162 16 29.6 1 .5 0.36 0.07 1 .30 0 . 13  2.47 0.22 
70 159 16 29.7 1 .8 0.36 0.07 1 . 1 0  0 . 12  2.45 0 . 18  
80 150 15 29.3 2.3 0.36 0.08 1 .00 0 . 12  2.46 0 . 17  
90 138 16 26.7 2.0 0.36 0.07 0.93 0.07 2.53 0.20 
100 121 12 20.8 2.0 0.35 0.05 0.87 0.06 2.59 0. 1 7  
duration (csec) x = 33.5 s = 3.4 
Results and discussion 
It can be seen from Figures 1 to 3 that all of the examples analysed show considerable rises in 
FO at some point during the utterance. Before addressing the main question of why the FO rises in 
level-falling examples are not perceived as a rise in pitch, two short observations are necessary. 
With one exception to be discussed below, the acoustic data are homogeneous and 
unremarkable. Items with the same pitch (i.e. [ 1 1 ]  [41]  [ 13 1]) have statistically the same acoustics, 
once allowance is made for the effect on FO and Ar of the intervocalic consonant,5 and the 
assimilatory effect of the second syllable on the fIrst. (The gradually rising FO on the first syllable 
in level-falling examples probably reflects anticipatory assimilation in longitudinal vocal cord 
tension and/or phonation type. Lack of control for intrinsic Ar on the fIrst syllable has probably 
obscured this effect on the Ar profiles, though it is fairly clear on the example with the sonorant 
intervocalic consonant.) 
The second observation is that the obstruents transcribed above as voiceless lenis show 
periodicity (i.e. FO) throughout their hold (Figure l c). This is surprising, since periodicity 
normally signals the presence of the feature [voice] . One factor possibly contributing to the 
auditory percept of voicelessness for these obstruents is the large (-9 dB) concomitant drop in Ar 
(cf. the much smaller drop of -2 dB on the auditorily voiced obstruent in fIgure Id). It should be 
noted that the auditory difference between these two sets of obstruents is an important junctural 
feature of Zhenhai, signalling the absence or presence of a preceding word boundary. 
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The above discrepancy is worth commenting on for two reasons. Firstly, it is an example of 
the many-to-one relationship between acoustics and auditory features noted above: here, 
presumably, the perception of [voice] is dependent on sufficient AI level as well as FO. Secondly, 
it serves as a reminder of the inferential nature of the articulatory features with which we describe 
the auditory responses encoded in a phonetic transcription, and of the fallibility of the process: just 
because we hear [-voice] does not imply that the vocal cords are not vibrating. 
To return now to the main problem: if pitch is a function of FO, why are the FO rises in level­
falling examples not perceived as pitch? A glance at Figure 4, which shows just the mean 
(sonorant and obstruent) FO shapes of the two contrasting types, suggests that FO information 
alone would probably not be enough to explain the differential perception (although the FO time 
courses are contrastive enough, for example in maximum FO height, to distinguish the two types). 
Results from experiments in the perception of FO contours also indicate this. Both FO rises should 
be easily perceivable because they are well above the 4 - 6.5 csec duration threshold for the 
perception of contouricity in rising FO (Greenberg and Zee 1979: 1 54), and perceived contouricity 
of both FO rises will be enhanced by the presence of the preceding level FO (Greenberg and Zee 
1979: 1 56). The only possible explanation for the differential perception in FO terms alone lies in 
the difference in absolute rate of FO rise, which is higher (2.8 HzJcsec) for the 'non-perceived' rise 
than for the perceived ( 1 .9 HzJcsec). This difference is well above the 0. 12 - 0.32 Hz/csec 
threshold for the perception of differences in the positive FO derivative (Klatt 1973: 12). But it is 
still so small that for it to function as the basis for the 'non-perception' of the greater slope as pitch 
would require a categorical perception effect, which is contentious for tone (Gandour 1978:58ff). 
Also the difference in FO slope would be perceptually attenuated by the fact that perceived 
contouricity is directly proportional to the duration of the preceding level FO (Greenberg and Zee 
1979 : 1 56) . In any case, these speculations are rendered unnecessary by the existence in the 
informant's speech of rising pitched tones with FO rise values in excess of a putative categorical 
boundary around, say, 2.5 HzJcsec. Mean values for his citation tone 6 for example (measured 
from tables in Rose 1982a: 1 8) are 3 .6 and 3.4 Hz/csec. Mean values for his tone 6 in a 
comparable syntactic position (following a short low tone in lexical sandhi) are even bigger: 5 - 6 
Hz/csec (Rose 1985). It is clear then that we have to adduce data in addition to FO values to 
explain the difference in the perception of the FO rise. 
One obvious candidate is AI. It will be recalled that the pitch of 3peech has been shown to be a 
function of both FO and Ar. Moreover, previous studies on Zhenhai have shown that Ar is 
differentially distributed with respect to FO in some tones. In particular, the rising part of the 
convex tone is characterised by a high ratio of AI to its FO.6 It is of interest, therefore, to see if AI 
is in some way involved with the differential perception of FO. Do, for example, the different 
pitch percepts correspond to any large difference in the distribution of AI with respect to FO, or is 
the FO not perceived as a pitch rise associated with considerably less Ar than the FO rise perceived 
as such? 
There are several points to be noted in trying to assess the role of AI to the perception of FO rise 
in these data. Firstly, the raw AI values are not directly comparable across examples,7 so it is not 
possible to demonstrate differences simply by regressing AI on FO. Secondly, the Ar is difficult to 
evaluate because it is not possible to separate out all the factors involved in its production. (This is 
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essential because the speech specific perceptual mechanism judges Ar  in  terms of  physiological 
effort required to produce it, in particular the Ps involved (Ladefoged 1967:35-4 1». Thus, 
although the effect of the supraglottal impedance on Ar can be discounted because it will be the 
same for items with the same segmental sequence, it is not possible to tell, for example, whether 
the large drop in Ar over the obstruent in level-convex examples reflects Ps or a change in glottal 
configuration, or both. Also, in examples with level-falling pitch, the Ar may very well 
incorporate the effect of an additional factor of change in glottal configuration from whispery to 
modal voicing. Because of these difficulties, observations will be confined to examples with 
intervocalic sonorant, which appear to show less drastic Ar and FO perturbations. The inferences 
drawn from them are of course necessarily fairly tentative. 
There seems to be a clear differential distribution of FO with respect to Ar over stretches of FO 
rise where the effect of supraglottal impedance on the Ar is constant. During the sonorant and up 
to about 5 csec after release (that is, for most of the FO rise on the level-falling examples) both 
level-falling and level-convex examples have nearly identical Ar rise values (0.56 (convex) and 
0.59 (falling) dB/csec), but the rate of FO rise in the level-falling example (2.93 Hz/csec) is about 3 
times that in the level-convex example (0.89 Hz/csec). Thus, as expected, there is about 3 times 
more Ar to FO in the first part of the convex pitched syllable than the falling.8 
However, it is unfortunately not possible to actually quantify this differential, and its perceptual 
effect, over the FO rises of interest, because in these cases the supraglottal effect on Ar is no longer 
constant (we would be illegitimately comparing ratios of Ar rise to FO rise during the hold phase in 
level-falling examples with those after release on the level-convex). 
In sum, it looks as if there is a differential amount of Ar to FO in the two examples, and this 
probably reflects differences between them in timing and degree of involvement of the mechanisms 
controlling FO and Ar. In the level-convex examples, the rise in FO and Ar (and the relatively high 
ratio of Ar to FO) is probably caused by a synchronous Ps burst; in the level-falling examples, the 
rise in FO and Ar (and the relatively low ratio of Ar to FO) is probably the result of a combination 
of an increase in vcr and a slightly later, smaller Ps burst. It is doubtful, however, whether this 
difference in source control could be responsible for a difference in the perception of the FO rise 
(though it probably serves to contrast the two types). Firstly, the difference is not astoundingly 
large: both Ar and FO do, after all, rise concurrently and steeply in both examples. Secondly, for 
the perceptual mechanism to ignore the FO rise on level-falling examples on the basis of Ar 
information would be equivalent to a specific instruction to ignore rises not produced by Ps 
increases, which seems highly unlikely. 
The next, again fairly obvious approach is to allow for the possibility of pitch perception of FO 
mediated by segmental information. It is possible that the timing relationship between laryngeal 
and supralaryngeal gestures is exploited perceptually by timing those FO transitions not to be 
registered as pitch to occur at points defined with respect to the supralaryngeal gestures which 
provide cues to segmental structure. The perceptual mechanism could then be programmed not to 
register as pitch FO changes that take place over, or in the vicinity of, certain segments in certain 
structural positions - e.g. FO rises on syllable-initial sonorants or voiced obstruents. Note that the 
restriction to certain positions in the syllable is necessary because velar nasal sonorants constituting 
the syllable coda do quite clearly carry a tonally relevant part of the FO contour (Rose 1982a: 33). 
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Voiced syllable initial consonants seem likely candidates for the role of segmental maskers. It 
has been hypothesised that in several Chinese dialects the FO on a syllable initial sonorant is 
irrelevant for the tone. This is because much greater congruence exists between FO contours of the 
same tone on syllables differing in the [± sonorant] feature of the initial consonant if the sonorant 
portion is ignored (Rose 1982a:47, 48). Another justification for disregarding the FO on the 
sonorant lies in its lack of association with a pitch percept. In Zhenhai, for example, syllables with 
initial voiceless obstruent (e.g. [(1;1 7 214] !I 'lay out') have the same pitch as syllables with initial 
sonorant in the same tone (e.g. [m� 7 214] fl 'buy'). If the FO on the sonorant were tonally 
relevant, one might expect this to be reflected in a different pitch or even length percept. 
Figure 1 shows that the FO is, in fact, differentially distributed with respect to the main acoustic 
segments. Most of the FO rise perceived as pitch occurs after the segment boundary, i.e. on the 
vowel, whereas some of the FO rise not perceived as pitch takes place during the consonantal 
segment, i.e. before the vowel. 
However, several considerations argue against the 'consonantal masking hypothesis' . Firstly, 
the masking effect also occurs in level-falling examples without syllable initial consonants. In 
tokens with intervocalic glide, (like the [baju] examples to be examined below), or where the 
second syllable consists of a vowel only, e.g. Ijlw ·il 1 1  5 1 ]  i Hf bank' ,  [g� .j 1 1  5 1 ]  *ti. 
'overcoat', no pitch rise i s  audible either. 
Secondly, and more obviously, not all the FO rise occurs on the consonant: over a third of the 
rise (40 per cent in sonorant examples; 36per cent in obstruents) occurs on the following vowel, 
giving it a convex FO contour. This convex shape differs from that on the speaker's falling pitched 
syllables with sonorant initial consonant after a pause. (These show only a small (about 4 Hz) 
perturbatory rise for the ftrst few (3) csec of the vowel.) It seems, therefore, that the large FO onset 
perturbation on the second syllable vowel is caused by the transition rather than the voiced syllable 
initial consonant. 
Finally, there are some indications that the convex FO shape on the vowel should be enough to 
cue a convex, rather than a falling pitch. Figure 5 shows typical FO and Ar values for the high 
convex pitch tone in the Southern Thai dialect of Pakphanang (Rose forthcoming). The speaker 
was female, hence the high FO values; the measurements are arithmetical means of 3 x [ka] + 3 x 
[ku], and the tone has a clearly audible initial pitch rise before the fall. (This was corroborated by 
another professional phonetician.) The degree of similarity involved is shown in Figure 6, which 
plots the FO values of the two tones (Pakphanang high convex; Zhenhai high fall) normalised with 
respect to the individuals' FO range for that particular context. It can be seen that the amount of FO 
rise from onset to peak is in fact 10 per cent greater for the Zhenhai tone than for the Thai, and that 
there is therefore not enough difference between the two normalised FO curves to explain the 
different pitches involved.9 The Chinese and Thai data seem to indicate the possibility that the 
same FO contour on a vowel can cue two different pitches. 
There are also several reasons why it is not possible simply to assume that the masking effect 
lasts until about 5 - 7 csec after the consonant release, (and therefore masks the whole of the 'non 
perceived' FO rise). Firstly, as already noted, the same effect occurs even in the absence of 
consonants. Furthermore, one of the Zhenhai rising pitched tones is of typically very short 
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duration - for this speaker in citation form, between about 10 and 13 csec. Ignoring 5 - 7 csec of 
the FO contour after release on this tone would leave very little to be perceived as pitch, especially 
when the duration threshold of 4 - 6 csec for perception of pitch contouricity also has to be allowed 
for. Yet this tone has a clear rising pitch. Finally, there is the evidence from the Chinese and Thai 
data mentioned above. In some cases (as for example in Pakphanang convex tones with sonorant 
initial consonant) the 5 - 7 csec after release seems to include a pitch-relevant FO rise which we 
would not want to be ignored; in others (as for example in Zhenhai falling tones with voiced initial 
consonant) the flrst 5 - 7 csec of FO needs to be ignored from the point of view of the pitch 
percept. 
We have now looked at several unsuccesful attempts to explain why the FO rise in level-falling 
examples may not be registered as pitch. This inadequacy may have come from the assumption 
that a difference in perception must correspond to a difference in acoustics. However, as has 
already been amply illustrated in the flrst part of this paper, a lack of invariance between acoustics 
and perceptual units is another commonplace in the complexity of speech perception (Studdert­
Kennedy 1 974:2356ff.). It seems therefore that a higher level, possibly language speciflc 
explanation is to be sought. 
Such an explanation might involve distinguishing between intrinsic and extrinsic effects. The 
'non-perceived' FO rise in the level-falling example occurs because the FO targets on the flrst and 
second syllables differ in height, and the FO has to change from low to high. Also, since the 
intervocalic consonant is voiced, this change is continuous, giving an FO rise. Because of an 
inertial effect, the FO rise 'spills' over into the following vowel, and together with the falling FO 
target on the second syllable produces a convex FO on the second syllable vowel. 
Thus it is clear that the FO rise in level-falling examples is intrinsic: that is, not deliberately 
produced, but occurring as the result of some other, deliberate gestures (FO targets; voicing on 
intervocalic consonant). It can be noted here that an intrinsic effect of the same magnitude appears 
to occur in some varieties of English. The resulting convex FO shape on the falling pitched second 
syllable is very similar to those reported in Lea ( 1 973) on English stressed vowels in h;}CV(C) 
utterances with sonorant or voiced obstruent consonant. (But cf. the very different FO 
perturbations in Silverman (1984)). Thus the hypothesised minimising of intrinsic FO effects in 
tone languages (see above) does not seem borne out by the Zhenhai data. 
In contrast to the FO rise in the level-falling examples, the FO rise on the level-convex examples 
is not intrinsic, but part of the deliberately produced target FO on the second syllable. It seems 
reasonable, and certainly in keeping with the idea of speech perception mediated by production, to 
assume that the perceptual mechanism recognises the FO changes as intrinsic or extrinsic on the 
basis of their temporal relationship to segmental structure, and ignores the intrinsic changes as 
possible pitch cues. Thus the convex FO on the Pakphanang high convex tone is perceived as 
convex because it is deliberately produced, whereas the convex onset to the FO contour on the 
Zhenhai second syllable vowel is not so perceived because it is an intrinsic effect. 
The hypothesis may be invoked to explain other examples of discrepancies between FO and 
pitch. Rapid falls in FO, which are not perceived as pitch, occur as intrinsic perturbations caused 
by a syllable-flnal glottal stop in some varieities of Chinese (Zee and Maddieson 1 980; Rose 
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1982b:206, 322, 360). In Thai Phake citation fOnTIs, considerable convex perturbations occur at 
the end of an FO contour which are not registered as pitch. (In the case of the falling pitched tones 
the FO sometimes actually rises higher at the end than its onset value.) Simultaneous air flow 
measurements indicate these perturbations are intrinsically caused by syllable final laryngeal 
adjustments (Rose MS 1986). 
The ' intrinsic ' hypothesis raises the problem of what happens in a tone language which 
contrasts high falling and high convex pitched tones after a low level. Would a voiced intervocalic 
consonant cause the high falling FO to become convex and thus be indistinguishable from the high 
convex tone? In such a case, the contrastivity between types could be assured by a higher degree 
of coarticulation resistance (Nolan 1983: 1 16-120) minimising the inertial effect, and resulting in all 
of the FO rise in the hypothetical level-falling example occurring during the consonant. For this to 
be plausible, it would, of course, have to be demonstrated that the inertial effect was of the 
controllable-intrinsic type (Tatham 197 1 : 143). 
Although the Zhenhai data appear to confmn this - the rate of 5 - 6 Hz/csec quoted above for the 
speaker's tone six would produce the required rise of 40 - 50 Hz within the 8.5 csec consonant 
hold - it is possible that the FO rise values in the level-falling and tone six examples are not strictly 
comparable. This is because they may be produced in different ways, with the high rate on tone 6 
being caused partly by a Ps boost, as opposed to vocal cord tension on the level-falling examples 
(Rose 1984: 1 64). 
Possibly a more interesting consequence of this 'intrinsic ' hypothesis concerns current 
speculations on tonogenesis. According to Hombert Ohala and Ewan ( 1 979) tonogenesis 
necessarily involves reinterpretation of an intrinsically caused consonantal perturbation as 
extrinsic. Suppose, for example, the speaker of a non tone language intends to say a voiced 
consonant followed by a vowel. The voiced consonant intrinsically induces a low perturbation of 
the FO on the vowel. The listener, however, who cannot read the speaker's mind ( 1 979:37) 
cannot tell what is intrinsic in the signal, and what is deliberate. He reinterprets the FO 
perturbation as extrinsically produced, and begins to produce it deliberately, and exaggerate it. 
With the devoicing of the initial voiced consonant, a low pitched vowel has now arisen which will 
contrast minimally with a high pitched vowel after an original voiceless consonant, and the 
transition to a tone language is complete. 
The hypothesis suggested in this paper presents some problems for this scenario. Firstly, it is 
difficult to explain the phenomenon of differential FO perception without assuming that listeners 
can in fact tell intrinsic from extrinsic effects by dint of their linguistic competence. Secondly, the 
hypothesis that intrinsic FO effects have to be ignored as pitch is in direct conflict with the 
tonogenesis proposal that they are cued-into as pitch, unless one assumes that this is another way 
in which tone languages differ from non tone languages, or that it is possible to distinguish 
between intrinsic FO perturbations caused by an initial consonant and those which are part of an 
intrinsic transition (see above). (Note that intrinsic FO perturbations must be registered somehow, 
because they can act as secondary cues for the [voiced] and [± obstruent] feature on consonants 
(Abramson and Lisker 1985; Chistovitch 1969)). It is not possible to resolve these problems 
here, but at least they suggest that tonogenesis is perhaps not so 'rather well understood' as 
claimed (Hombert 1977:9). 
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3.4 Examples with intervocalic glide 
The analysis above has hypothesised that the temporal relationship of the FO rise to the syllable­
initial consonant is of importance in signalling how the FO is to be perceived. What happens when 
there is no syllable-initial consonant, however? This is shown in the examples of the contrast on 
syllables with a glide but no initial consonant, the acoustic characteristics of which are given in 
Tables 2 and 3, and Figures 2 and 3. 
Figures 2 and 3 show that, apart from small differences in overall level and offset value - which 
are probably functions of the different contexts from which they were taken - the glide examples 
have basically the same FO shape as their counterparts with intervocalic consonant (henceforth 
VCV). Note in particular that the amount of FO rise remains approximately constant: 44 (glide) 
and 42 Hz (VCV) in level-falling; 34 (glide) and 37 Hz (VCV) in (level)-convex. Also the rate of 
FO rise is fairly constant for a given pitch: 2.9 Hz/csec for level-falling and 2.4 Hz/csec for convex 
(cf. 2.8 and 1 .9 Hz/csec for the VCV examples). Thus, just as for the VCV examples, the rate of 
FO rise is higher in the level-falling glide examples, but only very slightly so, and not enough to 
serve as a basis for a pitch difference on its own. 
Although, as pointed out above, the time course of the F-pattem is continuous, the presence of 
simultaneous changes in the frequency derivative of two or three formants allows us to divide the 
utterance into three sections. The flrst portion (onset - csec 1 8.5) is characterised by static F l  and 
F2 values similar to those for the informant's [a] vowel, and F3 appears to rise.10 In the second 
portion (csec 18 .5 - csec 30.0) the formants diverge to values typical of the speaker's [i}. The 
perceptual onset of [ju} is located at csec 29, which agrees very well with this acoustically defined 
point. The second syllable can therefore be considered to have begun, both acoustically and 
perceptually, by this '[j] onset point' .  In the last part (csec 30 - offset) the formants move to 
values typical for his [u}. This last part also contains a clear landmark, at approximately csec 37, 
where F2 and F3 come maximally close. This partially reflects the intersection of the second and 
third resonances (as opposed to formants) which occured in some examples. 
The F-pattem on [ju} is simply a linearly expanded version of that part of the F-pattem in 
[biiju} which starts at about 3.5 csec after the [j] onset. It looks therefore as if the supralaryngeal 
organs are programmed to realise the same acoustics, only quicker in the falling pitch example than 
in the convex. 
Just as with the VCV examples, it is not possible with the glide examples to explain the 
difference in perception of FO rise totally in terms of concurrent F-pattem features. The FO rise is 
differentially distributed with respect to the F-pattem, to be sure, but only just over a third (39 per 
cent) of the 44 Hz FO rise in the level-falling items is distributed over the F-pattem transition from 
[ii] to [j] onset; the rest of the rise takes up no less than half of the remainder of the falling pitched 
syllable, resulting in a clearly convex FO for the segmental [ju} syllable. Of this 27 Hz rise, the 
first 14  Hz might possibly be discounted because the concurrent F-pattem is still not congruent 
with that in the [ju} example, although the perceptual and acoustic onset to the second syllable 
suggest that this rise should be included. But the subsequent rise of 1 3  Hz does take place over 
comparable portions of the F-pattern, and in fact the remaining FO shape resembles very closely 
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the convex FO shape on the second syllable vowel of level-falling examples, and should 
theoretically still be perceived as convex on the basis of the comparison with the Pakphanang data. 
It is interesting to note that, from the point of view of its temporal relationship to the FO, the [j] 
onset corresponds neither to second syllable onset in VCV examples, nor to second vowel onset, 
but to a point somewhere in the middle of the syllable-initial consonant. A segment of comparable 
duration to the intervocalic consonant in VCV examples centered around this [j] point would cover 
the same portion of FO rise as covered by the consonant in VCV examples. 
As with VCV examples, there is a clear differential distribution of FO with respect to Ar over 
stretches of rising FO where the supraglottal impedence can be considered constant. (As an 
indication of this last factor I used a stable F1 ,  which contributes most to overall Ar (House 
1967:59).  The FO rises over which this differential distribution can be demonstrated were over 
about the first 7 csec of [ju}, and from csec 30. 1 to csec 37 in [baju]). Over these stretches, the 
FO rates are 3 .5 Hz/csec for level-falling, and 1 .2 Hz/csec for convex, and the Ar rates are 0.7 
dB/csec for level-falling and 1 .7 dB/csec for convex. So the ratio of FO rise to Ar rise is again 
considerably greater for the convex than for the falling example. I I 
As with the VCV examples, this differential distribution of FO and Ar can be assumed to reflect 
some difference in source control, but it is still not clear that this would contribute to a different 
perception of the FO rise. 
3.5 Summary 
Allowing for differences due to the difference in contexts from which they were edited, the 
glide examples present the same problems as the VCV examples in accounting for the differential 
perception of FO rises. Again, it seems that the acoustics alone are not enough to explain the 
perceptual difference. An additional interpretive principle concerning the temporal relationship 
between FO and supralaryngeal patterns has to be adduced, according to which intrinsic FO 
transitions and their associated FO perturbations are ignored as pitch cues. These results highlight 
the importance of segmental information for the interpretation of FO. 
For these Zhenhai data, it is possible to say that for an FO change to be considered intrinsic, and 
therefore ignored as pitch, it has to start near in time (within less than 10 csec) to the onset of the 
articulatory transition between syllables. Thus in [baju}, the FO starts to change about 5 csec after 
the onset of the F-pattern transition to the [j] of the second syllable. The start of the F-pattern 
transition in VCV examples was not measured in this study, but casual inspection of wide band 
spectrograms of tokens with monophthongal ftrst vowel suggests that the F-pattern transition starts 
about 7 csec before the onset of the intervocalic consonant hold, which means that it precedes the 
start of the FO transition by about that amount. 
For an FO transition to be perceived as pitch, it must start at a point near the completion of the 
articulatory change between syllables. For VCV syllables, this would be about 5 - 10 csec after 
release of the consonant, which leaves most of the FO rise in level-convex examples to be 
perceived as pitch. 
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Figure 7. 
Temporally aligned spectrograms of Ar (A) Fo (B) and F-pattern (c) in the 
utterance [til jf.! -- ;'\ a ha jng) tr nB -t!Hf ffl "you can also you 'buy oil'''. 
Start of Fo rise and {j] onset are marked by 'i'; 'p' indicates perceptual onset of 
[u). Scale 10 csec: 1 .27 ems. 
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There was no example in this study of a disyllable with level-convex pitch and intervocalic 
glide, but Figure 7 shows the acoustics of such a combination - [ tifjy 33 1 3 1] 1T?1l:! 'to buy oil ' -
as it occurred in the running speech of a female Zhenhai speaker. Despite the bad F-pattern 
resolution typical for a female voice it can be seen that the temporal relationship between FO and F­
pattern changes is as predicted: the FO starts to rise at about the same time as the [j] onset is 
reached. 12 Note also that the relationship of the AI to the FO during the rise is not as expected: the 
AI profile resembles more that on the level-falling examples examined, and the ratio of AI to FO is 
about the same (0.2) as in the level-falling examples too. This is a possible indication of the 
relative lack of importance of the concomitant Ar in cueing the differential perception of FO as 
pitch. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper I set out to examine the current assumption in linguistics that tonal pitch is an 
exclusive and straightforward function of FO. In the first part I looked at factors known to mediate 
the perception of FO as pitch, and used these to demonstrate that FO is a basic, but by no means 
exclusive term in the function relating tonal pitch to acoustics. In the second part I demonstrated 
the differential perception of an FO rise in a Chinese dialect tonal contrast. This suggested an 
additional complicating factor in the perception of FO as pitch, namely allowance for the non 
registration of intrinsic FO transitions and their associated FO perturbations. The domain of the 
function relating FO to tonal pitch is therefore discontinuous. Because the domain is determined by 
the acoustic consequences of supralaryngeal activity, perceived segmental structure is an important 
factor in the interpretation of FO as pitch. 
Taken all together, these considerations showed that the interpretation of FO as pitch involves its 
complex interaction with all the major acoustic parameters of duration, AI and spectrum, and so the 
idea of pitch as an exclusive and straightforward function of FO does, as initially surmised, 
represent a considerable oversimplification. 
This has several consequences for approaches to tonal description. Firstly, because acoustic 
parameters other than FO contribute to pitch, attempts to deduce or evaluate pitch characteristics 
from raw FO traces alone can only have limited validity. This is true even for the apparently simple 
case of tones in citation form, since no FO contour is produced without concomitant intrinsic 
effects, the perceptual relevance of which it is difficult to assess. 
Rather than use acoustics to infer tonal pitch, an alternative approach would be to shift the 
emphasis away from the perceptual side (which is associated with several significant problems13) 
and base Linguistic Phonetic tonal research on acoustical data. (This is still not the appropriate 
observation language for tonology, but at least it is quantifiable, and can also provide valuable 
insights into the production of tone (Rose 1984)). This paper has shown that it is desirable that 
such studies should include other acoustic parameters besides FO, like Ar and duration. In 
particular, it has highlighted the importance of segmental information in the interpretation of FO, 
and more attention should be paid to the accompanying articulatory acoustics in tonal studies, so 
that more can be known about the principles governing the integration of segmental and 
suprasegmental strands (Nolan 1983:5 1 ,52; Fujisaki 1977). This last comment applies to non tone 
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languages too, of course: it would for example be interesting to see to what extent the English 
intonational contrast between falling and rise-fall nuclei after a low prehead ( ,are 'you [a ju 1 1  51 ]  
vs. , are Ayou [a ju 1 1  131])  parallels the Zhenhai level-falling vs. level-convex contrast. 
NOTES 
2 
3 
4 
5 
This is a revised and expanded version of a paper given at the 1 984 Australian Linguistic 
Society meeting in Alice Springs. I am grateful to Dr. Michael Wagner of the Australian 
Defence Force Academy for putting his synthesis facilities at my disposal; thanks also to Dr. 
Francis Nolan of Cambridge University for providing helpful comments and a second set of 
auditory transcriptions for the Thai data. 
Arguably, since the more recent omission of other acoustic parameters could possibly be 
justified by the results of a few perceptual experiments which show FO to be the most 
important acoustic parameter in tone identification (Gandour 1978:42) 
This is also plausible from a consideration of the processes involved. The equivalence of pitch 
judgements of different FO values in different parts of an utterance can be explained in terms of 
the sameness of a VCT parameter under conditions of declining Ps, or, possibly, by the 
sameness of a Ps parameter under conditions of delining vcr. But in this case, perceptual 
equivalence of some kind obtains between combinations of different FO and Ar values. Hence 
different Ps and vcr values must be involved, and what precisely remains the same during the 
utterance is elusive, unless it is some kind of quantal energy constant defmed as the product of 
Ps and vcr. This state of affairs is more reminiscent of stress than tone or pitch. 
A detailed description of the acoustic characteristics of the informant's 6 citation tones can be 
found in Rose ( 1 982a). Shanghai-Zhenhai is a common variety of Zhenhai dialect which 
shows to a greater or lesser extent lexical and segmental influence from the neighbouring 
prestigious dialect of Shanghai. 
By 'effect' here I mean perturbatory effect, or apparent deviation from a smooth curve. 
Intervocalic sonorants appear to have no effect on the FO contour, which shows a smooth 
transition from low FO values on the first syllable to high values on the second. In other words 
there is a small, positive derivative of FO with respect to time (DFO/Dt) during the transition. 
Intervocalic obstruents, on the other hand, do have discernible effects on the FO, bringing 
about a slight overall decrease in the rate of FO change over the fIrst part of the consonant, 
followed by a larger increase over the second half. This increase is large enough to ensure that 
the FO values at the onset of the second syllable vowel after an obstruent do not differ 
signifIcantly from those after a sonorant. The obstruent also causes a very slight decrease in 
the FO derivative after its release. This results in an additional FO perturbation after the 
obstruent in examples with convex pitch. The same difference between obstruent and sonorant 
in FO perturbatory effect after release can be seen in citation form (Rose 1982a:33). 
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The effect of a sonorant on Ar is small, involving a slight overall decrease in the Ar derivative. 
During hold and transition onto the second syllable vowel the Ar derivative is small and 
positive, like the FO, giving a smooth rise in Ar. But the transition onto the sonorant is 
different, depending on the following tone. 
Obstruents have a large effect on Ar, involving a considerable drop followed by a rapid 
increase to onset of the second syllable vowel. Syllables with lenis initial consonant have a 
much greater Ar fall than syllables with normally voiced obstruent. After obstruents, the onset 
value of Ar (as measured down from peak Ar) is about 3.6 dB lower than after sonorants. 
This is unlike the FO values at the onset of the second syllable vowel, which are not affected by 
the difference between obstruent and sonorant. Comparison with the Ar on vowels after 
sonorants indicates that the lowering effect of the obstruent on Ar appears to last at least over 
the first half of the vowel in convex pitched syllables. 
6 Specifically, this is quantified by the ratio of the Ar derivative to the FO derivative 
�Ar/�t 
( ---
�FO/�t 
(Rose 1982b:383ff.).  
7 It was not possible to preserve the original Ar levels during the process of editing from the 
master tapes and spectrographic analysis, because some tokens had to be amplified to enhance 
resolution of other acoustic parameters. 
8 The value is probably greater than this because the effect of source change from whispery 
voice to modal voice has to be taken into account. One would expect more Ar from modal than 
whispery voice. 
9 This reasoning holds, of course, as long as the normalisation has not obscured some 
perceptually relevant aspect of the difference between the two FO shapes. Besides its slope, the 
duration of an FO ramp is an important factor in perceived contouricity (Greenberg and Zee 
1979 : 1 54), and the difference in pitch between the two varieties might be because the FO rise in 
the Pakphanang tone is deliberately produced longer. Durational differences are usually 
equalised in FO normalisation (as in Figure 6), on the implicit basis that they are intrinsically 
determined by properties of the FO. Thus a possible explanation of why apparently the same 
FO shapes are associated with different pitches would be normalised away. 
The present data, from two speakers of different sex under different elicitation conditions, 
cannot of course validate the hypothesis, but there are some indications from informal tests I 
have done with resynthesised speech that the duration of the FO ramp does indeed contribute to 
the perceived contouricity of the convex FO. A resynthesised [rna] syllable with FO values 
similar to those on the second syllable in level-convex sonorant examples had a much less 
salient convexity to its pitch than the Pakphanang tone. This is an important result, because it 
means that durational differences should be taken into account in a perceptually correct 
normalisation of the FO of different varieties. (Another, indirect, indication of the importance 
of the duration of the FO ramp would be if the Pakphanang high convex tone turned out to have 
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a significantly longer duration than the Zhenhai falling tone under conditions which controlled 
for intrinsic and extrinsic effects on duration.) 
10 The speaker's F3 in non-nasalised [a] vowels is often difficult to spot, but seems to lie between 
2500 and 2800 Hz. Therefore I suspect that this rising frequency may in fact represent his F3 
at onset, but a nasal resonance subsequently, the true F3 pole having been attenuated by a nasal 
zero. 
1 1  The rather large difference in the factors between glide and VCV examples (the ratio of FO rise 
to Ar rise is 7, compared to 3 in VCV examples) may have something to do with the difference 
between citation form uu] and running speech [ba ju} contexts. 
12 A token very similar to this, from Osaka Japanese, appears in Fujisaki ( 1977:359), who 
illustrates the acoustics of a two-mora [ail vowel sequence with a rising pitch component. 
(The pitch is described as 'low-high-low' (p. 350) and ' [  /' ] ' (p. 349), but it is not likely, to 
judge from the acoustics, that it sounds like the pitch on the monosyllabic Zhenhai [jul. There 
looks to be a short level pitch component at the beginning which possibly corresponds to the 
first prominence mark.) In this token, as expected, the onset of the FO rise occurs just before 
the F-pattern has reached its steady state for [iJ. 
13 Beside the main linguistic assumption questioned in this paper of equivalence of FO and pitch, I 
have reservations on another basic assumption in tonal description, namely the appropriateness 
of transcribed pitch as the observation language. This topic really needs a separate paper, but 
the following points should be noted. Firstly, perceptual descriptions or features like [55],  
[Rise] or [H] are clearly inappropriate to explain tonal processes that are productionally 
motivated (e.g. 
53 � 55 / - { 55 
53 
(Hyman 1975:21 8)). Secondly, we know little about the within- and between-transcriber 
variability in pitch transcription. Thirdly, a lot of uncertainty surrounds the perceptual mode of 
the transcriber. The native speaker's perceptual response to an acoustic speech stimulus is 
determined to a large extent by their native language. Speakers of tone languages, for example, 
pay attention to different features of the acoustic stimulus than speakers of non tone languages 
(Gandour 1978:62-7 1).  Transcriptional performance also reflects this bias to a certain extent 
(Butcher 1982:62ff.). It is not clear to what extent the transcriber should try to - or indeed be 
able to - perceive in the same mode as a native speaker. It might seem desiraQle that the 
transcriber emulate native speaker response, but it is my experience that one's native perception 
of prosodic cues is very difficult to suppress. It should also be noted that some scholars (e.g. 
Anderson 1978: 154) explicitly reject native speaker perceptual response as irrelevant in 
accounts of linguistic structure. On the other hand, there is some danger that a 'language­
neutral ' transcription might incorporate non linguistic (i.e. musical, non speech specific) modes 
of perception, especially in cases where the transcriber is concentrating on perceiving the 
details of a pitch contour (cf. Studdert-Kennedy 1974: 2361-2363). (Note that in those 
experiments that test native speaker response - see e.g. Kratochvil ( 1975) and other references 
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in Gandour ( 1 978) - a transcription is really superfluous, and only necessary as part of the 
method of establishing the linguistic contrasts to be tested.) 
In both parts of this paper I have made the normal linguistic assumption, necessary for the 
evaluation of the main question, that the transcriber's mode is unproblematic. In the second 
part, for example, I have assumed that my perception and transcription of pitch are relevant and 
adequate for linguistic description. And it is implicit in the fIrst part that the factors which 
relate a native speaker's perception of FO to a linguistic unit are the same as those which relate 
FO to a transcriber's pitch percept. Although it does not affect the validity of the demonstration 
in this paper that pitch and FO are not equivalent, I hope my earlier comments show that these 
assumptions carry a very big caveat indeed. 
.. GLOTTALISED TONES IN CHINA AND SOUTH-EAST ASIA 
Laurent Sagart 
In a recent paper (Sagart 1986), I argued that the tones of Middle Chinese (MC), prior to the 
Yin!Y ang split and the devoicing of voiced obstruent initials, must be reconstructed as: 
-Level, a long unchecked tone with clear phonation; 
-Rising, a short tone with clear phonation, ending in a glottal stop; 
-Departing, a shortish tone with creakyl phonation; 
-Entering, a short tone with clear phonation, ending in oral stops. 
The proposed proto-forms for Level and Rising are similar to reconstructions made by 
Haudricourt more than thirty years ago (Haudricourt 1954b), but the reconstruction of Departing 
as a creaky tone goes against his view of a tone ending in -h, and against Pulleyblank's account, 
based on Haudricourt's reconstruction, of the development of MC tones into early Mandarin 
(Pulley blank 1977). The main reason for amending Haudricourt's -h to creaky phonation was 
that a large number of Chinese, Vietnamese, Tai and Miao-Yao dialects preserve some form of 
glottalisation as a residual feature in the tone categories which according to Haudricourt derive 
from -7, but very few2 preserve -h or any form of fmal aspiration in the tone categories which in 
Haudricourt's theory derive from -h. It is a remarkable fact that most -h preserving languages are 
either non-tonal (Mon, Khmer, etc.), or tone languages in which fmal -h played no tonogenetic 
role, e.g. Thavung (Ferlus 1979). Therefore the evidence of a cognate relationship between final 
-h in several non-tonal Mon-Khmer languages and the Hoi-Nga tone of old Vietnamese cannot 
be taken as evidence that -h is the direct precursor of Vietnamese Hoi-Nga. To account both for 
that cognate relationship and for the fact that -h is preserved mostly in non-tonal languages, one 
has to assume that Mon-Khmer -h and Vietnamese Hoi-Nga represent two divergent evolutions 
from the same source rather than different stages along the same evolutionary path. The 
evidence indicates that the emergence of a tone from that common source (possibly a final -s) 
occurred through a creakiness stage, thus: 
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rather than: 
-s ? 
creak / �  
1 
falling tone 
(in Vietnamese, 
Chinese etc.) 
-s 
1 
-h (in non-tonal 
languages: Mon, Khmer, etc.) 
-h (in Mon, Khmer, etc.) 
1 
-falling tone (in Vietnamese, Chinese, etc.) 
Concerning the pitch contours associated with the earliest forms of the tones, Haudricourt had 
argued that the change from a system of contrasting syllable-final laryngeals to a system of 
contrasting pitch movements was achieved as a result of the characteristic micromelodic effects 
of the final laryngeals. In his view, a final -7 had a pitch-raising effect, resulting in a rising tone, 
while a final -h had a pitch-lowering effect, resulting in a falling tone. Thus the original three­
tone system consisted of a rising tone (from -7),  a falling tone (from -h), and a level tone (in 
words ending in other sounds). My proposal to change Haudricourt's -h to creaky phonation did 
not disrupt the symmetry of his scheme, for in creaky phonation, the effective mass of the vocal 
folds is increased, which results in a slowing down of the vibrations, in other words, a pitch fall. 
In fact, many creaky reflexes of Departing tone in Chinese dialects are falling. Conversely, the 
evidence for a pitch-lowering effect of final -h is scarce. In the rare known instances of tones 
ending in -h (Luce 1965; Egerod 1983; Ouyang and Zheng 1983), the contours are not falling, 
but level. 
In support of my claim that Departing tone was derived through a stage in which it was 
characterised by creaky phonation rather than -h, I adduced, among other evidence, instances of 
dialects for the most part situated in the mountain areas at the junction of Jiangxi, Fujian and 
Zhejiang provinces, and preserving glottalisation or shortness in modern reflexes of the 
Departing tone. Since then, I have become aware of several more Chinese dialects showing the 
same particularity. The purpose of this paper is to present that new evidence and to investigate 
the tonal correspondences of Chinese with neighboring languages. 
1. Evidence from Chinese dialects 
Further cases of glottalisation/shortness in reflexes of the Departing tone occur in dialects 
belonging to the Mandarin, Huizhou, Xiang, Wu and Min groups of dialects. The phonetic 
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values of glottalised!short reflexes of the Departing tone in fifteen Chinese dialects (consisting of 
the six dialects listed in my 1986 paper plus nine new dialects) are listed in Table 1 and their 
geographical distribution is shown on Map 1 .  The numbers on the map correspond to the dialect 
numbers in the table. 
Table 1. Short and glottalised reflexes of Departing tone in Chinese dialects 
Dialect and source Upper Departing Lower Departing 
I .  
2. 
3.  
4 .  
5 .  
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
I I .  
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Taishun Man hua (Zhengzhang 1984) V?43 
Qixing Bacun (Ye 1984) V35 
Changsha (Firth and Rodgers 1 937) V?, head voice 
Hejian (Wieger 1 895) V?53 
Wucheng (Giet 1950) V 313 
Dingxian (Giet 1 950) V42 
Xushui (Giet 1950) V?512 
Yangqu (Giet 1950) V44 
Zhenhai (Rose 1982) V(?) 213 (whispery) 
Pucheng (Norman 1969) V12 
Nancheng (Sagart and Halle 1984) Y32 
Ningdu (Yang 1971 )  V?32 
Longyan (Desirat, unpublished) V54 
Suixi (A. Hashimoto 1 982) V?21 
Yongkang (Chao 1928) V54 
(V : a final consisting of sonorant segments. v indicates shortness, -?  a final 
glottal stop and _ , creaky phonation) 
Glottalisedlshort reflexes of Departing tone can now be shown to occur in every major dialect 
group except Yue and Hakka. The dialects which exhibit that feature are for the most part 
mountain dialects (Nancheng, Pucheng, Ningdu, Yongkang, Longyan, Taishun Manhua, Qixing 
Bacun), or coastal dialects (Suixi, Hejian, Wucheng, Dingxian, Xushui). Only Changsha is an 
inland plains dialect. Note that no dialect of the central plains is reported to exhibit the feature. 
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The peripheral distribution of glottalisation/shortness in reflexes of the Departing tone is typical of 
a conservative feature. 
Map 1 :  Chinese dialects with short or glottalised reflexes of Departing tone. 
2. Parallels in Tai, Viet-Muong and Miao-Yao 
A striking parallelism exists between the proto-tone systems of Chinese, Tai, Vietnamese and 
Miao-Yao. All exhibit a three-way tonal contrast in unchecked syllables, but no tone contrast in 
syllables ending in oral stops. This parallelism between languages belonging to different language 
stocks suggests a commonality in the tonogenetic processes, based on shared phonotactic 
properties of these languages at the moment of becoming tonal. Haudricourfs was the first 
attempt to give a unified account of tonogenesis in these languages. How does the modification of 
Haudricourt's scheme advocated in these pages (i.e. to reconstruct Departing as a creaky, rather 
than breathy tone) fare with Viet-Muong, Miao-Yao and Tai?3 
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2.1 Viet-Muong. 
The original tone correspondences between Chinese and Vietnamese are illustrated by the 
early stratum of Chinese loanwords into Vietnamese: 
CHINESE 
Level: 
Rising, Entering: 
Departing: 
VIETNAMESE 
Ngang-Huyen 
Sac-Nang 
Hoi-Nga 
These correspondences suggest that Sac-Nang and Hoi-Nga were similar to Chinese Rising 
and Departing respectively. Indeed, glottal constriction is often found in modern reflexes of Sac­
Nang and Hoi-Nga. In Hanoi, it occurs only in the low-series tones, Nang and Nga, but other 
Vietnamese and Muong dialects have glottalised reflexes of Sac and Hoi (Maspero 1912, Barker 
1 966). Glottalisation almost never appears in reflexes of Ngang-Huyen, and I am not aware of 
any Viet-Muong dialect with final aspiration in Hoi-Nga. The pattern of mergers is similar to 
Chinese or Tai: the most frequent mergers occur between reflexes of the glottalised tones, in 
particular between Nang and Nga (Maspero 1912: 102). 
2.2 Miao-Yao. 
The tonal correspondences between Miao-Yao and Chinese have been established by Chang 
( 1973): 
CHINESE 
Level 
Rising 
Departing 
Entering 
MIAO-YAO 
A 
B 
C 
D 
This suggests that B and C were the glottalised tones. Glottalisation in reflexes of Proto­
Miao-Y ao tone C has been reported for several languages belonging to the Mienic (Yao) branch 
of the family: for Mien, as spoken in Chieng Rai, north Thailand (purnell 1 970) and P'uk'amteng 
and Chungliang villages in northwest Laos (Downer 1961 ); for Biao Min, as spoken in Quanzhou 
county, Guangxi province, China (Solnit 1984), and for Mun, as spoken in Houei Sai district in 
Laos, a dialect investigated by David Strecker (personal communication) . Apart from some 
Hmong (Miao) dialects which show breathy reflexes in connection with devoiced initials, for 
instance White Hmong (Downer 1967:591 ), there are no traces of final aspiration in reflexes of 
tone C. Tone mergers in this group of languages are few, possibly on account of its relatively 
recent tonal history. 
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2.3 Tai. 
The tone correspondences between Chinese and Tai were worked out by Maspero (19 1 1) and 
Wulff ( 1934) on the basis of the lexicon shared by these two languages: 
CillNESE TAl 
Level A 
Rising C 
Departing B 
Entering D 
Creaky voice occurs in reflexes of Proto-Tai tone C in most dialects of F.K. Li's (Li 1977) 
Central and Southwestern branches. In his review of the evidence for applying to Tai the 
tonogenetic scheme of Haudricourt, Gedney (1978) cited this as possible evidence that Proto-Tai 
tone C had creakiness or a final glottal stop. In the same paper, he cited the Siamese treatment of 
Indic loanwords ending in -ha as possible evidence that Proto-Tai tone B ended in -h. In this 
section, I will show that another interpretation of the same facts leads to a different conclusion. 
Gedney's tentative reconstruction of a final -h in tone B is not supported by dialectal evidence: no 
reflex of that tone has been reported to show final aspiration in Tai dialects. In fact, glottalisation 
in reflexes of tone B in modern dialects is common, though often restricted to tone categories that 
merge subsets of Proto-Tai tones B and C, as is the case of Siamese. In such cases, Gedney 
regards glottalisation in the B-tone component of the merged category as having spread from the 
C-tone component after the merger. However, it is conceivable that frequent B/C mergers 
occurred precisely because both tones shared some form of glottalisation, as in Chinese. In Tai 
dialects, the frequency of B/C mergers contrasts with the rarity of A/C mergers. This suggests 
that A and C, rather than B and C in Gedney's scheme, stand at opposite ends of the tonal 
continuum. The rarity of A/C mergers is readily explained by the presence up to this day of 
creakiness in C tone, and its absence in A tone. The ambivalence of B tone, which not 
infrequently undergoes mergers with reflexes of A, can be accounted for if one admits that at 
some point in its history, this tone lost a feature which linked it with the creaky tone C. Prior to 
the loss of that feature, mergers could only occur between reflexes of B and C. After its loss, 
which must have left B a tone with normal, modal voice, mergers could only occur between 
reflexes of A and B. If the lost feature of B were a final -h, as proposed by Gedney, one would 
have to admit the possibility of mergers between tones characterised by antinomic voice qualities 
(e.g. breathy and glottalised) while at the same time rejecting the possibility of mergers between 
tones characterised by not-so-different voice qualities (e.g. breathy and modal, or modal and 
glottalised). There is also evidence, pointed out by Gedney in the same article, that the lost 
feature of tone B linked it to stop consonants: it is often the case in modern Tai dialects that tone 
B has the same contours and split conditioning as tone D-Iong. If one accepts Gedney's 
reconstruction of C as ending in - ?  and of B as ending in -h, it would seem more natural to expect 
tone C, rather than tone B,  to side with D-Iong: in Vietnamese, the 'Sac-Nang' category includes 
all syllables ending in a stop, whether oral or glottal. Finally, if Siamese really had a tone 
characterised by final -h at the time it was reduced to alphabetic script, why was the visarga of 
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Sanskrit not used to represent that final aspiration, as it was in Khmer? These difficulties 
disappear if one accepts the following reconstruction: 
PROTO-TONE 
A 
B 
C 
D 
PROPOSED RECONSTRUCTION 
Syllables ending in a sonorant, modal voice. 
Syllables ending in a glottal stop, modal voice. 
Syllables ending in a sonorant, creaky voice. 
Syllables ending in an oral stop, modal voice. 
Tones B and D were in complementary distribution and may be considered the same tone. 
Their modern reflexes are not distinct in a majority of Tai dialects. In many dialects of Li's 
south-western branch (Red Tai, Shan, Siamese, etc.), B-tone words with voiced initials merge 
with a subset of Proto-Tai tone C, a striking parallel to the Chinese development of Rising tone 
words with voiced obstruent initials. The proposed reconstruction handles in a simple way the 
Siamese treatment of Indic loans in -ha: Sanskrit or Pali words ending in a long vowel followed 
by -ha were borrowed into Siamese without the final /aI, and were assigned to the only tone of 
Siamese that ended in a laryngeal consonant, i.e. tone B .  Later the final glottal stop in that tone 
was lost. For instance, Skr 10h(a) ' shield' (Skr. 0 is long) was borrowed into Old Siamese as 
[107J (tone B), which after loss of final [?J and tonal merger with B 1 yields modern Siamese 100 
B2/Cl .  
The proposed reconstruction also offers an insight into the origin and development of modern 
Siamese words ending in a glottal stop. These words have tones identifying them with the D­
short category, and are written with the visarga. M. Ferlus tells me that many of them are 
loanwords from other languages, in particular Mon-Khmer languages. Thus, before it came in 
contact with the Mon-Khmer languages, Tai may not have had syllables with short vocalic nuclei 
ending in a glottal stop. If this is correct, we may reconstruct the Proto-Tai distribution of final 
types and tones as follows: 
PROTO-TAl TONE: A B C D 
Proto-Tai final type: Y y1 Y 
VN, VN  VN'l, w Y!y,y!! YK, VK 
( V: a long syllabic vowel; \I: a short syllabic vowel; N: a non-syllabic sonorant; K: a voiceless 
oral stop). 
As in the case of the Indic loanwords, there was no final -h in Siamese to represent Mon­
Khmer final -h (written with the visarga in Khmer). It was thus natural to represent Mon-Khmer 
final -h by Siamese final - 7, in other words to assign Mon-Khmer loanwords in -h to tone B.  
However, in Khmer, final -h shortens a preceding vowel (Jacob 1968). Rather than representing 
short-vowelled Mon-Khmer syllables ending in -h by long-vowelled Tai syllables ending in 7, 
new B-tone syllables with short vowels were created. In the script, the visarga of Khmer 
orthography was kept as a reminder of the shortness of the vowel. This made it unnecessary to 
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use the B-tone diacritic, all words written with the visarga being B-tone words anyway. The 
distribution of tones with types of finals at the moment when Siamese was reduced to writing 
may then be construed as: 
tone: A B C D 
diacritic: none maj ek I visarga maj tho none 
fmal type: V V7 V7 ji 
tiN. VN VN" VN7 Y!f. Y!f VK. VK 
In modern Siamese, not only those B-tone words written with the 'maj ek' , but also those 
written with the visarga (note that the latter are generally considered as belonging to the D-short 
category) have the same reflexes as D-tone words agreeing in vowel length and initial manner. 
The glottal stop in tone B was lost in all contexts, except when it followed a short syllabic vowel. 
In that position, it can still be heard in words like the following (Mon forms are from Ferlus 
1983): 
SIAMESE MON-KHMER 
phra? honorific prefix < Khmer [prE:Jh] 
la ? each < Old Mon [Jah] 'enumeration particle' 
ks? to engrave < Spoken Mon [keh] 'to write with a stylus' 
bro? joyful < Spoken Mon [p�roh] 
bi? open a fruit < Spoken Mon [h�bih] 
If the proposed reconstruction is correct, we should expect to find more traces of the lost - ? in 
reflexes of tone B in conservative Tai dialects, in particular in syllables with long vowels. Such 
dialects exist. 
A Shan dialect spoken in Hsipaw city, northern Shan state, Burma (Strecker 1 979) has 
optional glottalisation in that subset of tone B which is associated with voiceless initials. The 
system is: 
A B C D-short D-Iong 
voiceless 24 21/21 53/11 55 21  
voiced 55 �.l. 52? 53 3 1  
In  north-east Vietnam, a t  the other end of the Tai language area, Nung Fan Slihng has a reflex 
of tone B ending in a glottal stop. The pattern of splits and mergers was worked out by David 
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Strecker on  the basis of lexical information in Freiberger and Vy Thi Be ( 1976), and Vy Thi Be, 
Saul and Freiberger (1982). The phonetics of the tones follow Freiberger ( 1966): 
A B C D-short D-long 
aspirated 12 22 7 2] 7 12 22 
plain 35 '\ 12 21 7 35 .... 12 
glottal 35 22 7 21 7 35 22 
voiced 44 22 7 35 44 22 
Although phonemic ally the [221] contour under tone B may be identified to the [22] contour 
under tone D-10ng, the glottal stop in the [221] reflex of tone B cannot be construed as having 
spread from D-long, because all D-long words have oral stop endings in this dialect. 
In Mae Sot (Sarawit 1979) that subset of Proto-Tai tone B which is associated with Proto-Tai 
voiced initials is a falling tone with glottal constriction. Although it is identical with one of the 
reflexes of D-Iong (also associated with proto-Tai voiced initials), the glottal constriction in the B 
reflex cannot have spread from D-Iong, because in Mae Sot as in Nung Fan Slihng, all D-Iong 
words have oral stop endings. 
The reconstruction of Tai tones proposed here owes much to Gedney's insightful paper of 
1 978: the reconstruction of tone C as a glottalised tone, of tone B as ending in a glottal consonant 
lost since, the identity of B and D are all Gedney's original findings. The main problem with the 
proposed reconstruction (a problem Gedney's does not run into) is that it makes Proto-Tai tone B 
correspond to Chinese Rising (both ending in _1) and Proto-Tai tone C to Chinese Departing 
(both creaky tones), when in fact the reverse correspondences are found in the Sino-Tai lexicon. 
However, it is entirely possible that the Sino-Tai lexicon exhibits ' inverted' tonal correspon­
dences of the kind shown by Sino-Vietnamese: although the tonogenetic analogs of Chinese 
Rising and Departing are Vietnamese Sac-Nang and Hoi-Nga respectively, Sino-Vietnamese 
shows the reverse correspondences :  Rising to Hoi-Nga, and Departing to Sac-Nang. this 
inversion in tonal correspondences reflects the fact that Chinese was ahead of Vietnamese in its 
tonetic development at the moment when Sino-Vietnamese was created (Sagart 1 986). Two 
types of evidence suggest the same inversion characterises the Maspero-Wulf� Sino-Tai 
correspondences. In the first place, an apparently ancient layer of the Sino-Tai lexicon exhibits 
the expected Rising -B, Departing -C correspondences. Some important items belonging to that 
layer follow (Tai forms are Siamese unless otherwise mentioned) : 
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ANCIENT CHINESE (KARLGREN) TAl 
Rising tone Tone B 
crossbow nuo naa B 1  'crossbow arrow' 
stone arrowhead nuo (Northern Tai) 
lotus root ngyu ngau B2 
how many kjt;i kii B 1  
Departing tone Tone C 
rice seedling ka (from OC kl - or kr - ) klaa C1 
soak tsj�m cim C1 
cloth puo phaa C1 
thread, string sjan sen C1  
sack, bag d'ai thai C1 
cowrie shell pai bia C1 
half puan ban C1 
to go tau tau C1 
Although admittedly not numerous, these words relate to cultural items, artefacts or 
techniques of some antiquity, such as hunting and gathering ('crossbow' ,  'lotus root'), weaving 
( 'cloth' ,  ' thread'), trading (,cowrie shell ') ,  rice cultivation ('rice seedling' ,  perhaps also 'soak', 
used in Chinese in the sense 'germinate rice grains by soaking in water'). In the second place, a 
number of likely Austronesian etymologies of Tai words indicate Proto-Austronesian final -s 
may be a precursor of Proto-Tai tone C: 
AUSTRO-TAI PROTO-AUSTRONESIAN SIAMESE 
(Benedict 1975) (Dempwolff 1938) 
cord (m)p[r,l]a!i[s] tali' daai C1  
face (q/)(n)dza[q]ai[s] [dg]ahaj naa C1  
old [(n)tu]qas tuha ' thau C1 
scratch (I))kus guli{ khui C2 
stream qayus hayu{ huai C1 
sugarcane [(n)t]o[b]os t�bu' ?ooi C1 
weep ( )praI)i(t)s taI)i{ hai C1 
cotton kapa{ faai C1 
wash (n)suyas huya{ suai C1 
smooth []p[ ]ras plcc C1 
(Note that Dempwolffs -(is almost universally represented by -s in  Austronesian languages 
outside Taiwan). 
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If the above are really cognate, the possibility arises that final -8 may have played in the 
genesis of Proto-Tai tone C a role parallel to that played in the genesis of Vietnamese Hoi-Nga 
and Chinese Departing according to the proposals of Haudricourt ( 1954a, 1954b). The 
widespread creakiness in reflexes of Proto-Tai tone C in dialects of Li's Southwestern branch of 
Tai (Li 1977) further parallels the creakiness in the Chinese Departing tone. 
3. Conclusion 
The evidence presented here suggests that the tone systems of several languages of East Asia 
can be traced to three-way contrasts in syllable types, between (a) syllables with modal voice 
ending in a sonorant, (b) syllables with modal voice ending in oral or glottal stops, and (c) 
syllables with glottal constriction, ending in a sonorant. In Chinese, Vietnamese and Tai, some 
evidence points to -s endings as a possible source for glottal constriction. However, it is possible 
that other sources contributed syllables with glottal constriction to that tone category. 
NOTES 
1 I use the terms 'creaky voice' ,  'glottal stop' and 'glottalisation' to mean different things. 
Creaky voice refers to a mode of vibration of the vocal cords in which 'the arytenoid 
cartilages are pressed inward so that the posterior portions of the vocal cords are held together 
and only the anterior (ligamental) portions are able to vibrate' (Ladefoged 197 1 : 14- 15). 
'Glottal stop' (in its syllable-final form) is an articulation superimposed on a pulmonically 
initiated airstream, and consisting of a complete closure of the glottis, with a buildup of 
positive pressure below the glottis. I use the term 'glottalisation' as a cover term for both 
'creaky voice' and 'glottal stop'. 
2 I know of only one tonal language in Asia preserving final aspiration in the tone category 
derived from -h in Haudricourt's theory: this is Tung Va Wa, a Mon-Khmer language spoken 
on the border between Burma and China (Luce 1965). Tone 5, low level, has mostly words 
ending in -h. These words generally correspond to words ending in -h or -8 in other Mon­
Khmer languages. 
3 I am indebted to David Strecker for pointing out to me the Tai and Miao-Yao (or Hmong­
Mien, as he would prefer) dialectal evidence - part of which he himself collected - presented 
in section 2. I have benefited from David's letters more than I can say. 

PROGRESS IN TONE SANDHI ANALYSIS 
W. L. Ballard 
1. Background 
An attempt at analysing and synthesising the dialectal data on isolation tone values and tone 
alternations in the Wu dialects in eastern China appeared in Ballard ( 1980). That paper 
concentrated on one aspect of the tonal alternations in Wu: categorical shifts, i.e., shifts of tones 
from their isolation category to another category in given contexts. Better, more recent data 
makes some exploration of the role of stress possible now. In addition the copious new data on 
the tone sandhi in a proper subset of Wu dialects shows that in addition to the categorical 
comparison and shifts, a great deal of phonetic similarity in tone alternation prosodies can also be 
demonstrated. This report discussed some recent work and progress in understanding the 
phonology of tone in the Wu dialects. ! 
1.1 On discussing tone in Wu 
1.1.1 Tone in Wu 
The Wu dialects all either show or point clearly to a system containing a set of four tones -
one for each of the traditional categories: ping, shang, qiI and TiI (herein I, II, III, and IV, 
respectively) , each having a pair of sUbtypes :  yin and yang (herein a and b, respectively). 
Usually the alb types for each category are phonetically parallel; in any case, the a tone is always 
higher than the b tone. All Wu dialects also show a distinction between the a and b tones in their 
segmental phonology as well: the exact nature of the distinction has yet to be clarified 
phonetically, but phonologists refer to the distinction as syllables having voiceless versus voiced 
initials, and/or as plain (aspirated or not) initials versus initials with voiced aspiration or murmur 
or breathy voice, etc. I refer to this distinction as register. 
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It is important to note that tone as a phonological operant in Wu must involve several other 
phonetic parameters than pitch perturbations alone. Register has just been mentioned above; 
Rose has shown that the special register effects are produced differently in Ib from in IIblIIIb in 
Zhenhai; other dialect reports talk about how initials change in tone alternations. The reports all 
indicate considerable differences in length, so that some I, II, or TIl tones can be longer or shorter. 
(One expects the IV tones to be shorter, but sometimes they lengthen.) Finally, it is becoming 
obvious through inferences from the site reports, from Rose's research, and from listening to 
speakers from various areas that stress plays a major role in at least some combinations in some 
dialects. 
1.1.2 Tone alternations in Wu 
Tone alternations in Wu are usually described as changes between the isolation tone of a 
syllable and its tone in a given context, roughly 'tone sandhi' in English. The Wu dialects show 
a variety of types of sandhi, but they all show at least one type: tone changes that occur in 
syllables pronounced together as a single word or phrase unit that constitutes, thereby, a single 
constituent of the sentence: lexical sandhi. Some of the dialects also show special sandhi for 
other combinations such as numbers plus numbers, numerical classifiers, reduplications, verb 
plus object, diminutives, etc., and a number of site reports discuss sandhi in groups of various 
lengths - anywhere from two to five or six syllables in length. All of the available site reports 
discuss at least two syllable lexical sandhi, and some just that, so only two syllable lexical sandhi 
will be considered here. 
1.1.3 The dialect subset 
The data here are all taken from dialects that belong to Northern Wu, i.e. what Xu ( 1985) 
dubbed Area I and Fu et al. ( 1986) call the Taihu area. Map I shows the locations in southern 
Jiangsu and northern Zhejiang of the dialects discussed here. The data sources are as follows: 
Chongming (CM): Zhang Huiying ( 1979, 1980); Shanghai (SH) : Old - Shen ( 198 1a, 1981b); 
New - Lounsbury (ms.), Miyata et al. ( 1983), Sherard (1972); Suzhou (SZ) :  Hanyu jangyan 
gaiyao (Anonymous 1960), Yuan Jiahua et al. ( 1983), Miyata et al. ( 1983), Qian ( 1 983), Wang 
Ping ( 1983), Xie ( 1982), Ye ( 1979a, 1979b, 1984a), Zhang Jimao (1979), and an editor's note in 
Fangyan 1979; Haiyan (HHY): Hu (1959); Shaoxing (SX): Wang Futang (1 959); Ningbo (NB): 
Chan ( 1985); Zhenhai (ZH): Rose (1985); Tangsic (TS): Kennedy (1953); Wuxi (WX): Chan and 
Ren ( 1986). An additional dialect is included in this study: Danyang (DY): Liu ( 1 980). DY 
appears to be a former Wu dialect that is in transition to becoming a Mandarin dialect: there is a 
literary layer with four tones and no sandhi, and a colloquial layer with six tones and tone sandhi. 
Neither layer has preserved the three-way initial distinction typical of Wu. IVb is higher than 
IVa, but IV does still end in a stop. However, the tone sandhi system, which is quite confusing 
on the surface, yields some clarity to an analysis based on the historical categories, and that 
analysis provies to be quite comparable to other Wu dialects in the area. 
Some comments about the data in various dialects should be made here. 
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Chongming 
Zhang's data contains the apparent but not made explicit interaction of tone with stress. For 
several combinations Zhang shows slightly different results that would appear to be 
indistinguishable on the basis of pitch alone. Thus, is pitch the real discriminator among [242-3], 
[24-3] , and [24-33]? [42-33] and [42-3]? [25-3] and [ 1 3-33] ? Since the single digit tones here 
are not related to tone IV, it seems likely that they represent short, unstressed tones. 
�. 
� . 
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Map 1: Some Wu dialects 
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Shanghai 
Shen 198 1 a  and 1981  b concern a variety of Shanghai speech that is claimed to be more 
archaic. Shen's citation tone values are much the same as in other SH reports, and if only the 
current tone categories are considered, then Old SH tone sandhi would appear to have the same 
substantial amounts of variation as do Suzhou and Chongming. However, Shen claims that a lot 
of this variation in the variety he studied represents confusion of the distinct historical origins of 
the tones now merged in III. If these historical categories are taken into consideration as in DY, 
then the tone sandhi shows much less variation - as depicted below as Old SH. The newer varity 
of SH appears to have lost all of these distinctions, according to the reports, both in sandhi and in 
isolation. 
Suzhou 
My 1 980 paper was based on Hanyu jangyan gaiyao (Anonymous 1960). The more recent 
edition (Yuan 1983) of that volume has made some changes in the data for SZ, but does not give 
any explanation of the differences. In general the earlier data seem to represent an older stage of 
Suzhou speech; the revised edition lies somewhere in between that version and the more recent 
new data. These three sources are referred to below as Old SZ, Med(ium) SZ, and New SZ, 
respectively. 
Zhenhai 
This summary is based on a handout at a conference; a fuller, formal version of the report 
should be published soon. There is a final glottal stop in both II and IV. 
Tangsic 
Kennedy ( 1953) discussed two tone sandhi patterns in Tangsic: ( 1 )  attribute + head, stress on 
the attribute; right spreading sandhi as in SH, and (2) verb + object, stress on the object; mid 
level plus original tone. (2) is parallel to the descriptions of an iambic pattern contained in the 
CM, SH, SZ, and SX reports. In this right dominant type first syllables tend to be mid level and 
to lose more or less all categorical distinctions except, possibly, the alb distinction. 
2. The data: tone tables 
The isolation tones for eight Wu dialects are shown in Table 1 .  Tables 2-7 represent, tone by 
tone, the tone sandhi prosodies that result from a combination of the table tone category as first 
syllable plus the various column headings as second syllable. These tables are arranged in this 
fashion to facilitate prosodic comparison. No tables are given for IV in first position because 
such prosodies are always distinct in other ways as well: length and the presence of a glottal stop. 
Therefore, such combinations are irrelevant for the present analysis. 
3. Categorical comparison 
These tone sandhi groups are all left dominant in the sense that more distinctions are 
preserved in the first position than in the second, and in the sense that what happens with any 
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given combination is determined solely in many dialects and tones and almost solely elsewhere 
by the category of the tone in the first position. With that caveat, there are two interesting groups 
of mergers or shifts in these data. In flrst position, (1)  there are a few regular mergers, and (2) 
there are a number of 'irregular' shifts to another category; this latter type appears in the charts as 
alternant readings for various combinations. In second position, ( 1 )  there is almost complete loss 
of the register distinction, and (2) there are extensive categorical mergers among I, II and III. 
Table 1: Isolation tones for eight Wu dialects 
Ia Ib IIa lIb rna lITh IVa IVb 
CM 55 24 435 24 1 33 2 1 3  155 123 
SH 52 (1 ) 1 3  24 (1) 13  24 ( 1) 13  15 123 
SZ 44 23 52 331 412 331  144 123 
DY 33 24 55 24 24 1 1  3 4 
SX 5 1  231 335 1 1 3 33 1 1  451 1 21 
NB 53 35 424 3 1 3  33 2 1 3  155 134 
ZH 44 1 24 1 324 2 1 3  44 1 2 1 3  51 241 
HY 54 31  434 242 25 2 1 3  5 2 
Note: For SZ, Wang (1 983) shows IVa as [143] and rna as [23 1] .  Qian and Shi 
(1983) also note a slight initial rising component to rna; similarly Xie ( 1982 shows 
[231 ] .  
Table 2 :  Ia plus 
Ia Ib ITa ITb rna rnb IVa IVb 
CM 55-53 55-53 45-3 45-3 45-3 45-3 55-155 55-155 
Old SH 55-52 55-52 55-31 55-3 1 55-3 1 55-153 55-153 
New SH 55-21 55-2 1 55-2 1 55-2 1 55-21 55-122 55-122 
Old SZ 44-21 44-21 44-21 44-2 1 44-21 44-2 1 44-21 
New SZ 44-21 44-21 44-21 44-21 44-21 44-122 44-122 
DY 42- 1 1  42- 1 1  (42- 1 1) (42- 1 1 ) (42- 1 1) (42- 1 1 ) (42- 1) (42-1) 
55-55 55-55 55-55 55-55 55-55 55-5 55-5 
HY 54-3 1 54-3 1 54-31 54-3 1 54-3 1 54-3 1 54-3 1 54-3 1 
SX 33-5 1 33-5 1 33-55 33-55 33-55 33-5 33-5 33-5 
ZH 33-'44 1 33-'44 1 33-'441 33-'441 33-'441 33-'44 1 33-'41 33-'41 
NB 44-42 44-44 44-35 44-44 44-44 44-44 44-5 44-4 
Note: Qian and Shi (1983) claim New SZ must be [55-21 ] .  
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Table 3: Ib plus 
Ia Ib ITa ITb IIIa IIIb IVa IVb 
CM 24-53 24-53 25-3 25-3 13-33 25-3 24-755 24-755 
Old SH 1 1 -55 1 1 -55 1 1 -55 1 1 -55 1 1 -55 1 1 -55 1 1 -75 1 1-75 
Old SZ 24-4 1 24-33 1 24-41 24-4 1 331-331 24-4 24-723 
24-33 1 
Med SZ 22-44 22-33 22-44 22-44 22-33 22-74 22-73 
1 2-3 1 1 2-2 1 1 2-3 1 12-31 12-2 1 12-3 1 1 2-2 1 
New SZ 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-744 22-744 
23-2 1 23-21 23-2 1 23-21 23-2 1 23-722 23-722 
DY 55-55 55-55 24-55 24-55 24-55 24-55 24-5 24-5 
42- 1 1 42- 1 1  
HY 3 1 -434 3 1 -434 3 1 -434 31 -434 31 -434 3 1 -434 3 1 -2 1  3 1-2 1 
SX 1 1 -5 1  1 1 -5 1  1 1 -55 1 1 -55 1 1 -55 1 1 -55 1 1 -5 1 1 -5 
ZH 1 1 -'441 1 1 -'44 1 1 1 -'44 1 1 1 -'44 1 1 1 -'44 1 1 1 -'44 1 1 1 -'47 1 1-'47 
NB 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-4 22-4 
Table 4: ITa plus 
Ia Ib ITa ITb IIIa IIIb IVa IVb 
CM 42-53 42-53 34-3 42-33 42-33 42-33 42-755 42-755 
34-3 42-53 34-3 
Old SH 24-53 1 3-53 24-53 1 3-53 33-55 33-55 24-753 24-753 
Old SZ 4 1 -35 4 1 -24 4 1 -35 41-21  4 1 -331  5 1 3-4 5 1 3 -723 
4 1 -35 4 1 -24 
41-31  4 1 -2 1  
Med SZ 44-3 1 44-21 44-3 1 44-3 1 44-21 4 1 -35 4 1 -24 
New SZ 52-34 52-34 52-34 52-34 52-34 52-744 52-744 
52-21 52-21 52-21 52-2 1 52-21 52-722 52-722 
44-2 1 44-21 44-21 44-21 44-21 44-722 44-722 
DY 33-33 42-24 42-24 42-24 42-24 42-4 42-24 42-4 
(55-55) (33-33) 33-33 33-33 33-33 33-33 33-3 33-3 
(42-24) 
HY 434-434 434-434 434-434 434-434 434-434 434-434 434-5 434-5 
SX 335-5 1 335-5 1 335-5 1 335-5 1 335-5 1 335-5 1 335-54 335-54 
ZH '334-5 1 '334-5 1 '334-5 1 '334-5 1 '334-5 1 '334-5 1 '334-5? '334-57 
NB 42-42 44-44 42-42 44-44 42-42 44-44 42-4 44-4 
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Table 5:  lIb Plus 
Ia Ib IIa IIb rna IIIb IVa IVb 
CM 3 1 -53 3 1 -53 3 1 -33 24 1 -3 24 1-3 24 1 -3 3 I -155 3 I -155 
24-3 3 1-33 
Old SH 13-52 13-52 1 3-52 1 3-52 1 1 -55 1 1 -55 13-753 13-753 
( 1 1 -15) 
DY 1 1 - 1 1  1 1 - 1 1  1 1 - 1 1  1 1 - 1 1  1 1 - 1 1  1 1 -1 1 1 1 - 1  1 1 - 1  
(42-24) (42-24) (42-24) (42-24) (42-24) (42-24) 42-4 42-4 
HY 242-3 1 242-3 1 24-2 1 3  24-2 13 24-2 1 3  24-2 1 3  242-21 242-2 1 
SX 1 1 5-5 1 1 15-51 1 1 5-5 1 1 15-5 1 1 1 5-51 1 15-5 1 1 15-54 1 15-54 
ZH ' 1 14-51 ' 1 14-51  '1 14-5 1 ' 1 14-5 1 ' 1 14-5 1 ' 1 14-51 ' 1 14-57 ' 1 14-51 
NB 44-44 44-44 22-44 44-44 24-42 22-44 44-4 22-4 
Table 6: IlIa plus 
Ia Ib IIa IIb rna IIIb IVa IVb 
CM 42-53 42-53 34-3 34-3 42-33 34-3 42-755 42-755 
45-3 45-3 45-3 
Old SH 24-52 24-52 24-52 24-52 55-31 55- 3 1  24-753 24-753 
(33-55) 
(24-52) 
New SH 33-44 33-44 33-44 33-44 33-44 33-744 33-744 
55-2 1 55-2 1 55-2 1 55-2 1 55-2 1 55-722 55-122 
Old SZ 44-21 44-2 1 44-21 44-2 1 44-21 5 1 3 -4  5 1 3-123 
44-3 1 44-21 
Med SZ 44-35 44-24 44-35 44-35 44-24 44-35 44-24 
52-3 1 52-2 1 
New SZ 44-2 1 44-21 44-21 44-21 44-2 1  44-122 44-122 
52-34 52-34 52-34 52-34 52-34 52-144 52-144 
52-21 52-21 
DY 33-33 42-24 42-24 42-24 42-24 42-24 42-4 42-4 
(55-55) (33-33) 33-33 33-33 33-33 33-33 33-3 33-3 
(42-24) 
HY 25-42 25-42 25-42 25-42 25-42 25-42 25-42 25-42 
SX 33-33 33-33 33-33 33-33 33-33 33-33 33-3 33-3 
ZH '44-3 1 '44-3 1 '44-3 1 '44-31 '44-3 1 '44-3 1 '44-321 '44-321 
NB 44-44 44-44 44-44 44-44 44-44 44-44 44-4 44-4 
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Table 7: Illb plus 
Ia Ib ITa ITb IIIa llIb IVa IVb 
eM 3 1 -53 3 1 -53 3 1 -33 3 1 -33 3 1 -33 3 1 -33 3 1 -755 3 1 -755 
25-3 25-3 1 3-33 25-3 
Old SH 1 3-52 13-52 1 3-52 1 3-52 1 1-55 1 1 -55 13-153 13-153 
(1 1-75) 
New SH 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-144 22-144 
55-2 1 55-2 1 55-2 1 55-2 1 55-2 1 
Old SZ 24-4 1 24-331 24-4 1 24-4 1 24-331  24-4 24-123 
Med SZ 22-44 22-33 22-44 22-44 22-33 22-14 22-13 
1 2-3 1 12-2 1 
44-3 1 44-21 44-3 1 44-3 1 44-21 
New SZ 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-44 22-144 22-144 
23-2 1 23-21 23-21 23-2 1 23-2 1 23-122 23-122 
44-2 1 44-21 44-21 44-2 1 
DY 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 1  1 1 - 1 1  1 1- 1 1  1 1 - 1 1  1 1 - 1 1  1 1 - 1  1 1 - 1  
(42-24) (42-24) (42-24) (42-24) (42-24) (42-24) 42-4 42-4 
HY 23-2 1 23-21 23-21 23-2 1 23-21 23-2 1 2 1 3-5 2 1 3-5 
SX 1 1 - 1 1  1 1 - 1 1  1 1 - 1 1 1 1- 1 1  1 1- 1 1  1 1 - 1 1  1 1 -3 1 1 -3 
ZH 1 1 -'341 1 1 -'241 1 1 -'341 1 1-'241 1 1 -'341 1 1 -'21 1  1 1 -'41 1 1 -'41 
NB 24-44 22-44 22-44 22-44 44-44 33-31 44-4 44-4 
3.1 First position categorical mergers 
In contrast to second position syllables, the alb distinction is preserved throughout these 
dialects in first position, but there are mergers across categories. (Since one problem is to 
determine direction of merger, = rather than > is used herein to show loss of contrast.) The 
ITa/IIIa distinction is apprently being lost in the north. eM shows mergers (by mixing the two as 
variants), SH shows a progression of loss (some contexts in Old SH to all in New SH), New SZ 
shows the loss of contrast except in the range of variants, and DY loses the distinction in all 
contexts. IIb = IIIb in all contexts in SH, SZ and DY, often in eM, and sometimes in NB; the 
equation also applies to SX and ZH, but the effect of the twon tones on the following syllables is 
different. (Where a dialect has lost a tonal distinction completely, data on that tone in that dialect 
is missing from the relevant table.) 
3.2 First position alternations or variations 
There is extensive, apparently free, variation or shifting from the etymologically proper tone 
sandhi result to another one in the northern dialects. In other words, for example, an otherwise 
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lila + X compound will instead be treated in tone sandhi as if it were Ia + X. The shifts in all 
four dialects are apparently extensive and unpredictable, but the patterning is parallel. Thus, IIa 
shows Ia alternants in SZ and DY; lila, Ia in SZ, New SH, DY and eM. All of the alternations in 
b appear to represent the mergers in progress of all the b tones, especially IIb and lilb. 
The most interesting aspect of this problem concerns learnability and the nature of the tone 
sandhi rules themselves. From the learn ability point of view, if there is no way to predict which 
compounds will shift, then new speakers of the dialect must simply memorise a tonal 
configuration or envelope for the compound as a word. In other words, it would appear that tone 
sandhi formation rules are not learned or productive. If this is true, then tone sandhi rules are not 
parts of the speakers' grammars, but historical artifacts or reconstructions. 
It is interesting to speculate on the possible origins and the timing of the beginning of this 
variation. Since the variations and losses of contrast are heaviest in DY, and since there is more 
reported for New SH and SZ than for the older varieties, then a recent origin is suggested, and 
one possibly connected with the impact of Putonghua. But there is also a question as to whether 
the phenomenon is a new appearance, or possibly the result of better fieldwork and reportage. 
M.J. Hashimoto (personal communication and to appear) has suggested an origin in similar tone 
shifts in nearby Mandarin dialects, but the only dialect to mirror the variations in mergers in the a 
register in isolation (Ia = lila) is ZH, for which dialect Rose does not report any variation. In SH 
IIa = IIIa, but Ia is quite distinct, both in sandhi and in isolation. In b register, there are extensive 
mergers underway leading all syllables to one tone, and the affected dialects all show similar 
phonetic values for all b register tones, so the variation may be, in part, the result of tone mergers 
in progress. 
3.3 Loss of register contrast in second position 
In Old and Med SZ, and sometimes in New SZ, there is a slight pitch difference between a 
and b in second position in tones I, lil and IV after any tone except Ia. A similar slight phonetic 
difference occurs in I and IIIb in ZH. After IIa, NB shows a merger of tone categories with a 
distinction in alb only, so that IIa + Ia = IIa + IIa = IIa + lila, and similarly IIa + Ib, etc. In 
several cells, eM shows a possible alb distinction in the incidence of variants: in II and lil after 
IIa, in II after IIb (possibly), and in lil after lila; similarly in I after lila in DY. In I and II after 
IIa in Old SH and in I after Illb in NB, the alb distinction is lost in second position but is 
reflected in the first position. In lil after llIb in ZH and NB, the alb forms are quite different, but 
there is a strong parallel between the two sites. And in a few other odd cells the alb distinction is 
maintained: in I, n, and IV after Ia in NB, in lil after Ib in eM, in IV after IIa in Old SZ, in II 
after IIb in NB, and in IV after lila in Old SZ. Otherewise, as a general proposition, there is no 
alb distinction in second position. Note that the nearly universal loss of the alb distinction within 
each tone category tends to demonstrate that each alb pair is in fact a single category in the 
speaker's grammar - and not two separate tones. 
The minimal pitch differences in SZ may merely reflect differences in register, or they, plus 
the variation in incidence of alternation seen in eM, may suggest the manner in which this 
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distinction was lost in Northern Wu - narrowing of any isolation phonetic differences in close 
juncture and adoption of the same alternation patterns for both a and b types in each category. 
3.4 Loss of IfIIfIn contrasts in second position 
II = III in most sites in most combinations except after IT or III in Old SH, after la, lIb or IIIb 
in NB, after lb or IIIa in CM, and after ITa in Old SZ, i.e., in older and/or more peripheral dialects 
in selected environments. Moreover, I = II after IT and III in Old SH, after IIa in Old SZ, after 
lIla in CM, and after IIIb in NB - again, older, more peripheral varieties. As a more prevalent 
pattern, I = II = III after all tones in ZH and New SZ, after all tones except lb in DY, after all 
tones except IIa in Old SZ, after all tones except ITb in HY, after all tones except I in SZ, after all 
tones except IT(a) in New SH, after Ib in Old SH, and after lb, ITa and IlIa in NB. 
3.5 Wuxi tone sandhi 
Chan states that there are two basic patterns for tone sandhi in Wuxi: pattern extension and 
pattern substitution, in her terminology; essentially, right spread, as in Shanghai, and left 
neutralisation. Chan has little to say about right spread, except to note that it operates much as in 
Shanghai, and that just as in Shanghai there is total rightwards neutralisation. But even in this 
context the lblIITb distinction surfaces: lb + Ib yields a rising-falling pattern over two syllables, 
[ 1 2-41 ] ,  whereas IIIb + IIIb yields a falling-rising pattern, [32-24] . 
The second type, or pattern substitution, is harder to interpret from Chan's paper, but it 
appears that there ar some fist syllable categorical shifts; then right spread applies. The rules for 
the categorical shifts appear to be in part parallel to the neighboring dialects: II to III, III to I, all 
b to lb. These shifts in first position are conditioned by the tone category in second position: 
usually II, III versus I, IV. The variations according to the category of the following syllable are 
also paralleled in other Wu dialects, even as to the members of conditioning categories. 
Chan claims that her pattern substitution type parallels the iambic pattern in Tangsic and 
Shaoxing (?); that would, of course, include the similar patterns in Shanghai and Suzhou. 
However, in these other dialects left neutralisation leads to middish level tones in first position; 
often these tones cannot be easily identified wil.1. any isolation tone value. Rather Chan's report 
seems to indicate the same kind of categorical shifting seen in Shanghai, Suzhou, and 
Chongming. 
3.6 Unmerging in tone sandhi: the always fewer myth 
Some scholars have alleged that there are always fewer tone distinctions in tone sandhi 
positions than in isolation, and this 'fact' is used as an argument for taking isolation values as 
basic or underlying in any given tone system. In a certain sense, tone sandhi does imply loss: 
given an eight tone system, there are 64 possible combinatorial disyllabic prosodies, and no Wu 
dialect ever shows nearly that many prosodies within tone sandhi groups. (Of course, sequences 
of non-sandhied syllables will show the full 64 possible combinations.) Moreover, much of the 
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categorical discussion above has concentrated on mergers (= loss of contrast) in tone sandhi 
groups. However, this reduction is taken from the point of view of a tone system with eight 
tones, whereas SH, SZ, DY, ZH and possibly NB already have isolation tone systems with fewer 
than eight tones. Moreover, except in the newer, more reduced systems in DY, New SH and SZ, 
the isolation system plus the sandhi system allow for the internal reconstruction of a full system 
of eight tones in all of the dialects. In other words the tone sandhi systems often reflect 
distinctions that have been lost in the isolation values for the tones. For example, in Zhenhai the 
IalIIIa and IIbIIIIb isolation mergers are undone in sandhi. (Oddly, Ib and IDb then merge in fIrst 
position, but their tone sandhi groups as wholes are distinct because of differences in the second, 
stressed position.) In addition, in a number of cases here and in other sites and in other kinds of 
sandhi groups in Wu, tones appear in tone sandhi groups that have no obvious parallel in the 
isolation tones of that dialect - for example, CM's [42] and [3 1 ] .  And DY displays more register 
prosodies (four) than are called for by the full set of three tones. Thus, in no sense is it true that 
the isolation tone values represent, necessarily, the maximal tone system for any given dialect. 
To claim otherwise is simply to fly in the face of reality. 
4. Stress and tone sandhi 
Most of the dialect reports except Rose refer to these tone sandhi groups as conforming to a 
heavy-light pattern of stress. (The alternant tone sandhi in SH, SZ, and TS and SX is said to be 
light-heavy.) However, most of these authors are quite clear in stating that whatever is meant by 
heavy/light, the phenomenon is quite different from the atonality, vowel reduction, and 
shortening seen in unstressed syllables in Putonghua, though Miyata ( 1 983) does suggest that 
fInal syllables in longer tone sandhi groups in SZ do approach Putonghua's atonality. Rose, on 
the other hand, has shown stress differences in first and second syllables in different 
combinations. In particular, he feels his acoustic evidence on amplitude, among other phonetic 
factors, the judgments of his informants, and his own auditory impressions all suggest that 
placement of stress alone can predict pitch prosody differences between groups with initial Ia 
syllables versus those with IDa syllables in ZH. Since the SX data is so blatantly parallel to 
Rose's, we may infer that the same facts apply there as well. 
Let us hypothesise that Rose's second syllable stress with Ia as fIrst syllable accounts for the 
higher pitch and more dramatic fall on the second syllable. Then, if the stress were to shift 
leftwards, we could expect that higher pitch would move left and that the dramatic fall would 
lessen or begin to appear on the first syllable. It seems that the CM, Old SH and NB data on I + I 
combinations all point to the first stage of this shift, that New SH and SZ point to a leveling of all 
contrasts after I with almost complete shift of stress to the left, and that, fInally, the DY variation 
[42- 1 1 ]  appears to have shifted the stress leftwards to the most extreme degree. I would also 
suggest that CM's maintenance of a I [53] versus IIIIII distinction in second position also reflects 
the stress pattern to be reconstructed for this tone, and similarly for Old SH, a distinction which 
disappears in New SH. Stress shift left in the north may also explain the frequent Ia alternants 
for IDa in SH, SZ and DY. But it should also be noted that a high falling tone in second position 
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Stress effects are less obvious elsewhere in the data. There is some possibility that the Old SZ 
[24-41 ]  versus New SZ [23-21] difference in Ib-plus sequences in comparison with ZH reveals a 
shift in stress leftwards in the north. Then only IlIb might be said to be stress right in Northern 
Wu, which might account for the frequent alternants in Ia and for IIIb's high level final pitch. 
5. Prosodic comparisons 
The prosodies for tone sandhi groups with Ia in first position point to a single prosody: high 
level plus falling. Stress shift to the left appears to explain the degree, and, possibly, placement 
of the drop. [44-'44 1 ] ,  i.e. more or less the ZH form, seems to capture the dialect data nicely. 
None of the dialects in Jiangsu regularly distinguish IIa-plus prosodies from IlIa-plus prosodies, 
but they do show comparable prosodies across dialects. Thus, there is a level + level prosody (in 
which the second level tone may be higher) in SH and DY, as well as in SX and NB, a rising­
falling prosody in Old SH, as well as in HY, SX and ZH, a falling-rising prosody in SZ and DY, 
as well as in HY, and a falling-falling prosody in eM and SZ, as well as in NB. Only HY, SX 
and ZH regularly distinguish IIa-plus from IlIa-plus, and no prosodies are shared by all three for 
any one tone; even where they share a rising-falling prosody, SX and ZH use it for IIa-plus, 
whereas HY uses it for IlIa-plus. Thus, for the two tones we find three prosodies, approximately 
[44-44] , ['34-5 1 ] ,  and [52-34]. 
Almost all of the 12 tone prosodies are low rising-falling in one way or another; this overall 
similarity is probably related to the ongoing mergers among these tones. For Ib, Old SH, SZ, SX, 
ZH and NB show a prosody like [22-44] ; DY could be seen as having essentially the same 
prosody with an earlier onset for the rise. The final fall in SX and ZH (and eM?) is lost with 
stress shift to the first syllable. Thus, the underlying prosody might be posited as being 
something like [22-'441 ] .  For IIb, all of the dialects show rising-falling, a prosody something 
like [24-42] with SX and ZH showing an initial plateau, perhaps associated with initial stress. 
(Does that mean the northern dialects reflect a prosody with even stress on both syllables?) For 
IIIb, SH, SZ, eM, HY and perhaps NB, show a prosody more or less like [24-3 1 ]. In that this 
prosody is low and shows a minimal rise and fall, DY, SX and ZH's [ 1 1 - 1 1] or [ 1 1 -'34?] seem 
fairly close in value. Alternatively, their tones here in IlIb and the higher level sequences in IIa 
and IlIa in eM, New SH, DY, SX, and NB may reflect an etymologically distinct prosody similar 
to the iambic pattern mentioned briefly above. 
6. Reconstructions 
Reconstruction of the (isolation) tone system and its evolution and of the tone sandhi system 
and its evolution must go hand in hand. If we compare the values in Table 1 with the prosodies 
posited in 4, and if we assume that right spread is the basic sandhi pattern in these dialect 
materials, then we can reconstruct the values shown in Table 8 for Proto-Northern Wu. In most 
categories the reconstructed prosody seems to be merely an extension of the isolation value, but 
the two different tones shown for *IIIb seem somewhat dissimilar. Still they may just represent 
two sides of the same low level but unstable tone. I am less certain of the reconstruction of 
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the two different tones shown for *IIIb seem somewhat dissimilar. Still they may just represent 
two sides of the same low level but unstable tone. I am less certain of the reconstruction of 
stress. End stress with a shift left in *1 seems to capture the history of that tone; despite Rose's 
ZH data, *II looks better with even stress. Reconstructing different stresses for *IIIa versus 
*IIIb, and leaving stress placement as the only carrier of the distinction between *IDa and *Ia is 
more problematic. 
Table 8: Reconstruction of Northern Wu tones and tone sandhi prosodies 
I II ID 
{ 441'  524 '441 a 44-'441 44-44, '34-5 1 ,  52-34 
{ 241 '  241 2 1 3  b 22-'441 '24-42 24-'31  
The near universal loss of the alb distinction is  second position indicates that that was the first 
neutralisation in that position - if it ever existed as such in tone sandhi groups. Then II and III 
merged in most dialects, probably because of similarity in both the isolation and sandhi 
prosodies. They are also subsequently merging in first position. In the north II and III are also 
similar in showing frequent alternants in I, and a general merger of II with III that began with lIb 
and IIIb - possibly under the influence of Putonghua. I remains distinct in a few dialects in 
second position, but in a few others merges with II, and in isolation and first position in some 
sites it is moving towards II/III. In first position Ib shows some movement towards merger with 
IIb/IIlb, partly as a result of phonetically similar prosodies, partly because of the adoption of the 
same alternants. 
Through stress shifts it is also possible to see an explanation of patterns of alternation in terms 
of internal history. Thus, given a value like [,34-51]  in SZ for IDa-plus groups, as stress shifted 
left in la-plus group's [44-'44 1] ,  the two become more and more alike, until, perhaps, there was 
no phonetic difference left. But Med and New SZ show another altemant [52-34] also similar to 
a reconstructed form seen in Table 8, so perhaps that is basic and [34-5 1 ]  an iambic neutral 
pattern for IlIa, with a shift of trochaic IlIa-plus groups to IIa under some conditions yet to be 
determined; compare this variation with the overlapping of variants seen in IIa and IlIa in CM. 
Despite the current quandries, the possibilities for future knowledge seem very promising for this 
sort of data and analysis. 
Comparing this type of tone sandhi in Northern Wu with other types in the same area, as well 
as tone sandhi elsewhere in Wu, shows an increasing prevalence of left dominance versus right, 
of the shift of stress leftwards, and, hence, of reduced contrasts on rightwards syllables. As that 
occurred, right spread became the prevalent pattern. 
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7. Conclusion 
The most unexpected product of this research was the discovery that the prosodies were so 
comparable across dialects despite differences in isolation values. The difficulty of comparison 
in some tones and/or some dialects then becomes all the more intriguing. The degree of 
comparability that will remain when the scope of comparison is extended to the Southern Wu 
dialects remains an open question. 
The recent progress in Wu tone studies has served mainly to make the current research needs 
more clear. Far too little is known about the phonetics of stress, amplitude and register; much 
needed are fuller site reports that cover these features and variation in greater detail. Exploration 
of the differences between the northern and southern Wu types of tone systems is much in order. 
It is to be hoped that the explosion in interest, research, conferences and publications in Wu will 
continue. 
NOTES 
The research for this paper was generously supported by the National Science Foundation. 
NOTES ON TONE ALTERNATION IN MARU VERBS 
John A. Okell 
1. INTRODUCTION 1 
Tone alternation, of one type or another, is known in many of the languages of the Sino­
Tibetan area. It may be phonologically conditioned, as in the often cited case of tone sandhi in 
Chinese; or grammatically conditioned, as in the possessive form of nouns in Burmese and Lahu, 
or the indicative/subjunctive verb forms in Tiddim Chin. 
There are also cases in which tone alternation is conditioned neither by phonology, nor (in the 
usual sense) by grammar, but simply by a subsequent morpheme: a word bears one tone when 
followed by morpheme X, and another when followed by morpheme Y. This type is found in 
nouns in Tiddim Chin, where certain nominal suffixes condition a change from level tone to 
rising, or from rising tone to falling, or from falling tone to level (Henderson 1965: 59, 70, 101) .  
Something similar happens to verbs in Akha, where /njU'able to' changes a preceding high tone 
to mid tone, and /nja/ 'sentence particle' demands a preceding high tone (Egerod 1973). David 
Bradley (personal communication) reports a comparable phenomenon in Mpi, and R.K. Sprigg 
himself (personal communication) has told me that there is a similar feature in Bodo. 
The purpose of these notes is to set on record a case of this type of tone alternation that seems 
hitherto to have escaped mention, and possibly even to have escaped notice: verbs in Maru are 
subject to an entirely regular tone alternation, conditioned by a subsequent morpheme. I also 
hope that recording the facts will prove useful to subsequent students of Maru: a knowledge of 
the workings of tone alternation in its verbs should save some of the initial puzzlement that I 
experienced myself. 
Maru (or Lawngwaw, the Marus' own name for themselves) is a member of the 'North Burmish' 
group of languages within Lolo-Burmese. Its speakers live in the Kachin State and 
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Northern Shan States in the north of Burma. The language has been brought to the notice of the 
Sino-Tibetanist fraternity by the writings of Robbins Burling - particularly his spectacular article 
on final stops (Burling 1966). My material was provided by Kha Lum, an informant of great 
patience and generosity from near Myitkyina, who worked with me in Mandalay in 1969. 
1. Tone in Maru 
Tones in Maru are engagingly straightforward: there are three tones (high, mid and low) in 
unchecked syllables (i.e. those with vowel or nasal final), and two tones (high and low) in 
checked syllables (i.e. those with stop final): 
unchecked checked here written 
high high 
mid 
low low 
Examples: 
unchecked high: b6 be light 18I:J be short 
mid: po be thin lam believe 
low: po embrace lam be warm 
checked high: n6? be early khhUk break: 
low: nyo? be cooked khyUk be sweet 
2. Tone alternation in verbs 
A relatively short acquaintance with Maru reveals that verbs occur sometimes with one tone 
and sometimes with another. At first the observer suffers an ebbing of confidence in his ability 
to hear pitch, but a closer look shows that there is a pattern: 
in unchecked syllables 
some are high with no alternation 
some are high alternating with mid 
some are mid alternating with low 
in checked syllables 
some are high with no alternation 
some are high alternating with low 
In other words what is happening is that something is raising the tones one step: under certain 
conditions 
unchecked low 
unchecked mid 
checked low 
> 
> 
> 
mid 
high 
high 
while 
unchecked high stays high: there is 
and checked no higher step to go to. 
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(Contrast the circular pattern of Tiddim Chin (Henderson 1965:70): 3 4 2, 2 4  1 ,  1 4 3.) 
3. What conditions the rise? 
The cause of the raising evidently lies in the syllable following the verb. Maru, like its 
cousins, has verb strings and post-verbal particles. Some of these condition a rise in the tone of 
the verb they follow, and others leave it unaltered; e.g. 
auxiliary verb meaning 'command to' conditions no rise in the preceding verb: 
low stays low: do -?no he told someone to carry 
mid stays mid: to -?no he told someone to run 
high stays high: ta ?no he told someone to say 
but: auxiliary verb meaning 'continuative' does condition a rise in the preceding verb: 
low > mid: do -na he is carrying 
mid > high: to - na he is running 
high stays high ta na he is saying 
All items that can follow verbs in Maru, then, must be divided into 'raisers ' :  those that raise 
the tone of the verb they follow; and 'non-raisers' :  those that don't. 
4. Post-verbal particle zero? 
One feature that deserves particular mention is that when a verb is not followed by another 
item it nonetheless undergoes tone raising: 
carry 
run 
say 
> 
> 
stays 
he carries 
he runs 
he says 
The arguments against avoidable use of zero are strong; but this pattern of tone raising makes 
a good case for including a particle zero 'assertive' in the list of raisers. This audible but 
invisible item was a rich source of confusion in my initial note taking. 
We can even go on to say that a negated verb is not followed by zero: 
he doesnt carry 
he doesnt run 
he doesnt say 
One might be tempted to say instead that the negative prefix blocks tone raising; but this 
would raise complications, since even a negated verb, if followed by a raiser, undergoes raising 
in the expected way: 
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mx1o-na 
m�t6-na 
m�tana 
5. Longer strings 
he isnt carrying 
he isnt running 
he isnt saying 
What happens with strings of the form verb+raiser+raiser, or verb+nonraiser+raiser? It seems 
that raising applies smoothly and regularly to the preceding syllable and no further, regardless of 
what follows or precedes the pair concerned: 
�- + � + d > 
carry 
(raiser) (raiser) 
cont. assertive 
00- na 
(raised) (raised) 
he is carrying 
Ia 
�- + ?ro + d > �- 700 Ia 
(nonraiser) 
carry command 
(raiser) 
assertive 
(unraised) (raised) 
he told him to carry 
Even the intrusion of a negative prefix into a string does not interfere with raising: 
m- � dam 
(raiser) 
enter neg. chop 
d > \10- m� dam 
(raiser) (raised) 
assertive he didnt go in and chop 
However, the 'absence of raiser zero' signalled by m? still applies at the end of a string: 
� + bin + to- > m:iJIn to-
neg. finish 
� + to- + 
neg. run 
(raiser) (raised) (unraised) 
run 
phO 
(raiser) 
go 
> 
he hasnt run 
m�6- pho 
(raised) (unraised) 
he didnt run away 
6. What distinguishes raisers from non-rais rs? 
One obvious point to look at was whether Maru tone raising was some kind of tone sandhi. 
There are however both raisers and non-raisers carrying all three tones; e.g. 
raisers: vb + ?yu look, try out vb 
vb + to set down, vb definitely 
vb + na be vbing 
non-raisers: vb + 
vb + 
vb + 
So tone sandhi looks unlikely. 
ne 
mun 
nUk 
will vb 
because he vbd 
he wants to vb 
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Another possibility was that the raisers might all belong to a limited set of word classes. It is 
true that there is a degree of predictability for some contexts: it seems true, for example, that any 
free form verb conditions raising; e.g. 
chO- + to- + ra > 
accompany 
niJk + 
want 
(free vb) (raiser) 
run 
to- + 
(free vb) 
run 
assertive 
nf > 
(raiser) 
assertive 
chi)- t6-
(raised) (raised) 
he ran along with them 
mik t6- nf 
(raised) (raised) 
he wants to run 
Also, raising evidently does not operate in verb plus noun compounds: 
lau.v + yo? > lau.v yo? 
be hot time hot season 
na + ?yam > na ?yam 
live house residence 
yam + Je > yam fC 
chop knife chopper 
-nor in forms with the nominalizer prefix: 
I]d like > � liking 
mal be bruised > ?mai bruise 
mUle smear > �mUle smear 
But as the list below shows, there are raisers and non-raisers among auxiliary verbs, dependent 
verb clause markers and independent verb clause markers alike (the terminology is that of Okell 
1969). 
So far, then, raisers and non-raisers elude attempts to link their powers with other attributes. 
There seems no alternative to noting raising power, or lack of it, individually for any item that 
may follow a verb. The list below gives the post-verbal items that occurred in my notes. It makes 
no claim to comprehensiveness. 
7. List of post-verbal items 
(To amplify the English glosses, each item is followed by a form in brackets with the same or 
a similar meaning in Burmese). 
Raisers Non-raisers 
( 1 )  verbs 
apparently all free form verbs 
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RaiSl<rs NQn-raiSl<rs 
(2) auxiliary verbs 
If (Ia) come eM (ra) may, can 
10 (la) come nUk (khyan) want 
10 (swa:) go ?no (khuin) command 
ye (swa:) go ge (kra) plural 
pho (swa:) go k6 (kra) plural 
na (ne) continuative fi (se:) still, yet 
bin (pr1:) perfective 10 (to.) finally 
to (tha:) permanently 
pye? (pac) finish off 
?yu (krann.) try out 
zo (ca:) seriously 
gk6 (kra) plural 
klim (1rhok) aimlessly 
(3) dependent verb clause markers 
re (ran) if, when me (pr1:) after 
ni (tai.) attributive mUg (to.) when, since 
yfuJ (lui./to.) because, since 
iil) (pr1:!lui.) after, because 
J6? (on) so as to 
yiirJ re (pe maL) although 
ye re (pe maL) although 
jo J6? (sannn.tui:g.on) even though 
me-a (lui.rhiran) if 
ne khy6 (phui.) in order to 
(4) independent verb clause markers 
zero (tay) assertive ne (may) future 
gye (sa:pai) emphatic la? (zero) imperative 
rU (ta) nominalizer a ?  (zero) imperative 
rtf (ta pai) assertive lag (ra on) lets 
(or liirJ) 
?naiIn (ro) graphic 
yiirJ a?  (pa ce) let 
va (pr1) perfective 
NOTES 
1 The observations made in this paper were originally presented at the International Conference 
on Sino-Tibetan Languages and Linguistics, Paris, 1979. 
The vowel nasalisation sign [-] is here written after the vowel instead of in its usual position 
above the vowel. 
LOST SYLLABLES AND TONE CONTOUR IN DZONGKHA 
(BHUTAN) 
Martine Mazaudon and Boyd Michailovsky 
1. Introduction 
In the present article! we will point out a hitherto undescribed phonological opposition in 
Dzongkha, the national language of Bhutan, and attempt to trace its origin by comparison with 
the forms of Classical Tibetan. 
The contrast between high and low register words in Central Tibetan and its relationship to the 
voicing opposition of Tibetan orthography has been long established (Jaschke, 1 88 1 :xiii). Later 
authors, among them prominently Dr R. K. Sprigg, have devoted much attention to refming the 
analysis (Sprigg, 1954, 1955) and extending it to other dialects, for instance in Sprigg (1 966), 
and mainly Sprigg ( 1972) which underlines the role of initial clusters. For Dzongkha, the same 
evolution was recently described by Weidert ( 1986). 
The object of our study is a different contrast, between a level and a falling melodic contour, 
which intersects with the abovementioned register opposition. A contour contrast has also been 
described for Lhasa Tibetan by Richter (1964:33-36) and Chang and Chang ( 1978: 1 .xix-xxxi). 
But the Dzongkha contrast differs in many respects: in phonetic realisation, lexical distribution, 
and historical origin. A common feature is the regressive nature of the transphonologisation. As 
it appears, a major source of the level vs. falling contour opposition in Dzongkha in the reduction 
of one type of Classical Tibetan disyllables to monosyllables - yet another way of 'reloading the 
syllable canon' (Matisoff 1986). 
1.1 Dzongkha and Ngalong 
'Ngalong' is the name given in Bhutan to the inhabitants of the western third of the country 
and to their language, which linguistically is a Tibetan dialect. Ngalong itself has several 
regional dialects, with considerable phonological differences between them. Standard Dzongkha, 
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the official 'court language', is said to be close to the Ngalong of the capital Thimphu and to that 
of Punakha, although there may be some differences. Other varieties commonly cited by 
Bhutanese are the western dialects of Ha (the westernmost) and Paro, and the eastern dialect, Sha 
(WT shar 'east'), spoken between Wangdi Phodrang and the Pele-Ia, which marks the eastern 
limit of Ngalong speech. The speech of Chapcha, about forty kilometers south of Thimphu, is 
also a distinct dialect. 
The languages spoken in central and eastern Bhutan are members of the Tibeto-Burman 
family, but not Tibetan dialects. The main language of central Bhutan is generally called 
Bumthang, and that of eastern Bhutan Sharchop (or Tsangla). Dzongkha is taught in schools and 
used as an official language throughout Bhutan. 
It should be noted that Dzongkha (WT rdzong-kha, lit. 'fortress-language'), is not the same as 
Den-jong-ke (WT 'bras-ljongs-skad, lit. 'rice-district-Ianguage', variously romanised), which is a 
related Tibetan dialect spoken in Sikkim. 
1.2 The data 
The present article is based on short periods of fieldwork by the authors in 1977 and in 1986. 
In January and February 1977 both authors worked in New Delhi with a native of Chapcha 
district. Our understanding of Dzongkha tone is based mainly on this work. In 1 986 one of us 
(B.M.) spent two months in Bhutan, during which he was able to work a number of hours with a 
young native speaker of Thimphu dialect, from a village within sight of Thimphl Dzong. All of 
our earlier examples were checked with this speaker, and the notation in this article is based on 
these notes. The prosodic system appeared to be similar to that of Chapcha. Some notes were 
also taken with a Paro speaker. 
The article is based on the study of Dzongkha monosyllabic nouns and adjectives. We have 
not been able to work on the phonology of polysyllables as yet, but it is clear, as Sprigg 
( 1954: 1 46- 156, 1955) has demonstrated for Lhasa Tibetan, that the phonology of polysyllables is 
not that of a string of monosyllables. The domain of tone, in particular, is larger than the 
syllable. Verbs were generally excluded from the present study, because we were uncertain of 
their morphology, but some of the nouns and adjectives included are probably verbal derivatives. 
2. Dzongkha phonology 
2.1 Initials 
Dzongkha initials are transcribed as in Table 1 .  
There are four series of initial stops: voiceless, aspirated, voiced, and devoiced, and three of 
sibilants (the same, less the aspirates). The voiceless and aspirate series are associated with the 
high register, the voiced and devoiced series with the low register. Bhutanese from the central 
and eastern parts of the country, who are not native Ngalong speakers, generally confuse the 
voiced and devoiced series, pronouncing all low-register initials as voiced. (This applies to the 
majority of Dzongkha language teachers in Bhutan.) 
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Table 1: Dzongkha initial consonants 
stops 
sibilants 
k 
c 
ts 
t 
tr 
P 
pc 
c 
s 
nasals ng 
voiceless nasals hn 
liquids r 
voiceless liquid 
glides 
aspirate 
Y 
h 
kh 
ch 
tsh 
th 
thr 
ph 
pch 
� 
z 
ny 
hm 
I 
hI 
w 
g gh 
j jh 
dz dzh 
d dh 
dr dhr 
b bh 
bj bjh 
� 
zh 
n m 
The devoiced series is here transcribed by the voiced initial followed by I h' . Note that 
Dzongkha zh is the devoiced partner of z, an alveolar sibilant; the Dzongkha palatal fricative 
corresponding to the WI transliteration zh is here transcribed � (and its devoiced partner �h). 
The transcriptions tr thr dr dhr represent retroflex initials; pc pch bj bjh represent bilabials with 
palatal affrication, e.g. [pc], etc. This latter series has merged with the palatals c ch j jh in the 
western dialects (as in Central Tibetan) - thus Thimphu Lbjha 'bird' (WI bya) is Ljha in Paro, 
homophonous with 'tea' (WI ja). 
Voiced nasals, liquids, and glides may be either high- or low-register, except for r, which 
appears to be only low. 
Voiceless nasals (hn, hm), which are high-register, are found in some dialect�, but have 
generally merged with h in Thimphu. Thus Chapcha Ihnap ' snot' (WT snabs) corresponds to 
Thimphu Ihap and to Paro HhIap. Chapcha Ihnum 'oil' (WT snum) corresponds to Ihum in 
Thimphu. The voiceless liquid hi is also less frequent in Thimphu than elsewhere - Chapcha and 
Paro lhIam 'traditional boot' (WI hJam) correspond to Thimphu Iham. 
Voiceless initial h is high-register, as are non-breathy vocalic initials. Words here transcribed 
with initial h and low register could equally well be regarded as having low-register (and 
breathy) vocalic initials. 
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2.2 Rhymes 
The rhymes of Dzongkha monosyllables are summarised in Table 2. 
Table 2:  Dzongkha rhymes 
Rhyme 
-V 
-V: -V: -Vp -Vm -Vn 
-Vu -a:u -V:p -V:m 
Associated contour 
short open: 
level (no distinctive contour) 
long open and short closed: 
level vs. falling contour distinction 
(except with final -n) 
diphthong and long closed: 
falling (no distinctive contour) 
(with a few exceptions) 
The inventory of Dzongkha vowel qualities is as follows - i, e, E, a, 0, oe, u, ue. The open e 
and the front rounded oe, ue (IP A [0], [y]) derive mainly from a kind of umlaut by which a, 0, u 
were fronted before dental finals. (Fronted a seems to have given e in some cases). In short, 
open monosyllables there is no opposition between e and e (the realisation is rather open), and oe 
and ue are rare. Length (:) is phonologically distinctive. Nasalisation ("') is also distinctive, but 
there is no opposition of length on nasalised vowels, which are realised as long. The diphthongs 
(found only in open syllables) are ai (in 2ai 'mother'), au, a:u, iu, eo, eu, ou and perhaps oeu. 
One feature which the non-standard dialects seem to share is the pronunciation 0: (perhaps 
with an open 0) corresponding to WT -ang, e.g. <H>Jo: 'bullock' in Paro, Chapcha and Sha, vs. 
Thimphu <H>Jii: (WT glang). 
The final consonants found on monosyllabic nouns are p, m, n. Before n only the short 
vowels i, e, E, oe, ue are found. 
2.3 Tones 
Dzongkha has a four-tone system, in which a high vs. low register distinction (found in all 
syllable types) intersects with a level vs. falling contour opposition (on some syllable types only­
see below). We have numbered the tones in the order of their absolute pitch: 1 high-level, 2 high­
falling, 3 low level,4 low falling. On short open syllables, and on monosyllables in final -n, 
which have no distinctive contour, we have noted the registers as H and L. Where we were 
uncertain of the contour, we have noted <H> and <L>. (It is not clear that there is a tone contour 
opposition in the Paro dialect.) 
The tonal contours are the most original aspect of Dzongkha phonology and require phonetic 
description. The melodic aspects of the tones may be seen in the pitch-extraction tracings of 
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Figure 1 (based on utterances of a male speaker from Chapcha) and Figure 2 (a female speaker 
from Thimphu). Each tracing contains, from top to bottom, the acoustic signal, the integrated 
acoustic signal (a measure of intensity), and the fundamental frequency (FO), corresponding to 
the tone melody. 
The contour opposition is clearest on long, open syllables: tones 1 and 3 rise slightly and end 
with a glottal stop, while tones 2 and 4 tend to fall, and end smoothly. (See the top row of Figure 
1 for low-register examples; similar contours are found in the high register.) 
lpa: a cut of meat 
2pa: picture, photograph 
3bja: standing paddy 
4bja: summer 
3dho: a porters load 
4dho: a pair (of oxen) 
3dze: leprosy 
4dze: peg, wedge 
lee: to know 
2ee: glass 
The contours are realised similarly on nasal vowels: 
1 kfi: marrow 
2kfi: to pour 
1 ki5: scabies 
lkhi5: they 
lsii: story 
Before the finals -p and -m, the tone contours were more difficult to record consistently, and 
there may be some errors in our transcriptions. Before final -m, the glottalisation of tones 1 and 
3 is still heard; in addition these tones may be somewhat higher than tones 2 and 4. The top row 
of Figure 2 shows the melodic contour of all four tones with final -m. The same contour 
difference2 (in the high register) is seen in context in the bottom row of Figure 2. 
lSUTn three 
2sum charm, locket 
3dzim tongs 
4dzim eyebrow 
lsem feelings 
2sem bean; syphilis 
lchim liver 
2chim house 
l�ham boundary 
2tsham niece 
lka:m leg 
2ka:m star 
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3b�a : 
paddy 
WT ' bras 
{tiisr. z, .. -., . .. � , . . ,. 
4b�a : 
swrmer 
WT dbyar 
3 b j ha : 
cliff 
WT brag 
I t sham I Jli : Jy¢ : 
There are 2 boundaries.  
WT mtshams 
:--......... 
4 b i ho :  
buckwheat 
WT bra ' u  
Lb j he 
gaLLon 
WT bre 
'I 'f\ 
2 tsham lri : 3y¢ : 
, There are 2 nieces.  
WT tsha-mo 
Figure 1 :  Tone melodies (Fo) of a male speaker from Chapcha 
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(\, 
I 
I , 
l sum 2 sum 3dzim three Locket tongs 
--- 1--
_ _ _  ��:,_,:", ___ __ �_::ung-ba _ __ � _�dz�rl g:,asp_ ( 7 )  
nnr 
L IJalu 2thap 3y¢ : 
I have a rope .  
WT thag-pa 
4dzirn 
eyebrow 
WT rdzi-ma 
Figure 2 :  Tone melodies (F  0 )  of  a female speaker from Thimphu 
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Before final -p, the main difference noted was one of absolute pitch; this difference was heard 
more clearly in the high than in the low register. The bottom row of Figure 2 shows the 
difference in pitch, in context, between short tone 1 and 2 monosyllables in final -p. No contour 
difference is apparent. We do not have clear examples in the low register. 
ltbap 
2tbap 
lr:o:p 
2r:o:p 
lsep 
2kep 
lsap 
2tap 
stove 
rope 
a lie 
wing 
stallion 
waist 
bit 
the back of a blade 
3. The history of Dzongkha rhymes 
Dzongkha monosyllabic nouns derive historically from both monosyllables and disyllables (as 
evidenced by Written Tibetan). Table 3 shows the origin of Dzongkha syllable types with 
respect to two parameters of the ancestral forms: the rhyme (without regard to vowel quality) of 
the WT first syllable (or only syllable in the case of a WT monosyllable) on the vertical axis, and 
the nature (essentially the initial) of the WT second syllable (if any) on the horizontal axis. The 
WT second syllables which have most frequently entered into the formation of Dzongkha 
monosyllabic nouns are the suffixes -ba, -bo, -'u, -pa, -po, -rna, - mo. 
3.1 Classical Tibetan monosyllables 
The Dzongkha reflexes of classical Tibetan monosyllables are shown in the first column of the 
table. They are monosyllables, either ( 1 )  open (of all prosodic types) or (2) closed, short and 
level-toned. 
3.1.1 WT CV > Dz CV (short) 
Old open syllables yield modern open syllables. There is no contour contrast and the pitch is 
phonetically level (at least for the high tone). The vowel is short, and its quality is generally 
maintained. 
Hkha mouth WT kha 
Lga saddle WT sga 
Lgha who? which? WT ga 
Hnga five WT Jnga 
Hnga drum WT rnga 
Lnga (register varies grammatically) I 
Hca hair 
Hcha pair (of shoes) 
Ljha tea 
Lnya fish 
Htsa grass 
Htsa vein, ligament 
Htsa twenty (in higher numbers) 
Htsha salt 
Hta horse 
Lda arrow 
Lbha cow 
Hpr.:a monkey 
Lbjha bird 
Hma wound 
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WT nga 
WT skra 
WT cha 
WTja 
WT nya 
WT rtswa 
WT rtsa 
WT rtsa 
WT tshwa 
WT rta 
WT mda 
WT ba 
WT spra 
WT bya 
WT rma 
Table 3: The development of Dzongka rhymes from Common Tibetan (:: WT) 
WT MONOSYLLABLES WT DISYLLABLES - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
WT 2nd 
syllable 
-" -ba, -00, - 'u -pa, -po, . . .  -rna, -mo ... 
WT 1st 
syllable: 
-v -v 0 -Vu (FALLING) 
-b -Vp (LEVEL) -Vp (FALLING) -Vrn (FALLING) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-VC -d 
-g -V: (LEVEL) 
-s 
-VC -r -V: (FALLING) -V(:)u (FALLING) -V:p (FALLING) -V:rn FALLING -1 
-m -Vrn (LEVEL) � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-VN -n -Vn 0 -Vrn (FALLING) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-Y': (LEVEL) -V (:)rn (FALLING) -ng -Y': (LEVEL) 
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Lya one of a pair WT ya 
Lra goat WT ra 
LIa mountain WT 1a ('pass ') 
Lwa wooden tub WT wa ('channel') 
Ht:a meat, flesh WT sha 
Hsa earth WT sa 
Lghi knife WT gri 
Hchi dog WT khyi 
Lni this WT 'dj 
H " I1l1 man, person WT mi 
Lri forest, hill WT ri 
HJue _ HJj pear-apple WT sli, gli 
L�i four WT bzhi 
L " Z1 ornament -stone WT gzi 
Lgu nine WT dgu 
Hcu ten WT bcu 
Hchu water, urine WT chu 
Htu vagina WT stu 
Ldhru boat WT gru 
Hpu body-hair WT spu 
Lbhu son WT bu 
Lbju grain WT 'bru 
L�u bow (weapon) WT gzhu 
Hue - Hyu turquoise WT g.yu 
Hkhe a cereal grain WT khre ('millet')  
Hce tongue WT 1ce 
Lje penis WT mje 
Hpt:hi flour WT pbye 
Lbjhe measure, gallon WT bre 
L " rm fIre WT me 
Lzhe peak, ridge WT ze 
Hkho he WT kho 
Lgu head WT mgo 
Lgo door WT sgo 
Htsho lake WT mtsho 
Hto cooked rice, dinner WT Ito 
Htbo span, distance between outstretched 
thumb and index finger WT mtbo 
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Ldo stone WT rdo 
Ldho double measure WT do 
Hpho male WT pho 
Lba measure of volume, 
equal to 20 Lbjhe WT bo 
Lmo she, a female WT mo 
HIo cough WT glo 
HIo heart, mind WT blo 
LIo year WT lo 
Heo dice WT sho 
L�ho yoghurt WT zho 
Hso tooth WT so 
Anomalous examples in our data: 
1tsa: rust WT btsa 
4rau hom WT rwa 
2u: head (h) WT dbu 
<L>bup insect, worm WT 'bu (? via * 'bu-pa) 
3dze: leprosy WT mdze 
1nyoe: edge of a blade WT dngo 
3.1.2 WT eve (stop finals -b -d -g -s) > Dz. CVp/CV: (level contour) 
WT bilabial finals are maintained in monosyllables. Thus, with final -b: 
<L>jap behind WT rgyab 
1thap hearth WT thab 
3yap stirrup WT yob, yab 
3yap father (h) WT yab 
<H>eap wedge WT tsab 
4?�hap leg (h); majesty WT zhabs 
lsap bit (of horse) WT srabs 'bridle, reins' 
1hap -lhnap snot WT snabs 
lkhep cover (e.g. of cloth) WT khebs 
lsep stallion WT gseb 
1eop lie, falsehood WT shob 
irregular: 
1pho: yeast WT phab 
110: word, talk WT slob 
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The other final occlusives are lost, leaving a long, open syllable with level tone. 
lea: iron WT lcags 
1eha: hand (h) WT phyag 
1ta: tiger WT stag 
1thra: blood WT khrag 
1na: pus WT rnag 
1pa: cut of meat WT spags (food) 
3bjha: cliff WT brag 
lya: yak WT g.yag 
3ra: brass WT rag 
31a: measure of length, 
hand (i.e. a hands width) WT lag 
lei: one WT gcigs 
1tshi: joint WT tshigs 
1 tshi: sentence, word WT tshig 
1thi: line WT thig 
3zi: leopard WT gzig 
3dru: dragon WT 'brug 
3dhru: six . WT drug 
31u: sheep WT lug 
3zu: body WT gzugs 
3zhu: pain WT zug 
lu: breath (especially the last breath) WT dbugs 
lee: shelf WT stegs 
lesho: dinner (h) WT tshogs ('assembly')  
ltho: storey WT thog 
irregular: 
3gip rubber WT 'gyig, sgyigs (+via * 'gyig-pa) 
3bu: breath WT dbugs 
WT final -d has had a fronting effect on old a, 0, and u, as in Lhasa Tibetan. 
1 ke: noise, speech WT skad 
3ge: eight WT brgyad 
1ehe: a fine WT chad 
3ne: illness WT nad 
3gi: measure of length: 
fist and thumb 
11ue: body image for exorcism 
WT khyid ' fist' 
WT blud 
31ue: 
1p{;he: 
4ghoe: 
1ehoe: 
3dhroe: 
irregular: 
3gep 
manure 
half 
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WT lud 
WT phyed 
measure, about 2.5 kg. of butter WT grod(-pa) 'belly' 
you (sg.) WT khyod 
heat, fever WT drod 
alms, lama's fee WT 'gyed 
WT final -s, which also has produced umlaut in Central Tibetan, only does so sporadically in 
Dzongkha, and probably as the result of Central Tibetan influence. 
3dzt:: gunpowder, explosives WT rdzas 
3na: barley WT nas 
3bja: paddy (in the field) WT 'bras 
3re: unhusked rice WT 'bras 
3rt:: wick WT ras 
31a: work WT las 
1st:: prince WT sras 
1ha: pillow WT sngas 
1nyi: two WT gnyis 
ltsi: account WT rtsis 
3�i: estate WT gzhis 
3dhue: time WT dus 
3bu: centre WT dbus 
3gho: mans robe, clothing WT gos 
1eho: religion, scripture WT chos 
3dho: load WT dos 
3.1.3 WT eve (liquid finals -r -1) > Dz. CV: (long, falling contour) 
The WT final liquids (-r, -1) are lost, with compensatory lengthening. The tone is falling. 
4ga: herder's camp WT sgar 
2tsha: cane, bamboo strips WT tshar 
2pa: - 2pa: picture, photograph WT par 
2pha: there WT phar ( 'away') 
4bja: summer WT dbyar 
4ma: butter WT mar 
4ma: 
4ya: 
down 
up 
WT mar 
WT yar 
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2r:a: 
4ghii: 
<L>ze: 
2se: - 2se: 
4dho: 
4no: 
2so: 
person from Eastern 
Wangdi District 
tent 
nail, peg 
gold 
pair (of bullocks) 
cow, cattle 
a measure equal to the width 
WT shar 
WT gur 
WT gur 
WT gser 
WT dor 
WT nor ('wealth') 
of a finger WT sor 
WT -1, like -d, palatalises the vowel (as in Central Tibetan). 
2kht:: 
4ght:: 
2thre: 
4bht:: 
4�he: 
2si: 
2ngue: 
4bue: 
2ue: 
4dhrl: - 4dhre: 
2r:e: 
load (of an animal), twenty 
line, row 
tax 
wool 
face (h) 
WT khaJ 
WT graJ 
WT khraJ 
WT baJ 
WT zhaJ 
cool (weather) WT bsil 
silver, money WT dngul 
snake WT sbrul 
country, home region of Bhutan WT yul 
mule WT drel, dre-mo (' she-mule' )  
glass WT shel 
3.1.4 WT CVN > Dz. CVm level ICVn leveI/ CV: falling (except some -ng) 
As with the stop fmals, the bilabial, -m, is preserved, and the vowel remains short. The tone is 
generally level: 
leham 
ltsham 
3dam 
2nam 
31am 
Iham - lh1am 
<L>zim 
lsum 
lhum - lhnum 
lsem 
3drom 
mask dance 
boundary; meditation, retreat 
mud 
sky 
road 
Tibetan-style boot, shoe 
sleep (h) 
three 
oil, grease 
heart, feelings 
box 
WT 'cham 
WT mtshams 
WT 'dam 
WT gnam 
WT lam 
WT lham 
WT gzim 
WT gsum 
WT snum 
WT sems 
WT sgrom 
Irregular (falling): 
2ehim 
? 2hs:m 
4dhom 
house 
shovel 
bear 
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WT khyim 
WT khyem, khem 
WT dom 
WT -n is also preserved in the dialect of Thimphu, leaving a short vowel; the tone is again 
level and the vowel palatalised. There is apparently no contour opposition before -n, probably 
because almost all examples derive from monosyllables (the exception known to us is lsoen 
'seed' (WT sa-bon». In the dialect of Chapcha, WT final -n has often been lost, leaving a long 
nasalised vowel with falling contour, e.g. 4de: 'carpet' ,  2pche: 'fart' .  
Heen eye (h) WT spyan 
Hnyen ear (h) WT snyan 
Lnyen to listen WT nyan 
Lden sleeping-carpet WT gdan 
Hmen medicine WT sman 
LIen answer WT lan 
Hpcin glue, gum WT spyin 
Lduen seven WT bdun 
Hpchen fart WT phyen 
Lghoen cucumber WT gon 
Htsoen prisoner WT btson 
Hpoen king, lord WT dpon 
2ae: left WT g.yon 
WT -ng is lost, leaving a long nasalised vowel; the tone contour is usually falling, but there 
are a number of exceptions, with no clear conditioning factor. 
lka: marrow WT rkang 
3ga: hill, peak of mountain WT sgang 
3gha: snow-mountain WT gangs 
4gha: -ful (with measures of volume) WT gang 
2eha: beer WT chang 
4jha: mud-brick wall WT gyang 
2tsha: nest WT tshang 
Ipa: meadow, grassland WT spang 
4bja: honey WT sbrang 
4jha: cold WT grang(-ba) 
21a: bullock, ox WT glang 
2wa: blessing, power WT dbang 
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<L>zhii: copper WT zangs 
2sii: measure of weight, balance WT srang ('ounce') 
4mI: name WT ming 
leI: wood WT shing 
4:pM: dry field WT zhing 
2M: secret grudge WT snying 'heart' 
4dii: sting (of bee) WT mdung 
2Jii: - <H>Juma wind WT rJung 
. 4Jii: handle (as of a teacup) WT lung 
4Jii: blessing, precept WT lung 
. 4zhii: pair (of tiles, shingles) WT zung 
leii: tale WT gsung 
lk6: scabies, itch WT rkong 
2kh6: they WT khong ('he') 
4dz6: fort WT rdzong 
4d6: face WT gdong 
4dM: hole, passage WT dong ('deep hole') 
3.2 Classical Tibetan disyllables 
Dzongkha has collapsed many WT disyllables into (mainly) falling-tone monosyllables with 
either diphthongs or consonant finals. 
3.2.1 WT suffixes -ba -bo - 'u > Dz. diphthongs in -u 
The WT noun-suffixes -ba and -00 appear after open syllables and syllables in -r and -1; -'u 
follows only open syllables (being written in place of the final). The Dzongkha reflex is a 
monosyllable whose nucleus is a diphthong in -u. When the first syllable vowel is u, the result is 
u: (WT ku-ba > 2ku: 'gourd'). 
There is no contour contrast on diphthongs; phonetically the contour is falling. Length is not 
generally distinguished except in the case of au vs. a:u. Thus WT -r and -1, which would be 
expected to lengthen the vowel, fail to do so, except that WT -ar-ba > Dz. -a:u (while WT -a-ba 
> au and WT -al-ba > -eu or -eu). 
2kau pillar WT ka-ba 
2khau snow WT kba-ba 
4jau beard WT rgya-OO 
2tsau owner WT rtsa-ba 'root' 
2tshau nephew, grandson WT tsha-OO 
4dau moon, month WT zla-ba 
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2pau shaman, healer WT dpa-ba 
4bau goitre WT lba-ba 
2lou - 2lau musk deer WT gla-ba 
29au stag WT shwa-ba 
4�hau lame WT zha-ba, zha-bo 
2ku: gourd WT ku-ba 
2kiu birth WT skye-ba 
2chiu tusk WT mche-ba 
2tiu navel WT lte-ba 
2thiu seal, imprint WT the-bo ( ' thumb') 
4niu relative WT nye-ba 
2kou leather WT ko-ba 
4dhou taro; a wild yam with 
palmate leaves WT do-ba 
4dhrou taste WT bro-ba 
? <H>noe: sharp WT rno-ba 
2phou belly WT pho-ba 
2Jou lung WT glo-ba 
4zou carpenter WT bzo-ba ('worker') 
2thrau multi-coloured WT khra 'u 
4bjho: tartary buckwheat WT bra 'u 
4diu bullet WT mde 'u 
2kha:u stick WT mkhar-ba 
4ga:u blacksmith WT mgar-ba 
4dha:u buttermilk WT dar-ba 
2pha:u wolf WT 'phar-ba 
4�ha:u blind WT zhar-ba 
2siu hail WT ser-ba 
4zhou sickle WT zor-ba 
2thsu dust WT thal-ba 
2pceu forehead WT dpral-ba 
2ceu leveller; a toothless harrow WT shal-ba 
2seu - 2soeu lunch (h), breakfast (h) WT gsol-ba 
3.2.2 WT CV(C) (non-nasal finals) + -pal-po > Dz. CV(:)p (falling) 
When a WT open syllable or syllable with an oral consonant final (-b, -d, -g, -s) is followed 
by a suffix -pa or -po (or the root pha in one case), the Dzongkha reflex is a closed, short 
monosyllable in -p, with falling tone. 
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The vowel is  long if the WT fIrst syllable ended in -r or -1 (and sometimes -s), otherwise short 
(WT -b -d -g -s). (Compare the reflexes of WT monosyllables, whose lost stop fInals have on the 
contrary given long vowels). The contour, always falling, does not depend on the identity of this 
fInal consonant. 
In some examples in the Paro dialect, the suffix -pa has had the effect of preserving preceding 
final -g (as a final -k), unknown in the standard dialect). In Ha, these words are said to remain 
disyllabic, with assimilation of the suffIx-initial, e.g. <H>makku 'husband' .  
Ldzep leper WT mdze-pa 
4gap headman WT 'go-pa 
2ap - <H>a-pa father WT a-pha 
2tap back of a blade WT ltsg-pa 
2thap rope WT thag-pa 
2? nap black WT nag-po 
2phap pig WT phag-pa 
2map husband, son-in-law WT mag-pa 
41ap hand WT lag-pa 
2tsip stone wall WT rtsig-pa 
<H>mip hoof WT rmig-pa 
lhlip - lhluep testicle WT rlig-pa 
<H>thuep porridge, soup WT thug-pa 
(Paro <H>thak) 
(Paro <H>nak) 
(Paro <H>phak) 
(Paro <H>mak) 
(Paro <L>lak) 
(Paro <H>tsik) 
(Paro<H>hlik ) 
2pchup rich man WT phyug-po (Paro <H>chuk) 
3hu:p owl WT rug-pa 
4gop onion WT sgog-pa 
2tsop dirty WT btsog-pa 
4bjop nomad herdsman WT 'brag-pa 
2cop wing WT shog-pa 
4zhop bad WT zog-po ('false' )  
4g€p old (of things) WT rgad-pa 
2chep one who collects fines WT chad-pa 'punishment' 
2tshtp malaria, heat WT tshad-pa 'heat, fever' 
2pep - 2poep leech WT pad-pa 
21ep brain WT glad-pa 
<H>kuep brother-in-law WT slrud-po 
<H>kuep thread WT skud-pa 
2kep waist WT rked-pa 
4bh€p - 4bhoep Tibetan WT bod-pa 
2e:p right WT g.yas-pa 
2thrip bile WT mkhris-pa 
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ltsi:p astrologer, religious practitionerWT rtsis-pa 
2chop religious practitioner WT chos-pa ('monk') 
4dho:p porter WT dos-pa 
2ka:p white WT dkar-po 
2cha:p rain WT char-pa 
2ma:p red WT dmar-po 
2sa:p new WT gsar-pa 
4a:u thief WT ar-pa 
2cup sour WT skyur-po 
2se:p yellow WT ser-po 'yellow 
2pho:p cup WT phor-pa 
4gt::p back (of body) WT sgal-pa 'small of back' 
4ge:p king WT rgyal-po 
4bt::p frog WT sbal-pa 
3.2.3 WT CVN (nasal finals) + suffix > Dz. CVm!CV:m (falling) 
When the final of the WT first syllable was a nasal before a suffix (with any initial), the 
Dzongkha reflex is a closed monosyllable ending in -m. If the WT final was -m or -n, the vowel 
is short; if -ng, the vowel is often long. Some of these long vowels we heard as nasal with our 
Chapcha speaker, but we were unable to confirm this observation with other informants. 
Where the old final was -ng before -pa or -po, the tone contour seems to be unpredictable 
(compare the contour of old monosyllables in -ng). With other finals, the tone is generally 
falling, but with notable exceptions, such as lchim 'liver' (WT mchin-pa), which makes a striking 
minimal contour-pair with 2chim 'house' (WT khyim). The latter should of course be level (tone 
1) according to our theory. 
lka:m leg WT rkang-pa 
2ca:m seedling WT Ijang-pa 
4dha:m first WT dang-po 
? lnyi:p old WT rnying-pa 
<H>nye:m old WT rnying-pa 
1 tim heel WT rting-pa 
<L>rim long WT ring-po 
2pum shoulder (esp. the point) WT dpung-pa 
ltho:m ploughshare WT thong-pa 
2sum charm, locket WT srung-ba 
2pchem rosary WT 'phreng-ba 
4bjam bee WT sbrang-ma 
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2sim younger sister (of a male) WT sring-mo 
2o:m Wang-mo <p.n.> WT dbang-mo 
4za:m Zang-mo <p.n.> WT bzang-mo 
<L>ngem bad, evil (e.g. of a person) WT ngan-po 
Ichim liver WT mchin-pa 
3dzim pincers WT 'dzin-po ( ' to grasp')  
2sim demon WT srin-po, srin-mo 
4goem guest WT mgron-po 
210em green, wet WT rlon-pa 
<L>�oem young WT gzhon-pa 
2hoem blue, green WT sngon-po 
2sem lentil, dried bean, a small bean WT sran-ma 
2tsuem - 2tsim queen, lady WT btsun-mo 
20em left, left hand WT g.yon-ma 
Ikam dry WT skam-po 
4zham bridge WT zam-pa 
<L>bom big WT sbrum-pa 'pregnant' 
2kham peach WT kham-bu 
3.2.4 WT CV(C) + -ma/-mo > Dz. CVm!CV:m (falling) 
When the WT suffix was -ma or -mo, the Dzongkha reflex is a closed monosyllable in -m, 
regardless of the WT first-syllable final. (For examples derived from nasal first-syllable finals, 
see 3.2.3 above). The vowel is ·short except where the WT final was -r (we have no examples of 
WT -l in this context) and, occasionally, -ng. The tone contour is falling, except in the case of 
3goem 'mare' (WT rgod-ma), which forms a minimal pair with 4goem 'guest' (WT mgron-pa). 
2tsham niece, granddaughter WT tsha-mo 
4dzam earthen cooking-pot WT rdza-ma 
<H>tham edge WT mtha-ma 
2nam daughter-in-law WT mna-ma 
2pf:ham millet WT phra-mo 'panicum miliaceum' 
4bjham hen WT bya-mo 
4yam a cold, sinus trouble WT ya-ma 
21am lama WT bIa-ma 
4�ham hat WT zha-mo 
4nyim sun WT nyi-ma 
4dzim brow WT rdzi-ma 
4dhrim odour WT dri-ma 
? 
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younger sister (of a female) 
daughter 
4bjhim sand 
2sem syphilis 
20m breast, milk 
2pcha:m broom 
4jum - <L>ju-ma tail, sausage 
2som fontanelle 
2te:m show, entertainment 
2pE:m - <H>pe-ma Perna <p.n.> 
3goem mare 
2? tshoe:m vegetable dish, greens, curry 
2ne:m - 2nyem wife 
2sE:m princess 
2ka:m star 
2nga:m sweet 
2thum - 2thu:m spoon 
4dho:m trousers 
2tsa: thorn 
WT nu-mo 
WT bu-mo 
WT bye-ma 
WT se-mog 
WT o-ma 
WT phyag-ma 
WT mjug-ma 
WT mtshog-ma 
WT ltsd-mo 
WT pad-ma 
WT rgod-ma 
WT tshod-ms 
WT gnas-mo 'landlady' 
WT sras-mo 
WT skar-ma 
WT mngar-mo 
WT thur-ma 
WT rdor-ma 
WT tsher-ma 
3.2.5 Numeral derivatives in -pa or -po 
When we elicited the following forms from a Chapcha speaker in 1977, we believed them to 
be ordinal numbers, but this may have been a misunderstanding. Our 1986 informants gave 
disyllabic forms for the ordinals (e.g. Hnyi:ba 'second'). The monosyllabic forms turned up later 
as collective nouns, e.g. 4duem 'the seven, all seven' (WT bdun-po). 
2nyi:p ?second, twosome WT gnyis-pa 
2sum ?third, trio WT gsum-pa 
4Uip ?fourth, quartet WT bzhi-pa 
2ngap ?fifth, quintet WT Jnga-pa 
4dhrup ?sixth, sextet WT drug-pa 
4duem ?seventh, septet WT bdun-pa 
4gEp ?eighth, octet WT brgyad-pa 
4gup ?ninth, the nine WT dgu-pa 
<H>cup ?tenth, the ten WT bcu-ps 
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4. Conclusion 
Dzongkba monosyllabic nouns derive from both monosyllabic and disyllabic ancestors. This 
dual origin accounts for the comparative richness of the Dzongkha syllable canon. In particular, 
length, nasality, pitch contour and certain vowel features (e.g. front rounding), are distinctive on 
more syllable types (especially stopped syllables) in Dzongkba than in Lhasa Tibetan. The fact 
that it is almost exclusively WT suffixes that have entered into the formation of Dzongkba 
monosyllables from disyllables may suggest the existence of an old root-stress. 
NOTES 
An earlier version of this paper was presented to the 19th International Conference on Sino­
Tibetan Languages and Linguistics, Columbus, Ohio, 1 2- 1 4  September 1 986. 
We take this opportunity to thank our Bhutanese friends for their generous help. We are 
indebted to Bernard Gautheron and Annie Rialland for their help in using the pitch-extraction 
equipment, designed by Gautheron, at the Institut de Phonetique in Paris. 
Abbreviations: WT = Written Tibetan; (h) = honorific; p.n. = proper noun. The WT forms 
cited are not all equally old. 
2 It is interesting to compare the tracing in Chang and Chang ( 1978:xxii, figure 6), showing a 
clear fall in Lhasa on the word 'meditation' ,  with the clearly level contour of Dzongkha 
'boundary' (Figure 2). These are reflexes of the same WT etymon. 
SOME REMARKS ON LEPCHA VOWELS 
Nicholas C. Bodman 
Taking the Rong (Lepcha) language as the topic of this short paper is not a random choice. 
My good friend Dr R. Keith Sprigg, whom we are honouring in this Festschrift, has among his 
many notable writings devoted several articles to this language. It is not surprising that since he 
has retired from teaching he has made his home in Kalimpong in Darjeeling District near 
Sikkim, the homeland of the Lepcha people. I feel fortunate that my own work on Lepcha has 
benefitted greatly from conversations and many years of correspondence with Dr Sprigg. ! 
The writer of the fIrst grammar of Lepcha was Colonel (later General) G.B. Mainwaring. In 
his preface of 1876 he comments on the language in this way: 'The primitive Lepcha . . .  was in 
all likelihood, at an early period, the one, sole, spoken language. '  He goes on to say, ' In the 
structure of the Lepcha language, I have discovered the system on which, I consider, all language 
is based. ' Today one marvels at Mainwaring's romantic and sentimentalised approach, yet we 
can symphathise with more recent writers on the people and their culture who present a view of 
simple innocence being corrupted by modern influences from their more sophisticated 
neighbours.2 
The Dictionary of the Lepcha language, the second great work of Mainwaring's, was revised 
and completed in 1 898 by Albert Griinwedel. This enormous undertaking has provided scholars 
with one of the largest sources of a Tibeto-Burman language in print. The transcription of the 
native writing into roman letters has become a standard; it has been lucidly described in a 
number of articles by Dr Sprigg.3 The conventional spelling will be maintained in this paper 
when dealing with orthography so as to agree with Griinwedel's re-spelling of Mainwaring's 
dictionary, the reference work to which most scholars have access. The items cited in the Sprigg 
system are transcribed from the Lepcha script, sometimes with slight differences to account for 
spelling variation and dialect, and he has also incorporated various improvements in the system 
of the script. In my own work, I put emphasis on the spoken word and will cite forms as needed 
either phonetically or phonemically. 
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Among the many interesting aspects of Lepcha phonology, the vocalic array is important and 
From Sprigg ( 1986a:28), I copy the comprises more vowels than most Tibeto-Burman systems. 
following four lines: 
-a -if -i -u ;f -e -0 -6 
open 
-�: -a: -i: -w: -u: -e: -e; -0: -0: 
-�:- -8- -i/L- -y- -W(.i.}- -e- -& -0- -[}-
closed 
-8- -8- -f- -u- -6- -e- -ya- -0- -6-
Mainwaring's vowel symbols were modified, as follows, by Griinwedel: 
Mainwaring: 
Griinwedel: 
a 
a 
8 
8 
i f 
a i f 
u e 
ii u e 
o 
o 
6 
6 
Siiger ( 1 967:23) puts the vowel symbols in a symmetrical 3 x 3 arrangement, listed below 
with a comparision of Griinwedel's symbols. Note corresponding to Siiger's low front e 
Griinwedel has the sequence ya with any of the consonantal endings; these finals are pronounced 
as [£11J, etc ., and can be phonemicised as fyan/, etc. 
Siiger 
w u 
e g o 
€ a 0 
Griinwedel 
u u 
e a 0 
ylin a 0 
(etc.) 
The vowels may occur followed by the codas -p, -m, -t, -d, -1, -r, -D, -k. -D is written ri (as in 
Tibetan transcriptions) in the dictionary. The high back unrounded vowel [wJ may have a fronter 
or lower allophone in closed syllables, thus [bw:J ' snake' or [lywJ 'cat' , but [kwpJ [kipJ or even 
[hpj 'child' .  The mid back unrounded vowel [Y J is more stable as in tab J 'hand' or [gY :kJ 
' see, look' .  For easier transcription, I use the symbols IJ and <;> respectively. The unstressed shwa 
occuring in 'prefixes' is an allophone of fa! as in [b-liJ 'four' . To sum up, we have: 
Sprigg's 
phonetic symbols 
i 
e 
a 
w 
Y 
o 
u 
o 
Griinwedel spelling 
in dictionary 
i 
e 
a 
u If 
o 
6 
Phonemic orthography 
adopted here 
i 
e 
a 
l! 
q 
o 
u 
o 
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Morphemes in Lepcha are monosyllabic; they may occur singly or commonly also with prefixes. 
Compound words are very common. The prefixes are always unstressed and in general 
compounds have stress on the head syllable, usually the second of two, or the last syllable. 
Stressed vowels can be phonetically long and length is probably phonemic. If not, length might 
be thought of as a component of certain tones. However, whether Lepcha is tonal is a very 
problematic matter. It is at present prudent to say that it is not tonal.4 I now give a listing of 
lexical items to illustrate the occurrence of vowels and shall include cases of apparent length 
contrast. 
i/ mi 'fire' ,  vi: 'blood', 'a-mik 'eye' ,  'it 'create', 'i:t 'dung' 
e/ 'a-re ' this',  'e:k 'reap', 'a-be:t 'liver', mle:m 'face' ,  ne 'knead' 
a/ da 'lie, rest' ,  lap 'bury' ,  'a-gya:p 'many', sam 'three', na:m 'year' 
W bl}: 'snake', bl} 'burden', hI} 'he/she' ,  hI}: 'bee' ,  rylJm 'needle' 
Q/ 'a-kQ 'hand',  lQ:m 'to fly' ,  mQn 'priestess' ,  mQ:n 'flesh, meat' 
u/ gu: 'fish' ,  f'J-gu 'five' ,  'a-ryu:m 'good', knyu 'dog', gut ' to saw' 
0/ 'a-fo 'tooth' ,  fo: 'bird' ,  go ' 1 ' ,  zo: 'eat', 'a-nyor 'ear', 'a-bog 'mouth' 
0/ ho 'thou' ,  nyi-lop 'ear', 'o:p 'to shoot', 'anorn 'elder sister' 
The vowel Ie/is typically tense and long. [el can be analysed as /ya/as mentioned above. /olin 
some speakers varies with /u/: 'a-bo\ or 'a-bug 'mouth ' .  The dictionary often has 0 where the 
spoken sound is /u/as in f'J-gu 'five' and /gu:/ 'fish' .  /o/usually occurs long as in /mo:.gI 'dream'. 
It certainly is not possible to find long and short vowel minimal contrasts in every syllable type. 
Sprigg ( 1982:3 1 )  points out that Written Tibetan words in a frequently correspond in Lepcha 
to lip-rounded 0, spelled 6. He links this with the Kham Tibetan dialect pronunciation and is 
referring here to the borrowed stratum in Lepcha. I think, however, that this correspondence is 
common also in the ordinary cognates not borrowed from Tibetan; here one can compare Lepcha 
/s�ho:rl and Tibetan skar 'star', Lepcha !1o:m/ 'road' and Tibetan lam (a form also common in 
most Tibeto-Burman languages).5 Lepcha /gu:/ 'fish' (dictionary spelling ngo ) is reconstructed 
as Proto-Tibeto-Burman *nga and only has a word-family relationship to Tibetan nya. We may 
also compare Lepcha /bl}:/ ' snake, worm' with Tibetan 'bu 'worm'. I am emboldened to say that, 
for open syllables at least, one can make a fair case for a chain shift process in an older stage of 
Lepcha: this results in pushing the earlier back vowels higher and the high back rounded u 
inward, thus: 6 
i I} < U 
1\ 
e Q 0 
-1 a > 0 
The push chain speculation suggested here applies to the basic Tibeto-Burman vocabulary and 
not merely to recent borrowings from Tibetan. Much more work needs to be done, of course. 
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NOTES 
My experience with the Lepcha language started with a few hours with a young informant 
attached to the Gurkha troops in a rest camp near Cameron Highlands, Federation of Malaya 
in 195 1 .  In 1 957 I spent about two weeks in Darjeeling working for two hours daily with Mr 
Giri Sharabjong. In the autumn of 1 961  I worked briefly in Kathmandu with Iman Singh 
Chemjong, a Limbu whose mother was Lepcha. Mostly I worked in Kalimpong with Mr 
Joseph Rongong. I am very grateful for the help of these last three Lepcha speakers. I also 
worked briefly with a variety of other Lepchas introduced by Mr Rongong. My acquaintance 
with Dr Sprigg began in 1960 when we initiated a long correspondence; we first met in 1967 
when I became a Visiting Professor at London University, and have frequently participated 
since in the sessions of the International Conferences on Sino-Tibetan Languages and 
Linguistics. In addition to my interest in relating Lepcha to other Tibeto-Burman forms I 
have especially worked on showing the connection of Lepcha with Chinese. My 1980 
publication, Proto-Chinese and Sino-Tibetan: data towards etsablishing the nature of the 
relationship, cited some thirty examples of Lepcha-Chinese cognates. 
It came rather as a surprise when in 1962 R.A.D. Forrest published The linguistic position of 
Rong (Lepcha), in which he adduced some sixty examples of Austroasiatic words related to 
Lepcha - they are on the whole very convincing and include such meanings as 'dog' ,  'hawk' ,  
'horn' ,  'knife' ,  'mouth' ,  'needle' ,  'under', 'water' and 'year'. Forrest characterises Lepcha as 
'a very mixed form of speech' .  His list also included words like 'skin' ,  'cover' which could 
well be Tibeto-Burman as easily as Austroasiatic. Borrowing into Lepcha of the word 'dung' 
might be avoidance of the usual Tibeto-Burman *kli, a kind of taboo. Another instance of 
'feces ' that is a borrowing into Kuki-Naga is *e.k cited in Benedict 1972, p. 146. In Sprigg 
( 1 982: 1 8- 19) he disagrees with the importance Forrest placed on Lepcha similarities with 
Austroasiatic, and I am happy to share this view. However he goes on to say 'the really 
important alien element in the Lepcha mixture comes from at least three hundred years of 
close contact with Tibetan, which is continuing today' .  This influence is certainly important, 
but I would rather emphasise the large Tibeto-Burman element, not just the items borrowed 
recently - in my view, Lepcha has older cognates with Tibetan - some are from the common 
Tibeto-Burman stage, and some may actually be older borrowings from Tibetan. There are 
therefore doublet forms such as Lepcha siI) 'wood, tree' ,  Tibetan sing surely a recent 
borrowing, and Lepcha saJ) which I would write /syang! 'wood, firewood' ,  a widespread Sino­
Tibetan form - compare Rawang S�I). In Lepcha, we have no direct cognate to Tibetan sna 
'nose' , but an innovation based on the verb 'smell ' ,  tuk-nom , i.e. ' smell' :  compare Benedict 
*m-nam, 'to smell' .  
2 Some ethnological works of interest can be found in the bibliography under Gorer, Hermanns, 
Morris, Siiger and Rischel, and von Nebesky-Wojkowitz. They all give samples of Lepcha 
texts in translation. The last author mentioned above deals poignantly with the Lepchas' 
losing struggle for their traditional identity and customs and says that many Lepchas now 
speak Nepali better than their own mother tongue. This was published in 1956, a generation 
or more ago. How much truer it would be today! 
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3 The articles referred to may be found in the bibliography under Sprigg 1966, 1982, 1983 and 
1986b. 
4 The statement made in Sprigg 1966 is the best treatment of the problem of accent, comprising 
the features of vowel length, pitch, and stress. He admits to two pitch levels and to 
differences between the patterns of most words and those where there is contrastive stress, 
like the two possibilities in English 'Burmese' and 'Burmese'. Words of the second type are 
much less common. Some words may occur with either stress pattern. My informants did not 
necessarily agree in their accent patterns and, in any case, there was hardly any example of 
homophones, the words for 'tongue' and 'seed',  both 'a-li, were sometimes spoken alike and 
rarely distinguished. One may wonder if Lepcha is a language with emergent tone or where 
earlier tone has been disappearing. During my field work on the language I formulated 
various possibilties which treated the forms as having two or even three tones. Although 
never confident of these formulations, I recently sent Dr Sprigg a list of close to three hundred 
words of both one and two syllables each and requested him to check these items with an 
informant to see if any of my formulations were on the right track. He very kindly spent a 
great deal of time with a good speaker, Mr Arthur Foning, testing the words individually and 
in short utterances or lexical combinations. The results were negative, and Dr Sprigg adheres 
to his earlier explanation of 1966. 
5 It is interesting to note that besides meaning 'road' ,  the same form in Lepcha also means 'to 
go'. This meaning is perhaps unique to Lepcha among Tibeto-Burman languages. I have 
noted that there is a similar form in Austroasiatic in the meaning 'go' .  Kenneth D.  Smith 
( 1972:item 32) reconstructs Proto-North-Bahnaric *lam 'go'.  
6 The two front vowels Ii! and lei do not seem to participate in the chain shift. We are left with 
the isolated 191 for which we may guess a mid central value for an older stage. Perhaps the 
push chain starts here and develops the low vowel value Ia! (which then proceeds to 101 and so 
on as in the figure). There are some closed syllables where we may suspect similar shifts. 
'Stone' in Lepcha is !long!, dictionary spelling lang reconstructed as *r-lung (Benedict 1972, 
Ex. 88).  We also have Lepcha lkaml 'block, pillow ' and Isaml ' three' which reconstruct as 
Tibeto-Burman *kum and *sum - these items occur also in Chinese. We can be sure that 
given more time many more such examples can be found. 

NASALS AND NASALITY IN LOLOISH 
David Bradley 
Introduction 
The diachronic development of nasality in Loloish languages is quite different for initial 
nasals and final nasals. In general, reconstructed initial nasals remain as nasals, while 
reconstructed final nasals are reflected in different rhyme developments, but are lost as nasal 
segments in most languages. There are a few cases in which a reconstructed nasal initial 
preempts the rhyme, giving a syllabic nasal; and likewise some cases with preservation of some 
nasal finals, either as such (with or without a vowel) or as vowel nasalisation. Reconstructed 
nasal prefixes are preserved or directly reflected before stops in some languages, and rarely 
persist by preemption elsewhere. 
Synchronically, several widely-scattered Loloish languages have a voiced versus voiceless 
initial nasal contrast, but most have only voiced nasal initials. The languages which retain 
nasality in reflexes of rhymes are restricted to the Southern Loloish subgroup. Within certain 
languages, especially in the Central Loloish subgroup, independent developments have led to 
nasality as a syllable prosody; but this appears to be secondary. Most varieties of 'Northern Yi' 
Nosu and 'Eastern Yi' Nasu retain a prenasalised stop series, but others, and all other Loloish 
languages except Labu, have merged these with another series of stops. 
Though not neglected within the prosodic school as so ably represented by my teacher and 
friend Dr R.K. Sprigg, the existence of nasality as a prosody has not been widely observed. 
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1. Initials nasals 
The Loloish languages fonn part of the Burmese-Lolo or Lolo-Bunnese branch of Tibeto­
Bunnan, which also includes the Burmish languages such as Burmese and the 'Kachin' cultural 
groups Maru, Atsi, Lashi and Achang. The Loloish group languages are in general relatively 
innovative in rhyme developments, while the Bunnish group are more conservative. 1 Both 
Loloish and Burmish are relatively innovative in initial developments, with wholesale fusion of 
Tibeto-Bunnan prefixes, often with effects on the tone of the syllable, such as the split leading to 
the Burmese-Lolo *Tone 3. The pattern of initial developments for nasals differs, with Burmish 
having voiced nasals for all except *s-prefixed nasals, while Loloish has voiceless nasals for *s­
and *7 -prefixed nasals (in those languages which have a voiced/voiceless nasal contrast). In 
Burmese itself, the non-voiced nasals start voiceless; while in the other Burmish languages, they 
are creaky phonation but voiced. Table 1 shows the initial reflex pattern. 
Table 1: Reflexes of *initial nasals in Burmese-Lolo languages. 
*plain *s-prefixed *7-prefixed *C-prefixed 
Bunnese voiced voiceless voiced voiced 
Maru2 voiced creaky voiced voiced 
Bisu3 voiced voiceless voiceless voiced (oral) 
Jino voiced voiceless voiceless voiced 
Nosu4 voiced voiceless voiceless voiced 
Lal05 voiced preglottalised preglottalised voiced 
Apart from these languages, all well-described Loloish languages have only voiced nasal 
initials. This includes the Southern Loloish languages Akha/Hani (with various dialects) and 
closely related languages such as Biyue (Piyo), Kaduo (Khato), Mpi and so on; the Central 
Loloish languages Lahu, Lisu, Sani/Axi ( 'Southeastern Yi' according to the Chinese classi­
fication); and some Northern Loloish languages such as the Yunnan and Guizhou varieties of Yi, 
known as Nasu. 
The subgrouping of Loloish is not entirely settled, but there is a developing consensus that the 
classification of Shafer ( 1966) as revised by Matisoff ( 1 972) and Bradley ( 1 979b) is correct. 
However voiceless initial nasals are found in all three subgroups: Bisoid is part of the Southern 
Loloish subgroup, Jino is part of the Central Loloish subgroup (Bradley 1983), and Nosu is part 
of the Northern Loloish subgroup. Thus nasal initial developments crosscut sub groupings 
postulated on other grounds. However, there is internal evidence from tonal developments that 
there was a contrast at various earlier stages in the background of other Loloish languages. For 
example, the Loloish stopped-syllable tonal split (Matisoff 1972) suggests a distinction between 
*s-prefixed nasals and others - as is still attested in Bunnish; certain more recent tonal splits in 
*Tone 1 and *Tone 2 partly shared between Central Loloish languages such as Lahu and Lisu 
suggest that these languages at least fonnerly had some contrast of types of nasal initials. 
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Bradley ( 1 985) discusses nasality in the Bisoid languages in more detail; basically, Bisoid is 
innovative in that it has voiced oral stop reflexes for *C-prefixed nasals, and thus suggests a 
three-way contrast for Southern Loloish and a fortiori for Loloish, since it also has a voiceless/ 
voiced nasal initial contrast. For Jino, new data in Gai ( 1986) reports the voiced/voiceless nasal 
contrast, contra Gai ( 1981)  and thus Bradley ( 1983). 
For Nosu, the contrast is similar; but in closely-related varieties of Yi such as the Eastern Yi 
'dialect' of northeastern Yunnan and western Guizhou, the contrast is absent. In the 'Western 
Yi' Lalo, preglottalised nasals are reported in Chen Kang ( 1986). These mostly correspond to 
voiceless nasals in Nosu, Jino and Bisoid, but there are sporadic additional preglottalised nasals 
in reflexes of some *C-prefixed nasals as well. Thus voicelessness or preglottalisation in 
conjunction with initial nasality appears to have been lost more or less recently in various 
languages, notably in the Central and Northern Loloish subgroups. 
1.1 Initial nasals in Bisoid 
As noted above, the Bisoid languages Bisu of Thailand and China, Phunoi of Laos, Coong of 
Vietnam and Pyen of Burma share the unusual development of voiced oral stops from 
reconstructed *C-prefixed nasals. This is not without parallel among languages of the world, nor 
among Sino-Tibetan languages; see Haudricourt (1970) for some further examples. In fact Bisu 
itself shows various stages of this process: the Phadaeng village dialect has voiced nasals before 
front vowels where most other dialects have voiced oral stops; and the Huai Chumphu dialect 
variably has prenasalisation of these stops. One example is in the group's name: Bisu, Misu or 
mBisu. The detailed comparison in Bradley ( 1985) gives the relevant cognate forms. All well­
described Bisoid languages have voiceless as well as voiced nasals as well. There is one 
sporadic shift in Phunoi which occurs only in reduced initial syllables of two-syllable words: 
where hn or n would be expected, 1 is seen instead; for example bka ' nose' ;  compare Bisu 
hnakhav. One could compare the parallel shifts in some of the northern Southwestern Tai 
languages, such as Shan, in which m or w correspond to Thai b; and 1 to Thai d. The Bisoid 
languages are in contact with (and in the process of being replaced by) Shan, Lue and other 
Southwestern Tai languages. 
The developments of *palatal and *velar place of articulation for nasal initials in Bisoid are 
somewhat different, as noted in Bradley ( 1 979b: 149- 1 50). In various cases cognate forms 
simply do not occur, having been replaced by Tai loanwords. But in those few that do, some *Jl 
have n reflexes; where by parallelism with hm and hn one might expect hp, some cognates have 
it, as in 'finger' ( 1 13)6 in Phunoi and Bisu, but others have hj as in 'blue/green' (508). Bisoid 
languages have no voiceless velar nasal at all, and in Phunoi even V is absent; for *s-u and *7_U 
the reflex is sometimes hj as for *s-Jl or *7 -Jl as in 'bird' (48) or 'fish' (70) - the latter retaining 
nasality in the rhyme or medially in a Bisu second syllable. Other possible examples of 
metathesis are seen in Phunoi ii for 'five' (482), from *au, compared to Bisu va; and hii for 'cry' 
(670) and 'banana' (275) in Phunoi, from *haU suggesting *hU at some stage of earlier Bisoid. 
The parallel *C-IJ to g is seen in '!
, 
(438); and *IJ to V in 'five' (482) in Bisu only.? Thus the 
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nonanterior nasal initials show rather complex splits involving their elimination in Phunoi and 
their considerable reduction in numbers in Bisu unlike the rather regular anterior nasals. 
1.2 Initial nasals in Jino 
Gai ( 1986 but not 198 1)  reports voiceless nasals in Jino, and these correspond almost exactly 
to those voiceless in Bisoid and in Nosu. There are sporadic additional voiceless nasals, e.g. 
hm¢44hm¢44 'mouth' from *C-m, or hnre42/�3 'morning' from *C-n. In a few other forms, Jino 
as well as additional Bisoid or Nosu data suggest a revised reconstruction, e.g. 'fish ' (70) *IJa2, 
but Jino h!J:ft4/044 as well as Nosu hw33 suggesting *?-IJa2 given the Burmese voiced cognate. 
However the Jino data in general provide a striking confirmation of the previously-existing 
reconstruction for Proto-Loloish. As in Southern Loloish Mpi, Central Loloish Shehleh dialect 
of Lahu and some dialects of Sani, and Northern Loloish certain dialects of Nasu, Jino develops 
syllabic nasals from nasal-initial syllables with high vowels; this is discussed further below. 
1.3 Initial nasals in Nosu, Nasu and related dialects 
Most varieties of Northern Loloish do not have voiceless nasals; for example the various 
dialects of Guizhou, the Kun-An dialect of the Kunming area, the Luquan dialect described in 
Ma ( 1 948), the 'Bible' dialect of Nasu from north central Yunnan, and so on. However the 
'standard' Xide dialect of southwestern Sichuan does retain hm and hn, and has a distinct reflex 
reflecting *hIJ. Similarly the dialect described in Gao (1958) has what he describes as 'aspirated' 
nasals m'  and n '. Some other dialects of Sichuan, such as Neisu as noted in Chen Kang (1986), 
also have voiceless nasals. See also Li and Ma (1983:42-43). 
In Xide the palatal nasal Jl has a voiceless form only in one word, the causative form hJli33 
'cause to sit ' .  This is parallel to a large number of other causative pairs in that dialect, as 
reported in Chen Shilin et al. ( 1962); there is no provision in the orthography for hJl , and all 
other words for which one might have expected hJl in fact show XideJl;  for example 'day', 'two' 
and 'press'. It thus appears that the voiceless versus voiced nasal contrast has been generally lost 
with the palatal, but kept in one word where there is a morphological motivation for doing so. 
Cognates of *s- and *? - have the reflex h i 1 Xide; for example hw33 'fish' .  In the new 
romanisation this is placed in the position on the consonant chart where the velar voiceless nasal 
would be, and written 'hx' ;  phonetically it has some nasality, parallel to the h found in Lisu and 
some varieties of Nasu in Yunnan, with or without dorsovelar closure; see 5.2 below. The 
parallel in the oddities in development of nonanterior nasal intials between Bisoid and 
NosulNeisu is striking, and may suggest lesser stability for these nasal places of articulation in 
Proto-Loloish. 
1.4 Initial nasals in Lalo 
As noted above, data from Chen Shilin et al. ( 1985) and Chen Kang ( 1986) shows that Lalo 
has bilabial, alveolar and palatal preglottalised nasals which are the regular reflex of *s- and *?-
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prefixed nasal initials; it also has a few cognates of *C-prefixed nasals with these same 
preglottalised reflexes, for example 'eye' (92) 'brain' (140) and 'soldier' ( 172), and a few with 
nonpreglottalised nasals corresponding to *s-I*?-prefixed, for example 'mushroom' (288). These 
differences could be based on variation in proto-prefixes. However most unprefixed and 
*C-prefixed nasal initials have nonpreglottalised voiced reflexes in Lalo, as in all but the Bisoid 
subgroup. 
2. Nasal prefixes 
In the reconstruction of Tibeto-Burman, there is at least one *nasal prefix, reflected by 
reflexes in some other groups as a homorganic nasal or as a bilabial nasal m-. In Proto-Loloish 
most *nasal prefixes are lost unless they precede an oral stop or affricate; for these stops and 
affricates there are two separate series, with the non-nasal part voiceless or voiced, reconstructed 
in Matisoff ( 1 972) to reflect a tonal difference seen in stop-final syllables; but no Loloish 
language has this two-way contrast. Of all the Loloish languages, only the Nosu and some Nasu 
have a prenasalised stop initial series; but as Matisoff ( 1969) demonstrates Lahu also retains a 
unique reflex in its voiced stop series. In a few cases the *nasal prefix is retained by preemption 
of an initial *lateral in some Loloish languages, but this is only sporadic. 
Most of the Northern Loloish languages have a prenasalised stop and affricate series that is 
voiced throughout; for example in the various 'Northern Yi' varieties of Sichuan and parts of 
northwestern Yunnan, there are mb nd ndz 1}9:{- ntj I)g in the ' standard' Xide area variety; the 
'Eastern Yi' varieties of Nasu in Guizhou all have these and also I} 9, but the 'Eastern Yi' 
varieties of northern Yunnan are more diverse; Ma ( 1948) gives prenasalised voiceless aspirated 
stops and affricates for 'Black Yi ' ,  Gao ( 1958) gives voiced 'aspirated' stops and affricates for 
his Kunming-area variety, and the Nasu Bible in Pollard script, Porteous ( 1 948), suggests 
prenasalised voiced stops and affricates. For some other 'Eastern' varieties in Yunnan, such as 
other Kunming-area varieties, there are no prenasalised stops or affricates; this is also true for all 
the things included by Chinese classification in other types of 'Yi', such as 'Central ' Lipo and 
Lolopo, 'Western' Lalo, 'Southern' Nisu, and 'Southeastern' Sani and Axi. In these languages, 
and in all other Loloish languages except for Lahu, the corresponding forms have voiced oral 
stops or affricates, merging with another series. 
Lahu is unique among Central Loloish languages in keeping reflexes of *prenasalised and 
*voiced stops and affricates separate; as noted above it has voiced oral stop or affricate reflexes 
for *prenasalised stops and affricates; for the *voiced orals, the reflex is voiceless unaspirated, 
merging with another manner series; for details see Matisoff (1969). Thus, in general, *prefix 
nasality is less well-preserved than *initial nasality. 
There are a few etyma which are reconstructed with *lateral initials, but which have had this 
initial preempted by an *m prefix leaving the *lateral as a medial in some Southern Loloish 
languages. The best examples are 'lightning' (328) *b-(m)-lyapL which has Bisoid reflexes 
suggesting *C-rnlapL instead; 'lick' (630) *m-IyakL but Southern Loloish *C-myakL reflexes in 
Akha and Mpi as well as Bisoid; and 'husband' *m-IaIJl with Bisoid reflexes derivable from 
*C-rnlalJl .  
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3. Nasal-tinal rhymes 
In most Tibeto-Burman languages that retain final nasals, there are only three places of 
articulation: bilabial, apical, and velar m n �; and no evidence for anything but voiced nasal 
finals. Thus, unlike initial nasals, there are no palatal nasal finals and no voiceless or other 
possibilities. In all of the Loloish languages but the Southern Loloish languages the rhymes that 
are reconstructed with final nasals have no evidence of synchronic nasality; but some Southern 
Loloish languages do retain nasal finals, or reflect the *final through nasality of the vowel. 
In the Sinitic branch of Sino-Tibetan it has been observed (Chen 1970, 1973) that there are 
processes of final nasal attrition found in various dialects in which final velar nasals are the most 
stable. One recently described example is in Singapore Mandarin as described in Lock ( 1986). 
As noted in Bradley ( 1 979b) Phunoi and Loloish languages in general provide some 
counterexamples to these generalisations, with velar nasals in some or all *rhymes not being 
particularly stable. In general the bilabial nasal final is the most stable, in that it is retained in 
more languages than any other nasal final. 
It is typical of the Loloish as of other Sino-Tibetan and Tibeto-Burman languages that *rhyme 
developments operate in a unitary way, treating the rhyme as a prosody. That is, a particular 
*vowel or *final has radically different reflexes depending on the combination of *medial, 
*vowel and *final if any that it is found in; and the developments suggest a spreading or 
shuffling of features across segments in the rhyme. One of the best examples of this is the 
tendency seen in some Southern Loloish languages such as Mpi, Akha and Phunoi to have 
nasalised vowels as the reflex of some *nasal-final rhymes. Thus nasality could be viewed as a 
prosody of the rhyme; indeed, even where some nasal finals are retained as such as in Bisu or 
Phunoi, the preceding vowel is also nasalised. 
In general the most conservative treatment of *nasal-final rhymes is found in Bisoid, where 
nearly all final nasals are retained as such in Bisu, and all but *-u in Phunoi which is reflected by 
iJl for *iU and vowel nasalisation for others.8 The preceding vowels themselves are much less 
stable in Bisoid, with various mergers as can be seen from Table 2 below. 
Also rather conservative in retaining rhyme nasality as a prosody is Mpi, which retains vowel 
nasalisation in reflexes of all *-m and most *-U rhymes except for *i:u; but never *-n. 
Akha is perhaps even more conservative, as li10St dialects have syllabic rp as the reflex of *-m 
final *rhymes, and 5 as the reflex of most *-u-final rhymes including *iU, *oU and sporadically 
*wau - thus not paralleling Mpi; the two together provide independent confirmation for nasality 
in all *-U rhymes. Northern dialects of Akha in China sometimes have 5instead of rp, as noted in 
Bradley ( 1 979b: 42); the Chinese description of Akha (Yani, Aini) in Hu and Dai (1 964), Li 
( 1 979) and Li and Wang ( 1986) all give u� instead of rp and a� instead of 5; but this is a 
notational difference. 
Other varieties of 'Hani ' as spoken in China include some languages quite close to Akha, such 
as the 'standard' Luchun Hani, which has 5 everywhere that Akha has rp or 5, and Haoni 
(Bradley 1985) which has u, 0 or v in these cases. Evidence for the loss of nasality being recent 
in these languages can be derived from the Langza variety of Hani as described in Li and Wang 
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( 1 986: 141 - 142), which is geographically on the other side of Hani and Haoni from Akha, but 
which has og where Akha has 5 and og or flJ where Akha has rp. Adjacent to this, but classified 
by the Chinese as closer to Haoni, is Baihong which is reported in Li and Wang (1986: 141- 142) 
to have y m  or 5where Akha has rp, and 5 where it has 5, as shown in Table 2 below. Davies 
( 1 909) also gives some Baihong ( 'Mahei ' )  forms with 'urn' from *-m. Southern Loloish 
languages not included, such as Biyue and Kaduo as described in Hansson ( 1984), or the variety 
of Hani spoken at Yangwu and described in Gao (1955) are not included in the table; they do not 
retain any nasality in rhymes. Blanks in the table reflect lack of data on Baihong and Langza 
Hani. For further details see Bradley ( 1979b: 1 87-193) 
Table 2 :  Reflexes of *nasal-final rhymes in Southern Loloish 
BISOID AKOID MPI 
Bisu Phunoi Akha Hani Haoni9 Langza Baihong 
*im urn om rp 0 u flJ/og ym/5 i/o/a 
*um urn urn rp 0 ufo flJ/og ym/5 I 
*am am am rp 0 ufo flJ/og Ym/5 I/f 
*in en in e e u/e e/u 
*un en an e e 0 0 
*an en �n e e i/e e 
*wan an on e e e e 
*iIJ J1IJ ip 5 0 u/o/v og 5 i/J.1. 
*OIJ O!J 0 5 0 u/o/v og 5 ii/o/f 
*aIJ ag a 0 0 v/u/o 0 
*waIJ O!J (o)a 5 [) o/v ii 
As usual, there are some minor irregularities of rhyme development related to the *initial 
place of articulation, which account for some of the mulktiple reflexes given above. Less 
systematic are examples such as 'liver' ( 143) *f-sin2 which has an Akha reflex /8ts5 suggesting 
*iIJ rather than *in. More interesting are sporadic cases of syllables becoming nasal throughout, 
from etyma with *nasal initials but not nasal-fmal rhymes. A couple of examples from Akha can 
again be cited: 'day' (46 1)  *?-ne3 suggesting Akha ne ' soft', (528) *C-nu2 suggesting Akha nu, 
and 'taro' (284) *?-mun1 suggesting Akha me; the actual Akha forms are n5, n5and rno. 
More systematic is the Bisoid tendency, especially apparent in Bisu, to add a final g in etyma 
with initial nasals, as noted in Bradley (1985). This is especially true for rhymes in Bisu with 
high vowels. Examples include 'fmger' ( 1 1 3), 'heart' ( 142), 'mushroom' (288), ' sky ' (321 )  and 
'forget' (591) ;  also 'cat' ( 17) and 'day' (461)  in Bisu but not Phunoi, and Bisoid forms reflecting 
*C-m initial in 'father' (201 )  and 'roar' (675). 
Another subregularity, found in Mpi, is that syllables from *stop-final rhymes, nearly all of 
which have laryngealised vowel reflexes in Mpi, also have nasality if the initial is nasal -
especially if the Mpi laryngealised vowel is f!; examples include 'buffalo' (8), 'bird' (48), 
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'banana' (275), 'grass' (302), 'dawn' (463), 'black' (503), 'narrow' (526) and 'dream' (586) in 
Bradley ( 1979b). The same spreading of nasality from initial throughout the syllable occurs in a 
few other cases, such as 'lick' (630) Mpi mjgl, but only rarely with nonlow vowels. Nonnasal 
initials also sporadically occur both nasalised and laryngealised; many of these are Thai 
loanwords with nasal finals and falling tone in Thai. For more discussion see Bradley ( 1979b: 
47-49). 
The net effect of these last three developments is a syllable which is nasal; hence nasality has 
spread from being located in the *initial to being realised throughout the syllable. This 
phenomenon is most restricted in Akha; it occurs more frequently, mainly with high vowels, in 
Bisu and regularly with the low laryngealised vowel l! in Mpi. In general, however, the *final 
nasals are lost with some effect on vowel quality in most Loloish languages including all Central 
and Northern Loloish and various Southern Loloish languages. 
4. Synchronic nasality prosodies 
There are various instances of nasality as a prosody in every subgroup of Loloish; these 
include syllable nasality, rhyme nasality, and initial nasality. A special subcase of syllable 
nasality is syllabic nasals, which are very widely distributed. 
4.1 Syllabic nasals 
In various Loloish languages some or all of the nasals occur as syllabics. In most such cases 
the diachronic source is syllables with a nasal initial and a high vowel; sometimes one dialect has 
nasal syllabics where others have nasals plus a high vowel. This could be called rhyme­
gobbling. Of course, as noted above, the Southern Loloish language Akha have a syllabic nasal 
rp which occurs after a full range of initials, as the reflex of *-m final rhymes; but most languages 
do not have such combinations. In some languages the place of articulation of the syllabic nasal 
is stable, and reflects its etymological origin; in other languages it variably or categorically 
assimilates to the place of articulation of the following initial consonant in a non-monosyllabic 
word. 
In Southern Loloish Mpi (Duanghom 1976) syllabic nasals homorganic to a following 
consonant are very frequent; assimilation is quite regular, so the same morpheme has different 
forms, e.g. for 'eye' (92) 114 teo ?4, but for 'blind' (57 1 )  rp4pa ?4pjy 71, with the first syllable of 
both ultimately from *C-myakL. Syllabic nasals thus occur in each place of articulation, as the 
first syllable of two or more syllable words; and do not correspond in place of articulation to the 
etymon from which they are derived. They do not occur as the final or only syllable of a word in 
Mpi. In rare cases the syllabic nasal of Mpi appears to derive from a final nasal of the first 
syllable, in 'head hair' (89) *?-tsam1 kriI)l ,  Mpi f)'1khcn6. 
In Akha, as noted, *-m regularly remains as rp, with the preceding vowel eliminated. There 
are also sporadic rhyme-gobblings with initial *m, such as 'mushroom' (288) *s-mol a hill and 
'sky' (321 )  *m02 m or 5. Interestingly, forms such as 'mushroom' and 'bear' ( 12) *k-d-wam1, 
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xli hm show a voiceless-onset syllabic nasal, whereas voiceless nasals do not otherwise occur in 
Akha. 
In Central Loloish Jino (Gai 1986) voiceless and voiced bilabial and apical syllabic nasals 
occur: rp42 'want' ,  hrp44 'say' ,  .p42 'be at' and h.p33 'day'. Though there is extensive tone sandhi, 
as noted in Thurgood (in this volume), the place of articulation is mostly stable for these syllabic 
nasals, e.g. rp42tha55 'rain' , rp44t/i44 'thunder',  rp33te44 'cloud' and so on, with the flrst syllables 
all from *m02 (32 1 )  'sky'; though cf. Jino 'sky' (32 1)  h.p33. High vowels do occur with Jino 
nasal initials, e.g. hmi42tsha55 'earth' ;  but most of the syllabic nasals are from etyma where one 
would expect a high vowel in Jino. 
In Lahu, the Shehleh dialect (Bradley 1979a: 99- 106) sometimes has syllabic nasals for nasal­
initial words with a high vowel: [rpJ [11JvJ [.pJ [PJ [1)J; this appears to be the result of a variable 
deletion process. The place of articulation also varies: only bilabial, alveolar and (allophonic) 
labiodental and palatal nasals occur before high vowels, but the corresponding words may 
assimilate to adjacent syllables if the vowel is absent, parallel to what Bauer ( 1 986) has noted for 
Cantonese syllabic g variably becoming [rpJ. In Shehleh the labials remain labial when syllabic, 
but the nonlabials vary between [nJ, [PJ and [gJ - despite the fact that g does not occur before a 
high vowel! Chang (1986: 87) suggests [myJ for Black Lahu and for Yellow Lahu as spoken in 
China, but this does not agree with my observations, which are of [11JyJ or [11JviliJ for Black Lahu 
and also for the Bakeo dialect of Yellow Lahu, which is the most similar to the main Yellow 
Lahu dialect spoken in China. 
In Sani, the dialect described in Ma ( 1951)  has frequent syllabic nasals including rp {I and g. 
The corresponding words in the dialect described in Jin et al ( 1984) have a high vowel, i or u; for 
example rp55 (Ma) or mu55 (Jin et al.) 'horse' ;  gll  or gu2l 'cattle ' ;  .pll  or ni2l 'two' ,  and many 
other examples. The latter description has J and u where Ma has i and u, so a simple chain shift 
appears to have taken place in the former, first deleting high vowels after nasals to produce 
syllabic nasals, then raising J and u to fill the gaps; parallel phenomena have led to various 
syllabic fricatives in the dialect described in Ma ( 1951 ), including y from u and f from i after 
various initials. 
In Northern Loloish syllabic nasals are less widely reported, but they occur. In the 'standard' 
Xide variety of Nosu as described in Chen Shilin et al. ( 1985: 12, 17) there is variation between 
syllables with a bilabial or apical nasal, voiced or voiceless, followed by u or hi and the same 
initials as syllabics; the same occurs for the voiced and voiceless laterals. Similarly, there is 
variation between [gwJ and [1)J, and between [PiJ and [PJ. The Bijie dialect of 'Eastern Yi' Nasu 
as reported in anonymous ( 1 983) has syllabic rp where other nearby Guizhou dialects have mu; 
for example rp55 'old' ,  rp33 'horse' and so on. The Nasu dialect described in Gao ( 1958) has a 
velar syllabic nasal, e.g . .g33dw2l 'fox ' ,  g2lm y33 'deity' .  Otherwise nasal syllabics are not 
reported. 
Thus, in summary, syllabic nasals are mostly the obvious result of secondary and clearly 
rather recent high vowel loss. Such syllables are thus nasal throughout, and could be viewed as 
having developed a syllable prosody of nasality; but the nasal is the only segment in such a 
syllable, apart from Akha where the source is in any case different. 
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4.2 Nasality as a syllable prosody 
More interesting from a prosodic perspective are syllables containing nasality in several 
segments, such as an initial consonant, a vowel, and a final if any. These argue against a 
segmental approach to nasality, as espoused in Anderson ( 1 976) and in most nonprosodic 
phonological accounts, and in favour of a prosodic treatment, as suggested in the prosodic 
literature generally, and outside it in Hyman ( 1975:  1 86- 1 87) among other places. Three Central 
Loloish languages, Lahu, Lisu and Jino, show a restricted syllable prosody of nasality. As noted 
above (3), Southern Loloish Mpi also has this with nasal-initial laryngealised syllables (from 
*stop-final rhymes) with a low vowel, while Bisoid, especially Bisu, adds nasal finals to some, 
especially high-vowel rhymes, after a nasal initial; and some varieties of Northern Loloish Nasu 
as spoken in northern Yunnan and described by Ma ( 1948) and Gao ( 1958) have syllable nasality 
with certain initials. All of this syllable nasality appears to be secondary. 
Less interesting is nasality throughout a syllable with a *nasal initial and a *nasal-final rhyme 
in a Southern Loloish language that maintains nasality in some or all of its *nasal-final rhyme 
reflexes. This accidental syllable nasality happens in Akha 1 0  and Mpi for some *nasal-final 
rhymes, and in Bisoid for all. 
Matisoff ( 1975) observes that syllables with the segments ho and 0 (from *70) in Lahu are 
variably nasalised throughout, and attributes this to rhinoglottphilia, a connection between the 
'glottal' segments h and 7 and nasality, which he has also observed in Thai and elsewhere in 
South-East Asian and other languages. Sprigg ( 1987) disputes this, pointing out that h actually 
represents a voiceless vowel, not a glottal fricative; and of course simultaneous glottal closure 
and passage of air through the nose is not possible. Still, there is clearly something in Matisoffs 
idea, as Lisu, which is closely related to Lahu in Central Loloish, also has nasality in most or all 
syllables beginning with h or � 
Lahu [h5] and [5] are often reflexes of etyma reconstructed with *prefixed initial nonnasal 
sonorants, but not *nasal-prefixed ones. With other Lahu vowels, nasality after /hI and j?1 is 
absent, but this is not true in Lisu. Fraser ( 1922) reports that there is nasality in nearly all 
syllables after h and 7; he describes h as 'nasal h',  by contrast with what he calls ' guttural h ' ,  i. e. 
x. Hope ( 1 97 1 :  62-63) gives more details of the situation in Lisu as spoken in Thailand: 
nasalisation is usually present throughout the syllable with initial h, though variably absent with a 
low and to a lesser extent mid tone; and nasalised vowels follow a 7. In this dialect x occurs only 
before some back vowels, so x and h are in near complementary distribution; Fraser regards the 
nasality in Lisu as a feature of the initial, spreading into the vowel; Hope regards it as 'a  non­
phonemic secondary feature concomitant with the occurrence of [h] ' ( 197 1 :  63); and Xu et al. 
(1986: 4) treat it as a feature of the vowel, giving [Vj after all initial h. It is probably better to 
regard it as a syllable prosody of nasality in Lisu, since it is present in all segments. It would be 
interesting to apply the techniques reported in Condax et al. (1974) to demonstrate the degree of 
nasality through such syllables in Lisu, Lahu and other Loloish languages with a similar 
phenomenon. 
Diachronically the Lisu non-nasal x is a reflex of *fricvative initials, while the nasal h is a 
reflex of *sonorant initials, like the Lahu h. Perhaps the near-complementary distribution 
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between x and h has become total complementary distribution in Lahu, leaving as a vestige the 
tendency to nasalise syllables with initial h and/or the vowel 0, and dialect differences between 
[xJ and voiceless vowel within Lahu. 
A more conventional source of the syllable prosody of nasality is found in certain labial nasal 
initial syllables in Lahu and in Jino. Gai ( 1986) gives hmo1) for ' like' and in /042hmorf4 'happy'; 
surely this must be [hmo1)J, unless Jino speakers are wizards at velum manipulations. Gai's data 
show no other examples of final 1) in native Jino vocabulary, so this syllable type stands out 
strikingly. Similarly, for all dialects of Lahu, there is a sequence of labiodental nasal with voiced 
nasalised fricative release followed by a nasalised fricative syllabic or vowel; in Black Lahu, this 
is [4)vciIJ or [rrJyJ, in some Yellow Lahu dialects it is [rrJv fJ, in Shehleh [4)voJ, and so on as 
described in Bradley ( 1 979a). Matisoff analyses this phonemically as /mu/, and [muJ as /mo/ 
given that the sequence [moJ does not occur. Apart from this one syllable type, the labiodental 
nasal affricate does not occur in Lahu. So two different Central Loloish languages have a 
striking pattern for the labial nasal followed by a unique back vowel rhyme, and apparently nasal 
throughout. These syllables, like the Mpi and Bisoid ones discussed above (3), appear to have 
developed this nasality prosody from an initial bilabial nasal spreading its nasality into the rhyme 
as well. 
In the description by Gao ( 1958) of northern Yunnan Nasu, the 'aspirated' nasal initials noted 
above ( 1 .3) always occur in syllables that are nasal throughout; thus one may suspect a syllable 
prosody of nasality. In syllables with Gao's initial x, the vowels are likewise always nasalised, 
but nasality is not indicated on the consonant. In the data from Ma ( 1 948) on a very similar 
dialect, the corresponding forms have the initial h plus a nasalised vowel: more evidence for 
Matisoffs rhinoglottophilia, or for a nasal consonant with velar or cavity friction, as in Lisu h or 
the Lahu [hJ noted above? It seems likely that these Nasu syllables are also nasal throughout, 
though the existing descriptions do not indicate this on the initial. 
In summary, there are three types of syllable nasality: fortuitous, due to a syllable having a 
nasal initial and a nasal rhyme; natural, due to rhyme-gobbling of a high vowel after a nasal 
initial to produce a syllabic nasal, or similar nasal-initial syllables which become nasal 
throughout; and rhinoglottophiliac, in some Central and Northern Loloish languages, in syllables 
with initial voiceless (nasalised) vowel or glottal stop. 
4.3 Nasality as a rhyme prosody 
Nasality throughout the rhyme is in general the diachronic reflex of *nasal-final rhymes in 
certain Southern Loloish languages. As discussed above (3) these include syllables with final 
nasal consonants, as in Bisu m n 1), Phunoi m n fl, Akha m and Baihong m, mostly with a 
nasalised vowel preceding them, other than Akha !p. They also include syllables with a nasalised 
vowel, derived from *nasal-final rhymes, in accord with the general tendency noted in Ruhlen 
( 1 978) and elsewhere on the source of nasalised vowels. The vowels which occur contrastively 
nasalised include all possible vowels in Mpi (Duanghom 1976), some vowels in Phunoi (e.g. 0 
a), and one vowel in A�a, o. The Langza dialect of Hani is reported to have 01) but this 
probably represents [oj. Other nasalised vowels occur as part of a syllable with syllable nasality 
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as described in the preceding section (4.2); or in loanwords. In Phunoi, for example, all possible 
vowels occur nasalised in Tai or other loanwords. 
4.4 Nasality as an initial prosody 
Nasal initials occur in all Loloish languages; some have both voiced and voiceless alternatives 
for some or all places of articulation, as described above ( 1 ). Some of the Northern Loloish 
languages and some dialects of Southern Loloish Bisu also have prenasalised stops, with nasality 
in the flrst part of the initial segment, as noted above (2). Other than these two types, it has been 
argued in some analyses that there is a nasalised Ib./ segment in Lisu, Nasu and possibly 
elsewhere. In 4.2 above it is suggested that this is rather a syllable prosody of nasality, 
phonetically present to some degree in Lahu as well. In general, it thus appears that there is good 
evidence for synchronic syllable and rhyme prosodies of nasality, but less evidence for a separate 
prosody of initial nasality. 
5. Conclusion 
In Loloish, it appears that nasality has been moving around within the syllable, shuffling in 
and out of various segments. In some cases it has been eliminated: in Bisoid *C-preflxed nasal 
initials for most languages and dialects; in *nasal-preflxed initials (other than before oral stops in 
Northern Loloish, where these remain); and in *nasal-flnal rhymes for all Northern and Central 
Loloish languages, and in varying degrees in the Southern Loloish languages. In other cases it 
has spread, most frequently in a *nasal-final rhyme in Southern Loloish, but also by rhyme­
gobbling to produce syllabic nasals from a *nasal initial, and sporadically by *prefix-preemption 
or *flnal postemption. The Lisu/Lahu/Nasu development of syllable nasality in certain syllables 
without a historical segmental source for nasality is more unusual, but not unparalleled as 
Matisoff ( 1975) has shown. 
The existence of prosodies of nasality has been demonstrated for certain Loloish languages, 
though in each case they appear to be secondary. In other areas of the world, nasality prosodies 
are better-established for various South American languages of various families, such as Guarani 
(Gregores and Suarez 1967), Aguarufia (Payne 1974), Desano (Kaye 197 1 )  and Terena (Bendor­
Samuel 1960), where the prosody has a potential domain of more than one syllable; in Kwa and 
other languages in West Africa (Hyman 1972); or in geographically closer but still genetically 
distant Sundanese (Robins 1953) where the nasality prosody operates on a morphological basis in 
the initial syllable of verbs. It is likely that more prosodic ally-oriented descriptions of other 
languages will also find nasality as a prosody. 
NOTES 
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Burmese is in fact the least conservative, retaining nasality but losing the place of articulation 
contrasts for *nasal-final rhymes. 
2 Maru is given as a representative of Maru (Lawngwaw, Langsu), Atsi (Zi, Tsaiwa), Lashi 
(Lachik) and Achang (Ngochang, Maingtha) which all have creaky nasal initials; the creak 
persists into the rhyme as well. Thus creakiness could here be treated as a syllable prosody 
historically derived from the *s-prefix, much as Burmese-Lolo *Tone 3 was primarily derived 
from *s-prefix at an earlier stage. 
3 Bisu (mBisu) is given here as a representative of the Bisoid languages Phunoi, Coong and 
Pyen as well. 
4 The Nosu language as spoken in Xide County, Sichuan; the 'standard' variety of the northern 
'dialect' of Yi in China. Most other 'dialects' lack voiceless nasals, apart from Neisu as noted 
in Chen Kang ( 1986) and Nasu as described in Gao ( 1 958). 
5 Lalo is 'Western Yi', spoken in the Weishan area of Yunnan. 
6 The numbers in parentheses refer to etymon numbers in Bradley ( 1979b). 
7 Cognate forms are given in Bradley ( 1979b: 295-379). 
8 It is thus worth noting that Phunoi, unusually among Tibeto-Burman languages, actually has a 
final palatal nasal; it is in fact surrounded by Mon-Khmer languages such as Khmu, for which 
palatal nasal fmals are quite usual. 
9 Haoni reflexes are as given in Bradley ( 1984), with revisions based on additional cognate 
material in Li and Wang ( 1986). 
10 Also presumably in Baihong and Langza Hani, though the descriptions do not specify this. 

REFLEXES OF THE TmETO-BURMAN *-t 
DIRECTIVE SUFFIX IN DUMI RAI 
George van Driem 
Dum'i· Rai is a Kiranti language spoken in Khor.ari districtl in the Sagarmatha or Everest Zone 
of eastern Nepal. The Dumi Rai speaking area is limited to five paiicayats all abutting the Rava 
and Tap rivers near their confluence and upriver therefrom. These are: Baksila, Saptesvara, 
Sasarka, Khiirm'i and Miikpa . 
The term 'Rii'i' is a collective ethnonym for several groups of people speaking related Kiranti 
languages, viz. Siiripari, Camliri, Bantava, Kuluri, Yiikkha, Puma, etc. Dumi is one of these Rai 
languages; its immediate neighbours are Thuluri, Niiccheriri (also: Niiceriri) and Kohl to the north 
(from north-west to north-east) and Tiluri (also Tiliri), Camliri and Sanpan to the south (from 
south-west to south-east). There are several dialects within the Durni speaking area. Judging 
from survey data obtained from elderly Dumi speaking inhabitants of Ciurlkharka (in SapteSvara 
pancayat), Sasarka and Kharbar'i (in S asarka), Aiselukharka (in Makpa), and Halkhum (in 
Baksila) and from their own impressions of the dialect diversity of their native tongue, a dialect 
mosaic of four pieces emerges: 
1) the dialect surrounding the confluence, i.e. Saptesvara pancayat, including the southern slope 
of the Biiksila ridge between the two rivers immediately above the confluence, 
2) the dialect spoken in Sasarka and Khiirm'i to the south of the lap, 
3) the dialect of the Biiksila ridge between the Rava and Tap rivers, excluding a portion of the 
southern slope immediately upstream from the confluence and excluding the area surrounding 
the headwaters of the Rava2, and 
4) the dialect of Miikpa to the northwest of the R$ava near the confluence. 
On the basis of samplings collected during a few hours, the Makpa dialect seems to diverge 
markedly from the other dialects, e. g. in the numerals, the pronouns and verbal morphology. 
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Map 1.: The Dumi speaking area in eastern Nepal 
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It is located at a linguistic crossroads, Makpa pancayat being contiguous with both the NaccheriIi. 
and Thulun speaking areas. The Baksila dialect area abuts on the Kohi homeland in Sundel 
around the headwaters of the Rava, and the Baksila dialect appears to bear great similarity to 
Kohi in its pronouns and verbal morphology, the differences apparently being largely lexical. 
Even solely on the basis of Makpa data, Toba's one hundred word list ( 1 973:4-7, 1976:3-4) 
reveals greater proximity between Dumi and Kohi Rai than between Dumi and Khalin, 
Naccheriil or Sanpan Rai. 
The Baksila dialect as spoken by septuagenarians and sexagenarians in the village of Halkhum 
and vicinity on the northern slope of the Baksila ridge above the Rava Khola forms the basis of 
this article. The material presented here was collected by the author during a three-month stay in 
Halkhum in the house of Bhlmal Sin Rill in late 1986, during which period he also scouted the 
rest of the Dumi speaking area. 
The Dumi are now a minority in the area to which they are indigenous. According to Regmi 
( 1983 :213) the Dumi Rai constitute one quarter of the population in Khot.an district. The main 
allochthonous groups are the Gorkhali (esp. Chetrl), the Nevan, Gurun and Taman. On the basis 
of what I was able to find out about the recent history of land ownership along the entire northern 
slope of B aksila paiicayat and large parts of the southern slope, along with the mutually 
corroborating accounts by elderly Rai, the most recent great influx of non-Rai must have taken 
place just within living memory at the beginning of this century. It appears that this last great 
influx had a larger impact than any previous incursion, for it resulted in the Dumi Rai being 
outnumbered in their own homeland. Some of the enclaves of allochthonous groups, however, 
seem to date from previous waves of immigration. For example, the Nevar settlement in 
Aiselukharha bazar (Makpa pancayat) is said to be at least two hundred years old. The Gurun 
settlement under Halkhum just above the Rava is said to be of some antiquity. The concentration 
of Taman adjecent to Baksila bazar on the north dates from the time that they were the miners in 
a now defunct iron mine, the opening of the central shaft of which is still visible under the 
vegetation, about halfway between Halkhum and Sotma on the northern slope above the Rava . 
It is therefore not surprising that retention is low amongst the Dumi, and surviving speakers of 
Dumi Rai are scarce. The generation in their 20s and 30s virtually speak only Nepali; people 
now in their 40s and 50s generally speak Dumi Rai to varying extents, but with a reduced 
phonology;3 members of the generation presently in its 60s and 70s largely speak Dumi but are 
now also fluent in Nepali as a second language. On the whole, retention seems to be highest in 
the Makpa area where, as pointed out above, the local dialect appears to diverge markedly from 
the remaining dialects. Sueyoshi Toba has provided a one hundred word list of Makpa Dumi, but 
an in-depth study of Makpa Dumi is still sorely needed. 
The material presented here consists of Dumi causatives and the Dumi verbs from which they 
appear to be derived by means of the now unproductive affixation of a dental suffix to the stem. 
Such pairs reflect the causative suffix *-t, described as a common Tibeto-Burman morphological 
process by Benedict ( 1 972:97- 1 03). The *-t suffix was termed a 'directive' by Wolfenden 
( 1 929:66), a blanket term covering a range of semantically related senses. Michailovsky 
( 1 985 :366) describes the term 'directive' as including the meanings 'causative' ,  ' applied',  
'benefactive' and 'malefactive' .  
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Michailovsky ( 1 985) was the flrst to provide detailed evidence for the TB process of *-t 
sufflxation from Limbu, another Kiranti language spoken to the east of the Rill area in large tracts 
of eastern Nepal's Ko;)sl and Med zones, in western Sikkim this side of the Tis�a and in pockets 
of Oarjeeling (OaI]llin) district. On the basis of his Limbu material Michailovsky also illustrated 
the difference in meaning between the TB directive *-t and TB causative *-s suffixes. In van 
Oriem ( 1987:245-267), I provide similar Limbu evidence based on the Phedappe dialect. The 
Taplejune dialect as it is spoken in the Maiva and Meva valleys, where Michailovsky collected 
his data, and the Phedappe dialect as spoken in the village of Tamphula in Tehrathum district, 
where I collected my data, differ in details but, on the whole, show marked similarity.4 A feature 
prominent in both Michailovsky's and my data is the distinct functions of TB *-t and TB *-s 
which their modem Limbu t-allofams and s-allofams appear to reflect. An instructive example 
is: 
-ha:b-/-ha:p­
cry [vi.] 
-ha:pt-/-ha:p­
mourn someone 
[vt.] 
-ha:ps-/-ha:m-
cause someone to cry 
[vt.] 
(van Oriem 1987 :250, Michailovsky 1985:364). Although the distinction is not always as 
semantically clear-cut as this example would suggest, in general one can say that the suffixation 
of TB *-s often yields straightforward causatives, whereas sufflxation of TB *-t more often acts 
to transitivise an intransitive verb and occasionally add one of several possible 'directive' 
meanings to it. 
In Oumi there does not appear to be any evidence for TB *-s, a lack common to many Rai 
languages,5 but Oumi Rai does provide a signiflcant number of reflexes of the TB directive suffix 
*-t. The number of Oumi candidates for reflexes of this suffix is smaller than the amount I was 
able to give for Limbu, but my impression is that it constitutes a similar proportion of the total 
verb corpus. 
A verb in Oumi Rai may have one or more different stems. Oumi verbs may be divided into 
flve intransitive and eleven transitive conjugations on the basis of paradigmatic stem alternation. 
A conjugation therefore is a fixed pattern of stem alternation, not a flxed set of inflectional 
affixes. The intransitive and transitive afflxes are constant throughout all conjugations. Once the 
conjugation of any given verb has been specifled, it becomes predictable which stem will occur 
in a given inflected form. 
A single stem may have one or two forms. Stems with 1 )  a post-syllabic augment only 
realised before a vowel-initial suffix, 2) a voiced final plosive only voiced before a vowel-initial 
suffix or 3) an aspirated flnal only aspirated before a vowel-initial sufflx have a full (pre-vocalic) 
and an abbreviated (pre-consonantal and pre-pausal) stem form. In this article, only the full 
forms of stems are given.6 The stems are listed in a logical sequence, the stem of the first 
singular listed first. The conjugation to which a verb belongs is not indicated here. A description 
of Oumi Rai verb morphology will appear elsewhere (van Oriem 1988). 
The lists below give Oumi verb pairs which appear to reflect the TB directive suffix *-t . The 
!is-allofam member of each pair is listed in the lefthand column, and the t -allofam in the right. In 
the following ten pairs, suffixation of *-t has yielded straightforward transitives. 
dukh 
dhy�kh 
dzitS -dzit 
intS-it 
kiph-kcp 
vi., knock; bump, stub dukt-dukh 
(with animate subject, e. g. 
one's toe, one's head against 
a lintel); Nep. {oknu. 
vi., be or become plugged dhy�kt-dhy�kh 
up,be or become sealed off. 
vi. ,  get or become wet; dzi:t-dzi:tS 
Nep. bijhinu. 
vi. , be felled, topple; ind-intS 
Nep. tjhalnu. 
vi. ,  stick to, be or become kcpt- kiph 
stuck or glued, adhere; 
Nep. t;asinu. 
l�nts-lo:-l�t-l�n vi., come out, emerge 
Nep. niskinu 
sa:ts-sa:t vi. ,  be or become stopped sa:t-sa:ts 
up, close up, get or become 
or be clogged or silted up; 
Nep. bujinu 
ts�nts-tso:-tS;}n-tson vi. ,  hop forward 
Nep. uphrinu 
tsot-tSuts 
thits-thit vi. ,  stretch, become elongated thid-thitS 
(with ta:na:mfi elongated) 
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vt., bump or knock something 
against a surface or other object. 
vt, plug up (e. g. one' s ears, 
a hole), seal off; Nep. bujyaunu. 
vt., make wet; Nep. bijhaunu. 
vt., fell; Nep. tjhalnu 
vt., stick, attach, glue; 
Nep. �iisnu. 
vt., take out, remove; 
Nep. nikaJnu 
vt. , fill in or fill up a hole or cavity 
vt., 1 )  move up; ana si mi-bi tSOlu 
I moved the log up a bit further 
into the fire; Nep. aghi siimu; 
2) deride; get someone riled up, 
tease, mock (animate patient, 
e.g. dog, man, friend); Nep. 
g]jaunu, calaunu, jiskyaunu 
vt., pull 
tsi:tS-tse:t vi., be tom or split; wear tSi:d-tSi:tS-tSe:t vt., tear 
through; open up (of clouds); 
Nep. pha�u 
The following set of verbs based on an intransitive/transitive pair -lini-litni, both bound roots 
apparently meaning being engaged in some sustained and composite process, likewise appears to 
reflect the transitivising function of the *-t suffix. 
be:le: lo:-li -lu vi., goof around, loaf milid-milits 
Nep. baralnu 
vt., [from mini do] be up and 
about doing something, walk 
around doing, be busy; 
Nep. gan hlc;Inu 
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Ie: Ia:-li-Iu vi., sing aplid-oplit.s 
mint�I�I� Ia:-li-Iu vi. ,  be deeply 
engrossed in thought, 
be pensive; Nep. sociiI 
gamu, vicar gamu 
vt. , [from opni bounce] (with 
non-referential third singular 
patient agreement) bounce 
incessantly (e.g. of mulu hail); 
propel oneself by bouncing, 
prance about, hop repeatedly 
(e.g. as a form of locomotion as of 
insects); Nep. uchirrI hIgnu 
Often such intransitive/transitive pairs in Dumi reflect no derivational process of affixation but 
form their respective conjugations on the basis of identical stems or, depending on how you look 
at it, on the basis of a single labile stem. For example, 
dim vi. , meet, run into each dim vt. , meet, run into; Nep. bhetnu 
other; Nep. milnu 
ha:kh 
tha:p 
tha:ph 
tsa:m 
vi., be or become opened up, 
open up, get or become or be 
unclogged; Nep. ughrinu 
vi. ,  fall, drop; (polite) die, 
pass away; Nep. khasnu 
vi., be or become ripped, 
torn or perforated; 
Nep. chedinu 
vi. ,  get, become or be lost; 
Nep. harii nu 
ha:kh 
tha:p 
tha:ph 
tsa:m 
vt., open, open up (e.g. mouth, 
door); unplug, uncork; 
Nep. ughiirnu 
vt., drop, allow to fall; 
Nep. khasiiunu 
vt., rip, tear; Nep. chednu 
vt. , lose; Nep. hariiunu 
There is no sharp semantic disinction which can be drawn between the transitivising function 
of the *-t suffix in the ten pairs above and its role in generating directives. The following cases 
of *-t suffixation are directive in that the activity e.g. dze:ni to speak) or patient (e.g. yakni to 
distribute something) denoted by the JIl-allofam is channeled or directed at someone in the 
t -allofam. 
dze:-dzi: vi. ,  speak dze;t-dzi:ts vt., call, address, strike up a 
conversation with; Nep.boliiunu 
ha:-hu: vi. ,  come, appear; hu:d-hu:ts-ha:t vt., fetch, bring; 
Nep. iiunu, pr.akar hunu Nep. khojera Iyiiunu 
khUIJ-khOIJ vi., come up; khad-khatS vt., take, take away; 
Nep. miithi iiunu Nep. miithi Iyiiunu 
khuts-khat vi., go kh�t-khutS vt. , take, take away; 
Nep. Iagnu, Iiinu 
pi: 
phikh 
ulJ-olJ 
yukh-yak 
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li'1khat-Jj7khatS vt., [from li7i ridge, any high pass 
(Nep. gagii) + kh�tni take, take 
away, lit. to take a ridge] 
vi., come (along a horizontal pid-pits 
plane); Nep. terso aunu 
cut across a ridge, cross a 
mountain, cut through a high 
pass; Nep. gaga kii{nu (in the 
Nepali of Dumis often gaga lagnu) 
vt., bring (on a level plane) 
Nep. terso lyaunu 
vi. ,  get up; Nep. u¢nu phik vt., get up, arouse, wake up; 
Nep. u¢aunu 
vi., enter; Nep. pasnu wand-wants-wa-wan vt., bring inside or into; 
carry inside or into; 
Nep. bhitra lyaunu 
vt., portion out, divide up; y�kt-y�kh 
distribute (patient = that 
which is divided up, not 
the recipient); Nep.baanu, 
E.Nep.b8{nu 
vt., feed; Nep. khuvaunu 
Although this might be going out on a limb, I speculate that the following pair may represent a 
parallel case of *-t suffixation whereby the patient of burning, firewood undergoing combustion, 
is channeled or applied to something edible to yield the verb 'roast' .  
hit-hits vt., burn (e.g.si firewood) id-itS vt., roast (e.g. su meat) 
If we allow for a semantic shift between the (Ij-allofam and its *-t derivative in view of the 
assumed antiquity of the directive suffix, the following Dumi verb pairs are candidates for 
reflexes of *t suffix derivatives. 
buts-bat 
fiph-rep 
trer 
vi. ,  get riled up, be aroused 
(in the expression tsili batni 
be angered, get angry); 
Nep. iis u¢nu 
vi., stand; Nep. ubhinu 
vi., snap, break; Nep.bhacinu 
b�nd-b�nts-b�n-bat vt., feel, touch; 
Nep. chunu 
rept-fiph 
ta:t-ta:ts 
vt., heed what someone says, 
obey; Nep. temu 
vt., tear up (esp. soil) with an 
implement, poke at with a long 
stick, dig around (in soil), poke 
loose (with a stick), extract, work 
loose; Nep. k0ID'aunu 
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uph-op vt., toss, cast (esp. yaH net); 
Nep. jaJ hannu 
opt-oph vt., (with non-referential third 
singular patient agreement) 
1) bounce, prance about, hop 
(e.g.of insects); Nep. uchiwnu; 
2) catch fire, start to blaze; shine 
(of the sun); Nep.jhulkinu 
Nasals such as that in the final cluster of b�nd-b�nts-b�n-bot 'feel, touch' are attested in 
similar t-allofams in Limbu (van Driem 1987, Michailovsky 1985). 
It seems more plausible to view the following two paired groups of verbs as the reflexes of the 
TB directive suffix *-t when they are juxtaposed to their Limbu counterparts. In Limbu, the 
stems of intransitives ' to sleep' ips-im appear to be cognate with the stem of the non-ergative 
Dumi reflexives7 im: 'sini ' sleep' and imde: 'sini 'be asleep' ,  whereas its transitive t - allofam 
derivative in Limbu, ipt-ip 'to put someone to bed' ,  appears to be cognate with the stem of the 
Dumi verbs i:pni 'to put someone to bed' and i:bdzi:ni · ' to fall asleep' .  
Likewise, Limbu khaps-kham 'cover oneself with bedclothes when going to bed (patient: 
blanket, etc.)' appears to be cognate with the stem of Dumi kam'sini, whereas Limbu khapt-khap 
'tuck someone (= patient) in, cover someone with bedclothes; thatch or re-thatch a roof' appears 
to be cognate with Dumi kopni 'thatch' ,  khopni 'cover' and the verb stem kop in the causative 
compound verb kopmitni 'cover someone with a blanket'.  
im 'sim"d Yr .  non-erg., sleep 
imde: 'sini Yr. non-erg., be asleep 
i:pt-i:ph vt., put to bed, put to sleep; 
Nep. sutaunu 
ibdzo:-ibdzi-ibdzu vi., fall asleep, lie down to 
sleep, go to bed; (of limbs) 
be asleep, i.e. be numb; 
Nep. nidaunu 
kam 'sini Yr. erg., cover oneself 
(with a blanket); Nep.o¢1U 
kopt-kuph vt. , thatch; Nep. chaunu 
kopmid-kopmits vt., cover someone with a 
blanket; Nep. oljaunu 
khopt-khuph vt., plug up, cap, cover 
Lastly, the following three Dumi verbs appear to reflect two grades of TB *-t suffixation. 
The verb stems of ( 1 )  mini 'to do' represent the 0-allofam members of the set of three verbs 
under discussion. Since the verb mini occurs only in the lexicalised combinationsisi mini, 
defined below, it can be argued that the complement sisi lacks saliency as a patient. 
In (2) minni ' to do', the stems contain the dental suffix *-t . Here the suffix does not convert 
an intransitive verb into a transitive but, rather, increases the transitivity of an already transitive 
verb. Dumi ' to do' covers the various senses of English ' to do' and also forms part of an 
expression which is a Nepali calque. 
The verb (3) mitni, defined below, appears to be a directive derivative of minni ' to do' with 
stems which may have undergone compound suffixation of the dental. 
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1) sisi ma-mu-mi-mo vt. observe the practice of siSi, i.e. the practice of sprinkling a bit of 
cooked rice onto the floor next to one's plate prior to commencement of a meal in order to 
feed and thereby appease malicious spirits which might be in the house. sisi is performed 
again if anyone should enter the house or be heard rustling about outside during the course of 
the meal, thereby unwittingly escorting a malevolent ghost to dinner from outdoors; the 
practice of sisi is also observed when eating out of doors on the road where the risk of being 
afflicted by a disincarnate spirit is greater; Nep. apsiinI cariiunu; Limbu co:7co: 7 mepma7. 
2) ma-mits-mit-mi-mu-mo vt. 1 )  do something (inanimate patient), do something unto someone 
(animate patient); Nep. gamu; 2) (with timb )  converse, talk [calque from Nep. kurii gamu]; 
3) (with go]pi 'big') raise someone (Nep. (hiilo p·amu ), cf. tilni. 
3) mid- mitS vt. 1 )  auxiliary of the negative perfect and negative pluperfect of transitive verbs; 
2) in the expression tSili bo70 mitni make someone angry, arouse someone's  ire; Nep. rIs 
(kurii) u{hiiunu ; 3) as a causativiser in causative compounds of the type kopmitni 'cover 
someone with a blanket' (see above). 
For Limbu I noted a similar triplet involving compound dental suffixation: 
si vi. irr., die sal set! SE7] vt., kill 
Parallel to this pair, we have Tibetan sf-ba 'die' vs. gsod-pa/bsad-pa 'kill' ,  Burmese Be 'die' 
vs. Bat 'kill' ,  Archaic Chinese *sj:)r (Karlgren 1964: 149), Mandarin sl vs. *sift/$ift (Karlgren 
1964: 95), Mandarin shii. Benedict reconstructs TB *siy 'die' (1972: 55) and *g-sat 'kill' (1972: 
27). 
Limbu sEtma 7 'to kill ' ,  in turn, has a directive derivative sEtma 7 'ritually slaughter an animal 
as phudo:n for a guest' which shows agreement with the beneficiary, not the victim, of the action. 
Since the dental suffix in sama 7 ' slaughter a phudo:n for a guest' must of necessity be of a later 
date than the *-t suffixation attested in sEtma 7 'to kill' ,  one might ask whether the affixes 
reflected here are the same. 
sal set! SE7] vt., kill SEtt/ set! SE7] vt., ritually slaughter an animal 
as phudo:n in honour of an 
esteemed guest 
Similarly, intransitive Limbu potma7 'hang, be suspended' appears to have two grades of *-t 
sufflxation in the transitive derivative photma 7 'suspend', whence by secondary affixation of the 
*-t pho:mma 7 'hang up' may have been derived.9 
patch/pot/po?] vi., hang in a tree (of fruit), be or rest suspended, be situated on high (of 
celestial phenomena), remain sticking (e.g. of smegma); be (an amount) 
phott/ phot/ pho7] 
pho:ndl pho:n 
vt., cover something, suspend or hold something above something or 
someone 
vt. , hang up. 
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Only with more data-gathering research on Kiranti and other largely undescribed TB 
languages can we hope to consolidate a foundation for the reconstruction of Tibeto-Burman 
morphological processes. 
NOTES 
1 Nepali words are transliterated from the devanagari script using the following symbols: 
1 )  Silent a is not rendered in the transliteration, a a 
even though it is not generally deleted with a i 1 
viriim in the devanagari orthography. u ii 
2) The distinctions between i and 1, u and ii, .f 
b and v, !i and !i and s, preserved in the e ai 
orthography, are also rendered in the transliteration, a au 
although they do not correspond to any phonemic J?1 lJ 
distinctions in modern spoken Nepali. 
3) The candrabindu used to indicate vowel k kh g gh }71 
nasality in devanagari is rendered by the c ch j jh ii 
symbol - above the vowel. � fh 9 gh .Q 
4) Pokhrel et al. (2040) and Rabinovic et al. t th d dh n 
( 1968) are taken as the spelling standard. p ph b bh m 
For place names, I have adopted as a standard y r 1 v 
the spelling most used by the local jilJa or gail s !i s 
papiiyat (e.g. on their printed stationery or on signs). h 
2 The Biiksila dialect area as described here is coterminous with lamdi:dza, the native toponym 
for the area, claimed by more than one local septuagenarian to be the ancestral home of the 
Dumi Rai. This area includes the villages of Sotma and Halkhum. 
3 Their native inventory of Dumi Rai vowel phonemes is reduced and has retained only those 
vowels not alien to Nepali. For example, the phoneme Ii/, pronounced as y in Russian byk 
'bull' or ryba 'fish' ,  has merged with lu /. Whereas my elderly informants distinguish si: 'bear 
fruit' ,  si 'fIrewood' and su 'meat' ,  informants in their 40s merely distinguish si: 'bear fruit' 
versus su 'fIrewood' or 'meat'.  
4 By my count, 81 of the basal-directive-causative couplets and triplets in the Maiva - Meva 
dialect as listed by Michailovsky (1985: 363-375) and the Phedappe dialect (van Driem 1987: 
245-267) are identical or virtually identical; there are 42 etyma represented in both 
Michailovsky's and my material but which show either some significant semantic or some 
formal difference between the Maiva - Meva and the Phedappe forms. Michailovsky notes 19 
couplets and triplets which I found to be lacking in the Phedappe dialect, and I noted 40 
couplets and triplets for Phedappe which do not appear in Michailovsky's Maiva - Meva 
material. 
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For example, the verb lupma?  with stems lupt-lup is a labile verb in the Phedappe dialect, 
meaning 'be or get buried' when conjugated intransitively and 'bury' when conjugated 
transitively. Its derivative lumma? 'pile up' with stems lups-lum reflects TB causative *-s . 
Michailovsky's dialect, however, preserves a 0-allofam LUP (1985 :  370), which in my 
orthography would be noted as having the stems lub-lup, versus a directive LUPT 'bury, 
cover, fill in, fatten (a pig)' ,  and a causative LUPS 'pile up' .  Similarly, the Phedappe dialect 
preserves a t - allofam (also reflecting the TB causative *s prefix) of ni!Jsa!J pug-puk 'be 
crestfallen' alongside the s-allofam ni!Js8!) puks-PU!l 'disappoint someone (= patient)' :  nirJsa!J 
phukt-phuk ' spoil the fun, be a killjoy (patient: ni!Jsa!J)' ,  whereas the Maiva - Meva dialect 
appears not to have preserved the t - allofam. 
Occasionally there is a difference in interpretation. Both Michailovsky and myself interpret 
ma:nd-ma:n 'finish, use up' (Michailov sky MA:NT) as being the t - allofam of ma:r-ma:t­
ma: ?l 'be finished, be or get used up' (Michailov sky MA:R). However, Michailovsky 
interprets MAS ' lose' as the corresponding s-allofam, whereas I interpret ma:s-ma: 'lose' to be 
the s- allofam of moy-ma: 'get or become lost' .  Similarly, Michailovsky lists the two 
0-allofamlt -allofam couplets NAS 'be tired' ,  NA?R 'desist, leave something alone' and 
PAt-IS 'send, cause someone to do something' ,  PHAKT 'permit someone to do something' .  
Although these verbs occur in my material as  na:s-na: 'be exhausted' ,  na ?r-na ? 'abandon, 
neglect, abstain from, not eat' and P8!)S-P8!) ' send someone somewhere' ,  pha:kt-pha:k 'allow, 
permit (with infinitive) " I am not confident enough about the semantic and formal similarity 
to posit this link. Some other differences between the Maiva - Meva and Phedappe material 
are pointed out in van Driem (1987: 269-270). 
5 Werner Winter, personal communication 5 February 1987. 
6 Also, the final cluster Its I drops the penultimate It I before It I: VtS > Vs I _t . In such cases 
too, only the prevocalic or full form of the stem is given. 
7 In Dumi, reflexive verbs take one actant. I call reflexive verbs requiring an agent with an overt 
ergative suffix 'ergative reflexive' and reflexives requiring a subject without an ergative case 
marker 'non-ergative reflexive' .  
8 Stress in  Dumi is weak and nondistinctive. I indicate stress in  Dumi forms by the stress mark 
['] preceding the stressed syllable only when it is not predictable. Unless otherwise indicated: 
affixes, whether inflectional or derivational, do not carry the stress. Verbs and deverbatives 
take the stress on the stem. Nouns and other parts of speech are stressed on the first syllable. 
Infinitives of reflexive verbs invariably take the stress on the reflexive suffix si, but I have 
chosen to mark the stress in these infinitives. Inflected forms of reflexive verbs carry the stress 
on the stem. 
9 There is also an s-allofam to this set with the following form and meaning: 
photch-phot-pho?l vt., put up somewhere, place on high, hang up, suspend. 
Moreover, the aspiration of the initials of all three derivatives of potma? 'hang, be suspended' 
reflects the TB causative prefix *s - (see van Driem 1987: 245-248, 258, 267). 

DEICTIC DERIV ATION IN THAI 
Anthony V.N. Diller and Preecha Juntanamalaga 
'Renewal of connection ' ,  a term of J.R. Firth ( 1957), has been used with insight by Sprigg 
(1985) in discussing South East Asian languages with Indic orthographies. For Thai, we suggest 
below that phonological-orthographic connections in a particular paradigmatic subsystem have 
undergone - and perhaps are still undergoing - 'renewal' and reanalysis of several sorts. The 
subsystem to be considered is a set of deictic terms, whose relationship with traditional 
orthography raises various questions of interpretation, as well as questions of diachronic change 
and synchronic functional differentiation' !  
Locative and demonstrative deictic terms in Thai have a degree of paradigmatic organisation 
otherwise unusual in the language. This is especially true of the normative citation-form system, 
closely linked to the traditional orthography, where deictic forms are represented as an orderly 
six-term paradigm. (Henceforth 'Thai' alone refers to Standard Thai, i.e. to modem Central Thai 
as the normative national language of Thailand, while 'Tai' refers to the greater language family, 
including many varieties outside of Thailand proper.) 
In certain respects current Thai spelling appears to be conservative, confIrming proto-forms 
posited through the comparative method (e.g., as in Li Fangkuei 1 977); or spelling may be 
predictive or even 'intrude' on decisions in diachronic reconstruction. (See the critique in Jones 
1966). One might suppose the modern Thai orthographic six-term deictic paradigm to be a 
constant subsystem of long standing. 
Below we argue that such a supposition is partly unfounded. Sections 1 and 2 below show 
that how deictic items are actually used in contemporary Thai is not a matter of simple 
isomorphic linkage to the orthographic paradigm. Sections 3 and 4 briefly review historical and 
David Bradley, Eugenie J.A. Henderson and Martine Mazaudon eds, 
Prosodic analysis and Asian linguistics: to honour RK Sprigg, 1 69- 1 96. 
Pacific Linguistics, C-I04, 1988 
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comparative evidence shedding light on how the modem Thai system may have developed. 
Based on the preceding evidence, section 5 presents proposals for how diachronic changes, 
synchronic functions and orthographic representations have been interrelated, and where the 
system may be headed. 
1. Standard Thai deictic terms 
In the latest edition of the semi-official Thai Royal Institute D ictionary 
(Ratchabanditayasathan 1982; henceforth, simply Dictionary) a number of deictic items are 
listed, as in (1 ) .  In column (a) of ( 1 )  normative Dictionary spellings are given. In column (b) a 
transcription is supplied (see Henderson 1949, Haas 1964). Contrastive lexical tone is shown in 
the transcription through a diacritic use of numbers from 1-5 suggesting tonal pitch and contour, 
with values simplified from Li Fangkuei ( 1 977). This is strictly 'for convenience' .2 
Etymological tone class regular for the spelling is shown in (c), again using the system of Li 
(1977).3 This is followed by (d), translations of the Dictionary's word-class designations. In (e) 
English glosses are supplied to suggest - only very loosely - the Dictionary's monolingual 
definitions. 
(1) Normative deictic system given in the Thai Royal Institute Dictionary (Ratchabandityasathan 
1982) 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
( 1 . 1 ) 
./ 
ni:41 B2 pro.; adj ./adv. 'this, these; here' U 
( 1 .2) tiu na�l B2 pro.; adj./adv. 'that, those; there' 
( 1 .3) iuu nO:�l B2 pro. 'that, those (far); yonder' 
( 1 .4) 
.::0 ni:5 C2 adj./adv. 'this, these' u 
( 1 .5) 
� 
C2 adj./adv. 'that, those' uu nan5 
( 1 .6) iuu no:n5 C2 adj./adv. 'that, those (far)' 
In addition to the core system of ( 1), the Dictionary also lists dialect and colloquial forms and 
other variants, as shown in (2). Where the Dictionary has relevant notes on usage, these are 
indicated after word class in square brackets. If the Dictionary states an equivalence as a 
definition, this is shown in the last column by square brackets with numbers indicating core items 
in ( 1 ). 
( 1 . 1 )-(1 .6) form the core normative system, accounting for nearly all written Thai deictic 
forms. In fact formal modem Thai nonfiction prose uses almost exclusively ( 1 .4) and ( 1 .5), and 
the latter far more than the former. Items in (2) are written only rarely (e.g. ,  perhaps in the 
dialogue of novels, in folklore, etc.). 
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(2) Other monosyllable deictics in  the Royal Institute dictionary 
(2. 1 )  tIu nu:n41 B2 pro. [colloq.] 'that, those (far); yonder' 
(2.2) tIu nu:n5 C2 adj ./adv. [colloq.] 'that, those (far) ' 
(2.3) 
z 
phi:5 C2 adj ./adv. [dial.] [ = 1 .4 ] w .., 
(2.4) �"u han41 C1 adj./adv. [dial.] [ =  1 .5] 
(2.5) 
v 
phu:n5 C2 adj./adv. [= 1 .6; 2.2] �u 
(2.6) LW'U pho:n5 C2 adj ./adv [= 1 .6] 
Note also subentry of preceding: 
(2.6a) pho:nsthaJe:3 to be overseas (cf. thale:3 'sea' )  
Deictic terms of another category in the Dictionary clearly stand in a derivational relationship 
with core-system forms ( 1 .4) - ( 1 .6) through affixation of prefixal syllables, as in (3). Some of 
these forms may be reductions of full compounds with core deictics as the second member; the 
Dictionary identifies some - but not all - forms as reductions of this sort, as indicated in (3). (3.6) 
and (3.7) are seen and heard frequently, sometimes occurring in longer compound expressions 
(e.g. phro ?5chanan5 'therefore'). (3 . 1 ) - (3.5) are less frequent. For most such forms, the 
Dictionary specifies tone class C2; note however (3.9-10). 
(3) dictionary deictics with prefixal syllables 
(3. 1 )  
z 
krani:5 -C2 adj./adv. [= 1 .4] ; ' this way, like this' n��u 
.., 
(3.2) n��u"u kranan5 -C2 adj./adv. [= 1 .5];  'that way, like that' 
(3.3) n��Luu kranan5 -C2 adj./adv. [= 1 .6] ; ' that way yonder' 
(3.4) 
z 
?ani:5 -C2 ?an-ni:5 'this (thing) ' 'iJ�U pro. = .., 
(3.5) 'iJ�U"U ?anan5 -C2 pro. = ?an-nan5 'that (thing)' 
(3.6) 
z 
chani:5 -C2 adj/adv. = chan24-ni:5 w�u 
like this, in this way' 
.., 
(3.7) w�u"u chanan5 -C2 adj/adv. = chan24-nan5 
'like that, in that way' 
(3.8) u'l'�d prani:5 -C2 adj./adv. 'like this [archaic] ' 
Compare also (in the Dictionary entry for ?a:Y41): 
(3.9) 
(3. 10) 
v .. ' 'iJ1UU 
�1UUU 
?a:Y41-ni:41 -B2 
?a:Y41-nan41 -B2 
this (familiar item) 
that (familiar item) 
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For the six core terms of the normative system in 0), paradigmatic phonological patterns with 
semantic and syntactic correlates can be summarised as in (4). 
(4) Degree of distance: proximal medial distal 
Vocalic category: front central back 
Dictionary class: pro.; pro./adj./adv. adj ./adv. 
Tone category: B2 (falling) C2 (high) 
Iconic coding of distance contrasts in deictic systems through front, central and back vowel 
alternations is a well-known cross-linguistic tendency (Tanz 197 1 ). Deictic coding similar to 
Thai, using the particular vocalic alternations Ii - a - u/ or simply Ii - u/, is found rather widely in 
neighbouring Austroasiatic, Austronesian and Sino-Tibetan languages (cf. Benedict 1983 for 
discussion of Sino-Tibetan relationships of this sort). Distinctions in degree of distance are not in 
this case coded by tone, as both tonal categories B2 (falling) and C2 (high) occur with all three 
distance specifications.4 
It is clear that for Standard Thai, especially as explained in Dictionary entries, the distance 
contrasts involved are mainly a relative system of three degrees of distance from speaker, or else 
from ' the mind's eye' in a narrative discourse situation; this has been noted by traditional Thai 
grammarians and has been explicitly taught by them (Sinlapasan 1922). Position referred to by a 
medial term is thus not necessarily close to the listener, as it reportedly must be for some 
languages (e.g. Turkish, Japanese); of course in Thai it may be so (Noss 1964: 103). 
The distal terms may, but need not, refer to items out of sight. In fact these terms not 
infrequently invite the listener to look in a new direction, or at least to make more of an attempt 
to see something unnoticed.s (This may help to account for why distal deictics are rare in 
nonfiction prose.) In informal spoken registers, the distal terms ( 1 .3),  ( 1 .6), (2. 1 )  and (2.2) are 
sometimes given an extra ' iconic stretch' by lengthening the back vowels to signal extra distance 
(often accompanied by facial pointing). Some speakers feel that the -u:- forms (2. 1 )  and (2.2) 
express an even further degree of distance than do the corresponding -0:- forms ( 1 .3) ,  ( 1 .6), 
resulting in a four-degree system of distance contrasts; other speakers (and the Dictionary) take 
the -u:- forms to be merely substandard or colloquial variants of the -0:- forms. 
The above iconic coding associated with vocalic position applies to locative-demonstrative 
deictic usages referring to space rather directly. For example, in speech the B2 items often are 
accompanied by manual or facial pointing. (Among educated urban speakers, pointing with the 
index finger, especially at people, is subject to strong tabu restrictions.) In addition, proximal 
and medial (and rarely distal) terms have important anaphoric, topic-marking and other discourse 
functions to be discussed subsequently (see section 2). In some of the latter cases one could 
perhaps recognise a phenomenon parallel to the well-known evolution of definite articles from 
demonstrative forms in several Western languages. This might be considered another dimension 
of iconicity - one relating to phonological destressing and lenition correlated with a functional 
shift from ( 'stronger') ostensive spatial deixis referring to what is seen in the world-at-hand to 
(' weaker')  anaphora and discourse functions relating to what is remembered from the context of 
prior discourse. 
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Syntactically, the situation is complicated by several issues. The first involves a set of 
'renewal of connection'  problems: normative spelling rules - i.e. 'spelling pronunciation' ,  as well 
as orthographic 'pieces' admitted officially as 'words' by traditional authorities - provide a 
specific interpretive 'subsystem' in the case of the deictic items. Following these norms, one is 
unable to represent distinctively - let alone 'accurately' - many deictic items widely occurring in 
the spoken language. (This is particularly true for non-Dictionary usages discussed subsequently 
in section 2.) 
A related problem is that even when traditional orthography allows for distinct forms, 
conventions may operate in such a way that the orthographic distinction is applied following 
criteria other than how forms are typically distinguished in actual colloquial speech. For 
example, in certain cases it seems more 'correct' to write a high-tone C2 deictic form such as 
( 1 .4) where pronunciation is (or is much closer to) the falling-tone B2 counterpart (see Haas 
1964:274 for discussion of one such case). 
For the core six-term system, prescriptive authorities have not been in agreement as to 
syntactic classification; nor have descriptive linguists (e.g., Noss 1 964, Haas 1964, Campbell 
1969, Panupong 1 970, Palmer 1974, Bandhumedha 1 979). In general the problem involves 
which (and whether) syntactic occurrence frames are to be taken as criterial and how to deal with 
marked (e.g. 'emphatic' )  or highly context-dependent usages. 
The Dictionary identifies specific deictic terms as 'pronouns' (sap lphana:m3) or as 'adjective/ 
adverbs'  (wi5se:tl) or as able to function in either category. The category wi5se:tl according to 
the introduction of the Dictionary subsumes words which in earlier works had been classified 
separately either as 'adjectives ' or as ' adverbs' .  In practice, the wi5se:tl category is not 
rigorously defined and has 'catch-all' tendencies. C2 deictic items are identified by the 
Dictionary as 'adjective/adverbs' and only as such; B2 distal items are to be 'pronouns' only, 
while proximal and medial terms may be either 'adjective/adverbs'  or 'pronouns' .  
In the first widely-used monolingual Thai dictionary (Krom Tamra, Krasuang Thammakan 
1929) B2 items like ( 1 . 1) ,  ( 1 .2), etc., were classified solely as 'pronouns ' ;  i.e. tonal bifurcation 
was taken as entirely parallel to a division in syntactic function. This was true for previous 
editions of the official Ratchabanditayasathan Dictionary as well (e.g., the edition of 1 950). It is 
interesting that no editions of the Dictionary have recognised (the equivalent of) special deictic 
categories like 'demonstrative pronouns' ,  'demonstrative adjectives' or the like, in spite of 
examples cited in Dictionary entries with syntactic patterns clearly distinct from those of other 
items in the broadly-defined word classes. 
In traditional Thai 'school grammar' a finer distinction is made, using Sanskritic terminology, 
but covertly based - one suspects - on English 'school grammar' of the first decades of the 
present century.6 In such works there is recognition of special classes of 'demonstrative 
pronouns' (5) and 'demonstrative adjectives' (6). Haas ( 1964) has followed the same two-way 
typology, admitting in one case ( 1 . 1 )  an additional possibility of 'particle' . 
(5) B2 items: ni5yamma5saplphana:m3 (a neo-Sanskritic compounding of niyama- 'specific ' 
+ sarva-na:ma 'pronoun' )  
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(6) C2 items: ni5Yamma5wi5se:tl ( 'demonstrative adjective or modifier') 
Phraya Upakit Sinlapasan's traditional Thai grammar of 1922, which became the widely­
accepted pedagogical norm, is responsible for establishing the finer deictic categorisation 
mentioned above. To rephrase his discussion somewhat, 'demonstrative pronouns' - the core B2 
items - were in general to stand alone as complete unmodified noun phrases which could assume 
grammatical (or semantic) functions such as subject (or agent), object, etc., or else were to occur 
as locatives. These could be independent adverbial locatives (cp. 'here' ;  cf. (9.2», or else B2 
items could be final components of locative compounds like thi:41ni:41 (also'here' ;  cf. 1 3. 1 -2). 
Also: DEICfICB2 + NP, cf. (9. 1 ) .7 
'Demonstrative adjectives' - the C2 items - were not normally to be independent in this sense, 
but were taken to be in an 'adjectival' dependency relationship with head nominals of noun 
phrases. (One must note, however, that virtually any common noun in Thai can function in this 
dependent way by position alone.) If the head nominal referred to one or more discrete physical 
items to be specified or distinguished from a greater class or to an explicitly measured mass 
quantity, then classifier constructions of type (7), with subtypes (7 . 1 -3), were taken as the 
unmarked case, to judge from examples cited by Phraya Upakit and subsequent grammarians in 
his tradition. 
(7) NP = NOUN (+ NUMBER) + CLASSIFIER(IMEASURE) + DEICfICC2 
(7. 1 ) NP = NOUN + NUMBER + CLASSIFIER(!MEASURE) + DEICTICC2 
(7.2) NP = NOUN + CLASSIFIER + DEICTICC2 
(7.3) NP = NOUN + MEASURE + DEICTICC2 
Otherwise a separate classifier was not used and pattern (8) was represented as normal. 
(8) NP = NOUN (+ QUALIFIER) + DEICfIC 
In (8) either a C2 or B2 deictic form was admitted by traditional authorities. Related to the 
latter pattern was a large number of compound lexicalised expressions such as wan3ni:5 'today', 
phrU1J41ni:5 'tomorrow' ,  etc.8 
That these usages, described in the 1920's, are still the current norm is shown by the examples 
(9. 1 -5), which are transcribed and translated from relevant 1982 dictionary entries. (Henceforth 
DX is a cover term for deictics; also eLF , for classifiers; PCL, for particles.) 
(9. 1 )  ni:41 khray3 
DX who 
Who is this (here) ? 
(9.2) ma:3 ni:41 
come here 
Come here! 
(9.3) cha:Y3 
male 
this man 
khon3 ni:5 
CLF DX 
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(9.4) cotlma:Y24 chabapl nan5 
letter CLF DX 
that letter 
(9.5) thukS -wan3 ni.:5 
each day DX 
these days 
However in an interesting passage Phraya Upakit calls attention to limitations of a strict two­
way deictic categorisation for Thai. The following is a rephrasing of his comments (with 
superficial changes in format for convenience, including renumbering): 
The [C2] words ni:5, nan5and no:n5 and compounds including them are sometimes 
used as demonstrative pronouns, e.g. 
(10. 1 )  ni.:5 kho:IJ24 khraY3 
this of who 
Whose is this? 
(10.2) thaI]5 -ni.:5 
all -this 
kho:1J24 
of 
Whose are these? 
khraY3 
who 
- etc. Also the [B2] words ni:41, nan41 and no:n41, which are demonstrative pronouns, 
sometimes are used as demonstrative adjectives, e.g. 
(10.3) chan24 maY41 ChO:P41 na:Y3-phe:tn nafl41 
1P not like doctor that 
I do not like that doctor. 
There are sentences such as this in which nan41  functions syntactically as a 
demonstrative adjective. Thus for the words ni:5, nan5, no:n5, ni:41, nan41 and no:n41 
and related compounds [to determine their categories] one must observe what 
function these items have in particular message contexts. (paraphrased from 
Sinlapasan1922:92-93.) 
Not all contemporary authorities are in total agreement with these observations. One Thai 
scholar rejects spoken equatives introduced with 'pronominally employed' C2 deictics like 
(10. 1 ), but grants that C2 forms may be so written (Pho Bandhumedha 1984: 143; Navavan 
Bandhumedha 1979 : 1 8, note). The dictionary entries of Haas ( 1964) more categorically suggest 
that C2 deictics are not to be used alone as nominals (demonstrative pronouns). Campbell 
( 1 969:39) allows only B2 for clausal subjects, but admits other C2 pronominal uses. One could 
note that for equative expressions in colloquial speech, compound and prefixal C2 forms like 
7an-ni:5, 7ani:5 (3.4) are not at all unusual. Compounds of the former type also appear widely in 
writing, and both types appear to be universally accepted by native speakers. These forms may 
perhaps be the impetus for some speakers to accept sentences like ( 10. 1 ). 
The 1982 Dictionary includes examples - without comment - similar to ( 10.3), in which B2 
forms are direct qualifiers to head nominals. 
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( 1 1 . 1 ) khanom24 ni:41 7aroYJ 
snack/dessert OX delicious 
This snack (here) tastes good. 
( 1 1 .2) t075 nann 
table OX 
that table (there)' 
Vichin Panupong ( 1970: 148- 152) has presented an explicit test-frame formalisation to support 
a position rather similar to the one taken de facto by Phraya Upakit: all six core terms are placed 
in a class of 'detenmnatives' and then subdivided into two subsets identified simply by tone. In 
several syntactic frames, all six detenmnatives - the deictic set in ( 1 )  - can occur, e.g. in (7. 1 )  
where a number i s  explicitly present i n  the construction. In other cases, only one subset or the 
other can occur. In (7.2), for example, where an explicit number is omitted, the analysis allows 
only C2 items: NOUN + CLF + OXC2.9 Oeterminatives occurring in (8) are said to be restricted 
to B2 items, with apparent exceptions (i.e. noun without classifier modified by C2 deictic) taken 
care of by considering the noun in question to be a potential classifier (or 'fused word'). Vichin 
Panupong notes that constructions of the latter type (NOUN + OX) are far less common than 
(7.2)-type counterparts in NOUN + CLF + OXC2, so in a way she confronts the issue of 
markedness. !O However neither Phraya Upakit nor Vichin Panupong attempt explicitly to 
'derive' one subclass of marked forms from the other, and there is little discussion of semantic or 
pragmatic differences in cases where either term can occur. 
Campbell ( 1 969:38-43) presents an analysis generally similar to the above, but differing some 
in detail and nomenclature, which follows the traditional demonstrative adjective/pronoun 
division. For sentences of form (8), B2 and C2 forms are said to be'in free variation' and'are the 
same as far as Thai speakers are concerned' .  One interesting counterexample is presented, in 
which a B2 form is given a generic interpretation by Thai speakers, while a corresponding C2 
form in the same position is interpreted as a specific singular (but see Haas 1964:262, for C2 
generics). ! ! Sentences like (10. 1 )  with C2 pronominal subjects are rejected by Campbell in 
favour of B2 sentences like (9. 1) ,  although he claims that both C2 and B2 forms may occur as 
postverbal objects, the latter being more common. Evidence is presented that all six core forms 
can function as prepositional objects. Campbell notes some individual variation, and also 
discusses equivalency of substituting compound nominal forms like (3.9- 10). 
Henderson ( 1 949) appears to be the first to raise the possibility of an explicit derivational 
relationship (of a synchronic type, it would seem) among the deictic terms. She calls attention to 
a set of high-tone words expressing, as she says: 
notions of distance, size, colour, speed, etc., [that] may properly be accounted for by 
sentence rather than word tone, and may be referred to the emphatic and intensifying 
connotation of sentence tone E [i.e. high tone and length] . Among such examples I 
would include dAni: ' this' \.lu Anan ' that' and 1uu Ano:n ' that over there' (as 
compared with d \ni: ,ju \nan hlu\no:n). (1949:48). 12 
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Thus the C2 high-tone items would be in some sense derivation ally connected with their B2 
counterparts, which would be 'base' forms. The derivation, associated with sentence tone, would 
be plausibly accounted for as part of a more general process in the language. 
It is interesting that Noss ( 1964:55) has also proposed a synchronic derivational relationship 
between B2 and C2 forms, but in a manner more or less opposite from that proposed by 
Henderson. Noss has placed all of the canonical deictics ( 1 . 1 )  - ( 1 .6) together in the same 
syntactic class ('demonstratives')  with 'base lexeme' C2 forms and 'derivative' B2 forms, which 
are then said to be 'emphatic ' .  This reduction could not square with Phraya Upakit's proposed 
syntactic division, nor with the Dictionary's category assignments, and still less with Vi chin 
Panupong's cooccurrence restrictions. However several Thai authorities, such as Kamchai 
Thonglo in his influential pedagogical grammar (1952:293), have effectively concurred with 
Noss's analysis in collapsing the two putative syntactic classes into one integral one - although 
without discussion of or claims as to derivation. 
One consequence of a C2-based analysis is that (very common) B2-initiated demonstrative­
equative sentences, such as (9. 1 ) ,  would need to be taken as'emphatic variants' of the much rarer 
and perhaps even questionable C2 equatives, such as (10. 1 ). More problematic still would be 
sentences like (9.2), which would have to be derived (one might almost say 'transformed' at this 
point) from C2 counterparts like ( 12) that many Thai speakers would consider ungrammatical or 
very marked. 
( 12) *?(ma:3 ni:5) Come here. 
On the other hand, Noss's claims regarding markedness would seem to account well for the 
rather'insistent' emphasis with concomitant pointing - real or perhaps imagined - that many 
speakers report usual for B2 (given full, stressed articulation), as in ( 10.3), ( 1 1 . 1 ) and ( 1 1 .2). 
This is in contrast to C2 sentences of type (9.3), (9.4) and (9.5), where head nominals are either 
given a milder type of locative specification or else are specified anaphorically, with no special 
reference to the physical context of the speech interchange. 
Similar observations appear to hold for 'compound locatives ' ,  e.g. ( 13. 1 ), which might be 
considered 'marked' in the sense of emphasising the 'here-and-now' of the message setting; cf. 
( 1 3 .2), a less ' insistent' locative, which might refer to a general area (village, region or even 
country). 
( 13 . 1 )  narJ41 thi41-ni:41 konl 
Sit (right) here for the time being. 
(13 .2) tllliJ1-ni:5 phakl sot1 ha:24 ya:10J1 
here vegetable fresh fmd difficult 
(Around) here fresh vegetables are scarce. 
This situation points to a certain confusion in using notions like 'markedness' and 'emphasis' 
as undefined primitives in describing the functions of these deictic forms. If one is in a speech 
situation where something at hand is being identified by pointing, supported by deictic reference 
in speech, then the normal ( 'unmarked'?) selection /or that situation is the ( 'emphatic' ?) B2 
form; in that situation some Thai speakers (including co-author PJ) would feel that C2 is 
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'marked' with an aura of hypercorrect formality or even facetiousness. This seems especially 
true for sentences like (7. 1 )  used when a definite subset of items visually at hand is being singled 
out and indicated. Here B2 would sound normal, but C2 would seem artificial or pretentious. 
To reduce one tonally-defined deictic category to the status of uniform derivationally­
produced variants of the other, in synchronic terms, seems to be too strong a claim, whichever 
directionality is proposed for the relationship. Nor would the opposite approach of denying all 
such relationships account for the distributional regularities. One might propose instead an 
approach like that shown in (14), taking into account differing markedness patterns depending on 
details of construction type. This would avoid the unrevealing approach of simply lumping C2 
and B2 deictics together as 'equals' in one undifferentiated set. Data in ( 14) should be 
considered a preliminary attempt to apply the suggested approach, based only on a written 
questionnaire administered to fifteen well-educated native speakers of Central Thai. A preceding 
' ? '  indicates substantial disagreement (at least 20%) among respondents. Most cases of 
disagreement probably relate to issues taken up in the next section. 13 
( 14) is a mixed list, in that some of the patterns relate to sentence- or predicate-level 
components, while others relate to lower-level noun phrases. In many cases the unmarked B2 
usages are demonstrative-locative and in general apply directly to the here-and-now. These 
usages seem most natural for a personal and interactive type of communication among 
interlocutors, often with manual or visual pointing accompanying speech. 
(14) Differing tone-category markedness by construction type 
construction example unmarked marked 
DX DX 
pronominal deictic equative, subject (9. 1 ) B2 (?C2) 
pronominal transitive object (16) B2 C2 
autonomous locative (9.2) B2 (*C2) 
locative prep. object (19. 1 )  C2 B2 
compound locative (gestural) (13. 1 )  B2 (?C2) 
compound locative (non-gestural) (13 .2) C2 (?B2) 
measured nominal (gestural) (7 . 1 ) B2 C2 
measured nominal (non-gestural) (7. 1 ) C2 B2 
specified nominal with classifier (9.3) C2 (?B2) 
directly specified discrete nominal ( 1 1 . 1 )  B2 C2 
topicalised nominal (see section 2) 
The C2 usages may also apply to the here-and-now, but for these forms the more 
demonstrative uses (specifying something seen at hand) 'shade off' into anaphoric functions 
(specifying something perceived a moment ago, including textual referents - written or spoken -
to be remembered from prior discourse). Anaphoric functions of this latter sort are equally 
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appropriate for oral or literary registers, accounting for the preponderance of C2 forms in written 
nonfiction texts. On the other hand, some speakers can apparently produce a 'disrupted' or 
'hypercorrect'  type of speech by using the more anaphoric C2 items in ' immediate ' 
demonstrative-locative gestural contexts, where B2 would seem more natural for most speakers. 
In actual use, the two-way B2/C2 separation imposed by an 'orthographic' realisation of the 
deictic terms is reflected in colloquial registers more by a natural functional continuum than by a 
clear functional split. This helps to account for 'derivational ' untidiness.14 In fact, the deictic 
system as a whole is more complex than represented above, and additional forms and functions 
now need to be considered. 
2. Other deictics; speech-act and topic-marking functions 
Core-system deictics ( 1 )  and their normative uses have been described above, as well as 
colloquial or local variants (2) and certain deictic compounds (3) listed in the Dictionary. In 
addition to these items, several non-Dictionary forms are now increasingly seen in print. Also, 
apart from the usages summarised in the preceding section, i.e. those explicitly indicated in 
Dictionary entries and/or frequently treated by normative authorities, other functions for the core 
deictics (or for their graphic homonyms, depending on analysis) are to be found in various 
modern Thai linguistic registers. Some of these usages are to be found quite commonly; others, 
more rarely. These issues are briefly surveyed below. (It should be emphasised that what 
follows is a programmatic overview and shows the need for more detailed study.) 
'Extended' colloquial uses of deictic locative, temporal and occasionally demonstrative terms 
are natural in some registers of English ( 15 . 1 -3). (There would undoubtedly be wide individual 
and dialect variation in what would be considered normal in this regard.) In some cases 
'extended' deictic usages would have direct links to more literal spatial and temporal reference, 
but in other cases speakers might feel associations to be only tenuous at best, or even, depending 
on criteria, to be a matter of separate homonymous lexemes. 15  Note the importance of juncture, 
pitch, stress (or its lack, etc.) in securing certain extended senses. 
( 1 5. 1 )  
( 15.2) 
( 15.3) 
Here now, what's going on? This is an accusation, then ? 
There, there now - don't cry. Now then, tell me, what's the matter. 
Now after that, these unexpected friends of hers appeared at the door, y'know 
then, and 
For Thai, patterns of extended deictic usage occur in various registers, and the general 
impression is of a system at least as complex as that suggested by the English examples above. 
Below we briefly consider some common extended deictic usages under four broad distributional 
headings; we then see how the traditional orthography deals with some of these matters. 
2.1. First- and second-personal pronominal use. 
The proximal B2 form ni:41 is sometimes used for first- or second-person reference 
(Palakomkul 1975:37). As a first person pronominal form, Cooke ( 1968 : 14) has noted that it'is 
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used by certain young women as a last resort in speaking to male nonintimate equals, no other 
form being felt to be appropriate. Usually accompanied by some clarifying gesture, such as 
pointing to oneself, to insure understanding. ' A sentence corresponding to ( 16) is cited by Cooke 
as an example: 
( 16) mwa41-wa:n3-ni:5 hen24 ni:41 TW5 pla:wl 
yesterday see DX or not 
Did you see me yesterday or not? 
Apart from this 'last-resort' usage, some individual women (and perhaps men) use this form 
for self-reference more widely when among intimates, perhaps with playful, preemptory or 
facetious nuances. (Rarely: nan41 for second person.) 
2.2 'Sentence opener' for anaphoric discourse cohesion. 
Thai forms with a more literal value of ' this ' ,  'at this time, now',  etc . ,  frequently occur 
sentence-initially, both in writing and in speech, with a discourse-transition function and/or for 
thematic focusing. Some common proximal forms of this type are shown in ( 17); medial (and 
rarely distal) items similar in form are also found. 
(17) Common ' sentence openers' (proximals) 
( 17 . 1 )  ni:41 (k041) (this/these) 
( 17 .2) thi:Jni:5 to:n3ni:5 (k041) (this time; now) 
( 17.3) ?a:Y41ni:41 (k041) (this matter/ item) 
(17.4) ?an3-ni:5, ?ani:5 (k041) (this matter/item) 
( 17.5) thaIJ5-ni:5 (k041) (these matters/ items) 
(17 .6) rwaIJ41 ni:5, etc. (k041) (this/these matter(s» 
These forms often appear to have an ' attention maintaining' function, in the face of a slight 
transition in discourse ( 18 . 1 ). This is not completely unlike unstressed'now' used as a transitional 
element in English ( 1 5.3).  A similar transitional function in sentence-initial position applies to 
the classifier-compounds ?an3-ni:5, ?an3-nan5 and to their presumed contractions (3.3-4); also to 
forms like ?a:Y41-ni:41 (3.9- 10), which are seldom written, and the more frequently written 
thaIJ5ni:5 (cp. 10.2). In informal spoken Thai ni:41 can be an 'attention-getting device' ,  cf. 'here 
now ! '  ( 15 . 1 )  or 'hey ! '  (palmer, 1974: 153). 
( 1 7) is by no means a complete listing of deictic transitional markers. Most remaining forms 
in (3) could be added, and many similar deictic compounds and their contractions as well. 
Among the latter are items corresponding roughly to 'that being the case . . .  '; e.g. IJan5 < ya:IJJ + 
nan5, literally 'like + that', functioning for 'so, thus' (1 8.3); similarly IJi:5; cf. in more literary 
registers : daIJ3-nan5, etc. In addition to a pragmatic linking role, some of these forms may 
simultaneously play a more substantive role as full predicate constituents, e.g. as thematic 
preposed objects of transitive verbs, as in ( 1 8 .2). Anaphors may be nominals in preceding 
discourse or, more vaguely, preceding discourse itself, taken as cited ( 1 8.4); rarely and with 
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severe restrictions, a preceding verb may be the anaphor. I n  sentences introduced by these 
deictic transitions, the particle k041, which has a related thematic-cohesion marking function, is a 
common reinforcing adjunct. It occurs in immediate pre-predicate position. 
(18 .1)  thi:3-ni:5 tha:41 raw3 han24 ma.·3 phi5ca:3Iana:3 
Now, if we turn come consider 
maYl k041 cal hen24 wa:41 . . · 
new then will see that 
Now, if we reconsider (the problem) we will see that.. . 
( 18 .2) 'lanan5 khaw5 k041 kh01)3 maY41 
DX 3P then probably not 
That probably wont be allowed. 
haY41 
let 
(1 8.3) IJan5 raW1 k041 maY41 trJ1J41 paY3 
DX IPPI then not required go 
Well then, we dont have to go! 
(1 8.4) k041 nafl41 n841 541 khrap5 
then DX PCL PCL PCL 
Indeed so! ;  Right you are! 
tham3 
do 
2.3 Additional noun-phrase closures and 'double deixis'. 
Apart from the more 'normative' deictic noun-phrase patterns explicitly represented in the 
dictionary and described in section 1, other deictic collocations can be found in noun-phrases. 
Here we take up 'repeating deixis' and' double deixis' ,  the latter providing clear evidence of a 
topicalising function. 
'Repeating deixis '  is mainly confined to the form nan5-nan5, which both pluralises and 
specifies the nominal it follows, as in ( 1 9. 1 ). More rarely, distal forms may occur in the same 
pattern. Note also the verbless formulaic expressions like (19.2); for 1)an5, see above. 
(19. 1 )  phuakn khon3 nan5-nan5 mL3 ca:lq no:n5 
group person DX-DX come from DX 
Those people came from way over there. 
(19.2) phom24 k041 IJan5-1)an5 1841 
IPSgM then Dx-DX PCL 
[A. How are you?] B. So-so. (Palmer, 1974:69) 
'Double deixis' can be used for cases where two distinct deictic forms occur in the same 
phrase. We dispose first of two minor types, restricted and highly lexicalised. (i.) The colloquial 
distal expression N + nu:n5 + phu:n5 (2.2, 2.5), ' the N way far off' . Here, the second form is 
apparently intensifying the first, following a wider pattern of echoic intensification well-known 
in spoken Thai. Perhaps this represents a derivational 'demotion ' of a form previously a full 
deictic. (ii.) Compound expressions like nan41-ni:41 occasionally occur effectively as verbs with 
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a meaning of 'bother, irritate' (21 .3). (One might choose to posit an 'understood' verb like tham3 
'to do' ,  in which case the deictics would be objects; but this analysis seems forced.) 
Double deixis in noun phrases such as in (20. 1 )  and (20.2) suggests the possibility of 
discerning rather distinct deictic functions in some Thai sentences. When double deixis occurs in 
a noun phrase, the outer (last) term, we suggest, normally codes topicalisation. For example, in 
the combination N + nans + ni:41 (or ni?; see also below) the inner deictic appears to code 
anaphoric definiteness - at least on one reading - as in (20. 1 ); the outer one topicalises. However 
this is only one possible double-deixis pattern. Another is shown in (20.2), where the inner 
deictic is locative-demonstrative (perhaps accompanied by 'visual pointing'), while the outer one 
topicalises. If this claim is correct, then it is the deictic in final noun-phrase position that 
topicalises, rather than one particular form (or deictic subset) or the other, and different 
combinations of forms then are a resource to mark various pragmatic nuances. (See also 
Ekniyom 1982:48, for an analysis different in detail.) 
(20.1 )  00:1141 nanS ni:41 maY41 mi:3 khraY3 YU:1 
house DX DX not be anyone stay 
That house - no one is living in it. 
(20.2) we:n2A ni:41 nans ya.Y3 haY41 ko:n1 ta:Y3 
ring DX DX grandmother give before die 
As for the ring here, grandmother gave it (to me) before she died. 
Double deixis in sentences like (20. 1 -2) may provide some insight into the much more 
frequent single-deictic noun phrases discussed in the preceding section. That is, on the basis of 
considering double deixis, perhaps we can discern in some single-term phrases multiple deictic 
functions that have become less discretely salient. It is clear, especially in written texts or formal 
speeches, that closing a noun phrase - normally in pre-predicate position - with the form nanS can 
be a strong marking of topicality; so can ni:41 and variants (see below) in more colloquial 
registers. In such cases there may be a direct discourse anaphoric function as well, but there 
need not be such (2 1 . 1 ) .  Demonstrative, anaphoric, topicalising, etc. , functions can plausibly 
'collapse' in some cases, or be seen as superimposed. That they may in some cases be more 
discrete seems indicated by the possibilities of double deixis. One expects that it is this 
complexity that is behind some of the quandary reviewed in the preceding section: native 
speakers, normative authorities, etc. ,  perhaps have different deictic functions in mind when they 
assign different degrees of acceptability or inacceptability to various (written representations of) 
deictic patterns. 
Contrastive topicalising with formulaic NP-opening and NP-closing items such as 
suan1· · ·nans, fa:Y1 ... nansand Sam24Iap1 ... nanS are common in written and in formal spoken 
Thai, although no one of the marking components should be considered an obligatory 
grammatic ali sed 'marker' . 
(2 1 . 1 ) suan1 dek1-yir:J24 nans k041 ca phiscarana:3 sathhti?1 to:1-pay3 
part girl DX then will consider statIstICS later 
Now as for the girls, well consider the statistics later. 
[Change of topic from boys to girls; girls not previously mentioned in discourse.] 
(2 1 .2) dekl ni:41 [ni?] maY41 waY24 le:W5 
child DX not endure already 
The children - they cant stand it any more. 
OR: The children - 1m fed up with them! 
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(21 .3) hua24-na:41 ni:41 [ni?] ya:l paY3 naD4l-ni:41 kEPl khaw5 la:Y3 
with 3P at-all boss DX dont go bother 
The boss? Dont bother him. 
2.4 Predicate closure. 
The proximal deictic can close a predicate perhaps best thought of as a 'particle' ,  either alone 
or followed by one or more further particles (- or occasionally preceeded by them, as in (25)). 
The B2 form ni:41 is used, but the pronunciation is often closer to [ni?] (etc. ,  see (24)) with 
variable tone. In fact, this seems to be very similar in form to the topic-marker mentioned above. 
([ni?], etc., are possible realisations of the second deictic in (20. 1 ).) As to function, Haas 
(1964:274) suggests that the predicate-closing deictic particle marks an answer ' implying that the 
explanation is simply such-and-such, or that this is as much of an answer as one can give. ' 
Palmer ( 1 974:58) describes it as 'a  particle indicating an excuse or an obvious reason for 
something. ' Navavan Bandhumedha ( 1 979: 195) goes on to note that one function is to mark a 
'defensive' response to a critical or derogatory remark. There is thus a nuance of 'counter-thrust' 
to a mild challenge. As an example, she cites a sentence corresponding to (22); cf. also (25). 16 
(22) khaw5 ma:3 ha:24 chan5 ?e:.v3 ni:41 [ni?] thO:f41 chan5 maY41 da:Y4l 
3P come flnd 1P self DX blame me not able 
Don't you see? - he came to visit me on his own. You can't blame me for it. 
The particle form we have written above as ni? is particularly problematic in terms of 
representation in traditional orthography. If particles of this sort are shown at all in 'correct' 
writing, they are usually represented by the closest B2 orthographic forms. (In fact, normative 
authorities routinely ignore most particles, these deictic ones included.) This leads at once to 
ambiguity with B2 forms given their 'full' deictic values and fuller more 'orthographic ' 
pronunciations as discussed in the preceding section (as complex as those issues may be in 
themselves). For example, Pho Bandhumedha ( 1984: 143) cites written sentences like the 
orthographic counterpart of (23), transcribed here to reflect normative ' spelling-pronunciation' .  
Depending on  how the final deictic term is actually realised in  speech, there will be two quite 
different interpretations. 
(23) chan24 klua3 wa:4l khaw24 cal maY4l 
1 p fear that 3p will not 
(23a) I'm afraid they won't come here. 
(23b) [Defensively -] The point is, you see, 
ma:3 ni:4l .  
come(a.) here/(b.) peL 
I'm afraid they won't come! 
While there is clearly a contrast between the two realisations of (23), might it still be possible 
to treat the particle function (23b) as derived in some synchronic sense from the fuller deictic 
(23a)? In other words, might the orthography in fact be trying to code a 'valid' derivational 
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relationship in this case, rather than representing something closer to typical distinctive phonetic 
realisations? In investigating this particle, if written sources or transcripts are being used, the 
ability of native speakers to articulate the particle's conventional orthographic form in spelling 
pronunciation needs to be taken into account; cf. Campbell ( 1969:40). Note also the issue of 
sentence and phrasal stress; in (23b) the verb preceding the particle would probably receive more 
stress than in (23a), where the deictic could receive more stress to focus new-information locative 
information. 1? 
A derivational or allomorphic claim of this sort seems to be implicit in most descriptive 
linguistic treatments of these particles. Haas ( 1964:274 ), for example, treats the particle in (23b) 
as a subentry of the core deictic form ( 1 . 1 ), for the most part assigning both forms an identical 
phonetic transcription; cf. Campbell ( 1969). Navavan Bandhumedha ( 1979: 80- 8 1 )  and Noss 
(1 964:203) in effect admit such a convergence as one possibility, but add to this extra phonetic 
realisations which differ from the full deictic; these proposals are summarised in (24), where 
authors' original transcriptions have been retained. 
(24) Representations of deictic particles 
(a) 
Navavan Bandhumedha ( 1979:80-8 1) :  ..
.. U 
Campbell ( 1969) nfi 
Ekniyom (1982:48) nii 
Palmer (1974) nfi 
Noss ( 1964:203) nfi 
Haas ( 1964:274) nfi 
(b) (c) 
.... IUU 
nf? nfa ? 
nf 
nf nfa 
nii ' a? 
(d) 
(nfi + 1£) 
(nfi + na?) 
The forms in column (c) of (24) are of particular interest. The Thai orthographic form cited 
does not occur in the dictionary, but is widely attested in cartoons and increasingly in the 
dialogue of popular fiction (25); it clearly has been on the increase over the past two decades. 
That this lexeme closely represents a very frequent particle (or group of particles) in modern 
spoken Thai cannot be doubted; the transcriptions of Noss and Haas attest to this as well. 
Column (d) indicates derivational sources Noss and Haas suggest respectively for forms in (c) :  
each authority takes the form in question to be a contraction of a core deictic plus another 
particle, but details differ. (See Ekniyom, 1982:48, for a different proposal.) 
(25) khun3 rna:3 ca:kJ naY24 khrap5nia4J ( ItiU) 
you come from where PCL DX 
[Chidingly-] 'Well now - where have you been?' (From cartoon caption, Sayamrat 
Sapdawichan 1986, 33. 1 8:3). 
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3. Deictic forms on the Sukhothai Inscriptions 
For the Sukhothai inscriptions of approximately the 14th century A.D., seven or eight deictic 
terms are found. From internal evidence based on the limited corpus of the inscriptions, one can 
hardly do more than guess how the system as a whole was organised semantically and 
functionally, particularly since some of the terms occur infrequently. Also, of course, it is not 
unlikely that only an incomplete system is represented in inscriptional texts. An additional 
question is the extent to which the inscriptions can be taken as representing a uniform dialect. 
The following list should be taken with these cautions in mind: 
(26) Sukhothai deictic forms 
trans- cf. modem tone function possible 
literation segmentals class cognates 
B*I: phi: C2 'here'; proximal locative (i.) (2.3) 
HNI ni: C1 'here'; proximal locative (ii.) ( 1 . 1 )  
NI: ni: C2 'this ' ;  proximal demonstrative ( 1 .4) 
HAN han C1 'there'; medial locative (2.4) 
NAN nan C2 'that'; medial-distal demonstrative ( 1 .5) 
'AN 'an (?) C1?  'that/the'; defmite anaphoric (?) 
B*U:N phu:n C2 'far off yonder'; distal locative and (2.5) 
demonstrative 
(26) is compiled from inscriptions as edited in Prachum Silacaru'k ( 1965/1 -3); citations and 
numbering below also refer to this source. The spelling transcription suggests a common 
interpretation of the orthography of the inscriptions and does not necessarily represent each 
symbol isomorphically in its original order: e.g. the item cited as HAN would be more closely 
represented by HNN; similarly, HNI: by I:HN, at least for Inscription 1 .  B* is used for the 
inscriptional letter which occurs, e.g., as the initial of 'Buddha' and in similar Indic loan items in 
b; this letter has voiceless reflexes p- or ph- in virtually all modern Tai varieties, so evidence for 
voicing is 'philological ' rather than 'comparative' ;  see Jones ( 1966). Tone marking in Sukhothai 
inscriptions is rather sporadic - other than in Inscription 1 ,  about which questions of authenticity 
have recently been raised (Krairiksh 1986). 
The Sukhothai system appears to distinguish two grades of locatives, which might be referred 
to as 'neutral' (HNI: - HNAN, both of tone class C l )  and 'strengthened' (B*I: - B*U:N both C2). 
The latter two terms occur in contrastive pairings, as in (29). Also, for the evidence available, 
B*U:N refers to more remote locations out of sight. Syntactically, the locatives behave either as 
independent adverbial modifiers or, rarely, as direct nominal modifiers - i.e., in the same pattern 
as 'demonstratives' - tending to undermine a syntactically defined distinction. The latter cases 
mainly involve explicit locations (30) or involve compounding with an item meaning 'place' :  
D*I:, cf. Modem Thai thi:41 'place' ; cf. ( 13 . 1 )  and (3 1 ). Locative forms occur sparingly. (It is 
not impossible that the form B *O:N of Inscription 9: 1 :  18 is an additional deictic term, perhaps an 
alternate of B*U:N, but preceding text is illegible and contextual meaning for the item cannot be 
established. ) 
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(27) ' . . .  [the inscription] is set up here (HNI:) for all to see . . . '  ( 1 :3 :27). 
(28) ' . .. in the gateway a bell is hung up there (HAN) .. .' ( 1 :  1 :32). 
(29) ' . . .  [villagers from] yonder (B*U:N) come here (B*I:) to steal. . . '  (45:3 :9). 
(30) ' . . .  [the relic] came from Sri Lanka far off (B*U:N) . . .' (3 : 1 :9). 
(3 1 )  ' . . .  whether i t  be the relic here (D*I: HNI:) or elsewhere . . . ' (3: 1 :45). 
The forms NI: and NAN (C2) function as demonstrative deictic and anaphoric constituents of 
noun phrases (cf., ' this ' ,  ' that ' ;  ' the') and occur frequently and in post-nominal syntactic 
constructions in a way quite familiar from deictic patterns in modern Thai: (7-8), etc. 
A complication for the proposed classification is that on at least two occasions compound 
locative expressions similar to that in (3 1 )  occur, but with 'demonstrative' forms instead of 
' locative' ones (35-36; cpo 1 3.2). It is difficult, on the basis of the limited evidence available, to 
establish what nuance of contrast, if any, is involved. 
(32) ' . . .  There is a ghost, Phra Khaphung, in that (NAN) mountain greater than other ghosts in 
this (NI:) town .. .' ( 1 :3:6). 
(33) ' . . .  This (NI:) relic was established in this (NI:) town of Nakhon Chum in that (NAN) 
year .. . '  (3: 1 :8). 
(34) ' . . .  That (NAN) year in which the lord became Buddha was a Year of the Monkey .. . '  
(3 : 1 :27). 
(35) ' ... [They] have built it for the lord of this place (D*I: NI:). '  (14:2:3). 
(36) ' . . .  the Buddha image of great beauty was installed in this place (NAI D*I: NI:) .. . '  
(2:2: 10). 
More problematic is the form 'AN, which is occasionally found with what seems to be an 
anaphoric-definite discourse function. In Inscription 1 ,  a ghost previously introduced (32) is 
mentioned subsequently in (37) by a noun phrase marked with 'AN. 'AN in this noun-phrase-final 
position may have a topicalising function. 18 One is tempted to consider this 'AN a reduced 
variant of NAN, perhaps accounting for its relative rarity in Sukhothai inscriptions other than in 
Inscription 3 ( 1 357 A.D.), where it occurs many times. Perhaps the writing practice of this 
particular inscription was to indicate 'sub-lexemic ' phonetic detail more consistently. 
(37) ' If you do not conduct ceremonies correctly, that/the ('AN) mountain ghost will not 
protect or respect you and this (NI:) town will be lost. ' ( 1  :3 :9). Cf. modern reading: 
phi:24 naYJ khaw24 '1an(?) 
ghost in mountain that/the 
(38) 'On the/that (' AN) aforesaid day, the Buddhist religion will cease. ' (3 : 1 :54). Cf. modern 
reading: 
naY3 wan3 
in [[day 
dam kla:wl '1an(?) 
as said] that/the] 
(39) 'That/the ('AN) person making the calculations is Phraya Srisuriyaphong himself. ' 
(3 : 1 :66). 
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However to take 'AN as merely a variant of NAN is an oversimplification. Analysis of 
anaphoric-definite 'AN is complicated by the presence of 'another' relative- marker/classifier 
'AN, which is of high frequency in the inscriptions and was probably in Proto-Tai (Li 1977:244). 
In the opinion of Thai scholars who edited the inscriptions in the series Prachum Silacaru'k, what 
we are calling anaphoric-definite 'AN is not to be confused with relative-marking/classifier 'AN 
(Prachum Silacaru'k 1965/1 : 23, 30). This opinion is strengthened by the 'AN of (37) above -
providing one can discern a '+'  tone mark in a scratch over the relevant item on the face of 
Inscription 1 .  The tone mark, if it is there, would in effect differentiate the deictic-anaphoric 
form (tone class Cl)  from the relative marker or classifier (class AI) .  Unfortunately tone marks 
are not used regularly on Inscription 3 or on other inscriptions where 'AN in its various functions 
is particularly frequent. (The interpretive transcription provided for this inscription of Prachum 
Silacaru 'k in fact differentiates two ' AN s on the basis of tone in the manner above, assigning ' AN 
in anaphoric-definite function to the tone category C1 .) 
Given good comparative evidence for /*?an/ (A I )  as a relative marker and/or general 
classifier, one could hardly propose deriving this form from a deictic reduction (NAN > 'AN), 
although the anaphoric-definite (C2 or neutral clitic) usage might be so derived. The Sukhothai 
inscriptions apparently represent a stage where these several functions of 'AN are all found. 
Later, the deictic (or rather anaphoric-definite) function and its syntactic pattern would fall into 
disuse in Central Thai. (See section 4 for evidence of preservation in other varieties.) 
In any event, several syntactic patterns for 'AN are well-represented in the inscriptions; in 
particular, in Inscription 3.  Syntactically, 'AN (anaphoric-definite) occurs at the end of its noun 
phrase, as in (37-9). Relative-marking 'AN stands between its head noun and at least a verb or 
adjectival-verb qualifier, completing a relative clause (40- 1 ); see also Kanittanan ( 1976). As a 
classifier in numerical expressions, 'AN occurs in the pattern NOUN + NUMBER + 'AN (42). 
As in modern Tai varieties, if the associated number is one, the reverse order NOUN + 'AN + ' 1 '  
may be used, presumably with something of the effect of an indefinite article 'a, an' (thus in (28) 
the inscriptional reference to 'a bell' is stated with 'AN in this ' indefinite-article' construction.) 
(40) ' . . .  the bodhi tree which ('AN) our lord Buddha approached and stayed beneath .. . ' 
(3: 1 : 10). 
(41 )  ' . . .  [he held] a royal consecration ceremony, [at] which ('AN) many chiefs who ('AN) were 
his allies, which ( 'AN) he has in the four directions, made offerings of areca and fish .. . ' 
(3: 1 :6). 
(42) ' . . .  he constructed two tanks for bathing .. . '  ( 14: 1 : 1 3); cf. modern reading: 
pharJ3 50:1)24 ?an3 
ank two CLF 
A degree of iconic organisation in the deictic system of the inscriptions is clear enough. Front, 
central and back vowel distinctions I :-A-U: code relative distance (proximal, medial, distal), as 
they do in the modern language. Another dimension of paradigmatic organisation is more 
tenuous: one might observe that for the initial consonants, full oral occlusion was apparently 
associated with ' strong'  locatives (including the distal form in that category), aspiration (H- and 
HN-) with other locatives, and plain nasals with demonstrative and anaphoric functions. 
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If indeed the form 'AN is a reduction of NAN, then the progression from stressed demonstrative 
to unstressed and reduced article-like determiner clitic is familiar from Romance and other 
language families. 
Tentatively, if the cognate forms indicated in (26) are correct, and if the Sukhothai 
inscriptional language is taken as an approximate precursor of modem Thai, then the modem 
six-term deictic paradigm as in ( 1 )  directly retains only two earlier forms ( 1 .4, 1 .6). Another 
form ( 1 . 1 ) has been respelled, probably as a result of confusion relating to a well-known tonal 
merger in Central Thai: tone classes C 1  and B2 fell together in pronunciation, but without 
parallel orthographic reform. Instead, a number of etymologically spurious spellings were 
introduced, ( 1 . 1 )  among them (with C1 respelled as B2). 
In the following section we see that synchronic comparative evidence supports positing deictic 
forms close to the inscriptional Sukhothai ones above for a proto-Southwestem-Tai deictic 
system. 
4. Other representative Southwestern Tai deictic systems 
4.1 Lao. 
Gething has described a system of four Lao locative deictic forms (transcribed as nii, phuun, 
phli and Min) in some detail, noting that for the Lao speech community 'the locative system 
varies somewhat from speaker to speaker' ( 1 979:42). Gething's description focuses on 
distinctive-feature contrasts which differ between Lao and Standard Thai. The main differences 
described lie in the Lao two-way system of 'proximal-medial' contrast, vs. the Standard Thai 
three-way system; and in an extra dimension of [± vague] characterising Lao forms (but not 
those in Standard Thai). If we slightly recast the semantic feature [± vague] as the opposition 
'strong' and 'neutral ' ,  and include demonstratives and additional Lao forms from other speakers, 
a (possibly 'composite' )  Lao deictic system may be constituted as in (43). All forms in (43) 
have acceptable written Lao representations (Kerr 1 972), although the form directly 
corresponding to ni:31 (C l)  is considered by some archaic or incorrect. 
(43) Lao deictic terms (cf. Gething 1979) 
phli (Phi:5V C2 
nfi (ni:31) C 1  
hfin (han31) C1 
ph un (Phun5JJ C2 
ni:52 C2 
ni:3 B2 
nan52 C2 
del A l  
'here' ;  strong proximal locative 
'here' ;  proximal locative 
'there' ;  strong medial locative 
'there' ;  medial locative 
'this'; proximal demonstrative 
postclitic particle 
'that ' ;  medial demonstrative 
'there'; strong medial locative (with pointing) 
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The following pair of sentences is used by Gething ( 1 979:38) to illustrate the proximal locatives: 
(44) SO:13dam1 YU:3 ni:31 
pencil is DX 
The pencil is here. 
(45) SO:13dam1 YU:3 phi:52 
pencil is DX 
The pencil is right here. 
To these can be added (46), illustrating the contrasting syntax and usage of the strong 'pointing' 
form: 
(46) de:1 so: 1JC1am 1 
There, see! - the pencil. 
4.2 Southern Thai 
Southern Thai as spoken in rural areas north of Songkhla has an extensive deictic system, 
although a good many forms appear to be in free variation, and some may be due to dialect 
borrowing from Central Thai. (See Diller forthcoming for examples and discussion, including of 
some forms omitted here.) 
(47) Rural Southern Thai deictic terms 
de: he: 55 A l (H) 'here' ;  strong proximal locatives 
de: he: 3 1  A2 'here' ;  strong proxirnal locatives 
de: 24 A l (M) ' (come) here ! '; strong proximal locative 
ni: 22 B2 'here' ;  proxirnal locative 
ni: 43 C l (H) ' this' proximal demonstrative 
ni: 21 C2 'this' proximal demonstrative 
-ni, ni'l postclitic particle 
na:n ha:n 3 1  A2 ' (look) there' ;  strong medial locatives 
nan han 22 B2 'there' ;  medial locatives 
nan han 43 C l (H) 'that'; medial demonstratives 
nan han 21 C2 'that'; medial demonstratives 
-an, -0 anaphoric-definite postclitics 
do: do:m 55 A l (H) 'over there' ;  strong distal locative 
ho: ho:m 55 A l (H) 'over there' ;  strong distal locative 
nu: 22 B2 'over there' ;  distal locative 
nu: 43 C l  ' that yonder' ;  distal demonstrative 
Of interest in Southern Thai, apart from the generally elaborated system, are the 'strong' 
forms in d-, such as de:24. This form has a clear imperative force and is typically used in 
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commands such as 'come here! ' or 'look here ! ' .  It would be unusual in descriptive statements, 
where a 'neutral' locative form, ni:22, would be appropriate (48-9). It is interesting that for 
Southern Thai de:24, a cognate form occurs in Lao (43). In Lao de:l is also 'strong' in that it is 
associated with pointing, but it seems to have a more medial than proximal semantic value. 
(There are no cognates for the d- forms in Standard Thai.) These 'strong' deictics are of high 
frequency in informal Southern Thai daily-life discourse. 
(48) ma.·31 de:2A 
come here 
Come here! 
(49) man55 YO:2A ni:22 
3P is here 
She lives here. 
Cf. unacceptable: *(man55 YO:24 de:24) 
Another interesting feature of rural Southern Thai is the frequent use of nominal post-nominal 
clitics -ni, -an and -0. These unstressed forms are felt by speakers to be positional reductions of 
the fuller forms, and are commonly used to indicate definiteness and in some cases topicalisation. 
They may be affixed to common or proper nouns, as well as to classifiers, nominal modifiers, 
pronouns (52) and even to other deictics (53), giving a Southern-Thai version of 'double deixis'. 
The form -an seems comparable to the Sukhothai putative postclitic 'AN discussed above; for 
example, given a context with proper anaphoric links, Southern Thai speakers readily accept a 
direct Southern Thai translation of (37). 
(50) nuaY55 ?iat33-ni ku:2A ma:Y43 ?aw2A 
CLF small-DX 1PSg not take 
The small one here I dont want to buy. 
(5 1 ) man55 ?i:33 paY2A ha:f44p.aY55 -0 
3P will go Hat Yai -DX 
Shell go there to Hat Yai. 
(52) phuak22 raw31-an ma:Y2A ro:21 raY55 
group 1 PPI-DX not know anything 
Us? - We dont know anything about it. 
(53) ?a:Y33-ni:43-an Fa:31 IE£V55 
item -DX -DX dont speak 
This matter - don't talk about it. (Cf. 3.9.) 
4.3 Tai-Phake 
Tai-Phake is a Tai dialect of Assam showing no traces of modern Central Thai borrowing -
unlike the two varieties introduced above, in which borrowing has been substantial, and over a 
long period. Comparative evidence from Tai-Phake is thus of particular value. (54) indicates 
deictic terms occurring in a corpus of recorded narratives. For the first four or five of the six 
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terms in  (54), there are plausible regular cognates in  the Sukhothai inscriptions (26), in  Lao (43) 
and in Southern Thai (47); however, as with the Sukhothai evidence, only two terms in the 
Central Thai core system are indicated as conservative (viz. 1 .4, 1 .6). 
(54) Tai-Phake deictic terms 
(ti-) thay ?31 C1 
naY31 C2 
(ti-)than?31 C1 
nan31 C2 
Pun31 C2 
ie:31 C2 
-an 
-ne 
'here' ;  proximal locatives 
'this '; proximal demonstrative 
'there';  medial locatives 
'that ' ;  medial demonstrative 
'far off there' ;  distal locative 
'(come) here! ' emphatic proximal locative 
postclitic particle (topicalising) 
postclitic particle (emphatic) 
Tai-Phake has no initial d-; regular cognates for d- items in other Tai varieties are either 1- or 
n- in Tai-Phake; thus 1e31 or possibly -ne could be related to d- deictic forms in Lao and Southern 
Thai, although tonal correspondence would be irregular. Forms like thaY?31 are almost certainly 
ossified contractions of thi:l 1 'place' + DX. Young ( 1 985:27) presents evidence of identical 
contractions in Tai-Mau, a dialect sharing a good deal of lexical material with Tai-Phake. 
Locatives in the latter are notable for what appears to be an optional 'recompounding' using the 
same item ('place') that had been previously incorporated. 
The postclitic -an occurs rarely in Tai-Phake, but frequently in closely-related Tai-Aiton. In 
the local writing system it is treated as a separate word. The syntax and discourse function are 
similar to what was described above for the Sukhothai inscriptions ('AN ) and Southern Thai 
(-an). 
The effect of the comparative data reviewed above is generally to confirm the Sukhothai 
inscriptional forms in (26) as something close to the proto-Southwestern Tai deictic system, 
although at least one 'strong' imperative form in d-< *?d- would seem to be a justified addition. 
Available data from other Southwestern Tai varieties not discussed here is also in general 
agreement. Using comparative evidence, Li Fangkuei ( 1 977 : 1 1 1) has proposed two proto-forms 
in *n- (class C2): *ni: and *nan,  for Proto-Tai. To these are apparently to be added 
derivationally-related counterparts in *hn- (class C1) .  Inscriptional and comparative evidence 
suggests that, for an intermediate form of Southwestern Tai language at least, the non-proximal 
locative counterpart of *nan (C2) was probably *han (C 1)  instead of or in addition to *hnan (C1) .  
An original derivational progression *hnan (C1 ) > *han (C1 )  > *?an (C1 or unstressed clitic) 
would be plausible, with different Southwestern Tai daughter languages varying as to forms 
preserved. 
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5. Conclusion 
From preceding evidence, a diachronic progression of deictic terms such as that indicated in 
(55) could be proposed. 
(a) Evidence is flrm that coding of distance contrasts iconically by front-central-back vocalic 
position is generally conservative for Southwestern Tai languages. 
(b) In earlier times there appear to have been four 'clusters ' or subsets of deictic terms - the 
columns in (55) - differentiated by type of initial consonant (* ?d- , *B- , *hn- and *n- ) and 
tone class (A I ,  C l ,  C2). Forms and functions have been linked in a system of loose 
synchronic and diachronic derivational relationships. 
(c) Evidence is insufflcient to establish the earlier syntax: of the various 'clusters ' flrmly. Some 
terms seem to have occurred mainly as adverbial locatives and others, as demonstrative 
modifiers - but there is also evidence of syntactic cross-over. There may well have been one 
or more postclitic forms used in noun-phrase fmal position to indicate anaphora, definiteness 
or topicality. 
(d) Several forms which appear originally to have been ' strong' (perhaps emphatic or with 
imperative illocutionary force) have fallen out of use in modem standard Thai, but are 
retained in certain other Tai varieties. 
(e) Two well-attested diachronic phonological changes occurred, affecting the deictic system as 
well as other items: voiceless nasals became voiced, and tonal categories (Cl )  and (B2) 
merged - ultimately realised as the Central-Thai falling tone. 
(f) Associated with the above changes, deictic terms originally in tone category (Cl) came to be 
respelled as though (B2). This produced a 'visual paradigm' for the deictic terms in the 
traditional orthography, with two separate tone markers distinguising deictic subsets in a 
salient two-way manner. 
(g) Distal terms in -0:- were created analogically for modern Thai, resulting in the present 
symmetrical six-term paradigm. (In other Tai varieties, different analogical extensions were 
made.) 
(h) A normative distinction of demonstrative pronoun vs demonstrative adjective (or 'modifier') 
was projected onto the orthographic representation of the deictic system from above. This 
imposition, which happened during the flrst decades of the twentieth century, was probably 
an importation of English ' school-book' grammatical notions, but mixed - terminologically, 
at least - with older traditional Pali-Sanskrit grammar. 
(i) Some normative authorities have attempted to enforce the distinction, and it is found in Thai 
school textbooks. There may even by now be higher registers of written or written-like Thai 
more-or-less conforming to the prescribed distinction; but for many specific cases educated 
Thais are far from unanimous about which deictic forms are normatively specified in certain 
circumstances. 
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(55) Reconstructed and modem deictic paradigms 
Distal (i) 
(ii) 
Proximal 
Medial (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Distal (i) 
(ii) 
Proximal 
Medial (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(a) (b) 
Bu:n (C2) 
Bo:n (C2?) 
?de:(A 1)  Bi: (C2) 
(c) 
0 
han (C1 )  
?an (Cl)  
(d) 
0 
Earlier South-western Tai (as reconstructed) 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
(phu:n C2) (nu:n B2) (nu:n C2) 
(pho:n C2) no:n (E2) - no:n (C2) 
o 0 ni: (E2) ni: (C2) 
nan (E2) nan (C2) 
0 
0 
Modem Thai 
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(j) Other more descriptive analysts have noted that current deictic usage, especially in the 
spoken language, is more complicated than the simple functional bifurcation prescribed. 
One needs to distinguish at least: deictic locatives, pronominal demonstratives, 
demonstrative modifiers (occurring with and without specifying classifiers), anaphoric­
topicalising determiners (Fillmore 1982:55), a multitude of deictic compounds and derived 
forms and finally predicate-closure speech-act particles. Furthermore, functions (and syntax) 
need not be discrete, but may coincide or be superimposed (Levinson 1983:62, Lyons 
1977:646), with different degrees of functional saliency. 
(k) ' Double deixis' - two deictic forms occurring together - is an especially convincing 
indication of the complexity of deictic functions and a useful tool in investigating them. 
(1) The orthographic representation of deictic forms is presently undergoing a limited form of 
'renewal of connection'.  Deictic forms beyond the normative six - such as ltiU nia ? 41 -
are now increasingly found in (substandard) print. These forms are written in such a way as 
to reflect a closer phonetic interpretation of the deictic material in question - especially to 
differentiate particle-like deictics from fully stressed deictic forms more faithfully 
represented by normal realisation of the traditional orthography. 
(m) If this trend were to continue, deictic particles would become acceptable in writing and their 
use perhaps somewhat codified. (The trend seems to apply to the orthographic representation 
of other particles and of colloquial speech forms more generally in the language.) An 
augmented orthographic deictic paradigm would result. It would be a system more 
explicitly sensitive to distinctions made in the spoken language - especially to the marking 
of illocutionary force, topicalisation and other more 'pragmatic ' features and processes of 
discourse. 
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Where subclasses are necessary - as in (47) below - Li Fangkuei's A category is 
supplemented by labels (H) and (M), suggested by the orthographic 'high' (originally 
aspirated or fricative) and 'mid' (unaspirated) classes. 
In other Tai varieties the tone categories would be realised by different tones; e.g., C2 is 
regularly low in Southern Thai. 
For example, interlocutor A might be fumbling around for something actually close by and 
within reach, but unnoticed (a book on a cluttered table; the lever under a car seat to allow 
the seat to be adjusted). B, who knows or sees exactly where the item in question is, could 
use the B2 distal term no:n41 with manual or facial pointing to direct A's attention in the right 
direction. (The car-seat lever case is attested.) 
Word-class categories and other grammatical concepts applied to Thai in Upakit Sinlapasan 
( 1922) for the most part are Sanskritic or neo-Sanskritic labels translating terms of 
'traditional' English grammar (in turn derived from Classical Latin and Greek sources); but 
there are also more 'authentic' Indic constituents in his system. (See Diller 1985.) 
This construction type subsumes certain functions both of English: 'this is althe NP' and of 
'here is althe NP'. See also next section. 
The majority of compounds use C2 deictic forms as the second component. Similar to 
compounds are lexicalised phrasal patterns like mwa41 rew3-rew3 ni:5 'just a short while 
ago' .  See also ( 1 6- 17). Thus one could hardly claim - even as a practical rule of thumb - that 
a C2 deictic like ni:5 'can only be used with classifiers' and that otherwise a B2 form like 
ni:41 'must be used' (palmer 1974: 1 53). 
I.e. ' high-tone determinatives' ,  as well as the interrogative particle naY24 'which?' .  
10 From the examples cited, it would appear that the set of 'fused words' falls into natural 
semantic subsets like body parts, buildings, locations, large objects infrequently moved, etc. -
but not small discrete portable objects, which appear to be another set that effectively 
requires C2 patterns (7). The markedness of B2 vs C2 deictic forms in these constructions 
may thus be affected by how 'prototypical' items are of the two semantic sets, as well as by 
pragmatic issues of gestural accompaniment, topicality, etc., mentioned below. 
1 1  Generic/specific interpretations are closely linked to topicality; see Ekniyom ( 1 982) for 
extensive discussion. While certain patterns, e.g. in (7), are normally used to specify, it 
would clearly be too strong a claim to link any particular deictic form or subset with a 
generic/specific distinction in absolute terms. 
1 2  Certain pronouns, particles, emphatic qualifiers, etc., are 'attracted' to the high tone in a 
similar way. However in terms of diachronic derivation, it must be kept in mind that in other 
Tai varieties cognate deictic items in tone category C2 would not have a high tone. 
1 3  Also, no explicit instructions were given on whether to interpret questionnaire sentences as 
formal prose or as a ' substandard' transcription of actual speech. See also next section. 
14 It has been widely observed that pragmatic patterns and principles in language tend to be 
non-discrete. 
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1 5  R. Lakoff (1974) has explored important emotive nuances of anaphoric deixis in colloquial 
English. 
16 See also (25), where the particle occurs after a question, the function of the question being a 
mild chiding. 
17 It could perhaps be argued that the particle is postclitic, requiring a fully-stressed form on 
which to attach. 
18 Compare (52-3). 
CHEPANG - A SINO-TmETAN LANGUAGE WITH A DUODECIMAL 
NUMERAL BASE ? 
R. C. Caughley 
In spite of the fact that all other known Sino-Tibetan languages have quinary, decimal or 
vigesimal numeral systems there is some evidence to suggest that Chepang, a Sino-Tibetan 
language spoken in Nepal, may originally have had a system with a duodecimal base. Martine 
Mazaudon first made this claim in a paper on 'Dzongkha Numerals ' ,  presented at the XVth 
International Conference on Sino-Tibetan Languages in 1982, using data that I had supplied in 
Caughley 1972 (also in Hale 1973). In view of the rarity of such a number base in Sino-Tibetan 
the question needs to be asked: How valid is the evidence supporting this claim for a duodecimal 
system? 
Although today there appears to be no speaker who knows the Chepang numerals above 'five' 
(and I have investigated this over virtually the entire language area), there is some interesting 
evidence for a duodecimal system. This is based on the following facts: 
1. For counting above three Chepang speakers normally use the decimally based Nepali system. 
However, in certain situations, (especially for tallying game such as birds and bats) counting 
is done by twelves, using a numerically unanalysable root hale for 'twelve' .  I have recorded 
several instances of the use of this system, as for example: yat hale sumjyo? 'one dozen (Plus) 
three' for 'fifteen'. 
2. Along with this (perhaps even underlying it) is their use of the interstices of the fingers for 
making a tally. When counting the tip of the thumb is placed against each interstice in turn, 
starting from the base of the little fmger and ending at the tip of the index finger. Since there 
are four fingers, each with three interstices, this means a total of twelve for each hand and 
makes ' twelve' a natural base for counting. If, as Mazaudon implies (Mazaudon 1982: 1 2), 
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Western Tibetan khal 'load, bushel, score' is a cognate, then the Chepang word for 'twelve' 
could conceivably have come from the idea of a 'full' or 'loaded' hand when the limit of 
fingers is reached (at twelve) in the tally. An alternative possibility is that the Chepang hale 
comes from ha?  'light (weight), empty' plus le ? an emphatic affix, meaning ' the hand is 
empty' - that is, there are no fingers left to count on. This, however, is purely speculative and 
would require an accounting for the loss of glottal stop on both the root and the affix. 
3.  The most intriguing, but still inconclusive evidence, comes from a comparison of Hodgson's 
recording of Chepang numerals, made more than a century ago (Hodgson 1 857), with another 
system regarded now by Chepang speakers as a mythological spirit system of counting. The 
present and past (Hodgson's) systems, together with the 'spirit' system, as originally recorded, 
are as follows: 
Present Hodgson's Spirit 
one yat. (jyo?) ya. (zho) ya 
two nis nhi gi 
three sum sum sum 
four l.,y ploI khy 
five pOrJa piima pOrJa 
six kriik prek 
seven chana taguji 
eight prap hlukum 
nine taku trak 
ten gyib 
At first sight, the ' spirit' system does not have much in common with the other two, especially 
above 'five'. Below 'five' the similarity between all three lists is close enough to suggest that the 
spirit system has at least some connection with real counting systems - it is not purely an 
independently created system. 
The first breakthrough came when I realised that the third from last spirit number, taguji as I 
had recorded it, was actually a conflation of two numbers tagu ' seven' plus ji 'eight' ,  hlukum 
then meaning 'nine'. Then I noticed that the spirit numbers for ' seven' (tagu) and 'eight' (ji) 
showed considerable resemblance to Hodgson's 'nine' (taku) and 'ten' (gyib). The last three 
spirit numbers, hlukum, ji, trak, therefore might originally have represented 'ten' 'eleven' and 
'twelve', giving the following revised system (Proto-Tibeto-Burman numerals from Benedict 
(1972:93) are also included) : 
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Hodgson Spirit PTB 
(revised) (unrevised) 
one ;a J8 J8 katfit 
two nhi gi gi g-nis 
three sum sum sum g-sum 
four ploI kl� kl:1� b-liy 
five [iima poga poga b-ga 
six Jaiik prek d-ruk 
seven chana tagu s-nis 
eight prap prek j b-r-gyat 
nine taku tagu hlukum d-kuw 
ten gyib j trak gip 
eleven hlukum 
twelve trak/(hale) 
Note that this gives two competing forms for 'twelve' - trak and hale. Of these two, trak most 
likely belongs to the original number system, with hale being a secondary term relating, as 
mentioned above, to the completion of counting on one hand. 
An alternative to the revised system given above would be that the spirit system hlu.kum 'nine' 
and trak 'ten' could have originally been the now missing 'six' and 'seven' ,  displaced in position. 
The only point against this is that they do not resemble other Sino-Tibetan forms for these two 
numbers. 
Evidence, then, for a unique duodecimal based numeral system in Chepang does exist, but it is 
tantalisingly incomplete. Unfortunately it may remain so unless a complete list of numbers from 
one to twelve can be found. 

THE PRONOMINAL AFFIX SYSTEM IN KHALING 
Sueyoshi Toba 
Khaling is one of the languages of the East Himalayish section of the Tibeto-Burman 
language family. It is spoken by approximately 12,000 people in the Solu Khumbu and Khotang 
districts of Sagarmatha Zone in the kingdom of Nepal. 
1. Personal pronouns 
Khaling personal pronouns are presented in Table 1. Three persons are distinguished in form. 
As to number, three distinctions are made, namely, singular, dual, and plural. Dual is marked by 
SU, plural by ham. The first person pronouns further distinguish inclusive and exclusive forms 
for dual and plural. Gender is not reflected in the third person pronouns. 
Table 1: Personal pronouns 
1 st person 
inclusive 
exclusive 
2nd person 
3rd person 
2. Pronominal affixation in verbs 
singular 
ung 
in 
am 
dual 
ici 
ocu 
eci 
amsu 
plural 
ik 
ok 
en 
amhiim 
Khaling is a pronominalized language. This means that the personal verb endings reflect 
closely the forms of the personal pronouns. This applies to subject (agent) markers as well as to 
object (goal) markers. Pronominalized verb forms parallel the case system in Khaling. 
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Khaling verbs have separate sets of endings for transitive (agentive) and intransitive (non­
agentive) forms. The latter include also body functions. The whole system reflects the ergative 
structure of Khaling. 
Table 2: Synopsis of pronouns and verb endings 
ergative non-agentive agentive 
pronoun verb ending verb ending 
1 st person 
singular ung-aa -ngaa -u 
incl. ici-a -yi -si 
dual 
excl. ocu-a -yu -su 
incl. ik-a -ki -ki 
plural 
excl. ok-aa -kaa -kaa 
2nd person 
singular in-a ¢ -ii 
dual eci-a -yi -si 
plural en-a -ni -ni 
3rd person 
singular am-ii ¢ -ii 
dual amsu-a -su -su 
plural amham-a -nu -nu 
3. Ranking order rules 
The person hierarchy is dominant. It is strongly speaker oriented, which means that first 
person ranks highest, second person ranks higher than third, and third ranks lowest. Beside the 
person hierarchy, a number hierarchy functions in such a way that the higher number receives 
priority over the lower. 
Goal is marked with the prefix i- when a first or second person is acted upon by a lower­
ranking person. In other forms, goal is marked by morphologically changing suffixes. 
l 
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The strong precedence of fIrst person appears in yet another way, namely, when second 
person is agent, a fIrst person goal is marked by both i- and the sufflx. When fIrst person is agent 
and third person is goal, goal is only marked when it is higher than agent in number, i.e. for fIrst 
person singular as agent with third person dual or plural goal. In this case, the agent is marked 
by a separate suffIx as well. 
Examples: 
First person singular Goal, second or third person Agent: 
In-a ung i-bi-ngaa 
you-Ag I G-give- I SG 
You give me. 
am-a ung i-bi-ngaa 
he-Ag I G-give- I SG 
He gives me. 
First person singular Goal, second or third person plural Agent: 
en-a/am-ham-ii ung i-bi-ngaa-nu 
2PL-Ag/3-PL-Ag I G-give- l SG-2/3PL 
Y ou/They give me. 
Third person singular Goal, fIrst person singular Agent: A marked 
ung-aa am bi-ngaa 
I-Ag he give- I SG 
I give him. 
Third person singular Goal, fIrst person plural Agent: A marked 
ok-aa am bi-kaa 
IPLexcl-Ag he give- lPLexcl 
We give him. 
Third person plural Goal, fIrst person singular Agent: A and G marked 
ung-aa am-ham bi-ngaa-nu 
I-Ag 3-PL give- l SG-3PL 
I give them. 
Third person plural Goal, flrst person plural Agent: A marked 
ok-aa am-ham bi-kaa 
IPL-Ag 3-PL give- lPL 
We give them. 
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Table 3: Synopsis of verb affixes referring to Goal (G) and Agent (A) 
Goal: 1 st person 2nd person 3rd person 
sing. dual plur. sing. dual plur. sing. dual plur. 
Agent 
1 sing. ? -G -G -A -AG -AG 
1 dual -A -G -G -A -A -A 
1 plur. -A -G -G -A -A -A 
2 sing. i-G i-G i-G 0 -G -G 
2 dual i-GA i-G i-G -A -A -A 
2 plur. i-GA i-G i-G -A -A -A 
3 sing. i-G i-G i-G i-0 i-G i-G 0 -G -G 
3 dual i-GA i-G i-G i-0 i-G i-G -A -A/G -G 
3 plur. i-GA i-G i-G i-0 i-G i-G -A -A -A/G 
THE ADI-DAFLA GROUP OF LANGUAGES OF NORTH-EAST 
INDIA : A SKETCH 
Geoffrey E. Marrison 
Introduction 
During 1962- 1 964, I worked in Assam as Linguistics Adviser to the Bible Society of India 
and Ceylon, chiefly in relation to a then very active programme of translation work in the Tibeto­
Burman tribal languages of North-East India. An important part of my field research was 
incorporated into my Ph.D. thesis, The classification of the Naga languages of North-East India, 
(Marrison 1967). This was in effect a review of some of the work and conclusions of Sten 
Konow as recorded in The linguistic survey of India (Grierson 1903-28 3/2; LSI), taking into 
account later publications, as well as my own field work. This was done by modem descriptive 
linguistics and linguistic analysis, with special reference to phonemic, morphological and lexical 
data. In particular, I used much longer word lists for comparative purposes than has sometimes 
been customary. 
Konow's main problem had been to place the so-called Tibeto-Burman languages into viable 
groups, a difficulty which he himself acknowledged. This was due in part to the scanty and often 
umeliable data available, and in part to the fact that it was impossible to establish close, or in 
some case any plausible affinities of certain languages. The result was that where linguistic 
criteria failed, a purely geographical grouping was adopted for some languages. A further 
consequence of this perplexity is that in the overall survey, as exemplified by the Comparative 
Vocabulary (Grierson 1903-28 1/2), the nine sub-groups under the heading Tibeto-Burman 
Languages represent very discrepant collocations which are not really comparable one with 
another. For instance, the languages included in the Kuki-Chin group for the most part show 
close mutual affinities at all linguistic levels, which become even more impressive as lexical 
comparisons are extended. The same may be said, though with slight reservations, of the 
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languages of the Boro group. The Naga languages, however, are another matter. The 26 
languages listed by Konow he divided into five subgroups, which however are not more closely 
related one to another than they are to other, non-Naga, languages. In my own survey I 
concluded that there were in fact three main groups of Naga languages, rather than Konow's five. 
The most unsatisfactory of all the groupings proposed by Konow was that of North Assam. In 
LSI 3/1 (Grierson 1909), six languages are described : Aka (= Hrusso) from Kameng Division, 
Dafla from Subansiri, Abor (= Adi) from Siang and a part of Lohit, Miri from the Brahmaputra 
plain, and Digaru Mishmi and Miju Mishmi (Grierson 1928 1/2) from Lohit. In the Comparative 
Vocabulary (Grierson 1928 : 1/2), all these, with many others from the west, are included under 
the general heading Himalayan Languages, though these latter are not like any of the North 
Assam group. Even within it, Aka stands alone, with no close affinities among the Tibeo­
Burman languages of North-East India; Abor, Miri and Dafla evidently stand together 
linguistically, and are spoken through a continuous geographical area, both in the hills and the 
plains; while the Mishmi languages clearly belong to another group. 
In the present paper, I propose to describe the Adi-Dafla group of languages, using as a type­
language Padam, one of the Adi languages, spoken in South-East Siang and a small contiguous 
part of Lohit, all north of Sadiya, to which the Padam resort for marketing and other purposes. 
The other languages I note only briefly, representing them chiefly through a comparative 
vocabulary. However it may be said that at all linguistic levels, these languages show fairly 
close similarities one to another, the main division being between the Dafla languages, together 
with Apatani in the west, and the Adi languages of the hills of Siang, together with the Miri of 
the Brahmaputra plain. This linguistic homogeneity contrasts with a considerable diversity of 
social organisation and custom. The Apatani inhabit a small, fertile plain in the middle of 
Subansiri division, with a highly developed agriculture; they have a symbiotic relationship with 
the Dafla, who surround them, and who dress in many ways similarly to the Apatani, in particular 
the man wearing long hair in a topknot, though the Dafla's way of life is different, as they are 
characteristically hunters in the hills and traders to the plains. The various Adi tribes live along 
the Siang, that part of the middle Brahmaputra which flows south from Tibet to the Assam plain, 
where it turns westward; some of them live along the various affluents of the Siang. They 
engage in agriculture, and some of the northern tribes in hunting; many are crop-haired, and are 
noted both for their fine textiles, and for attractive dances. 
The Miri of the plains speak a language very close to Padam and some of the other Adi 
dialects, but have a different life-style, having been settled for some centuries in the Assamese 
cultural region. They practice agriculture, but are specially notable for their fine silk weaving, 
for fishing and for their skill with elephants. They have adopted plains dress, but they have 
retained their longhouses, like their kin in the hills. It seems possible that the Miri people 
represent an early migration from the north of Adi groups, who may have occupied the plains 
during the time of the dominance of the Tai Ahom, who established their rule in the Assam 
valley in A.D. 1228. At that time, the Chutiya, a Boro people, had a kingdom based on Sadiya. 
They were eventually defeated by the Ahom in 1 523, when their territory was annexed, but was 
largely depopulated. It seems plausible to suppose that this was the time when some of the Adi 
came into the plain, and adopted a life style suited to the region, rather more like their 
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predecessors than their cousins in the hills. This, however, must remain a hypothesis for future 
investigation. It is however in line with the general theory that tribal movement was southwards 
by the river valleys into Assam, and that the nearer their present location is to Tibet, the later they 
came into North-East India. 
In the present study, as in many others, there is difficulty in making firm classifications in 
view of the nature of the evidence available. In most cases the data are scanty, impressionistic, 
unreliable, and not recorded in an accurate, scientific way with proper definitions of the way the 
material is handled or presented. Many of the areas are inaccessible, or could only be dealt with 
summarily by officers passing by in the course of other duties; while the number of languages 
and dialects is so great, that no one person can investigate more than one or two of them 
extensively and in depth. On the other hand, if one were to wait for perfect opportunities, the 
work would never be attempted at all. Hence it is necessary to have some criteria of how to use 
unsatisfactory materials, and what authority to claim for any conclusions reached. 
In recent times, it has been customary to attempt language classifications on the basis of a 
fairly small number of basic terms, closeness being expressed in terms of percentage agreement 
in these. An overall comparison by this method would in many cases show a low measure of 
agreement with so-called Common Tibeto-Burman, and might pose the question as to whether 
there is really a sound basis for postulating a Tibeto-Burman family of languages as has been 
customarily conceived. However, in verifying the results of lexico-statistical analysis based on a 
small number of terms by considering a much longer comparative vocabulary, some of these 
difficulties may be overcome: a sample of five hundred words would, for instance, well indicate 
convergence or divergence of any two languages which had been compared on a hundred-word 
basis. Another difficulty is that forms which are morphologically similar in two languages may 
differ semantically; the occurrence of different forms in comparative lists may hide the fact that 
morphologically similar forms do exist, but may not have been recorded. All that is attempted in 
the present paper is to show that an Adi-Dafla group of languages can be postulated, having close 
similarities within the group, but without near affines in the neighbouring languages. Sten 
Konow's term North Assam Group should be discarded as linguistically meaningless, and the 
place of the Adi-Dafla languages within the Tibeto-Burman family be treated with caution. 
1. The Adi-Dafla languages 
As far as the available evidence allows a judgment to be made, there is one principal language 
of the S iang division, the Adi, formerly called Abor, with dialects which to SOJlle degree 
correspond with tribal divisions. A characteristic of Padam is the absence of the palatal 
consonant c, for which s is substituted, so that Gallong (Western Adi) has citium , Eastern Adi 
(Padam) situm for 'to shut' .  Gallong often drops a final velar nasal e.g. dolu = Padam dolung, 
'village' .  In the comparative vocabulary, Gallong represents Western Adi, and Padam, with the 
closely similar Minyong, are Eastern Adi; in many respects, Miri is close to Padam in 
phonemics, and to a large degree in vocabulary. Little is known about the northern dialects, but 
Bokar shows some affinities with Dafla: both these groups include nomadic hunters. From a 
brief investigation of Apatani of speakers from three different villages, I was not able to perceive 
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any significant dialect variation. We have some records of three dialects of Dafla: Yano in the 
west of Subansiri, Tagen in the east and Palin-Nyapin, north centre; there may well be other 
unrecorded dialects, especially in the north. The so-called Hill Miri has not been described, but 
is probably close to Tagen. Apatani shows many similarities to Dafla, but also has significant 
differences. Apatani and Tagen use a velar fricative, conventionally written kh; Yano has a 
bilabial fricative, usually written f corresponding to the velar of the other languages . 
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2. Padam-Adi 
In the winter of 1964, I did some field work on Padam at the Christian Centre at Panikhowa, 
near Dumduma, Assam. I had the help of six language informants, all schoolboys from the 
villages of Damro, Mekha and Dambuk, in the south-eastern part of Siang and the adjacent part 
of the Lohit Division. From them I collected a vocabulary, specimen sentences, and readings 
from a primer, all of which I recorded in International Phonetic Script, which formed the basis 
for the subjoined description and analysis, which, however, as explained below, is presented in a 
slightly modified form of the conventional romanisation following the phonemic description. 
There appeared to be no significant dialect variation among my informants. 
The importance accorded to Padam among the Adi dialects lies in the fact that the region 
where it is spoken is close to Sadiya, which was the political centre in British times, and was also 
the base for Christian missions. Furthermore it was both linguistically and geographically 
nearest to the Miri of the plains. J.F. Needham, Assistant Political Officer at Sadiya, 1 882- 1905, 
wrote An outline grammar of the Shaiyang Miri language, as spoken by the Miris of that clan 
residing in the neighbourhood of Sadiya (Needham 1886). J.R. Lorrain,  of the Arthington 
Mission, was working in Sadiya from 190 1 to 1903. With the help of a Padam Adi, Mili Mipak, 
and others, he produced A dictionary of the Abor-Miri language, with illustrative sentences 
(Lorrain 1907), and a substantial Bible history, Aro Ishor-ke doying-e, (Lorrain 1908). Later the 
American Baptist Mission was active in the region, in schools and in publishing reading 
materials, such as Padam A-B Luponane: a primer in Padam Abor, (American Baptist Mission 
1 947). 
2.1 The phonetic system of Padam 
Padam has seven vowels, a, i, e, u, 0, w, and y , the last two being unrounded back high and 
middle vowels. It has fifteen consonants: k, g, n, j, Jl, t, d, n, p, b, m, y, r, 1, s, all of which may 
occur in syllable-initial position; but in syllable-final position there are only nine possibilities: 
zero, k, n, t, n, p, m, r, and 1. The vowel pairs i/w and ely appear to be phonemic ally distinct, all 
occurring freely in similar phonetic contexts; but they are not noted in the conventional 
romanisation, except that the back high unrounded is sometimes signalled by the digraph ui, 
though not consistently. Among the consonants, a feature differentiating Padam from some other 
Adi dialects is the absence of the aspirate, h and the palatal plosive, c. 
In the following sections, a modified form of the conventional romanisation will be used, as 
follows : 
Phonemic Modified Old 
conventional romanisation 
w ii i, (or ui) 
y i:i e 
n ng ng 
c (not in Padam) c ch 
Jl ny ny 
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2.2 Morphology 
The basic structural element in Padam is the syllable. To the extent that some meaning or 
function can be ascribed to each syllable, the language might be called monosyllabic; but this is 
really a subordinate feature, as Padam is characterised by agglutinative word and phrase building, 
and by a strong tendency to develop disyllabic stems, which may take the forms prefix + root, 
root + suffIx, or root + root. This principle appears to be more important than the possible 
operation of lexical tone, which is not well attested. 
Some sandhi rules operate in Padam, the most important being that a final voiceless stop 
becomes voiced before a following voiced plosive, but nasalised before a following nasal. A 
final nasal may also sometimes be dropped before a following nasal or certain plosives. Another 
principle is the dropping of prefixes when two root syllables are combined. These features may 
be illustrated by the following paradigms of noun classifiers in combination with numerals. Thus 
tadok ( 'bead',  classifer dok-), soben ('goat', ben-), using ('tree' ,  sing-). 
Numeral With dok- With ben- With sing-
(isolate) 
one akon dokkon benkon singkon 
two anyii dongnyii bennyii sinyii 
three angum doggum benum singum 
four api dokpi benpi sipi 
five pilngo dongngo benngo singo 
six ake dokke benke singke 
seven kiiniit dokkiiniit benkiiniit singkiiniit 
eight piinyi dokpiinyi benpiinyi sipiinyi 
nine konang dokkonang benkonang singkonang 
ten iiying dogying ben-ying siying 
The operation of sandhi and root combination may also be illustrated by words for animals: 
generic, male, female and young: 
cattle goat fowl duck 
generic gom soben porok pojap 
male mbo benbo rokpo jabbo 
female mno benno rongno jamno 
young mo beno rogo pojap-o 
The word goru is of Assamese origin, but in this paradigm is treated in the normal Padam 
way; pojap-o is perhaps to be explained by the possible confusion between *jabo and jabbo. 
Number is not usually expressed in nouns, but may be shown by a suffix (gadde) when not 
indicated by context or by other words in the sentence. Case is indicated by suffIx, -om for 
accusative, -go (-ko) for genitive, -0 for instrument, -10 for locative, -10kke for ablative. 
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Pronouns have singular and plural forms : 
I 
thou 
he/she 
ngo 
no 
bO 
we 
you 
they 
ngolu 
nolu 
biilu 
Verbal forms usually consist of a monosyllabic root plus suffix indicating tense or aspect. 
Further modifications may be expressed by stringing on additional suffixes: a few samples will 
indicate the system : 
to say 
I say 
I said 
shall say 
I do not say 
say! 
is said 
I did not say 
having said 
do not say 
I can say 
2.2 Some sample sentences 
ponam 
ngo podung 
ngo poto, pokai 
ngo poye 
ngo pomang 
potoka 
potuai 
ngo pomato 
pola 
poyoka 
ngo poladung 
The above features, together with other grammatical features not described, may be illustrated 
by some examples: 
1 .  ngolu ekumlo giiyeku 
We house-to go-shall 
We shall go home 
2. ngoluko agii dolungo 
Our Ago village 
Our village is Ago 
3. delo giiyelo longumko iye 
There going-to days-three take-will 
It takes three days to get there. 
4. iyingkola oditko gom kaduno ? 
field-in how many cows are 
How many cows are in the field? 
5.  iyingkongsi pilngoko gom kadung 
field-in-this five cows are 
There are five cows in this field. 
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6. rokomom donyii sadung, yumom donyii wadung. 
morning-in sun rises, evening-in sun sets 
The sun rises in the morning, and sets in the evening. 
7 .  talelo domuko dangmelo, takarom kabamang. 
sky-in cloud is-when, star-acc. see-can-not. 
When there are clouds in the sky the stars cannot be seen. 
8 .  ngok abuloko ditak tagying pilngoko a.  
my father-of years year-ten five is. 
My father is fifty years old. 
9. ngo biikolo sitiko adla biliktuai. 
I him-to letter written-having sent-it-was. 
I wrote a letter and sent it to him 
10. no dubgon millo, biim ekumlo piingang-kumang adapo, no biim piipuyopo. 
thou run-fast if, him house-to reaching-arriving before, thou him overtake-wilt. 
If you run fast, you will overtake him before he reaches home. 
2.4 A Padam folk tale: the story of two cats and a monkey 
kandari anyii kolang sibeko doyingo 
cats two and monkey-of story 
konno-molo longo konom, kandari anyii kone giiman-gono. 
once-upon-a-time day-on certain, cats two certain walking-went. 
delo kandari akon do etiing alemko pato. 
then cat one that rice-cake piece found. 
kandari akon do kabokai. alem delokka-Iegapd 
cat one that eat-wanted. then therefore 
etiing alem dom kala, 
rice-cake piece that seen, 
momiin 
quarrel 
sukai. 
began. 
momiin sududam, sibe kona kala, kandari anyii dam lulo: 
quarrel beginning-while, monkey one having seen, cats two those said 
kandari anyiia, ngok lunam sim-itoka. dam imalo airupd aiye. sibe6 dep5 
cats two-o, my speech listen-to! that very good will be monkey from 
lunam dom tatIa, kandari anyii do loliklo. sibe do gula kolok 
speech that having heard, cats two those agreed. monkey that shop from 
ser-kiikiinana ko Jala, kiikii-bito. attung kon do lxJje yalo miilo, 
scale-measuring one having-brought, measure-gave. piece one that bigger being if, 
anyongko Jala dolo, dan-dan ito, depo ila-ila, sibe de etiing 
some having-taken ate, finish-2 did. so having-done, monkey that cake 
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a10m dom doyin pala, esi sine tOyong ko1o gesang kaku. 
all that consuming-took, tree tree tall on up climbed. 
de10k rongom do kandari anyii do kangkil-kangkil-1a ser kiikiinana dom idung. 
that after that cats two those angrily scale measuring that dealt-with. 
dom gula-ato do ala inO kandari anyii dom diila monpakto. 
then shopkeeper that having-come, cats two those having-beaten, chased-out. 
depij ila momiin sumapij, 81po dobosu-1angka. dObong. 
therefore quarrel do not! well behavej the end. 
Once upon a time, two cats went for a walk; one of them found a piece of rice-cake, but when 
the other saw it, he wanted to eat it, and so they began to quarrel. While they were quarrelling, a 
monkey who had been watching said to the two cats. 'You two cats, it would be a good idea if 
you were to listen to me: '  When they heard what the monkey had to say, the cats agreed. The 
monkey brought a pair of scales from a shop, and divided the cake. If one piece was bigger than 
the other, he took some and ate it, and in this way managed to consume the whole, and then he 
climbed a tall tree. Thereupon, the two cats angrily smashed the scales. The shop keeper came 
after them, beat the cats, and chased them away. So don't quarrel, but behave properly! 
3. Comparative lexicon 
Subjoined is a comparative vocabulary of 227 terms in eight languages or dialects of the Adi­
Dafla group: Gallong, Minyong and Padam being dialects of Adi, while Tagen, Yano and Palin 
are Dafla dialects. The list has the defects of most of its kind, being a compilation from a 
number of sources, including my own field work, for which insufficient time was available. !  
Hence the reliability and precision of  the entries is not high, and sometimes affinities are 
obscured because only one term was recorded for a particular language, whereas if synonyms had 
been noted, more correspondences might have been shown. Notwithstanding these 
disadvantages, the list demonstrates the lexical closeness of the languages discussed. 
When, however, these vocabularies are compared with Tibetan, Burmese, or other languages 
assigned to the Tibeto-Burman language family, the correspondences are very few. The 
following comparisons between Padam and Tibetan might be made: (Tibetan written forms, 
except where noted). 
English Padam Tibetan 
ant taruk grogma (spoken: troma) 
a bear situm dom 
to beat dom rdun 
to die si Ii 
dog ekki khyi 
eye amik mig 
father aba pba cont. 
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English Padam Tibetan 
fire omo me 
fish engo lia 
five pilango Ina 
to give bi sbyin 
hand alak lagpa 
house ekum kbyim 
I ngo lia 
to know ken mkhyen 
man ami mi 
moon polo zla 
name amiinii min 
not ma, mang ma 
nose nyobung sna 
ripe min smin 
to sit du 'dug 
star takar skar 
sun donyii liima 
three angum gsum 
tree iising tin 
two anyii gills 
woman mimo mo 
The above list of 28 terms represents a possible 12.5 per cent correspondence in basic 
vocabulary (compare the comparative vocabulary lists below). Burmese offers rather more 
comparisons: 
English Padam Burmese 
a bow iyi Ie 
to bring la yula 
cold ancing akyin 
to die si se 
dog ekki kbwe : 
dove pokii khrui : 
ear nyorung na : 
eye amile myak 
finger lakking lakkhron 
fire omo mi : 
fish engo na : 
five pilango na : 
fruit aye asi : 
to give bi pe : 
hand alak lak 
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English Padam Burmese 
I ngo na 
moon polo la 
name amiinii amaii 
pig ek wak 
river korong khon 
sand siye sai 
seven kiiniit khunhac 
to sit du thuin 
to sleep ip ip 
to speak po pro 
sun donyii ne 
this do, odo di 
tongue ayo Jhya 
two amyii nhac 
woman mimo mimma 
Similar comparison with nearby tribal languages usually classified as Tibeto-Burman would 
reveal about the same degree of correspondence, perhaps rather the same lack of it. The general 
conclusion concerning the lexicon of the Adi-Dafla group of languages is that there is a high 
degree of correspondence within the group, but low correspondence with outside groups. 
4. Conclusions 
This brief survey of a group of languages of North-East India closely related one to another, 
and of one representative language within it, indicates the need for more substantial scientific 
investigation of such languages: probably the selection of a single language from a recognisable 
group is the most practicable method, in view of the general difficulty of access and opportunity 
to carry out the work. What we have at hand are mostly old, short and unreliable vocabularies, 
and in a few cases more extensive descriptions in the style of old grammars made by and 
designed for working officers in the region, such as Bor ( 1938), which also includes a Tagen­
Dafla vocabulary, and Das Gupta ( 1963), which has a grammatical description, and English­
Gallong classified vocabularies, in both Roman and Devanagari scripts. Both of these works 
provide extensive lexical materials, but the phonological descriptions they give are 
impressionistic and difficult to interpret. 
A scientific study of Padam would be of great value: the language is spoken in a region which 
is reasonably accessible, and there has been a certain amount of publication in it for school, 
church and government purposes. 
If language relationships are to be established chiefly on the basis of lexicon, then a 12.5 per 
cent agreement of basic vocabularly with Tibetan, Burmese, or Common Tibeto-Burman, does 
not suggest a very firm place for the Adi-Dafla group within the Tibeto-Burman family. But a 
similar result can be predicted for other languages and language groups of North-East India and 
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the contiguous regions. This must in turn place a question on the reality of the Tibeto-Burman 
language family as generally accepted. If on the other hand, the main matter is the mechanics of 
the languages, then widespread general similarities may be seen: but then as long ago as 1 89 1 ,  
Percival Lowell pointed out the functional similarity of Japanese and Burmese (Lowell 1 89 1). 
The Tibeto-Burman family is an unsatisfactory construct, and this whole field of investigation 
should be reopened. 
APPENDIX: COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY OF THE ADI-DAFLA GROUP 
English Gallong Minyong Padam Miri Tagen Yano Palin Apatani 
angry aci,mar mar mar mar hakha hafak hahak hadii 
ant taruk taruk taruk merang tamp tamp tamp 
arrow upuk epuk epuk epuk uppu oppok upuk apu 
ash mico medbu medbu taco taco miiri 
to ask taka tungki iingkiit ta takh tao te 
to ask for ko ko ko ko ko ko ku 
axe egi iigiing iigiing ekhe of{e ehe yiig 
back koki 1amku 1amku 1amku 1angke 1amko hangtang 
bad alma aimang aimang alamo alema ayama 
bag seko sakyap sagap caku coku cukhop 
banana kopak kopak kopak kopak kopak kopak kopak kopak 
bead tadok tadok tadok daksiri tesii taseng 
a bear soturn situm siturn situm suttom settom situng 
to bear 0 koben kobeng himebu 
to beat mod di dom dem ji jeng kii 
bee tangik tangut tangut tangud tonge tangu tungu tangu 
belly ake aki aki aki ayek kopa kepo ere 
big atte bote bote bote koya 1akhe koi kae 
to bind og e e riingap 1e 1e rak rak 
bird peta pettang pettang pettang potta potta pata pata 
black yake yorang yorang yaka kea kea kaya ji 
blood i yi iyi yie oi oi ui ai 
boar sira sira seru sera sUra 
boat etku etkung olung ho1u ho1ung nao 
body ayi amir amiil amir e ga au 
bone alo along along along al10 sola alo 
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English Gallong Minyong Padam Miri Tagen Yano Palin Apatani 
a bow ire i iyi ie iliii uri iri alyi 
boy ome mi10ko ko ko nyegako nyegakao hemi milobo 
to break tir dir bot tir pace peci tatar pece 
to bring bea 1a jobom 1a e ungge 1a 
brother,e asi abing abiing ebung abOng abang abang 
brother,y abir biro biryo bOITe burro burn anu 
to burn gu gu gu gu gu gu ri1ek 
to bury ru yu yu yu semali samali 
to buy re rii re re re re arii 
cat taso kedari kandari mendari asa asa asa 
to catch gag gak um gak natung natung 1atung 1atii 
child ome ko ojiing ko ko kao ku nyiimii 
clean derek denam narong doom dan-ak darek dariikhii 
cloth eje gasur gasor gasur eji eji iji pu1ye 
cloud dome domuk domuk damir dam ok damok hapam jomii 
coat 1alik galuk pording galuk 
cold sikir sikil ancing sikir sokor sokor sirek auntu 
to come a a a wan ha wa ha a 
cow soye sou sou goru sehenne henne se sii 
a crow pak pak pak piyag poak pak 
to cry nyig kab kap kab khap kap kap 
to cut pa pa pa pa pa pa pa pa 
dao orok yok oyok yoktung olyok orok oryok i1yo 
dark kene anum an un rump kano kana kane 
daughter nyime ome umo ome nyeme nyeme milu 
day alo 10nge 10ngo 10nga 1a 10 alo alo 
deer sodum sidum dumsing sOdom sOdom sudum siding 
to die si si si si si si si sii 
to do ri i ni re ri aji-in 
dog iki ekki ekki ekhye iki iki iki akyii 
door erap eyap ereng arep aryap ale 
dove peki pokii peki pukhu pukhu pari 
to drink ti ti tii ti dii dii tan 
dry or ereng orong sang ho ho piteng pitang 
duck pejap pejap pojap pejap 
ear nyeru norung nyorung yerung nyeru nyerung nyurung yarung 
earth kode kede among among kede kede kedi supum 
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English Gallong Minyong Padam Miri Tagen Yano Palin Apatani 
to eat do do do do do do do dii 
egg pipe rokpi rokpii rokpi piipe piipii pipi papu 
eight pine pini piinyi pini plone plOno pine priinyi 
elbow lagbi lakbin lakbin lakbin lade labOng lakdo 
elephant sote sitte sita sitta sete hati sete 
eleven irigo- iiyingko iiyingko ering- alyang-
laken la-akon la-akon akin lekiieng 
enemy nyimak miru miru nyemuk nyebu nyimak igiikhii 
eye anyik amik amik amida enyik nyek anyik ami 
face nyukmo mingmo mingmo mingmo nyekmie nyegma nyokmu 
faeces e tae e e e 
to fall 010 atok olet atok gue git holu 
far odo mordo mo mordo adda addo ado ado 
father abo abo abao abuo abe abo abu aba 
to fear bos peso peso peso bOss' biisso busu biiso 
feather ame amide amap amide lobe labu ale 
field rik arik ariik ringa rek rongmo aji 
to find ilen pangku pangku pangku na na kapa pabii 
finger lakse lakke Jakking Jakke liicii laceng lakcang lakci 
fire eme eme omo umma ume ume eme yamu 
fish ngoi engo engo nga ngui ngai ngui ngii 
five ango pilango pilango ango ang ango angu yango 
flower apu apun apun apun opo pung apu apu 
a fly nyimnin taying taying tiiyii tayeng tami 
to fly de yam dii jar jar he go 
foot ale ale alo leppa alJ'Joc' leco ali 
forest motum monam monam yumrang mlaro mlaro nyora more 
four appi api api api epi appi api piiJyi 
fowl rogo perok porok parok poyok porrok rokpo 
friend ajen angong angong ajin ajin arom ajing 
frog tatik tatik tatiik tatik titek tatek tatii 
fruit ase aye aye aye akh fe ase ayi 
to get pa pa pa pa na na pa 
ginger take take take takhi 
to give bi ji bi bi ji bhi ji bi 
to go nen gi gii gi e gui eng in 
goat sobin soben soben soben sabin sabin so bing siibing 
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good aido aido airupa aido ala ale al aya 
granary nasu kumsung kumsung kumsung amnam umnasung nasong nesu 
grass nemi ing tami ing ing eng tami 
green je yaying yaying jeve jeve 
gun mebuk abbuk abuk abbuk mobOk mobOk mobuk mobu 
hair dumi adum dumiit dumid dume domo dumi dimu 
hand alak alak alak elag alak lak alak alek 
hat bolup dumJup dumlup bopang bapa bropa 
he bi bi bii bii a a e 
head dumpo dumpong dumkong tupko dompa dompa dumpo dumpa 
to hear ta tat tat tat ta ta te tat 
heart apuk apui apii hopok hapok 
here sogo so so so sa sa so 
high tayo kedon kOdon adag ao au nyoku 
hill modi adi adi adi mladi mladi 
hom rebu areng areng areng eringe reng 
hot ago agau pamki gu agu agu agu ogu 
house nam ekum ekum ekum nam ogu nam ude 
husband nyilo milo milo milo nyole nyelo nyolu 
I ngo ngo ngo ngo ngo ngo ngo ngu 
iron yokdin yogir amm yogir yakder rakder ryakdar kakdar 
to kill rik di mopat di mm ming ming 
knife yokcik yoksik yoksik yoksik yakci gueci ryokcik 
to know cen ken ken ken ken kacin kacin cing 
ladder koba ebang ebang kobang sobla sobJa eba 
to laugh nyir ngil nyil yiir nyir nyer nyior 
leaf ane anne anna annii nabOr nabOr nane anti 
light oca otsang otsang otsang 
lightning dorak yari yam yari dolya darak taryam 
long aso bo bo ayar ass' aso 
man nyi mi ami mi nie bengni nyi bangne 
mat upe epuh epuh epoh appike uppit eping pepu 
millet tami miring mirung timi timi mipa 
mithan hobogo eso eso sebbe sebbe sebe stibe 
money murko abal abal toka tengka toka 
moon polo polo polo polo palo palo polu piiJo 
mother amo nane nana nana amme anne ane ane 
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mouth nappa nepang napang nappang agom gam agam agam 
name amin amin amiinii amin emin mungmin amin 
near mongyo ange ani kacii goyu kuci 
neck lipo aling a1iing aling 1apa 1engpa long gum 
net esap esap osap iisap issik essek nagi 
new ali ani ani ani nitti nitti niti niti 
night ayo kama kama kyemmo kanopo kanapao kane 
nine keng kinide konang konang kea kayo kua 
not ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma 
nose nyepum nobung nyobung nyewung nyepom nyepom nyopum yapung 
now ija supak supak supag seja keja seje 
oil tula tulang tu1ang tulang te1e telle ahu 
old aku aku aku aku kucuk kucuk pukunyik khu 
one aka aka okon aka akin akin aking kung 
pig eyek ek ek eyek ilik erek irik a1yi 
pot pici peki peret tau piicii peceng poceng 
to pull se so so so se se 
to push tu mi nii me tu lung 
quick m miinapii miinapii 10mdanna herug nyerobo aneng 
rain nido pe10ng padong pedang nyedo nyedo nido 
rat kobu kebu kabung kebung kubu kebung kubung 
rattan oso jeying jeying esong ossa ossa oso yaso 
red yali yaling yaliing 1ucu 1engci 1engceng 1ancang 
rice,plant amo am am am am um amsik emo 
rice,uncooked ambin am bin ambiin am bin em bin umbin am bing 
rice ,cooked acin apin apim apin aping aping 
ripe ngi min min min min min 
to rise ca darep darep darep gorop gorop 
river sibu botte korong abung pobu sabung pabung ke1e 
road beda lam be bedang lam 1amta 1aong 1aung 1enda 
root apir apiir apiir meme mami 
to run duk dup duk dup khar far ria har 
salt alo ala ala ala alye ala alu ala 
sand siye siye sulie bali bali 
to say men 1u 1u be bin bing 1u 
to sell puk ko ko ko pog pug 
seven kane konange kiiniit kinitko kennii kanni kane kanu 
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shoe leyuk leyuk junta lakum lakum lokok 
to shut citum situm situm pokom motum motum motum 
sick erema ki ki garam garam 
to sit du du du du da dung daa 
six akke akye ake akeng akhe akke ake khu 
skin apin asik asik asig epin supin apin alo 
sky tale taling taliing yapum 
to sleep yup immi ip immi yep yep yub imi 
small amme amiyo ame amye incu incung anyio 
snake tabi tabi tabii tabbe tebbii tabbii tibi 
snow tapam tapam tapam topum tapum hapam 
soft remap romak remak romak ninyak nyeng 
son ao ao umo ane ko kau ku hime 
to sow Ie let Ie let li li 
to speak men lu po lu be bin Iii 
spear nibu ginning giining gidding nakha nengka dangka 
to stand dag dak dag dag dog dog dag dak 
star takar takar takar takar takhor takhor takar takar 
to steal doso dotpi dotpyo dotpi doca dutca 
stone ili eling Wiing eling ilii e1ung olang yalang 
strong tor raj ral tor atOr bara atar 
sun donyi donyi donyii donyi danyi danyi donyi danyi 
sweet ti ti til ti ti ti ti 
to take la bom la bom na na na bue 
ten iri iyinge iiying irying iliicii rengceng aring alyang 
there alo iilo alo 010 alo alo 010 
they bulu bulu bulu bulu alIa bulu 
this si si odo si si si si 
thou no no no no no no no no 
three aum angom angum aum um am aum hing 
thunder dogum domur yari domir dagum dagum 
today silo silo silo silo salo solo sulu 
tomorrow allone nyampo nyampo yampo arlo am aro 
tongue aro aiyo ayo yoper ayeh roh am alyo 
tooth ai ai ipang aye ekhe fi ihi ahi 
tree isi esing iising ising senne sengne sengre sanii 
two anyi ani anyii ani anyi anyi anyi anyi 
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urine yesi esi sisum sisum usum 
village dolu dolung dolung dolung nampom nampom nampom 
to want mi ngom mil ngom nil nang nabe 
war nyimak mimak mimak mimag neb'pase nyebopase 
water isi asi asi asi isi isi esi yasi 
we ngolu ngolu ngolu ngolu ngolu ngolu ngulu 
where yadlo edilo ingkolo ingkolo hogulOga hoguloga huguho 
white yepu yalun yalun kampo pule ponglu yapung pulu 
wife nyime meng meng miyeng nyikhil nyefung nyime 
the wind dore asar asar asar dalye dari don ali 
wing alap alap alap allape 
woman jirte mime mimo mimmo nyeme nyeme nyimu 
word agom gompil agom gompir besa binsa 
work ager ager ager nito reto 
year anyi ditak ditak ditag nyeng nyeng anying 
yesterday melD melD mOlD melD moi milio melu 
you nolu nolu nolu nolu nolu nolu nolu 
young yam yamye yamye yamye nya yapa yapa 
NOTES 
1 My own field notes cover Padam, Miri, Tagen-Dafla and Apatani, in the winter of 1964. I met 
informants for Padam at a school in Panikhowa, on the Assam plains, for Tagen-Dafla and 
Apatani at North Lakhimpur, and for Miri at Pathalipam. Additional sources include: for 
Gallong, Das Gupta (1963); for Minyong, Roy (1960); for Miri, Pegu ( 1956); for Tagen and 
Yano Dafla, Bor (1938), which also contains a short Apatani vocabulary; for Palin-Nyapin 
Dafla, Das Gupta ( 1969). 
THE MTSHO-SNA MONP A LANGUAGE OF CIDNA 
AND ITS PLACE IN THE TmETO-BURMAN F AMIL Y 
Tatsuo Nishida 
The town of mTsho-sna 'Cuona' lies in the southern part of the Tibetan Autonomous Region 
of China close to Bhutan. The Monpa language spoken in the area of this town was described by 
Professor Sun Hongkai and his associates several years ago.! It is certain that this Monpa 
language belongs to the Tibetan group, and it is presumed to be based on some language derived 
from Proto-Tibetan though its lexicon also includes an upper stratum of borrowed vocabulary 
from Modern Central Tibetan.2 
1. Shared vocabulary 
Therefore, although the vocabulary of the upper stratum has word forms extremely similar to 
those of Central Tibetan, it is inferred that the basic lexical items are shared with a language 
called Tak-pa, or that they are related to some language of north-east Bhutan. In fact, Monpa 
includes many words which are found in Burmese and contains a good number which are 
unusual for Tibeto-Burman languages.3 This language has a vigesimal numeral system, 
including numeral items obviously related to Burmese forms along with the main numerals 
corresponding to Written Tibetan, namely 'four' to ' ten' (M - Mama dialect; W = Wenlang 
dialect): 
four 
five 
six 
seven 
M pli53 
M le31ne53 
M kro?53 
M nis55 
W bli35 
W le35na55 
W grok35 
W Jli55 
eight 
nine 
ten 
M cen13 
M tu31ku53 
M tt:i53 
David Bradley, Eugenie 1.A. Henderson and Martine Mazaudon eds, 
Prosodic analysis and Asian linguistics: to honour R.K. Sprigg, 223-236. 
Pacific Linguistics, C- 104, 1988 
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W get35 
W du35gu55 
W tt:i55 
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It could possibly be said that the words 'five' and 'nine' reflect, respectively, WT lnga and 
dgu, and that they are expanded derivatives for we can find vowel harmony between thematic 
vowels and prefixes. M pli53 W bJi35 'four' corresponds to Burmese lei2 < *liy2 (p- shows a 
relationship with Chin and Naga languages), and M kro?53 W grok35 ' six' corresponds to 
Written Burmese khrok. M nis55 W Jli55 ' seven ' also correspond to the second morpheme of 
Written Burmese khu-hnac Kachin sanit31. 
It might be though at first sight that M cen13 'eight' is an aberrant form, but it is a form which 
is composed of the stem ce- followed by -n; it corresonds to Written Tibetan brgyad.4 The 
Wenlang form get35 indicates this relation. It can also be said that these numerals of Cuona 
Monpa are more or less close to those of the Trung language, except for 'eight' : 
Trung (Trung River dialect5) 
four a31bli53 
five pw311)a53 
six kru?55 
seven sW31Jlit55 
eight 
nine 
¢t55 
dw31gw53 
ten ti55tsiiJ55 
In addition to these, Cuona Monpa has a number of words which may be considered cognate to 
Burmese: 
Mama Wenlang Burmese 
bear om13 wom35 wam 
tooth wa53 wa55 swa2 
canine tooth tche55wa53 ? cway swa2 
and ne1)55 ? hnang3 
to press nep53 n{lJn55 hnip-
arrow bJa53 mla35 bmya2 
bow li35 li35 lei2 <*liy2 
to exchange pJe?53 pJe55 lai2-
knee pu55mo1)53 ? pu-chac6 
In Cuona Monpa, 'heaven' and 'rain' have an identical form. This semantic relation is also 
found in Written Burmese, although the actual word forms are different:? 
heaven 
rain 
Mama 
nam53 
nam53 
Wenlang 
nam55 
nam35 
Burmese 
mOl 
mol 
This Monpa word nam53 is obviously cognate to the Written Tibetan gnam 'heaven ',  though 
this semantic concept is divided into the separate words gnam-kha 'heaven' and char-pa 'rain' in 
later stages of Tibetan. It remains possible that Proto-Tibetan represented 'heaven' and 'rain' by 
a single form. The Trung forms for 'heaven'  and 'rain' also contains the morpheme of Tibetan 
origin nam and the cognate to Burmese mol: 
heaven 
rain (N.) 
Trung River 
dialect 
mii755 
nam53dza 755 
Nujiang 
dialect 
mii755 
nam53za755 
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Written 
Burmese 
mdZ 
m02rwa 
Written 
Tibetan 
gnam-kba 
Since Trung nam53dza 755 or nam53za 755 also means 'it rains' dza 753 or za 755 is cognate to 
Cuona Monpa M tsh0753 W tsh055, and both of them probably correspond to Burmese rwa 
(m02rwa 'it rains'). In that case, this word is also composed of elements cognate to both Tibetan 
and Burmese. 
In this way, Cuona Monpa has compound word forms corresponding to Tibetan and Burmese, 
even though they are few in number. For instance, in M pu35-sa53 W bu35tsa55 'child' ,  M pu35 
W bu35 corresponds to Tibetan bu, while M sa53 W tsa55 corresponds to Burmese sa2. In the 
case of M li55p053 W liu55 < *li-bu 'heavy' ,  li55 corresponds to Burmese lei2 <*liy2, and -p053 
corresponds to a Tibetan affix added to adjectives. In the compound M tham53pJa53 'ashes of the 
oven ', tham53 corresponds to Tibetan thab ' oven' ,  while pJa53 corresponds to Burmese pra (cf. 
Trung a31pJa55 'ash'). I shall return below to the rules of correspondence. 
2. Verbal morphology 
Strong evidence for considering the basic component of Cuona Monpa to be extremely close 
to Tibetan is found in the morphemes used to express tenses. As I have reported in another 
article on the development of Tibetan tense morphology (Nishida 1987), the usage of auxiliaries 
for tense expressions shows a split between first and second/third persons in many spoken 
Tibetan dialects. On the other hand, Cuona Monpa (Mama dialect) shows a split between 
first/second and third persons. On this point Cuona Monpa agrees with the mNgal1.-ris Tibetan 
dialect. Wenlang dialect does not have such a split.S It can be said that this fact is one of the 
main peculiarities of the south dialect of Cuona Monpa. Let us take an example of the future 
tense: 
Cuona Monpa (Mama dialect) pri35 
1 st/2nd person (affirmative) 
(negative) 
3rd person (affirmative) 
(negative) 
pri35cu753jin35 
pri35cu 753men35 
pri35cu 753ne 735 
pri35cu 753min35te31 
IIY ou) will write. 
(IIY ou) will not write. 
He will write. 
He will not wnte. 
pri35 'to write' corresponds to Wr. Tibetan hbri-ba, and cu753 corresponds to Wr. Tibetan 
rgyu 'indication of future' :  
Lhasa dialect 
1 st person (affirmative) 
(negative) 
t:ji 13Jd.jI: 13 
t$i 13Jd. mE: 13 
(I) will write. 
(I) will not write. 
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2nd/3rd person (affmnative) 
(negative) 
The past tense shows the same splits:9 
Cuona Monpa (Mama dialect) 
1 stl2nd person (affmnative) 
(negative) 
3rd person (affmnative) 
(negative) 
Lhasa dialect 
1 st person (affmnative) 
(negative) 
2nd/3rd person (affmnative) 
(negative) 
t!ji13Jci.re?13 
t!ji13Jci.mal lre?13 
pri35w053jirj35 
pri35w053men35 
pri35w053ne 735 
pri35w053min35te31 
t!ji13pa-ii13 
mal lt!ji53 
t!ji13pa·re?13 
mal 1t!ji53pa're713 
(You/He) will write. 
(You/He) will not write. 
(IJYou) wrote. 
(IJY ou) didnt write. 
(He) wrote. 
(He) didnt write. 
(I) wrote. 
(I) didnt write. 
(Y ou/He) wrote. 
(You/He) didnt write. 
The present tense shows the same splits again (negatives are omitted) : 
Cuona Monpa (Mama dialect) 
1 stl2nd person 
3rd person 
ji35ci53pri35ri53nem35 
ji35ci53pri35ri53ne 735 
(J.!Y ou) write (am/are writing) a letter) 
(He) writes (is writing) a letter. 
Lhasa dialect 
1 st person 
2nd/3rd person 
letter. 
jillki53t�i13Jci.jo13 
jilJ ki53t�i13ki·tu?13 
(I) write (am writing) a letter. 
(You/He) write(s) (are/is writing) a 
In the case of Lhasa dialect as well as other dialects of the Central Tibetan area, both the 
future and the past tense are expressed by linking the equative (copulative) verb to the verb-stem 
by means of a particle. Usually, -yin is added to the fIrst person, and -red is added to the 
second/third person: -gi- (occasionally -rgyu-) is used for the future tense, and -ba (including its 
allomorphs) is used for the past tense, as the linking particle. 
On the other hand, in the case of the present tense, -yod and -bdug, the existential verbs, 
appear with the fIrst person and the second/third person, respectively, linked to the stem by the 
particle -gi. 
In the case of Cuona Monpa (Mama dialect), since -nem- - -ne? is the existential verb and jin 
is the copulative verb, it happens that the copulative verb and the existential verb coexist in the 
same paradigm for future tense formation, besides the fact that it splits the paradigm differently 
with respect to persons, as mentioned above. Therefore, these forms do not accord exactly with 
those of Central Tibetan. 
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It seems that these forms are quite characteristic of Cuona Monpa. In addition to this, it is 
possible that the existential verb -ne is not a cognate of Tibetan bdug but rather corresponds to 
Burmese -nei- <*niy ' stay, live' - (used for the progressive aspect; Nashi -ne21 is also cognate). 
Since the form -ne? contains a glottal stop, it might also be inferred that it corresponds to WrT 
gnas-pa and that -m in the fIrst/second person form nem is the trace of some affIx. 
Lhasa dialect 
DFuturefPast tense] 
1st person 
2nd person 
3rd person 
[Present tense] 
1 st person 
2nd person 
3rd person 
Linking particle 
Future 
Present 
Past 
Equative Verb 
-yin 
-red 
-red 
- Existential verb 
-yod 
-hdugltu? 
-hdugltu? 
Lhasa dialect 
-gi /ki, rgyu leu 
-balwa 
-gi/ki 
Cuona Monpa (Mama dialect) (Wenlang dialect)10 
EquativelExistential Verb 
1 st person -jin13 -ju55 
2nd person -jin13 -ju55 
3rd person -ne?13 -ju55 
- Existential verb 
1 st person -nem13 -do55 
2nd person -nem13 -do55 
3rd person -ne?13 -do55 
Mama dialect Wenlang dialect 
-cu?55 nothing 
-wo53 nothing 
-i53 nothing 
The perfective aspect in the Cuona Monpa (Mama dialect) is expressed by adding an auxiliary 
verb tshar55. This form corresponds to the verb phrase of Lhasa dialect [past stem] + tsha55 
(WrT tsbar) e.g.: 
Cuona Monpa (Mama dialect) 
za35tshar55 
pri35tshar55 
ja35tshar55 
have eaten 
have written 
have achieved 
WrT 
zas-tsbar 
bris-tsbar 
byas-tsbar 
On the other hand, Cuona Monpa has several characteristic phenomena that we cannot find in 
Tibetan, at least in the dialects of the Central Area. 
3. Grammatical words 
As for the personal pronouns of Monpa, the form of the first person is cognate to other 
Tibetan languages; those of the second and third persons are idiosyncratic, and obviously relate 
to forms in the Naga languages (Ao pa, Serna pa, Angami pu6, Lhota npo, etc.) : l 1  
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Mama Wenlang Mama Wenlang 
Singular Plural 
I 1,1f35 1,1f35 we :oa35ra?53 :oa35ra55 
you ?i53 iSS you ?e53ra?53 ?e55ra55 
he pe35 bi35 they pe13ra?53 be35ra55 
The element -ra?53 - ra55 corresponds to WrT -cag (cf. WrB laa3 and Japanese -ra). 
The possessive case of the pronoun is indicated by adding the particle ko31 (cognate to WrT 
-gi, Nashi -ga33, etc.), and it is also characteristic of this language that the thematic vowel of the 
fIrst person changes from :oe13 « *:oa) to :ou13, and that the particle of the plural changes from 
ra?53 to ru?53. 
my 
your (PI) 
Mama 
:ou35k031 
?i53ru ?53k031 
Wenlang 
:ou35ku55 
?i55ku55 
our 
their 
Mama Wenlang 
:ou35ru?53ko31 :oa35ra55ku55 
pe35ru ?53ko31 bi35ra55ku55 
The case particle te31 added to the agentive form indicates a subject, and is similar to the 
'instrumental' subject of other Tibeto-Burman languages. This might be due to the fact that te31 
reflects a former ergative construction, e.g.: 
Mama thO:o55t:¢:55te31 . . .  'with a wooden plough' (cf. Japanese noun + de) 
Among the case particles there are some forms that correspond to Tibetan and others which 
may be considered cognate to Burmese. 
In the Mama dialect, the dative particle -Ie31 added to the patient corresponds to WrT -Ia: 
?a55-tt:e53-te31 :oe35Ie31 . . . / 
My brother for me . . .  
W :oe35Ie35 . . .  (T nga-la) 
brother I . . .  
The particle of comparison -Ie31, which is the same form as the dative particle, corresponds to 
WrT -las, but in the Wenlang dialect, the ablative case ge35 is used instead of Ie35. 
M ta31 niI]55 na31 niI]55 Ie31 ' "  
W da35 ni:055 ni35 ni:055 ge35 . . .  
This year is . . .  than last year 
The ablative case ge35 of the Wenlang dialect is a cognate of Mama -ki31 and both of them 
correspond to WrB -ka3: 
M pe55tt:i:055 ki31 . .  . 
W pe55tt:i:055 ge35 . .  . 
from Beijing .. . 
from Beijing .. . 
M ka31 'inside' in M tshi53 ka31 Jla35 ne?35 W tshi55 ka55 Jla35 nou35 'There are fIsh in the 
water' is cognate to Yi -ko33, and this is also expressed as M ne:035 ka31 W ne:035:oa35. As ne:035 
is cognate to WrT nang ' in'  ( *-a > -e), if ka31 or ka55 is cognate to WrB a-kra2 ' intermediate 
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space', then we can say ne{]13 ka3I or ne{]35{]a35 <*ne{]35ka35is composed of a Tibetan form and 
a Burmese form. 
4. Semantics 
There is a semantic split in the 'transfer' verb ' to borrow' which arouses our interest. While 
only a single word g-yar-ba is used for 'borrow' in Tibetan (but cf. Batang dialect) 12 it is split 
into two forms in Cuona Monpa (Mama) : Jlar35 is used for borrowing in which one must return 
the original object, and cir55 is used when the original object need not be returned. This form 
Jlar35 is probably a cognate to the Tibetan g-yar-ba. which is mentioned above. 
It is very interesting that the split in Cuona Monpa accords to the two forms for 'to borrow' 
found in Burmese and Atsi: 
Burmese Atsi 
hnga2- {]o3I 
khyei2- < khiy2- tji3I 
borrow (when one must return the original 
object, such as a sword, a wheel, a cow, etc.) 
borrow (when one need not return the original 
object, such as string, oil, money, etc.) 
The latter form is etymologically related to Cuona Monpa cir (and WrT skyi-ba). Burmese 
hnga2 is cognate to Tibetan (b)rnya-ba: 
Cf. 
WrB 
WrT 
fish 
nga2 
nya 
to borrow 
hnga2 
rnya-ba 
Kachin also has the same kind of dichotomy. However, as the word forms themselves do not 
correspond to Cuona Monpa, the latter language is closer to Burmese and Atsi in this respect: 
Monpa Burmese Atsi Tibetan Kachin 
to borrow 1 
to borrow 2 
Jlar35 
cir53 
hnga2 
kbyei2-
5. Loanwords versus native vocabulary 
{]o3I 
tji3I 
(rnya-ba) g-yar-ba 
(skyi-ba) 
hkoi [khoi31} 
shap Uap3I} 
Returning to the problem of vocabulary, it can be found that Cuona Monpa has some word 
forms which are extremely close to Tibetan, e.g. 'flute' M t$hi55Ji{]55W pe{]55tf:a55jUI)55 WrT 
phred-gling (Lhasa chif lingt);13  'wooden boat' M t$u35 W do{]35d�u55WrT gru (Lhasa chuv); 
'saw' M so55li53 W so55li55 WrT sog-Ie (Lhasa soof let); 'hemp string' M s055ma53kut55pa53 W 
so55ma55kut55pa55WrT (g)so-mahi skud-pa (Lhasa sof maf guf bact), etc. However, even 
though 'one who limps' M kaV55cO?53 W tf:ok55pu55 corresponds to WrT rkang kyog (Lhasa 
gangf gyoh) , and kyog-po, Cuona Monpa does not use kan55pa for 'leg' but uses M le35ms?53 W 
li35min55. The first morpheme of this word le35ms?53 is probably cognate to Burmese 
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khrei < khriy (the latter morpheme me?53 might correspond to Burmese mat- ' stand upright'). 
Therefore, I would like to assume that while Cuona Monpa M k81)55cO?53 is a loanword, the latter 
le35me?53 is an inherited form from a common ancestor. Trung also reflects a similar state of 
affairs 'one who limps' kaI)55d:la55 (Trung River dialect) kan31¥l55 (Nujiang dialect) : 'leg' 
xrai55 (Trung River dialect), xre55 (Nujiang dialect). The form for 'one who limps' is a 
loanword, and that for 'leg' is an inherited form, which is cognate to Burmese khriy. lek53 ' iron', 
which might at first sight be regarded as a loanword from Tai, is probably a cognate to Tibetan 
lcags. The borrowed form for this can be found in the following compounds: 
pen 
plow 
Mama 
U:ak55Jlu53 
U:ak53C{lJ55 
Wenlang 
Jlu55gu55 
WrT 
lcags-smyug 
lcags-gshol 
Similarly I would like to regard m{lJ55ja35 (ja35 'to do')14 as the original inherited form in 
opposition to the loanword C{lJ55 'plow' .  However m{lJ55 is etymologically related to WrT rmon­
pa ' to plow, to cultivate' .  'Tongue' M le53 W le55WrT Ice is an instance of the correspondence 
Monpa 1- : WrT lc-. 
6. Phonological correspondences 
Is it not possible to distinguish these two vocabulary strata (Le. loanwords vs. inherited words) 
by the criterion of phonological correspondences? For instance: 
Cuona Monpa WrT 
Mama Wenlang 
1 -e? -e?-i -ag 
2 -ak -a -ag 
3 -eu -eu -ang 
4 -81) -81) -ang 
May we not infer the following? 1 and 3 represent cognate forms transmitted from a proto­
language, while the words which show the correspondence of 2 and 4 are recently borrowed from 
Central Tibetan or are reformed under its influence as the standard dialect. 
For instance: 
1 Monpa -e, -ek WrT -ag 
Mama Wenlang WrT 
blood ce?53 ki55 khrag 
to leak out ze'l35 ze35do35 zag-pa 
rope thek55pa53 thek55pa55 thag-pa 
to weave the?53 the55ga55 hthag-pa 
2 
pig 
beast 
tiger 
sheep 
Monpa -a 7, -ak 
Mama 
pha753 
ri35tak53 
ta753 
1a 753 
Wenlang 
pha55 
? 
taS5 
1a55 
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WrT -ag 
WrT 
phag 
ri�gs 
stag 
lag 
In addition to these examples, ' snot' M nep53 W nep55 WrT snabs; 'clothes' M pe753 W  pe55 
WrB a-wat, etc. belong to the former series, while ' tobacco' M tha55ma 753 W tha55ma55 WrT 
tha-mag are obviously recent loanwords. However, although a form like 'master' M tak35p053 
(W ne55po55) corresponds to WrT bdag-po, it is difficult to consider it as a loanword. There is a 
possibility that the vowel -e changed into -a under the influence of the Central Tibetan form tak­
po, even though Monpa had the inherited form *te713po53 originally. 
Is this later reformation ascribable to the fact that many basic lexical items of Monpa already 
showed forms close to Central Tibetan, alongside the pure loan words? This might be indicated 
by the fact that the second morpheme in words like 'pockmark' M par13tsa753 (WrT hbar-tshags) 
includes an unaspirated sound. 
While ' to see' M te55 W te-u55 WrT lta-ba, and 'horse' M te53 W te55 WrT Ita include the 
same vowel -e as the numeral 'five' mentioned above15, 'eat' M za35 W za35 has the vowel -a. 
This might be ascribed to the fact that the latter has been remodelled. 
In the same way: 
3 Monpa -en WrT -ang 
Mama Wenlang WrT 
inside ne.!J35 ne.!J55.!J835 nang 
spinning pheI]53 ? hphang-lo 
copper zeJfl5 zeJfl5 zangs 
plain pen55then55 ? spang-thang 
4 Monpa -an WrT -ang 
Mama Wenlang WrT 
wolf Can55ku53 pha55ra55 spyang-ku 
chest pran35 bran55to55 brang-kha 
room khan55mi753 ? khang-mig 
green d�an35ku53 ? liang-khu 
Not only do phonemic forms show simple and regular correspondences, but the tones also 
correspond clearly, in the case of vocabulary of Tibetan origin. Since we can set up a relation of 
the same kind between words of Burmese origin and Written Burmese, it is possible to decide 
that a given word in Monpa is cognate to Tibetan or to Burmese according to the tone 
correspondence. 
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Let us illustrate here the basic correspondence which we can postulate between Tibetan and 
Monpa. 
Syllable of Cuona Monpa (Mama) CV#, CVC CV7 
Initials of WrT. Mama Wenlang Mama Wenlang 
I .  Voiceless or nasals with 
pre-consonant, etc. 53, 55 55 753 55 
2. Voiced 35 35 735 35 
Forms which correspond to WrT forms in br-, gl-, etc., are treated as belonging to category I .  
I .  Voiceless series (High tone) 2. Voiced series (Low tone) 
CV#, CVn type 
Mama Wenlang WrT Mama Wenlang WrT 
water tshi53 tshi55 chu goat ra35 rill 13 
salt tsha53 tsha55 tshawa mountain ri35 ri35 Ii 
who su53 su55 su person mi35 mi35 mi 
open phe53 phe55 phye- in neI)35 nenJ51J835 nang 
three sum53 som55 gsum cloth ra35 re35 ras 
five le31ne53 le35na55 lnga bird tca35 �a35 bya 
CV7 type 
eye me?53 rre55 mig (high) Tibet p¢?35 ? lxxl 
say1 5  cat53 Cat55pu55 bshad brass ra?35 ? rag 
dragon bru?53 bruk53 hbrug rye na'l35 ne35 1m 
read khlok53 khro55ga55 klog mule kre?35 d�e35 elrel 
In the case of the tone of syllables which began with voiceless sounds, there is another type in 
Monpa (Mama) besides the type with the 53 tone. For instance, ' see' te55 (WrT lta-ba) stands in 
opposition to 'horse' te53 (WrT rta). The conditioning for this 53/55 split is still unclear. 
gold 
silver, money 
mature 
Mama 
ser55 
W:55 
men55 
Wenlang 
ser55 
ny35 
? 
WrT 
� 
dngul 
smin 
In addition to these, we can find the 55 type in the following word pairs: 
Mama 
to be burnt par35 
to be attached �ar35 
WrT 
hbar­
hbyar-
burn 
attach 
Mama 
par55 
d�ar55 
WrT 
spar­
sbyar-
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That sby- is treated as belonging to the voiceless sound series in the last instance should be 
regarded as a change caused by the function of the causative construction in a later stage of this 
language. 
In the case of two-syllable words, several types of tone combinations might occur, but there is 
a tendency for them to be integrated into two main patterns, that is, a 55-53 type and a 35-53 
type. There is, especially, a strong tendency for the combinations of both the 53-53 type and the 
53-35 type to be altered to the 55-53 type: 
Mama Wenlang WrT 
new se55r053 se55ru5516 gsar-ba 
axe tha55ri53 te55wan55 sIll-ri 
thing tCa55ia 753 (n035tsa1]55) chJrlag 
tree cen55ma53 CeIJ.55 sbing 
white cher55po53 khe55ru55 dkBr-po 
hot tshe55po53 tshat55pa55 tsbwa-po 
life tsh055wa53 ? btsho-ba 
cold chek55pa53 tChak55Jli55 bkhyag-pa 
all tsa1]55ma53 (ge35k1135) tshang-ma 
climate nam55ci53 ? gnam-gshis 
35-53 type 
letter ji35ci53 ji35gi35 yig-ge 
summit ri35tse53 ? ri-rtse 
long rirJ35po53 rir)35k055 ring-po 
many maIJ35po53 (ge35ba35) mang-po 
dance Cap35r053 ? zhabs bro 
In regard to this type, we are unable to tell whether it can be distinguished from the 35-55 type 
or not: 
last year 
this year 
na31niW5 
ta31nig55 
Jli35niJ]55 
da35nig55 
(zla-nyin) 
da(-lo) 
(Central dialects other than Lhasa have the form nal lnig55 for 'last year). 
In addition to these, the 53-55, 53-35, and 35-35 types sometimes reflect the exact, tone types 
that can be deduced from Tibetan orthography, and there is a strong possibility that they have 
been introduced under the influence of Written Tibetan spelling: 
53-55 type 
barrack 
iron plow 
Mama 
mak53kar55 
tcak53C{J:55 
Wenlang 
? 
? 
WrT 
dmag-sgar 
lcags-gshol 
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53-35 type 
soldier mak53mi35 ma55mi55 dmag-mi 
cargo tsho1J53zo 735 ? tshong-zog 
35-35 type 
coffm r035gam35 ? �sgam 
race mi35rik35 mi35rik55 mi-rigs 
'Fish' Mfla35 W fla35 corresponds directly not to Burmese nga2 (high tone) but to Tibetan 
nya (low tone). 'To write' M pri35 W bri35 corresponds not to Burmese rei2 <*riy2 (high tone) 
but to Tibetan bbri-ba (low tone); 'fire' M me35 W me35 also corresponds directly not to 
Burmese mi2 (high tone) but to Tibetan me (low tone). However , 'four' M pli53 W bli35 
corresponds directly not to Tibetan bzhi (low tone) but to Burmese lei2 <*liy2 (high tone). 
'Tooth' M wa53 W wa55 also corresponds to Burmese swa2 (high tone). 
In the case of 'child' M pu35sa53 W bu35tsa55 above, the fIrst syllable corresponds to Tibetan 
bu (low tone), while the second corresponds to Burmese sa2 (high tone). Therefore the tone type 
also follows the rule. 
When we make a general survey of the etymology of Cuona Monpa lexical items in the same 
way as in many other languages belonging to the Tibeto-Burman language group, we fInd many 
words related to Written Tibetan but also a number of idiosyncratic forms as well as forms 
corresponding to etyma in the Lolo-Burmese language group (with of course some overlap 
among these classes). For instance, 'yesterday' M d81J35 W da1J35; ' to be rotten' ri:13; 'you' 7i53; 
'milk' jo13, etc.!7 
As for the word forms belonging to the last set, we can expect to clarify their etymological 
relationship in the future when more forms from other Tibeto-Burman languages become 
available. 
NOTES 
1 The data on Monpa were fIrst presented in Sun et al. ( 1980), and were published later as two 
1986 monographs, Lu Shaozun ( 1 986) and Zhang Iichuan ( 1986). The Cuona Monpa 
language, which was described in Sun et al. ( 1980), is equivalent to the southern dialect 
(Mama dialect) in Lu Shaozun (1986), where data on the northern dialect (Wenlang dialect) 
were appended. The language which was named Motuo Monba in Sun ( 1980) was 
designated as Cangluo (Tshangla) Monba in Zhang Jichuan ( 1986) where it was indicated 
that this Monpa language is close to the Central Monpa cited by Das Gupta. All these are 
valuable data indeed, and every Monpa form treated in this paper is based on these books. 
Cangluo Monba is also a most intriguing language, and the writer plans to discuss its 
characteristics in another paper. 
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2 The writer has placed Cuona Monpa in the Tibetan language group as follows (Nishida 
1987): 
rGyarong 
Cuona Monpa 
Tibetan dialects 
Tibetan Group A ncient Tibetan 
Tibetan dialects 
Zhang-zhung 
Himalayan pronominalised 
languages 
3 Among such idiosyncratic fonns we may cite: ' language' M man55W mat55; 'tail' M khle?53 
W khrek55, etc. 
4 In the Wenlang dialect a development gy->g- occurred, while gy- > C-, and rgy- > f- in the 
Mama dialect: 
to wear 
to stretch out 
Mama 
cen35na35 
JaI)35 
Wenlang 
ge35flu35 
gaIJ35 
WrT 
gyoo-pa 
rgyang-pa 
Palatalisation occurred in both examples of Monpa, and there also exist some examples of a 
M c- : W �-, d� correspondence: 
intestines 
back 
China 
nation 
cu35-m053 
005 
005 
ce:35khap53 
�u35u35mo55 
d�ap35 
d�a35 
d �a35khap55 
5 Trung words are cited from Sun Hongkai ( 1982). 
rgyrrma 
rgyab 
1ID'3 
rgyal-khab 
6 Cf. Proto-Tibetan *bugs-mo 'knee' .  In addition, there are instances of ra35 ' root ' 
corresponding to WrB mrak, and tsa55 to WrT rtsa-ba (Tsangla tsa55). (Cf. 'muscle' M tsa53 
W tsa55 Ts. tsa55 : WrT. rtsa). 
There also exist some instance of Tsangla Monpa corresponding to WrB in contrastto those in 
which Cuona Monpa corresponds to WrT: 
hair M khra55 W khra55 � WrT skra 
Ts tsham55 � WrB cham 
sleep MflE:35 W IJeu < k1)e-u � WrT nyal-ba 
Ts jip13 � WrB 'ip-
7 'Heaven' and 'rain' are entirely identical fonns in the data of Sun et al. ( 1 980), however, 
a tonal opposition ('heaven' 53 : 'rain' 35) is set up in Lu ( 1986). 
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8 When we make a general survey of verb phrase structure, we may conclude that Mama 
dialect is close to the Central dialect of Tibetan, and that the Wenlang dialect preserves more 
conservative forms. In contrast to this, Tshangla Monpa shows a different general structure 
but it also partly includes some properties close to Tibetan. 
9 New information is appended to Lu Shaozun ( 1986): Mama dialect, past tense, third person 
wo53ne?13 There is also an unusual form w053de?13, alongside the usual form. In the case 
of the present tense, -ri53- appears only with verb stems which end in a vowel or -r. In 
addition to this, -ni53- occurs with stem final -m, -n, and -D, and -k'o53 appears with -k or -1. 
Thus assimilation occurs between this particle and the final consonant of the verb stem. 
10 Wenlang dialect has no split due to person, but shows oppositions like: 'to eat' za35-ju55 
(future), za35do55 (present), zeu35 (past). There are no linking particles, and these forms 
might be assumed to be derived from: future *V-yin, present *V-lldug, past *V-yod 
respectively. 
1 1  The form M pe35 W bi35, might be cognate to WrT kho. A similar example is 'foot' 
Tshangla pi35 Central Monpa bi WrB khrei < *khriy2. On the correspondence of TB *kh: 
Lahu ph see Nishida (1968:22). 
12 The Batang dialect of Tibetan has a similar kind of distinction between jar- (WrT g-yar-ba) 
and tr:i- (WrT skyi-ba) (Prof. sKal-bzang hgyur-med, pers. comm.). 
13 Editor's  Note: Here the author follows his Chinese source in using the Central Institute for 
National Minorities' system of transcription for Lhasa Tibetan. 
14 'To do' ja35 corresponds to WrT rgyag-pa, and is used in verb constructions in the same way 
as in Tibetan: ex. M tsi53ja35 WrT rtsis-rgyag-pa 'to count' , M tsh¢?53ja35 WrT tshos­
rgyag-pa 'to dye' .  
1 5  Verbs in the Wenlang dialect often end in -u or -pu. These may be verbal particles 
corresponding to WrT-pa - -ba, e. g. 'to pull' M khri?53 W khri-u55 (Ts. rik13) WrT khrid­
pa; 'to buy' M J1er35 W J1e-u35 WrT nyo-ba (cf. Ts. D013); 'to fry' M Do35 W D¢-u35 WrT 
rngo-ba, etc. 
1 6  Both Mama and Wenlang dialects have a tendency to alter original monosyllabic words into 
two-syllable words: 
Mama Wenlang WrT. 
yellow si55ru53 ser55pu55 ser-po 
to be new se55ro53 se55ru55 gsar-ba 
summer tr:a55re31 �ar35te55 dbyar-kha 
to sit zuk35 �u35ga35 bzhugs-
17 In addition to this, there exist some strange forms which can be found in the Wenlang dialect, 
e.g. 'to ask' M bri35 W Dre-u35 WrT lJdri-ba. 'To be thin' shows the same correspondence: 
M d�a35mo53 W Dra35pu55 WrT sTab-mo < *sdrab-mo. Each is an instance of W Dr­
corresponding to Tibetan dr-. This might indicate a correspondence between WrT dr- and W 
gr-: 'to be warm' M kr035po53 W gro35J1i55 WrT dro-ba. (cf. ' six'). 
FIVE RA WANG DIALECTS COMPARED PLUS MORE 
Stephen A. Morse 
1. Historical and geographical background of the Rawang 
In the northernmost part of Burma, enclosed on three sides by the great snow mountains of the 
Eastern Himalayas, there live a group of people who in recent decades have developed a national 
identity and have started to designate themselves collectively as the Ganl1lng-Rawang [gandnlU 
randwa.t]J or just Rawang. Of course there is no single linguistic entity which can exclusively 
claim to be Rawang; the term Rawang should be understood to refer to a great complex of many 
dialects. Prior to this period they identified themselves according to clan or regional names and 
were fragmented socially, politically and linguistically. Although there is evidence in ancient 
Chinese historical texts and in Shan chronicles of the existence of these people, little was known 
until the Second Expedition by the British from Burma into their country in 1 9 1 1 - 1 2, at which 
time the Jinghpaw name for these people, 'Nung',  was officially adopted (Barnard 1934: viii; R. 
Morse 1962: 26, 28). The term Nung, from unfamiliarity with the area, has since been used by 
scholars to apply to these people and their languages but is a name no longer used by the people 
themselves. The term Anung, though, is used to refer to a closely-related dialect group that 
includes the Kwinpang or Kopang (see below). The term Ganl1lng has been used by R. Morse to 
refer to the northernmost branch, also known as the Daru, Jerwang, Tarung and related dialects, 
and is said to refer to their origins from the muddy river valley (gaq 'earth ' ,  nl1lng 
'mixed/muddy'), suggestive of the Mekhong River. According to Lapai, the term Rawang (rvwe 
'middle', wang 'river/valley')  is also said to refer to the middle river (possibly Mekhong) origins 
of these people, and was used by the central and southern branches of this tribe (1975: 145). 
A brief survey of the literature provides a picture of the classification of Rawang (Nungish). 
Grierson and Konow were the first to classify the Tibeto-Burman (TB) languages, and were 
apparently unaware of Rawang, referring only to a Kachin group (Hale 1982: 4, 1 8). Barnard 
( 1934: x) suggests though that the 'Nung language' belongs to the TB family and places it under 
the Hsifan group. He recognises the existence of many dialects of 'Nung'  and refers to a 
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'Rawang' dialect that is understood and used by most of the 'Nung'. He also refers to the Dam 
as a related group as well as the Tangsar and Kwinpang. He mentions the Mvtwang, Htiselwang, 
Serwang, Serhta, Wahke, Agu, Hpungsi and Wadamkong as Nung clans. Shafer ( 1955) 
classified it as the Nungish section of the Burmic division of TB, listing Rawang, Metu, Melam, 
Tamalu and Tukimu (which are regional names) as representative languages. Nishida ( 1970) 
placed Rawang in TB alongside Kachin and listed Rawang and Dam as belonging to this family. 
Benedict ( 1972) places Rawang as a separate group called Nung(ish) in the Burmese-Lolo group; 
he further suggests that if Kachin is placed at the 'linguistic center of diversification, transitions 
are afforded by Nung to Burmese-Lolo' ( 1972: 5). He lists Nung and Trung as representative 
languages. Egerod ( 1 974) placed the Nung languages (Nung, Rawang and Trung) in a group 
with ' marginal affinities' to the Burmic languages of TB. Voegelin and Voegelin ( 1977) 
differentiated between Nung (Nung and Nora) and the Rawang languages (Rawang, Krangku 
(regional name), Longmi (dialect group), Zitung (regional name» , and places it with Kachin in 
the Bodo-Naga-Kachin subgroup of TB. Thurgood ( 1984) proposes a major new TB subgroup 
that he calls Rung, including the Nungish languages (Trung, Rawang and Tamang (or Digam, a 
'Mishrni' language» alongside the Gyamng languages and the Qiang languages. This last 
observation is certainly an exciting development but is still based on a lot of conjecture and will 
need more study. As can be seen the relationship of Rawang or Nungish within TB has yet to be 
firmly established. It is hoped that this paper will provide further insight and information, and 
help to distinguish the major subgroups within Rawang. However, better and more 
comprehensive descriptions of each individual variety in this group are needed before any final 
conclusions can be drawn. 
The main geographical location of the Rawang people today is in a large area of mountainous 
subtropical jungles in the Khawbude, Machyangbaw, Putao, Nok Mong and Sumprabum 
townships of Kachin State. Due to the difficulty of the terrain, the jungle, the snow and the rain, 
they lived in almost total isolation, not only from other tribes but even from their own brothers. 
They were bordered on the east by the Lisu and Naxi, on the southeast by the Mam and Lashi, on 
the south by the Jinghpaw, on the southwest by the Khamti Shan, on the west by the Mishrni 
(known as Manloq by the Rawang) and on the north by the Tibetans. Due to their isolation and 
fragmentation they fell easy prey to these neighboring tribes who exploited, harassed and even 
forced them to pay tribute in return for 'protection' .  As Barnard put it, 'in fact, the Nungs in the 
Mali and Nmai were between two blood-suckers, the Shan Sawbwas on the west and the Lisus 
on the east. ' ( 1934: ix-x). Isolation due to geographical conditions has resulted in linguistic 
diversity throughout Southeast Asia; and likewise so many dialects have developed amongst the 
Rawang people alone such that some of the most different ones are not mutually intelligible. In 
describing this situation Forbes put it very succcinctly: 
Among the races of Southeastern Asia, broken up into numberless petty tribes and 
clans . . .  the rank growth of dialects is especially marked. Isolation from their 
neighbors produces dialectical change so quickly that it is an ascertained fact that 
families who left their native villages to settle in another valley became unintelligible 
to their forefathers in two or three generations. (Forbes 1 8 8 1 :  8) 
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This seems to be the course that Rawang has taken in recent centuries. Robert Morse in his 
analysis of the Rawang language states: 
The differences in development, in structure and in phonology within just this one 
language unit [Rawang] are indeed puzzling, and call for a more thorough 
investigation. In this peculiar isolation with many features of culture constant, and 
earlier genetic relationships no mystery, a profitable study can and should be made as 
to those variable features which have resulted in the differences . . .  Such a 'younger' 
language Rawang certainly seems to be, as the structure of its morphology is the most 
complicated to be found in the whole Burmish sub-branch, and preserves what are 
called the ' archaic structures'  of Proto-Tibeto-Burman or S ino-Tibetan. The 
importance of the Rawang language as a link between the more divergent 
descendants and their ancient parent language is further enhanced by the fact that the 
Rawang tribes have had comparatively little cultural intercourse with other tribes and 
cultures. Their extreme isolation in the East Himalayan mountain fastnesses justifies 
the assumption that the linguistic peculiarities exhibited do belong to the Rawang 
language itself rather than to some foreign increment. (1962: 22) 
The total number of Rawang dialects which are spoken today is yet unknown, partly due to 
the inaccesibility of the area and lack of a good census. Although I myself grew up amongst the 
Rawang people and spoke as a first language a dialect of Mvtwang Rawang, there were many 
dialects which were barely comprehensible to me. According to Robert Morse, a partial count of 
the Rawang dialects has yielded a figure of over seventy, with an indication that there may be 
well over one hundred different dialects. Indeed here is a gold mine yet to be tapped by 
comparative linguists. But due to the rapid encroachment of Burmese 'civilisation' and greater 
intercourse between different dialect speakers, many of the lesser dialects are doomed to 
extinction by absorption, lack of use and merger into a more dominant dialect or language. Such 
seems to have been the case with Rawang dialects Nokmung, N'tit, Pangsu, Bishit and some 
other clans which are now all extinct due to absorption by the Khamti Shan who were their 
neighbors (Barnard 1934: ix, R. Morse 1962: 24). The Melam and Tarong clans came under the 
influence of the Tibetans, the Tangsar, RampS'! and other Anung clans under the influence of the 
Lisu, and some of the Longmi and Damang clans under the influence of the northern Jinghpaw. 
The establishment of an orthography, writing and translation of books, and promotion of literacy 
among the people has done much in preserving and reviving the Rawang language in all its 
richness of words and dialects. 
For practical and administrative purposes the Rawang have been divided into four or possibly 
five different groups roughly corresponding with the traditional geographic homelands of these 
people. They include the Daru, Mvtwang, Longmi, Anung and Tangsar. There is a Mvtwang 
tradition that says that the Mvtwang were the descendants of the first son, the Daru the second, 
the Kwinpang (also known as Kwinsang or Kopang; an Anung clan) the third, the Tangsar the 
fourth and the Longmi from the fifth son. To help differentiate the major groups of Rawang and 
related clans, a list of the different clans was collected from two Mvtwang speakers; the list, 
though not complete, follows. 
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Mvtwang c1ansl 
Agu, Bvngngu, Chongdvm, Dolvmt�m, D�ngkung, Dvhawang, Dvhvm, Dvk�m (pvngtut), 
Dvlvngg�ng, Dvmawang, Dvnggu, Dvngshing, Dvngshin, Gongr�, Gvmr�ng, Gvru, Kangt!3, 
Kashulse, Kizi, Kbnglvng, Lanaja, Latmvza, Lvbvng, Lvngwang, Ninpaqse, Mvgaltaq, 
Mvkongtaq, Mvluqdvm, Mvna, Ngamdvm, Ngvrja, Ngvtzu, NgvzS1lngtaq, Nvmre, Nvngh!3, 
N'vngni, PongbS1lr, Pongkum, PongrS1lq, Pongya, Pongzi, Pungshung, Pvla, Rawang, Redvmwang, 
Redvng, R�ngdvm, Ruwangdung, Rvkwi, Rvpma, Sangdung, Shvrwang, Singtaq, Svmbong, 
Svre, Svrip, Tamdvng, Taqdung, TS1Ingkang, Tvmu, Tvnvmzang, Uli, Waqdamkong, Waqkwe, 
Wikung, Yashaq, YS1Intang, zame, Zangr!3ng, Zaqkar, Lvngyoq, ZVrtaq . . .  
Daru-Jerwang clans 
Awiqwang, Chvngdvng, Dvchinvm, Dvdong, Dvkiqdvm, Dvsh�nvm, Dvsh�nvm (Tvla), Gamlai, 
Koduq (Daru), KS1Iijung, Konglvng (Daru), Langwang, Mon, Mvgvmbong, Mvk�mgang, 
Mvlimur, Mvliu, Mvliwvng, Mvlong (Daru), Mvngbli, Mvnghung, Mvngku, Maplvngchvng, 
Mvzong, Pishit (Daru), Pvlipyat, Shoqlang, ShurvngwVng, Svkongwang, Svy�dvm, TItsvlwang, 
TIt!3tsvn, Tsangnai (Daru), Tvlanvm, Tvmaydvm, Tvngshl, TvrVngdvm, VbS1lngdvm, Whngtsvn, 
Yangrni, ZaqgUn, ZOngbri (Tarong) . . .  
Longmi clans 
Ajun, Boqnin, Chvnggong, Cvngba, Dinso, Domnvng, Donggon, D!3bay, D!3ngur, Dvbil.y, Dvchi, 
Dvching, Dvgoq, Dvmsha, Dvngkaq, Dvngla, Dvngraq, Dvngraw, Dvrvng, Gonaq, Goqlang, 
GS1Imnvng, Grongyvng, GVrVng, Grongzi, Jungshvr, Kangshin, KS1Inzong, Kodung (Mvshang), 
Kodung (Dvngraq), Kodvng, Konglvng (pvngtut), Koqmun, KotS1lng, Kvml!3m, Utbau, Lagvng, 
Lapi, Larkrap, Lvbim: Lvmbi, LvngdS1lP, Meqlvpf, Mvdah�m, Mvkong, Mvle, MvlS1lngdvm, 
Mvniq, Mvnvng, Naba, Nongrvm, Ntuq (NintS1lq), Nvnggo, Nvngma, Nvngmun, N'vngngvn, 
N'vngshu, Nvngzun, Paqnang, Pongmoq, Pongroq, Pongzong, Rvngbo, Shila, Shipan, ShS1lngchet, 
Shvgun, Sirla, TS1Indung, Tongka, Tongnong, TS1InkVng, Tvngno, Urung, VbS1lp, Vno, Vziq, WaIa, 
Wudon, Zitong, Ziya . . .  
Tangsar clans 
AcMn, Awvl, Bvzor, Chinle, Dvk�m, Dvnglang, Jakwadang, JvmbrS1lq, Keza, Kfzi, Kongshvn, 
Kwinle, Linggong, Manche, Minchvl, MvbS1lq, Mvpvng, Mvriq, Mvr�ng, Mvrvng, Mvrvngdong, 
N'vmway, Nvngsing, Pvnglap, Rfz�m, ShS1lnghang, Shvngdvm, TIsh!3r, Tituqpvng, Tongp!3, 
Tvmhl, Yvngnam, ZftVng, Zvngyoq (Tvngsar), ZvrU . . .  
Anung clans 
Chyolo, Gwaza, Kwinpang/Kopang/Kwinsang, Leme, Mfgoq, Mvlvng, Ngwale, Ngwat!3, 
Rvmp!3, Shvroshin . . .  
In this paper I wish to compare wordlists of a Mvtwang dialect with four other Rawang 
dialects which for the most part are intelligible to the Mvtwang speaker and vice versa. The 
dialects under consideration are Mvtwang (Mt), Koduq (Kd), Tsangnai (Ts), MvbS1lq (Mb), and 
Jerwang (Jr). 
Jerwang is spoken in the Tarong River valley, which is a tributary to the N'mai River at its 
headwaters. Tsangnai is spoken just below the Tarong-N'mai junction on the west bank of the 
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N'mai River, and Koduq is spoken on the east bank of the N'mai River. Mvb!2lq, considered to be 
a Tangsar language, is  spoken in the Achang valley, and Mvtwang in the Amvt valley, further 
south, both of which are eastern tributaries to the N'mai River. There are numerous other 
Rawang dialects spoken all around and in between the particular dialects under study (see map). 
Of the other major branches, the homeland of the Longmi clans is to be found in the northern 
Triangle area between the Mali and N'mai Rivers, particularly along the tributaries of the Hkrang 
and Nam Tisang streams. The homeland of the Anung is to be found in the Achang valley and 
on the other side of its watershed in the Salween valley. 
2. Survey of Rawang phonology 
In Rawang, which seems to have more agglutinating than isolating tendencies, the syllable 
most often ocCurs as the minimal word unit, but it is also found occurring as a component 
element in the structure of 'syllable clusters' (R. Morse 1962: 62). The minimal syllable exhibits 
as its components a nucleus plus a tone, and the maximal syllable exhibits as its components an 
initial consonant or consonant cluster, a nucleus, and a final consonant or consonant cluster. 
Only vowels occur in the nucleus class, no syllabic consonants(except in some clan names such 
as N'tit). Every sequence of vowels, with its own inherent tone, represents a sequence of 
minimal syllables. A lengthened vowel or a diphthong has only one inherent tone. 
Although Rawang has disyllabic and polysyllabic words, for our purposes of diachronic 
analysis it is necessary to consider each syllable in a basic form. This is the form assumed by the 
syllable when spoken in isolation, and the form from which various particular instances can be 
derived by phonological rules. For example, vowel lengthening, when it occurs, is predictable. 
Most dialects have three tones, high (indicated by acute accent), low (indicated by grave 
accent) and mid (unmarked); there is also a neutral tone on some nonfinal syllables with the 
vowel l'd/. The Gan!2lng and Longmi dialects may also have a falling tone. 
Consonant initials of Gan!2lng-Rawang are as follows: 
aspirated p t ts ch k 
voiced b d z j g 
nasal m n � ng 
fricative s sh h 
sonorant w 1 r y 
The voiced stops are variably prenasalised. Of the fricatives, lsi is an apicoalveolar, while Ish/ 
is laminal. Irl and Iyl are the voiced counterparts, though they vary in the degree of friction. Iwl 
varies between [w] and [v] (see Burling 1 967: 23). For those speakers who have it, the 
labiodental fricative [v] occurs only initially, whereas the allophone [w] may occur initially, 
finally, or as a second member of a consonant cluster after the velars /k g ng hi. In addition to 
Iw/, the other three sonorants may occur as the second consonant of an initial cluster. 
Of the five Rawang dialects considered here, Mvtwang is the only one which has previously 
received attention from modern linguists. More complete accounts of the phonology are given 
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by R. Morse ( 1962, 1965); Barnard (1934) gives some syntactic information. The transcription 
used here follows that of R. Morse ( 1962), except that Itsl is added here; this segment does not 
occur in the Mvtwang dialect. Iz/ is variably either a fricative [3] or an affricate [dz] . 
Concerning glottal stop, R. Morse observes: 
The occurrence of a non-phonemic vowel onset initial glottal stop is common to most 
Asiatic languages. In languages in which no phonemic glottal stop occurs, there is no 
problem, and the initial occurrence can be ignored. In some cases where it does 
occur finally, it has been considered a feature of the tonal system, and phonemicized 
as a prosodic phoneme .. . .  The picture is slightly different for Rawang, where no 
correlation can be demonstrated between initial consonants and tones. No phonemic 
contrast is exhibited by the glottal stop syllable initially. ( 1962: 66) 
Another phoneme not listed by R. Morse is the palatal nasal Iny/; this could be analyzed as a 
cluster, In! plus Iy/; but in Mvb!llq at least it appears to contrast with In!. In summary, there are 
twenty-two consonants, of which glottal stop is contrastive only syllable-finally. Rawang has 
seven contrasting vowels, as follows: 
High 
Mid 
Low 
Front 
i 
e 
Central 
� 
v 
a 
Back 
u 
o 
The front and central vowels are unrounded, while the back vowels are rounded. I!II  
represents [i] while Ivl represents [�] . In syllables with any final consonant other than glottal 
stop, there is no contrast between [i] and [e], nor between [u] and [0]; according to R. Morse, 
' . . .  the Ganung dialects tend to use the mid vowels . . .  in closed syllables, and the Rawang use the 
high vowels. '  ( 1962: 78). 
Diphthongs in Rawang may consist of a vowel plus a following Iwl or Iy/; R. Morse states that 
these occur 'only in foreign loan words and are limited to a very small group' ( 1962: 75), but this 
is not true for some dialects other than Mvtwang, especially those in the Gan!llng group, where 
the diphthongs loyl, layl, luyl and leyl are seen frequently. Such diphthongs function as one 
syllable for the purposes of tone, and may be followed by a glottal stop. In addition, due to the 
tendency to agglutination, sequences of vowels do occur, in which case each syllable has a tone. 
It has been suggested that Jerwang has an additional central vowel between [i] and [�], but it 
appears to be a non-phonemic allophone of the I!II  vowel. Longmi appears also to have a low 
back vowel [0] , but it does not appear to be contrastive. 
Final consonants are fewer in number than the initials; they are Ip t k 7 m n ng r 1/. The final 
stops are unaspirated, unlike the initial voiceless stops. There are final clusters of a nasal plus a 
homorganic stop, i.e. Imp nt/ and potentially Ingk/, i.e. [I)k] ; also Ingql, i.e. [1)7]. A cluster with 
the palatal nasal does not occur. 
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3. Rawang lexicostatistics 
In this section I shall use the techniques developed by Swadesh and others to compare the five 
dialects of Rawang considered here and determine whether this supports the fivefold division of 
Nungish, GanlZlng, Mvtwang (Rawang), Longmi, Tangsar and Anung proposed by R. and B. 
Morse ( 1966: 200). The five dialects considered in detail here represent only the GanlZlng, 
Mvtwang and Tangsar branches; in addition five other dialects are presented in the appended 
vocabulary, completing the coverage of the five divisions. 
As seen in section 2 above, the phonologies of the various dialects are similar, with some 
differences in segments for some dialects. This facilitates comparison of lexical items without a 
detailed consideration of correspondences. Using the Swadesh 100-word list, the results are 
shown in Table 1 .  
Table 1 :  Number and percentage of shared cognates 
Jerwang MvblZlq Tsangnai Koduq Mvtwang 
(96) (98) (80) (97) (99) 
Mvtwang (99) 77 88 65 80 
Koduq (97) 77 79 70 83% 
Tsangnai (80) 72 68 88% 8 1 %  
MvblZlq (98) 75 85% 8 1 %  90% 
Jerwang (96) 78% 90% 80% 80% 
Of the forms counted as cognate, fifty are shared by all five dialects, of which twelve are 
identical, fifteen show vowel differences, thirteen show consonant differences, and ten show both 
consonant and vowel differences. Four-way shared cognates include twelve lacking in Mvtwang, 
six lacking in Jerwang, five lacking in Koduq, also five lacking in Tsangnai, and four lacking a 
Mvb¢q cognate form. 
Three-way shared cognates include 27 shared by Jerwang, Tsangnai and Koduq; ten shared 
between Mvtwang, Mvb¢q and Jerwang; seven shared by Mvtwang, Mvb¢q and Koduq; four 
shared by Koduq, Tsangnai and Mvb¢q; and five instances of one or two cognates shared 
between three dialects. For two-way cognate sharing, the figures are 34 between Mvtwang and 
Mvb¢q; 17  between Koduq and Tsangnai; nine between Koduq and Jerwang; eight between 
Jerwang and Tsangnai; five between Koduq and Mvb¢q, also five between MV,twang and 
Jerwang, with two or three shared between various combinations of other dialects. 
Both from the overall proportions of shared vocabulary and the specific details of shared 
individual cognates, the particularly close relationship of Mvtwang and Mvb¢q is clear; nearly as 
close to each other are Koduq, Tsangnai and Jerwang. Of the latter subgroup of three, Koduq 
and Tsangnai appear to be more closely related based on sharing of specific vocabulary, despite 
the overall percentages of shared cognates indicating a closer relation ship between Jerwang and 
Tsangnai.2 
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Geographically the speakers of Mvtwang live the furthest away from the other three dialects 
but are in regular contact with the MvbS!!q. The MvbS!!q, on the other hand, though separated by a 
range of mountains, live in intimate contact with the Tsangnai and Koduq and frequently 
intermarry and follow similar customs. The Tsangnai and Koduq are near neighbors who live 
along the same valley. The Koduq and Jerwang are also neighbors although the Jerwang live 
further up on a tributary (the Tarongwang) that comes into the part of the valley where the 
Koduq live. This is why it is all the more unexpected that Tsangnai and Jerwang seem to share 
the highest percentage of cognates, seeing that they are geographically separated by the Koduq. 
Using materials for ten dialects, including five not discussed here in detail but presented in the 
appendix, the overall pattern of relationships appears to be as follows:3 
GanS!!ng 
� 
Darn Jerwang 
I I 
Anung Tangsar 
I 
RvmS!!n 
I"'" 
Koduq Tsangnai Jerwang Kwinsang Chinle MvbS!!q 
Mvtwang 
Dangraq 
I 
Rawang Pongmoq KamlS!!m Shemyan 
Thus, in general, the divisions suggested by R. and B. Morse are supported. None of these 
dialects is completely out of contact with some others; there is every reason to assume that they 
have been influencing each other in various ways throughout their history and even more so 
today. 
The appendix gives the Swadesh list forms in the five dialects compared, plus five further 
dialects without noting whether they are cognate. The lists were elicited and recorded by my 
parents, Robert and Betty Morse and myself.3 There seems to have been some misunderstanding 
and uncertainty for some forms, such as ' this' and 'that' ,  'yellow' ,  'skin',  'hide', 'hear' and 'see' .  
The forms in parentheses were not available at the time the lexicostatistical discussion above was 
prepared, in 1976. 
NOTES 
In Rawang forms, 'v' indicates the vowel I':}/, 's!! ' indicates Iii, acute accent indicates high 
tone, and grave accent indicates low tone. Final glottal stop is indicated by '-q', and velar 
nasal by 'ng'. In the text, tones are not indicated other than in the list of clan names. The 
generic term for all Rawang is actually Rawang; this has one tone different from the 
Mvtwang clan who call themselves Raw1i.ng. 
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2 Perhaps this may be due to the lack of certain Tsangnai forms; while the other four lists are 
nearly complete, the Tsangnai list lacks twenty of the one hundred words. 
3 Complete phonological studies of all dialects have not yet been completed, but some remarks 
may be useful here. Kopang (Kwinsang, Kwinpang) distinguishes [e] and [£] , and also has a 
fricative syllabic [�] which may be an allophone of Ii!; it also appears to have a voiceless 
unaspirated affricate Ichy/; there is also some retroflexion in some apical initials, e.g. 'dog' 
/9.agrI/J/, and possibly contrasting nasalised vowels. All of these are paralleled in Lisu, the 
Loloish language with which Kopang has been in contact. 
The Shemyan dialect of Longmi distinguishes a low back vowel 10/, represented as 'aw', and 
sometimes has voiced final stops, especially when followed by a vowel-initial syllable. As 
noted above, the Ganl/Jng and Tangsar languages are characterised by diphthongs; these are 
transcribed with -i and -u instead of -y and -w, to avoid confusion with the 'aw' representing 
10/. Dangraq appears to replace Irl with /1/, and Shemyan does not have II/J/; corresponding 
words have either Ii! or lui. In Ganl/Jng dialects final /1/ is replaced by In/. Shemyan and 
Kamll/Jm have preserved fmal /k/ which in other dialects has been replaced by final glottal 
stop. 
Since completing the original part of this study in 1976, I have been able to collect five 
further dialects which are given here as an extra in honour of Dr Sprigg. We have initiated 
the Rawang Dialects Project to continue to collect further data. The placement of these five 
additional dialects in the Starnmbaum is still tentative. 
I wish to thank my mother, Betty Morse, for permission to use the Koduq, Tsangnai, Mvbl/Jq, 
Kamll/Jm and Dangraq wordlists given here. I also would like to thank my informants for 
their help and forbearance; they include Rev. D�ngkang SI/Jndang, Rev. Shemyan Pong, Rev. 
n.ngnai KI/Jna, Rev. Kwinsang Yohan and Miss Pongmoq Nangsar. Thanks are due to Rev. 
Rawang Tichiku and Rev. DI/Jngkang Parmena for their help with the list of Rawang clans. 
And special thanks go to my wife Linda for typing the manuscript. 
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Map 1. Location of the five Gan�ng-Rawang dialects under study 
1 .  belly 
2. tongue 
3. skin 
4. name 
5. big 
6. road 
7. water 
8. hear 
9. one 
10. come 
1 1 . walk 
12. that 
13. hot 
14. burn 
15. star 
16. bite 
17. what 
1 8. who 
19. head 
20. dog 
21 .  fIre 
22. person 
23. bird 
24. woman 
25. leaf 
26. bark 
27. small 
Mvtwang 
pvwa 
pyle 
se/shvm/piu 
vbfjng 
te 
tvra 
ti 
taDe 
tiq 
Mira 
di 
ku/welong 
vkatshi 
kat/war 
kh¢rnip 
ke 
kapa 
kag� 
vgo 
vgi 
svmi 
vsvng 
sa 
svmare 
sMngsvp 
se 
se/zi 
Kopang Mvb�q Chlnle Jerwang Koduq Tsangnai Kaml�m Pongmoq Shemyan 
pa pvwa pvwa pvwa pvwa pvwa puqwa pvy¢ puqa 
pyle pyle pvl8i pvl8i pvl8i pyle pyle pyle pyle 
shanye shasvm p¢n sasvm pun/pfjn dvgoqsvm por sache/satse svpyeek 
bfjng vbrfjng vbrfjng bring bring bring ming ming ming 
tae te tili t8i tili tili gvM gvM tat 
tvra tvril tvra tvra tvra tvra tvra tvla tvra 
cMqan/chl tilchi kyang wang wang ti ti ti vti 
too t6e too t6e tangwe (tae) ta teng tao 
tiq tiq kiq tiq tiq tiq vme tiq tikme 
di/zi pvjira pvgira nvdira dira dira dira zin he 
zi ji gi zi/(di) (eli)vguntsi (eli) eli zin di 
kunfj dome kumai komai komai komai dong kutaq qe 
vkene vkatshi vkatshi vkatsfj vkattsl vkat (vkat) gvtet vkatsi 
jint vjit vkatb¢ (vkat/war) wen wen gum git vkat 
kiJny6q kiirnye kimnet (gumet) gonit (gonit) giubu svgan!kiJrne vkawng/mektsi 
kf!keq kae jiq kai kai kai ke tsei/seq zig � 
kachi rawa tvwamai vta taplin (tapan) rawa mipa pa ;i � 
I» 
kayuq wagong wayoq vmi/(vrayoq) vmi vmi vm�m¢ vngde vmi � 
lap6ng vg6q vg6q te/(vpeq) tseq te vgoq vgv/vgo vgawk Oq 
dagri dvgi dvgi dvg¢i gui g¢i dvgi vg¢ dvji � 0 
chemi chvmi tvmi svmi/(tvmi) tvmi tvmi tvmi tvmi tvmi � 
(') 
vtsang vsvng vtsvng vsvng vsvng vsvng svng vsvng vsvng 0 .g 
cha sha/pvtsiq pachiq (pvchiq) lvtsi bvtsi cha tsa pya [ chvmara chvmara pvmara pvmatsvn - tvmazan pvmaJa chvmame 1t 
shish6p svlvp sMnglvp shinglvp singlvp singlvp chvp/svlvp singtsvp prvp � El 
chiq se tseq peq p6q che tse 0 � 
chytshiq zi ji zin (chin) zing zing dvkreq vJam/tsing tsong N � -l 
Mvtwang Kopang Mvbfjq Chinle Jerwang Koduq Tsangnhl Kaml�m Pongmoq Shemyan N � 00 
28. full zfjng b¢ngje br¢ng prep/vdvm bHng bHng bHng j1'ng zlng tek 
til 
.g 
29. cold zfjng/gwft mvjakse chitne mvjaqshf/j¢ng tit tit tit gring se/to gn'nglzong ::,. g 
30. sand zishv1 vchihiq zihfj1 vpri tsanpi/chvngpi tsanpi tsanpi b¢hil zise vbr1shet � 
3 l .  give doe jfO de bi bi bi (bi) ji zi bi � 
32. bone shar¢ shar¢ shVru lmgr¢ shar¢ 1vgaq rVgaq sv1¢ 
� 
svr¢ svru 0 
33. louse shiq sh¢k shiq shiq chiq/shiq siq siq siq sikls¢k sik 
34. tree sh�ngtfjng siz�ng sh�ng sh�ngtfjng shfng(g�ng) sing sing sing sing/sh�ng sing 
35. seed sh�ngshf/ye sMngshi sMngsi sMngshi shingsi singsi singsi dvyfj singsi/ye sf 
36. all shangbe shangbi beze blliaq blli(mq) bllitaq bllitaq mvzing gv1�m chawm/meng 
37. dry up shU/shUng suq/rang s6lsung shU s6ng/(k.;in) s6ng song s6lsling s¢ dvkrawk 
38. good shv1ae sv1ae sv1agfj sv1a gvmmv 1M 1M shv1a 1e sv1a 
39. new shVr angse sar angsar shar sVr sar sVr s;in vsVr 
40. mountain sh1gimg rVqon/mvgling dvz] rvj1 rvzi/rvj1 rvz1 rvz1 z1gong sh1gawng 
4l .  rain sh¢zaqe tsi nvmwa nvmzaq s¢wa s¢wae s¢wa s¢ s¢wa tsu/su 
42. moon shVla svJa sala svJa tsv1i/(sv1a) svJa svJa svJa svJa svJa 
43. say sh¢n tip d¢ng/sfjn papra sfjn/gfjng d�ng grfjng sfjn sfjn/sawa sin 
44. kill shat sat sat sat saat sat saat svt svt svddo 
45. die sh1 shi sh1 sh1 sh1 s1 s1 s1 sh1 sh1 
46. know sM s60 s6 s6 t6a/(tiaq) ting ta sa si/seng sa 
47. tooth sha sa sa sa sa sa sa sa sa sa 
48. nose shvna svna svna svna shvni/(svna) shvna shvna svna svna svnfi 
49. grease shU su su su su su su su sau sfiu 
50. blood shvwi sh¢ sh¢ sh¢ sh¢i s¢ s¢ s¢y svze/s¢ su 
5 l .  flesh sha shaji/nye vngsha angsha sa/(sha) (sha) (sha) sa tvnga sa 
52. clouds rvm¢t rvm¢nt rvm¢nt rvm¢t rvm¢t rvm¢t rvm¢t rvmit rvm¢t/m¢t rvmit 
53. earth rVgaq mfj saq1ang vsa/bra monggang/gaq gaq (gaq) rvgaq vgaq rvgaq 
54. stand rip r¢p rip rep rep rep rep rip 1e reb 
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55. sit rung rung rong rong rong rong rong rung l¢ rawng 
56. horn r¢ng lak� vrlmg dvr¢ng dvr¢ng ring r¢ng ring vling n'ng 
57. root r¢ sMngr¢ r¢ r¢ (shing)r¢ singr¢ (singr¢) r¢ l¢ ru 
58. yellow war se gwar sang/(war) mvngaqo pang 
59. ashes waqpu pvye pap� papu (papu) kapu kapu bvp6/kepu wvkp6 
60. hand wur qu wur ur ur uar (ur) ur ¢n or 
61 .  night yaqd¢ng vshi yaqd¢ng vgi yad¢ng vg�i yaqd¢ng/(vg�� laqd¢ng vg� yvkdong 
62. sleep y¢p nyip y¢mp vqip yip/Op) yip yip ip y¢p ip 
63. see yvng jang yang/yvng yang yvng/(ya) ya ya rang lvng dvjao 
64. long yang yang yang nang rom/(yang) yong rom yvng gvlu yvng 
65. this yaJong yan¢ yame yamai yamai yanai ya ya yaUfq ya 
66. egg l¢m kaqlim l¢m kaql¢m l¢m l¢m l¢m l¢m kelilm/l¢m lum 
67. stone 16ng 16ng lUng lUng 16ng/JUng 16ng lUng lUng 16ng 16ng 
68. swim lang lang lang kyanglang lang lang lang lang Ie lang 
69. fly lang dem yongdam bOn bre be/bre dam/lang vlang 
70. neck IUngjang gol6q mvnong pvyong lingtong ling (ling) pvyong/Jing gokt� pvyong 31 
7 1 .  man lvngare rangngara langlasaJ lvnglllnf langlatsvn langratsin nvnglazvn anglala nvnglapye <§ - � 
pangp�nt pangp�t pangp�t kangp¢t (kang) 
I>:> 
72. knee hip¢t papit shfp¢t b¢ngp�t shiput � 
73. foot hi hrV/hVr hi Mi shi hi shi shi shi shipra Oq e: 
74. white mUng baba mong mong mong mong mong mung tsuts6!m¢ mawng � 
pvsh¢ng mvsh¢ng mvsh¢ng mvgu/sit tsing tsang mvsing 
<) 
75. green mvsh¢ng shingshing mvsing r;; 
<) 
76. red mvshe . chapvsi zarg¢ kyang ron/(shang) tsang ron ching tsengtseng cheng 0 .€j 
77. smoke mvy� mvy� mvq� mvq� rvm¢t/mvq� mvq� (mvq�) mvd¢/mvy� mvy� mvyu [ 78. liver mvsh¢n pvshin bvshin pvshin pvshin bvshin sinbai mvsin busin 'st 
79. feather m¢l chamin m¢l m¢l m¢n m¢n m¢n m¢l/cher m¢n/tsei &i S 
80. many mvme mvmi mvme s¢s¢ (chunuq)/ mvmai tunOq grai/gvza gai grai � 
m vmai/tsono tv � \0 
Mvtwang Kopang Mvb�q Chinle Jerwang Koduq Tsangnai Kaml!3m Pongmoq Shemyan tv VI 0 
8 1 .  not mN mvyi mN mVi mve/mM mM mM maf mM mvf t.) 
82. tail nigung nyicMng nigong angmi ni/(migong) migong/nvg6q migong nyits6r mig¢ migawng .g :::r-
83. black naq j¢nak naq naq naq naq naq naq naknale nvk g ?:. 
84. sun nvm nem vnvm nvm nvm nam nvm nvm nvm num � 
85. heart nVr�m nyf�m svl�m svl�m rVm6q rVm6q rVm6q mit lv1t3m nirUm � 0> 
86. breast nung/nong vchUq nung nung nong/nung nong nong nung nong nong 
87. fingernail wum¢l qunyin n¢l nyil (urnyin) nin nin nyin ngin/q¢n ngvntsin 
88. mouth n� nyldon nf nyvch¢l n¢igang n¢i n¢i n¢i niIngg¢p nikawp 
89. eye ne nyfq vnyeq meq neq/meq neq neq me ne mek 
90. ear vna vna vna vna vna vna vna vna vna vna 
91 .  hair vni vni vne vnai ani/iIni ani uni vnyi vni vni 
92. we n¢ngmaq ngan¢ng ngan¢ng ngany¢ng qing qing/nganing qing nying mngde vningjvng 
93. you na na na na na na na na na na 
94. two vnf vnyi vnf vngf nf/vnf vnf vnf vnyf vnf vnf 
95. I nga nga nga nga nga nga nga nga nga nga 
96. fish nga nga vnga nga ngvtsi/ngvchi ngvtsi ngvtsi nga nga nga 
97. round angkwang ang16ng 16nglkw¢r angkwang angkwang ang16ng (l6nglkwang) - p¢ krvng 
98. eat vm pvqem am am am/vm vm vm vm vm vm 
99. drink aq pvqaq aq kyang aq wang aq aq aq aq/ale aq ale 
100. tell lie vya nyfp vya vya vya vya vyWnup vya n¢k ya 
101.  lie down vyal gen/gvl hUl zing zing be vye bom/vpom -
THE SUB GROUPING OF JINO 
Graham Thurgood 
In 1981  both Benedict ( 1981ms.) and Bradley ( 1981ms; published 1983) had the insight to 
suggest that Jino is a Central Loloish language, despite having nothing more to work with than 
Gai's limited and phonetically inaccurate 1981  material. Working with the data in Gai 198 1 ,  my 
own attempt to carefully establish regular sound correspondences led me to write ( 1985:454): 
'not only does Jino lack systematic regular correspondences with PLB, but it also has a perfective 
not characteristic of Loloish languages' .  Much of my rejection of Bradley's and Benedict's 
subgrouping was based on the fact that the tonal correspondences so typical of Proto-Lolo­
Burmese (PLB) languages were conspicuously absent. Specifically, it had no regular 
correspondences for the three open tones reconstructed for PLB; in Loloish, not only are regular 
reflexes typical of all but the northern Yi dialects, but the presence of an identifiable reflex of 
proto-tone 3 is almost a prerequisite for PLB membership. For these and other reasons, it seemed 
to me that the data did not support Loloish membership. 
Since then the same author (Gai 1986) has published an expanded and corrected description of 
Jino, one that fully substantiates the intuitions of Benedict and Bradley. On the basis of the new 
material, regular PLB correspondences for the tones, initials, and finals can be worked out, 
establishing Jino as unquestionably Loloish. This is significant since, as Benedict ( 1981 )  notes, 
Jino is 'hardly just another Central Lolo language'. 
1. Tonal correspondences 
Jinol is a language 'blessed' with an abundance of tone sandhi rules; for CV + CV sequences, 
Gai (1986: 1 1 - 1 2) lists no fewer than eleven sandhi rules. And, it is likely that all the rules have 
not yet been fully worked out; for instance, examine Gai's rules (6) and (1 1) :  
(6) 
( 1 1 )  
44 + 42 
44 + 42 
33 + 44 
44 + 44 
David Bradley, Eugenie I.A. Henderson and Martine Mazaudon eds, 
Prosodic analysis and Asian linguistics: to honour RK. Sprigg, 25 1 -258. 
Pacific Linguistics, C-I04, 1988 
© Graham Thurgood 25 1 
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In both rules the initial sequence is apparently identical, but in (6) the outcome is 33 + 44, 
while in ( 1 1 )  the outcome is 44 + 44. Despite minor reservations, however, application of the 
sandhi rules which Gai posits allows the tonal correspondences between proto-Lolo-Burmese 
Burmese and Jino to be analysed in a straightforward manner. 
Not all the tones found marking PLB cognates in the lexicon represent inherited tonal reflexes. 
In addition to the tone sandhi changes discussed above, other sandhi rules have obviously been in 
operation. In fact, the 35 tone is exclusively the product of tone sandhi rules. Similarly, except 
for a small number of 33 reflexes inherited from PLB proto-tone 3, all tone 33 forms are also the 
result of secondary tone sandhi. Even forms with etymologically possible 42, 44, and 55 
reflexes may actually be the secondary products of sandhi. Fortunately, the original tonal 
reflexes may be sorted out from secondary conditioned sandhi reflexes.2 
1.1 Open tones 
With the open tones, the correspondences after sandhi adjustments are as follows: 
PLB 
PLB *1  
PLB *2 
PLB *3 
Jino 
42 
44 
33 
number of forms 
3 1  
63 
5 
The unadjusted forms, taken largely from the lexicon in the back of Gai ( 1986), are given 
below, and then the relevant tone sandhi rules are discussed. The reflexes of the proto-tone 1 
proveniences are straight-forward: 3 1  of the forms occurred in the 42 tone, e.g. the words for 
'ask' ,  'boil' ,  'come' ,  'cry', 'barking deer', etc.3 This is the expected tone. 
In addition to the forms with a 42 reflex, there were two sets in which the cognate syllable is 
44 rather than 42. However, the 44 reflexes in these sets are not randomly distributed. In each 
case, the 44 reflex is the second member of a two-syllable construction, a pattern that would even 
without Gai's sandhi rules suggest a sandhi origin for the tone. Using Gai's sandhi rules 
(1986: 1 1 - 12), these forms break down into two patterns: 42 + 42 > 44 + 44 (4 sets) and 44 + 42 
> 33 + 44 ( 1 4  sets). In both cases the etymologically expected 42 tone has, due to sandhi 
interaction with a preceding 42 or a preceding 44 tone, become a 44 tone. 
hair, body *s-mwe1 a44 1'[1cn44 [42 + 12. > 44 + 44] 
hundred *rya1 a44 (;O44 [42 + 42 > 44 + 44] 
see *mraJ)l ttfU mj:fl4 [42 + 42 > 44 + 44] 
sit *naw1(?) ty44 n44 [42 + 42 > 44 + 44] 
bear *d-wam1 a33 ¢44 [44 + 42 > 33 + 44] 
cloud *s-diml rp33 te44 [44 + 42 > 33 + 44] 
fat, be *tsu1 a33 tshy44 [44 + 42 > 33 + 44] 
foot *kriyl /033 khj44 [44 + 42 > 33 + 44] 
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For the proto-tone 2 reflexes, the normal reflex is a 44 tone. The reflex is quite regularly 
found with some 63 forms. There are seven additional reflexes with discrepant tones (listed 
immediately below). The first two forms are grammatical particles; tonal irregularity in 
grammatical particles is of such high frequency as to have little or no significance in terms of our 
investigation. The next five are simply listed as irregular at this point with the possibility 
remaining open for several that they will prove not to be cognate at all. 
question [yes-no] 
you 
urine 
salt 
two 
soft; tender 
seed 
*la2 
*na.y2 
*ziy2 
*tsa2 
*nP(?) 
*s-nu2 
*s-y�w2 
1a42 -T 
n�42 -T 
e42 tshe55 ['water' + ?] -T 
tsh�55 kh�42 1�42 
n55 
;055 -TI 
tjy35 [not an etymological tone] -T 
The proto-tone 3 reflexes are in a way the most informative, since the presence of a proto-tone 
3 reflex seems to be criterial for Lolo-Burmese membership. Here, the reflex is 33, quite distinct 
from the 42 and the 44 of the other two open tones. 
day 
egg 
full 
get; obtain 
moon 
open 
woman; female 
1.2 Stopped tones 
*niy3 
*u3 
*m-bli.y3 
*ra3 
*k-1a3 
*pwa.y3 
*ma3 
n33 
�44 vu33 
y055 PIy33 
j033 rp42 
pu44 '1033 
ph033 
a44 my33 
Syllables originally ending in the stops *-p, *-t, and *-k have a distinct history within Loloish, 
a history set out with insight and clarity in Matisoff ( 1972). From originally toneless syllables 
ending in final stops, these tones have evolved within the history of Loloish; they developed 
from the interplay of voiced and voiceless prefixes interacting with the voicing and the manner of 
the root initial. The developmental patterns are sufficiently complex and sufficiently 
idiosyncratic to Loloish as to preclude the plausibility of this pattern being due to a similar but 
independent development. As a consequence, these patterns have been used elsewhere for 
subgrouping purposes (Thurgood 1982a). 
Correspondences which pattern together are grouped together under an appropriate label. The 
examples are representative not exhaustive. 
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Table 1:  Jino reflexes for stopped syllables 
gloss PLB Jino 
---------- ---------- ----------
*s-bak burn *s-duk th055 
cook, boil *s-gyak t/ha55 
*s-rnak deep *s-nak na55 
snot *s-nap ;i55 pu44 
twist *s-rik j�5 
---------- ---------- ----------
*pak deer, sambar *tsat t/hj42 zo44 -I 
pierce; stick into *tsap tsh042 
run *kyat th;tl2 
*sak tree *sik a33 tsy44 < 44 + 42 
*k-rak ant *k-rwak pu44 x042 
chicken; fowl *k-rak ja42 
maggot *k-1uk 7042 
*s-pak rope; string *s-kyak a33 khy44 < 44 + 42 
* [s]mak eye *[s]myak mja42 tsP3 
back *[s]nok a44 n042 
dream *[s]mak me35 ma42 
*m-pak climb *m-tak ta42 
cut by blow *m-tOk ta42 
emerge *m-twak t042 
---------- ---------- ----------
*ryak eight *ryat Xe55 
stand *ryap xe55 
stomach *wyik y055 phu44 
*c-sak kill *c-sat se55 
new *c-sik li55 
pluck *c-sak tshw55 
*c-pak cold *c-pak t/h055 
lose *c-pyok rp42 phi55 
six *c-krok tch055 
*v-pak goat *v-cit t/hi55 pi33 1i33 
leaf *v-p[y]ak a3�ha55 
*rak drunk *yit je5 
hand *1ak 1a5'iu44 
hide *wak va5 
*zak descend *zak za55 
*bak cooked *gyak tla55 
leech, water *grwat e42 k¢55 
waist *gyok a33 tl055 
*mak brain *nok vu44 n055 
hungry *mwat m¢55 
morning; early *nak na55 
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[In the labelling system, the prefixes are *s-, *(s-) also representing an s- but at a lesser time 
depth, *C- representing a tone lowering voiced consonant, *k- representing a tone-raising k­
prefix (often an animal prefix), *m-, and *V - representing a tone-lowering vocalic prefix (with the 
same effect as *C-). The initials and finals are self-evident with bilabials used to represent all 
places of articulation and with nasals, voiced and voiceless stops, voiced and voiceless spirants, 
and *r-/*l-/*y-/*w- distinguished.] (This analysis and much of the data is from Matisoff (1972) 
(but cf. Thurgood (1977); the only 'original' contribution is in the addition of the Jino data.] 
With the exception of the occasional apparent sandhi tone, the above correspondences are regular. 
2. Further subgrouping of Jino 
Benedict ( 198 1 )  and Bradley ( 1983) both contended that Jino is 'Central Loloish';  the table 
below of tonogenetic developments of stopped-syllables confrrms the 'Central Loloish' character. 
An examination of the patterns of tonal splits in the former stopped-syllables provides even more 
specific subgrouping information. The presence of at least a two-way tonal split in former 
stopped-syllables is characteristic of Loloish in general (Matisoff 1972), but in certain Loloish 
languages the original two-way division went on to become a three-way split. Table 2 below 
summarises the Loloish three-way split in stopped-syllables found in all stopped syllables of Sani, 
Ahi, Nasu, Luquan, Lisu, and Lahu (see Matisoff 1972; Thurgood 1982a). 
Table 2: The Loloish three-way split of former stopped-syllables. 
Initial Class Sani Ahi Jino Nasu Luquan Lisu Lahu 
*s-bak 55 55 55 55 55e 1 Ii (35) 
*s-mak 55 55 55 55 55e 1 a (35) 
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*pak 44 44 42 32s 22s 2 §? (54s) 
*sak 44 44 42 32s 22s 2 §? (54s) 
*k-rak 44 44 42 32s 22s 2 §? (54s) 
*s-pak 44 44 42 32s 22s 2 §? (54s) 
*(s)mak 44 44 42 32s 22s 3 §? (54s) 
*m-pak 44 44 42 32s 22s 3 §? (54s) 
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*ryak 22s 44s 55 34 55e 6 a (35) 
*C-sak 22s 44s 55 55 55e 6 a (35) 
*C-pak 22s 44s 55 55 55e 6 a? (2 1s) 
*rak 22s 44s 55 55 55e 6 a? (21 s) 
*zak 22s 44s 55 55 55e 6 a? (2 1 s) 
*bak 22s 44s 55 55 55e 6 a? (21 s) 
*mak 22s 44s 55 55 55e 6 a? (2 1s) 
The three series are separated by === and the subsequent merger of the first and third series is 
indicated by the use of italic numerals. 
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The presence of this split in Jino allows it to be subgrouped together with these languages and 
against the remaining Loloish languages, which underwent only a two-way split in stopped­
syllables. Further, the fact that Jino shares the subsequent merger of the fIrst and third series of 
stopped-syllable tones allows it to be sub grouped with Nasu and Luquan as against Sani, Ahi, 
Lisu, and Lahu. 
3. The palatalisation of bilabials 
The above subgrouping of Jino with Nasu and Luquan (in section 2 above) requires that the 
presence of palatal reflexes of original bilabial clusters in Sani, Ahi, Nasu, and Luquan be the 
result not of a single shared innovation but of several independent but parallel developments 
(contra Thurgood 1982a). The additional Jino data makes it clear that this palatalisation of 
bilabial clusters occurred ' independently' at least twice. An obvious consequence of this 
reinterpretation is that the palatalisation can no longer be used to group Sani and Ahi together 
with Nasu and Luquan (as it was in Thurgood 1982a). 
Table 3: Loloish reflexes of original bilabial clusters. 
PLB Sani Ahi Jino Nasu Luquan Lisu Lahu gloss 
*blek dl22s- di44s become 
*m-bliIJ3 dlre33 d�4 PJy33 d�4 full 
d�13 
*m-byau1 d'a24 lazy 
*byam1 tfI33 ty33 PJ�2 d's24/213 to fly 
*bya2 dlal l  d021 pj'44 _d'y33 bee 
*mruk .gu55 -I mj055 maw6 mu ? grass; to weed 
*mraIJ2 rp55 -T mjo44 mu33 _T horse 
*s-mrau1 rpjo42 mu3 high; tall 
*mra1 1)44 -mja44 .g0213 maw4 m b  see 
*mra2 na55 -T lJu33 mya5 ma many 
*mwat n22s ni44s m!2P5 fii55 mrghe6 m�? hungry 
* [s]myak �e44 nie44 mja42- na32s na22s mya3 m e? eye 
* nu55 nu55 mol3 -T nu44-T fiu55 s-myok monkey 
* [s]myok mja42 nE32S sprout 
*myok nu55 -T mol4 -T fiu55c -mye6 m 'a? monkey 
nu44 - T 
*plu1 fz33 t033 phJu42 t 'u24 white, silver 
*c-plek f�22S _di44s t'�5 hpye6 pM? become 
*priyl phja42 untie; loosen 
*m-priIJl tfre33 PJy42 pus 
*c-pyok -phi55 lose 
*m-pyaIJl PJ�3- d'a24 lazy 
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Simple logic requires either that the merger of the ftrst and third tonal series in section 2 
occurred independently more than once or that the palatalisation of Loloish bilabial clusters 
occurred independently more than once; it is impossible to draw a genetic tree in which each 
change occurs only once. The logical possibility also exists that both changes occurred more 
than once, but given the rather idiosyncratic and specific nature of the tonal merger, it is unlikely 
that this change occurred under precisely the same conditions more than once. This leaves us 
with the conclusion that it is the palatalisations that occurred more than once. 
This conclusion-that the palatalisations have multiple origins-is backed by more than 
simple logic. In general, despite the title of Ohala's ( 1 978) paper 'Southern Bantu vs. the world: 
the case of palatalisation of labials' ,  the palatalisation of bilabials is widely attested in Southeast 
Asian languages. Within Loloish itself, as David Bradley pointed out to me, certain northern 
Lisu dialects which are in a contact relationship with the Northern Yi languages discussed above 
have palatalised bilabial clusters. Outside of Loloish, as Paul Benedict pointed out to me, such 
palatalisations occur several places independently. Within Tibeto-Burrnan, such palatalisations 
occur in Tibetan dialects; outside Tibeto-Burrnan within the Kadai family, such palatalisations 
occur at least three different times. In terms of speciftc details, a careful examination of the data 
in Table 3 reveals a great deal of intra-language and cross-language variation in terms of which 
words palatalise and which do not. The nature of the variation suggests that what we have here is 
in part an areal convergence resulting from contact between these languages long after they had 
separated from their common origin. 
4. Jino syntax 
Among Loloish languages, certain features of Jino syntax appear unique and thus worthy of 
further study. For instance, Jino apparently (Thurgood 1 985 :454) 'has a perfective not 
characteristic of Loloish languages, '  a rather archaic perfective marker which now must be 
analysed as having been lost elsewhere in Loloish rather than analysed as never having been in 
Loloish. The Jino marker in question is s035 'PAST', the initial s- of which may or may not be 
related to the widespread Tibeto-Burman *s- perfective marker. 
Another feature worthy of further attention is the Jino 'existential' ua42. In Jino, this shows 
up as a copular verb with several distinct variants: ua42, Ua44, Ua35, Ua55. The ftrst three forms, 
all with the vowel -�, occur in non-sentence ftnal position before some other sentential particle; 
the last form, with the vowel -a, occurs sentence-ftnally. Thus, the copular verb would internally 
reconstruct as *Ua. The tonal variation, given the massive tone sandhi, is best ignored, but if it 
were to be analysed, the internally-reconstructible tone would be a 42 tone [< PLB * 1] .  When 
more than one verb occurs in a clause, this Jino form always occurs after what is semantically 
the main verb. 
The closest apparent Loloish cognate is found among the sentence- ftnal particles of Akha. 
Egerod ( 1 974a) and Egerod and Hansson ( 1974) discuss Akha sentence-ftnal evidential particles 
extensively, and among these are the particles used to report visually acquired knowledge: lua;, 
luii/, lua-a/, lua-a/. The form ua, reporting visually acquired knowledge, is obviously the core of 
all four modern Akha forms and is restricted to ftrst person subjects; in Thurgood ( 1986), it is 
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argued that this .va is from the old first person pronoun "'.va ' I ' ,  reinterpreted as a marker of visual 
evidence. This sentence-fInal particle only occurs after the main verb. 
The Jino and the Akha forms are phonologically cognate and occur in the same syntagmatic 
slot. Thus, one possibility is that they are both reinterpreted remnants of the "'.va 'I' fIrst-person­
agreement marker found in the proto-Tibeto-Burman subject-verb agreement system. Another 
possibility, as Scott DeLancey points out (personal communication 1987), is 'that the Jino forms 
and very possibly the Akha forms are cognate with the Jinghpo locative/copula nga, which has no 
apparent connection with the pronominal etymon (since that still survives in the Jinghpo paradigm, 
and there is no particular connection between the copula and first person). ' 
Once it is established that Jino is Loloish, other Jino features also take on additional importance 
for historical reconstruction. Among these features are the pronoun system and the system of 
sentence-final particles, especially tfrt and ttfrt, which have cognates elsewhere in Lolo-Burmese, 
in Tibeto-Burman, and, at least in the case of e44, probably in Sino-Tibetan (Thurgood 1982b). 
5. Conclusion 
Gai's 1986 Jino, tonally more accurate than his 198 1 work, allows us to substantiate Benedict's 
( 1 98 1 )  and Bradley's ( 1 983) contention that Jino is Loloish. The substantiation of this 
classification has numerous diachronic consequences. Phonologically, Jino should, as Benedict 
suggests, provide valuable new data on the reconstruction of Lolo-Burmese initial clusters. In 
terms of Loloish sub-grouping, the Jino data forces certain changes in previous work and provides 
certain new insights. However, the most important contributions will most likely be the 
contribution Jino has to make to our understanding of the history not just of Lolo-Burmese but 
also of Tibeto-Burman morphology and syntax. 
NOTES 
1 I shall be astonished if all my errors should prove minor and grateful to readers for their 
corrections. The merits of this paper are due to the influence of the ideas of others, and the 
attempt has been made to give full credit for the ideas through citations in the text, in the 
footnotes, and in the bibliography. Where I have miscited or failed to cite a source, it is through 
my failure to understand or my poor memory; for these shortcomings I apologise. I wish to 
thank Scott DeLancey, David Bradley and Paul Benedict for their kind but useful criticisms of 
an earlier version of this paper; probably none of them would agree with all of my conclusions. 
For Lewis's Akha the tone marks have been changed. Using the vowel a as an example, high 
tone is shown as a, mid tone a (unmarked), low tone a, high-stopped 4. and low-stopped 4. 
Irregularities in the correspondence sets are marked with a transparent code, e.g. -T indicates an 
irregular tonal correspondence, while -I indicates an irregular initial. The Jino forms cited have 
been checked for regular sound correspondences; in all cases, the forms have been checeked for 
initials, for rhymes and for tones. 
2 Bradley ( 1983) sets out essentially the correct correspondences, but shortcomings in the data 
then available left a significant number of gaps and exceptions. 
3 Those wishing a full list of forms will be sent one on request. 
SINO· TmET AN SNOTINOSE 
Paul K. Benedict 
In Sino-Tibetan things at times are not what they appear to be. In both the Tibeto-Karen and 
Chinese branches of the stock, for example, an analysis of the forms for 'nose' and 'snot' led the 
writer to findings that he had not anticipated. !  
The Conspectus (Benedict 1972; STC) sets up a well-represented PTK root for 'nose' : *s-na 
(better now: *s-na A )  on the basis of WT sna, Newari hna-sa, Magari hna, Dhimal hna-pu, 
Digaro h�ma-gam I hnya-gam (with secondary palatalisation, as in the Chinese cognate, below), 
Rawang (Nungish) s�ma, Kadu s�ma, WB bna (STC #101) and PK *hna-(=*hnaA-) (STC: fn. 369), 
along with the Kuki-Naga suffixed *-r form: Lushai hna:r < *sna:rA < *s-na:r.2 Apart from this 
suffixed form, the only irregularity noted occurs in the Lepcha cognate: nyo « *s-na) 'snot' but 
this language has tiik-n6m / tiirJ-n6m 'nose' = ' the smeller' ,  a derivative of PTB *(-) nam 'smell' 
(Lp. n6m), hence the apparent shift from 'nose' to 'snot' can readily be interpreted as the filling 
of a slot that had been left open. 
The Conspectus also reconstructs a root for 'snot', far more limited in distribution and without 
Karen representation: PTB *s-nap, based on WT snabs, WB bnap, Lushai hnap (STC #102); add 
now Mikir nap, Lopa (Mirish) ta-nap, probably also Abor ta-nyop, Miri nyop-si. At first glance 
this would appear to be related, perhaps as the product of an old (pre-PST) compound, to the 
above root for 'nose' ,  possibly along with the above-cited *( -)nam 'smell ' .  An alternative 
etymology is provided, however, by a parallel series with medial Ia! Iya! Ie/, shown by the 
Jingpho series to be from an underlying ' soft (part)/mucus' :  Jg. (a-)nep ' snot' ,  nyep ' soft; 
mucus' ,  nyap 'moist, wet', a-nyap ' soft, sticky, viscous' ,  m.,nyap ' soft' ,  moist, spongy' ;  Nungish: 
Trung nep ' snot' ,  nwp ' soft' ;  Nu hna I hn£ ' soft ' ;  Ao Naga nep ' snot' ,  a-nap ' soft' ;  Takpa 
(Tsona) nep ' snot ' ;  Miju (Kaman) nap ' snot' .  Chinese appears to lack a cognate here but a 
parallel nasal-final series can be reconstructed at the PST level; cf. WB nam « *s-nam) 'soft, 
fine' (with 'intensive' *s-); Kuki-Naga: Lu. ne:m « *ne.mA) 'soft' , hne:m « *s-ne.mA) 'soften' ;  
Thado nem ' soft' ;  Puiron ma-nem-nu 'soft' ;  GSR-623a � njam / nijam:,3 (loan) 'soft, flexible' ;  
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GSR-667s � ni�m / ni�m: (loan) 'soft'. In view of all this it seems likely that *s-na 'nose' and 
*s-nap ' snot' 
-
are ' lo�k-alikes' rather than basically related lexical items although the 
phonological shape of the latter, without palatalisation, may well have been influenced by a 
perceived relationship. 
As for the basic root here, *s-na 'nose',  the writer had no inkling of its actual etymological 
associations until he bagan to ponder the Lushai material, which includes an unrecognised 
cognate without the *-r suffix. As cited in the superb dictionary by lH. Lorrain (1940),4 Lushai 
hna:r 'nose' is also glossed as 'the head-waters of a ravine or valley, the rise (of a stream or 
river), the head of a ravine or valley, the valley in which a stream or river takes its rise - even 
higher up than the actual source, the locality about the source of a river' . The writer at first tried 
without success to visualise a 'nose' here, as on a map showing the uppermost section of the 
headwaters of a stream, but it occurred to him that the Lushai do not spend much time poring 
over maps - and in any event there seems to be no 'nose' here. Lorrain, an excellent 
lexicographer, adds a note pointing out the distinction from another Lushai word: hna « *s-na) 
' the actual source (of a river or stream); a spring, a spring as it issues from the rock or earth' .  
This clarifies the function of the *-r suffix, to be compared with Tibetan -r, as in  WT ya 'above, 
up' ,  yar 'up, upward',  pointing to the reconstruction of this suffix at the PTB level. More to the 
point here, however, it also lays bare the basic etymology of *s-na 'nose' = 'snot headwaters'( ! ). 
The writer was not expecting this; he had from time to time in Southeast Asia run across a 
'nose' derived from 'hole' = 'nostril ' or the like but had quite overlooked snotty noses. For a 
primitive people these can easily attain a significance far beyond any to be expected in a more 
highly sophisticated society. In point of fact, Chinese as well as Western recorders have tended 
to omit 'snot' from their word lists, thereby somewhat restricting the available material, but at 
least three TB languages show the simple equation 'nose' = 'snot' :  Garo gi1); Nakhi (Eastern 
dial.) ni-g�; Yi (Sichuan Lolo) hna-bi; further afield, in Austro-Tai, the same equation is found 
in Miao (Western: Danan Shan ncu) and Japanese (han a) while two Paiwanic (Taiwan) languages 
derive 'nose' from 'snot' by using a suffixed locative, strikingly reminiscent of the basic 
etymology of the TB root: Saisiyat 1)osa1 'snot' ,  ka-1)osaJ-an 'snot-place' = 'nose ' ;  Puyuma U1)�f 
' snot' , uvt-an 'nose' .  It is evident that in Southeast Asia one can paraphrase an old English 
conundrum with the following: when is a nose not a nose? when it's snot. 
Not only can 'nose' yield 'snot' ,  as in Lepcha, Garo, Miao and almost certainly Japanese, but 
the reverse can also obtain, as in Yi (see below) with the direction of the shift uncertain in Nakhi 
(see examples cited above). Jingpho 1�ti /1001 'nose' appears to provide an additional example of 
the 'snot' > 'nose' shift. The Khauri dialect, which at times retains archaic features, has n001, 
with n:rrepresenting PTK *s-na 'nose' (above), the 1:r of the standard form to be seen as the 
product of dissimilation.5 It would seem that the prototype of the Jingpho form is represented by 
Dhimal hna-thi ' snot' = 'nose-water' (STC: fn. 149), the second element from PTK *t�y (= tayA) 
'water' (STC #55 and p. 134) < PST *ta :yA; cf. GSR-55lf )� dj�r/i - t'br / t'iei- 'mucus from 
the nose' ,  the first member of this doublet maintaining the tone (* A) but showing secondary 
voicing (cf. Jingpho) with loss of vocalic length after close (compound) juncture, the second 
exhibiting the regular tonal shift to qiIsheng before an earlier suffix (STC : fn. 494).6 The similar 
TB root for 'water' :  *tw�y (=*tw�yB) (STC #1 68), with a parallel extension to 'egg' = 'bird-
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water' , also appears in a 'snot' compound: Taruang (N.Assam) na-dwi (with secondary voicing, 
as in Chinese). It must be supposed that an earlier 'nose' = ' snot' equation underlies the Lepcha 
as well as the reverse Jingpho shift, with Lepcha anyo, an 'expletive' of amik 'eye' ,  apparently 
retaining something of the original 'nose' sense (cf. WB myak-hna 'eye-nose' = 'face', cited in 
STC: fn. 1 1 6). 
To return now to PTK *s-na, with the most basic sense of this root established as 
'headwaters ' ,  the question arises : are there related forms to be recognised, say without the 
prefIx? Headwaters are closely associated with springs (cf. the gloss for Lushai hna) and marshy 
terrains; furthermore, terrains of this kind typically get filled in and become well-watered 
grasslands = meadows. This brings us to WT na(-ma) 'meadow' ,  to be regarded now as a 
'member of the family' .  The 'missing link' here, so to speak, is considerately supplied by 
Chinese; cf. GSR-94q � njo / 6ijwo,- 'marsh', showing the regular -0 <*-a shift and the 'right' 
* A tone, with the alternative qusheng « earlier suffIxed form; cf. WT na-ma). The palatalisation 
after the dental initial is a regular feature in Chinese; cf. PTB *na 'female kin' (STC: fn. 487); 
GSR-94a -j;( njo / 6jwo 'woman, lady, girl ' but the further palatalisation in 'marsh' may well 
reflect an earlier prefIx, probably *s- in view of the TB cognates.? The etymon involved here can 
now be set up for PST as *(s-)naA 'headwaters/ marshy ground' > 'nose' = ' snot headwaters'. 
All the preceding furnishes an indispensable prolegomenon to an analysis of the puzzling 
Chinese 'nose' : GSR-52lc " b'j:xJ / b'yi- (with qusheng, from an earlier suffIxed form; cf. WT), 
which turns out to be a Jingpho-type derivative from 'snot' = ' something wiped' ,  a 'family 
member' of the following : 
PST *p�y / *b�y: WT phyi-bdar 'clean, cleanse; (cp.) wash [face] ' ;  'phyi-ba / 'phyid-pa 
'wipe, blot out' ;  byi-dor ·the wiping, cleaning' (for dor, cf. bdar 'rub');  Lushai phi « *phis 
'wash (face) ' ;  GSR-405s S 'bjet/miiKt 'to wipe a vessel clean' ,  with �\ pjet/pjet 'certainly' as 
phonetic; note the agreement with the WT prefIxation (both < *?a- < *a-) as well as with the 
WT/Lushai suffIxation (Chinese fInal -t < *-t or *-s); Chinese appears to lack a cognate for the 
doublet form with initial *p-, perhaps an innovation in TB. 
One fInal step remains: a serendipitous solution to the Chinese 'four' problem, which involves 
the graph as well as the phonology. The Middle Chinese (GSR = 'Ancient Chinese')  form is si-, 
with Karlgren routinely reconstructing sj�at the much earlier Archaic level.8 Archaic regularly 
has fInal -j:xJ for PTB/PST *-�:y in close juncture (>qusheng) as opposed to -j�r elsewhere, with 
parallel -j�d and -j�r reflecting PST-level vocalic length (*-�:y) (STC: fn. 486), hence the 
indicated comparison with PTB *b-l�y 'four' presents no problem there. The initial is quite 
another matter, of course, and the Conspectus (p. 1 62) interprets the Chinese s- as the product of 
'contamination' from PTB/PST *g-sum 'three' .  The same interpretation has recently been 
presented by another scholar (Baxter 1 985), with endorsement by the editor of the Conspectus 
(Matisoff 1 985), but the writer has never been very happy with it. At one point he considered 
reconstructing the initial as sl-, implying replacement of an earlier *b- prefIx by *s-, despite the 
lack of evidence for - 1 - in the series involved (GSR-5 1 8). It fInally became clear, however, that 
Archaic was very fond of sticking an s- before another prefIX, whether *b- or *g- (Benedict 1 976 
and 1987), with the s- typically maintained through preemption (s-bj- > sj - ; s-gj - > sj -); cf. 
PTB *g-la = *(s-)g-laB, 'foot/leg' (cf. Garo ja ?a 'foot/leg' < *sglaB paralleling ja 'moon/spirit' < 
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*sglaA) (STC : fn. 109); GSR-90a JE s-gjo / �jwo 'foot' ,9 with regular -0 < *-a (see above) along 
with -lj- > -j-, a pervasive development in early Chinese (Benedict 1986); the tone *B > * A 
shift shown here is regular for Chinese after s- (here the 'body part prefix' *s-) (STC: fn. 494). 
There is far more graphic evidence for the velar prefix but note GSR-41 1a � s-bjet / �jet 'lute' ,  
with GSR-405a �, pjet / pjet 'certainly' (cited above) as phonetic. 
We are now in a position to reconstruct GSR-5 1 8a [!] s-bjx1 / si- 'four', from *s-b1j;x1f < *s­
b-1�y + suffix. This is a very brief series, with only two unrelated (to 'four') entries - but what 
entries! These two entries, along with the graphic evidence (below), serve to tie together the 
whole etymological package. The first of these is GSR- 5 1 8g WI s-bjxl / si- 'drivel from the nose' 
= ' snot' ,  which apart from the prefixed s- (> unasp. initial) is identical in shape to b'jxl / b'yi­
'nose' ,  both perhaps with the same earlier suffix (> qusheng). As in Tibeto-Burman, we must 
postulate an earlier 'nose' = 'snot' stage at some pre-Archaic level. 
The second entry, another homophone of 'four' ,  is GSR-5 1 8f f!! s-b'jxl / si- 'ladle'.  Here the 
related word is 565a 1::. pj�r / pyi: 'ladle, spoon' ,  with the two forms closer than they might 
appear to be on the surface. The final can be reconstructed as *-�y at the PST level, with the 
-j;x1fform reflecting an earlier suffix (see above). As for the initials, there is good evidence that 
the cluster *sb- (as opposed to prefixed *s-b-) yielded p- at an early level in Chinese but for 
Archaic itself the choice between sb- and p- (preferred here) is arbitrary, e.g. PTB *b�y 'give' 
(note *s-b�y-n > WT sbyin-pa 'give; gift'); GSR-52 1a (phonetic in 'nose',  above) ". pjxl / pyi­
'give' from *sb�y + suffix (> qusheng; cf. the WT form). Thus it is evident that the above 
doublet for ' ladle' was the product of prefixed vs. cluster s- along with the difference in 
suffixation: *s-b�y + suffix > *s-b'i�1 vs. *sb�y > *pi�r/, with *s-b'i�rl as a viable alternative. 
The final bit of evidence for this snotlnose thesis involves the [!] graph, GSR 5 1 8a. As noted 
by Karlgren, the earliest graph was four horizontal lines, which was replaced (Karlgren's earliest 
example is from a Zhou bronze II/llI inscription of ca. 900 BC - ca. 450 BC) by the following ® 
(clearest example), which appears to represent nostrils as seen from below. One could hardly 
devise a more fitting representation of ' snotlnose' ,  here of course employed in a loan sense 
(xiesheng) for the homophonous 'four' .  
Finally, i t  should be pointed out that this etymology for Chinese 'nose' < 'snot' , buttressed as 
it is by intersecting lines of evidence, stands by itself and is in no sense dependent upon the 
suggested connection with 'wipe' via 'something wiped',  which in fact was a late development in 
the writer's analysis. As an alternative, one can simply set up a PST-level root such as *b�y or 
*br�y or *bl�y 'mucus/snot' ,  any of which would have yielded the Chinese b'i� s-b'i�d/ forms. 
What is more, the same source might account for the second element of Yi hna-bi 'nose' = ' snot' 
(hna- < PTK *s-na 'nose') inasmuch as a Burmese-Yipho (= Burmese-Lolo) root of the same 
general shape can be reconstructed on the basis of the agreement with Southern Yipho forms for 
'mucus/snot' :  Hani (Akha) a-be / na-be / nape / na-pi (the last three matching the Yi compound), 
Mpi m-pi. It should be noted, however, that here also a connection with the basic 'wipe' root 
cannot be excluded, especially in view of the apparent absence of cognate forms for 'mucus/snot' 
elsewhere in TB. 
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NOTES 
This article is based on a paper presented at the 20th Sino-Tibetan Conference, Vancouver, 
August 1987. Abbreviations : PTK = Proto-Tibeto-Karen; PTB = Proto-Tibeto-Burman; WB 
= Written Burmese; WT = Written Tibetan; STC = Benedict 1972; GSR = Karlgren 1957. 
2 See Benedict 1983a for s- related tonal developments in Lushai. According to A.Weidert (p.c. 
1 1/28/86), Lushai has developed a tonal doublet here, reflecting a prefixed rather than cluster 
s-: Lushai hna:r « *s-naA-r) 'trunk of an elephant'; cf. Mikir ignar « *m-nar) ' id' (cited in 
STC: fn. 57). 
3 Editor's note: this notation by the author is an abbreviation of Karlgren's njam I nijiim:, nijiim­
showing a tone variation between ' : '  and '- ' .  
4 Tones are not indicated in this dictionary but the writer, thanks to F.K. Lehman, has a copy in 
which the tones have been added by a native speaker (A.S .  Khawlhring). 
5 A perfect parallel, involving the same root (*s-naA), is presented by Phunoi (Southern 
Loloish), which regularly substitutes 1- for n- (or hn-) in reduced initial syllables; cf. Bisu hna­
kag 'nose' ;  Phunoi 1:Jka, cited by Bradley (in this volume). 
6 Jg. m:Jti Imx1i'wet' ,  the cognate listed in the STC entry, has the anticipated mid tone « PTB 
* A); in 'nose' as well as in 'egg' (JG. til ill"), the tone appears to have been influenced by 
compounding, a common occurrence in TB languages. 
7 Archaic prefixed s- before nasals can be reconstructed only speculatively in a few forms 
because it was simply lost in later stages of the language; contrast in this series the 
development shown by cluster s-: 94u xx snjo I sjwo- 'coarse raw silk, floss' .  
8 Editor's note: the notation xxx! is used by the author to indicate a reconstruction at the Archaic 
Chinese level; it is an adaptation of Kalgren's formulas Archaic/AncientIModern Mandarin. 
9 Chinese shows much s- I $- variation, with some doublet formation, in these cases of 
preemption; note the initial $- in this case as well as in 'lute' (text). There is ample evidence 
within Chinese itself for the velar reconstruction in this series; cf. GSR-90b xx s-gjo I $jwo 
'distant' ,  etc.,  the prefixed allofam of GSR-95q ifIfi g'jo I g'jwo: (loan) 'distant from, keep at a 
distance' (note the regular *B > * A tonal shift after prefixed s-). 

A NEW SINO-TmETAN ROOT *d-yu-k 
BELONG/TRUST/DEPEND/ ACCEPT/TAKE AND 
A NOTE OF CAUTION TO MEGALORECONSTRUCTIONISTS 
James A. Matisoff 
This article is affectionately dedicated to Dr R.K. Sprigg, whose solid scholarship and subtle 
phonetic acumen are matched by an exquisite, quintessentially British sense of humor. 
1. YHWH Loquitor 
The more we learn, the more we realise how little we know. Several hundred Tibeto-Burman 
[TB] and Sino-Tibetan [ST] etymologies have already been proposed in print, and scores of 
others remain buried for the moment in notebooks and on odd slips of paper. Yet this is but the 
tip of the iceberg, and one has the feeling that only a small fraction of the interconnections 
among the reconstructible TB and ST roots have so far been discovered. This is still, thank God, 
a field where one can come up with a brand-new etymon some sunny afternoon - a field which 
one can TRUST, on which one can DEPEND, and to which it is fun to BELONG! 
There is a Lahu verb cO, which I first encountered in a Christian village in contexts like yesO? 
tha? cO? ve 'place one's trust in Jesus; accept Jesus (as one's savior) , [tha? (Pn) 1 'object marker'], 
but which turned out to have a broader range of meaning: 'prefer; adopt as one's  own; accept; put 
one's  trust in; have recourse to; depend upon' (Matisoff, to appear). 
The word occurs in collocations like the following: 
f-ka? cO ve (OV) 'take to the water (as a swimmer or fish) ' 
mO-ho cO ve (OV) 'take to the air (as a bird or plane) ' 
SU thi1? cO ve (OV) 'depend on others' [su (Pron) 'remote 3rd person; others, they'] 
ca cu ki (Ndeverb) 'a  refuge; something/someone to be depended on' [ki 'locative 
nominaliser'] 
ne te tho ma na qo na?-chi= YE tha ? ga cu ve yo 'If the spirits don' t  listen even when you 
pray to them, then you've got to try [= have recourse to] the hospital' .  
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The high-falling tone n of cu reflects Proto-Lolo-Burmese [PLB] Tone *2, and the voiceless 
unaspirated initial points to a PLB *voiced prototype, perhaps an affricate *j (= *dz) or a dental 
affricate *dz. 
The Akha [Southern Loloish] cognate dju [low tone] ' listen to, adhere to' (Hansson, in prep.) 
confmns the PLB tone (*2) and the *voicedness of the PLB initial. This sense is missing from 
Lewis 1968, though he does give a formju [low tone] glossed 'to become weak (used of humans 
getting weak, also of inanimate objects such as a rope sagging) ' ( 145). This can now be seen to 
be cognate with a homophonous Lahu form, CU, that I had previously considered to be a distinc� 
lexeme, meaning ' loose, slack; not taut, not stretched tight'. The notion of ADHERENCE or 
TRUSTING or BELONGING is very close to the idea of DE-PEND-ENCY, literally 'hanging 
down from' - passive pendulosity, as it were. At any rate, it is safe to set the root up 
provisionally as Proto-Loloish [PL] *ju2 or *dzu2. So far we cannot narrow it down any more 
than that, since Akha is notorious for dental/palatal vacillation in sibilants and affricates, and 
Lahu has no phonemic distinction between the two series at all. (Later we shall entertain some 
persuasive allofarnic evidence to reconstruct the initial a bit differently, with a prefix.) 
Jingpho has a sure cognate to this PLB etymon, which allows us to set it up firmly for Proto­
Tibeto-Burman [PTB] :  chyu 'to depend, rely upon; to cling to or cleave to' (Hanson 1906:90), 
mxhyu ' to cling to, depend upon, to hug (the shore); [the deer] clings to/depends upon [the 
brook]; reliable, trustworthy, and thus a figurative name for a rock or a nat prophet' (408). Note 
that 'chy- ' in Hanson's  transcription is simply a voiceless unaspirated affricate [t�] .2 
As a fITst approximation, therefore, we may set up the etymon as PTB *m-dzu (= *m-ju) or 
*m-dzu. A Chinese cognate quickly presents itself, in Karlgren's  ( 1957) Grammata Serica 
Recensa (GSR) Series 1224, namely . [now simplified to J/i.i: ] #1224s, reconstructed as Old 
Chinese [OC] *ajuk / Middle Chinese [MC] *ijwok (Mandarin shU), glossed 'be joined to, 
attached to' (Shi ling); 'belong to, be of the category of' (Shu ling). This character has a variant 
reading with *voiceless unaspirated initial, OC *tjuk / MC *tsjwok (Mandarin zhu) glossed 
'attach, connect; apply; touch devotedly; entrust to, give a charge to, order; draw upon oneself 
(as enmity); collect, etc ' .3 
Phonologically the Chinese/TB fit is excellent as far as the initial goes. A Proto-Sino-Tibetan 
[PST] *dy- cluster will do very nicely. It even seems well within the realm of possibility that the 
dental element was reinterpreted as a prefix at a more recent time depth, so that the form at some 
point in the history of Lolo-Burmese was analysed as *d-yu. This would then allow us to 
establish an allofarnic connection between our PLB etymon *d-yu (Tone *2) and another group 
of forms reflecting PLB *yu (Tone * 1), i.e. derived from an unprefixed variant with the palatal 
semivowel functioning as the root-initial. These words are widely attested in LB with the 
meaning ' take, receive, accept' :  
Written B urmese [WB] yu, Lahu yiJ, Lisu (Fraser) ru (tone '4'), Bisu yu (high tone), Akha yu 
(high tone), Mpi ju (tone '5 ').4 
Semantically, the association between TRUST/DEPEND and ACCEPT/AITACH ONESELF 
TO WHAT IS OFFERED/TAKE seems plausible enough (cf. the gloss 'collect' for . in 
Karlgren #1224s).5 
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The variation in voicing indicated by the multiple Chinese readings for #1224s seems to 
reflect an old simplex/causative alternation: 
BE ATIACHED TO 
PST *m-dyu-k 
ATIACH (oneself, something) TO 
PST **s-dyu-k > *tyu-k. 
The *m- prefix, characteristic of stative or durative (i.e. non-causative, non-directionalised) 
verbs in TB (Wolfenden:26-30), is directly attested in the Jingpho form mxhyu, above.6 
One problem remains. The TB forms all reflect an open syllable, while the putative Chinese 
cognate ends in *-k (as dramatically reflected in the Sino-Japanese reading zoku). Yet it should 
not strain our credulity too much to suppose that the final velar is ' suffixal' .  Suffixed -k (as well 
as -t and -n) is frequently invoked in these situations, even by some of our more reputable Sino­
Tibetanists - though the morphological function of such a velar element, if indeed it ever had 
any, remains shrouded in obscurity. Striking examples from Benedict's ( 1972) Sino-Tibetan: a 
Conspectus [STC] include the equation of PTB *dza (better, *dza) 'eat' with Chinese 1t 
*a'i;)k/*dii;)k [GSR #921 a-c].1 
It is worth noting that the Lahu verb yu 'take' has recently extended its range of meaning as 
an auxiliary verb. As a 'pre-head versatile verb,' (Matisoff 1973:21 1  ff, and especially note 76, 
pp. 556-7) occurring before a main verb, it has had the sense of ' take something and V with it,' 
or causatively, ' take something and cause it to V' ,  as in: 
t67 'emerge' [< PLB *?twak] / yu t67 'take something out' 
si 'die' [< PLB *siyl] / yu si 'kill someone' 
Recently, however, yu has come into use as a post-head versatile verb, with the meaning 'V so 
that the action has a thorough or permanent effect; V so that it TAKES,' e.g. 
na 'listen' [< PLB *?na1] / na yu 'listen carefully; listen up, heed advice' 
he 'study' [< Tai; cf. Siamese rian] / he yu 'study hard, absorb one's lessons'  
10 'wait' [< Tai; cf. Siamese roo] / 10 yu 'wait patiently, keep on waiting' .  
I t  seems clear that this usage represents a contamination from the Thai auxiliary verb juu - a 
word which incidentally reflects the interesting Proto-Tai [pTai] initial *?j - (glottalised palatal 
semivowel) (Li Fang-Kuei 1977 : 1 82, 1 84). As a main verb, juu means 'dwell, be in a place' .  As 
an auxiliary verb, it indicates progressive or durative action (e.g. khaaj juu 'keep on waiting'), 
much like its counterparts in other languages (e.g. Mandarin zai tE, Vietnamese //b//, Lahu eM). 
It seems to me at least possible that the phonological resemblance between our OC word 
*dyu-k 'BELONG TO A CATEGORY' and the PTai etymon *?juu 'BE IN A PLACE/BELONG 
SOMEWHERE' is not fortuitous, and bespeaks an early Sino-Thai contact word.8 If that is the 
case, this extension of the range of Lahu yu under Tai influence is not exactly a 'contamination,' 
but rather a reactivation of a previous network of associations that was already 'in the family'. 
At the very least, the etymon *m-dyu-k � *s-dyu-k BELONG/REL Y /DEPEND/BE JOINED 
TO/CLING TO seems well established for the PST level. Our suggested PLB metanalytic 
allofam *yu [< *d-yu < *dyu] TAKE/ACCEPT is slightly more speculative, but, I feel, quite 
DEPENDABLE - and in fact worthy of being CLUNG TO until generally ACCEPTED. 
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2. Advocatus diaboli loquitur 
The first part of this paper was serious. I would now like to demonstrate the danger of 
'megalo-comparison' by pointing out the uncanny similarity of our new PST root *d-yu-k 
BELONG/BE JOINED TO/CLING TO to the well-known Proto-Indo-European [PIE] etymon 
*yeu(g)- (i.e. *yeu- � *yeug-) JOIN. (The allofam with final velar, *yeug-, is called 'augmented' 
by Indo-Europeanists, which is neither more nor less explanatory than calling the final velar in 
our Chinese cognate 'suffixal ' .)  This Indo-European root underlies a large number of English 
words, including of course 'yoke' ,  'conjugal ' ,  'join' ,  'junction', 'yoga', and 'zeugma'.9 It is no 
doubt a 'regular correspondence' to have the PST *d- prefix correspond to PIE *zero, and the 
consonants and vowels also 'fit perfectly' :  
Proto-
Serindo- PIE PST 
European 
*d- - *d-
*y *y *y 
*ew *eu *u 
*-G *-g *-k 
It is fun to let our minds range (wander?) far and wide from one language family to another. 
But megalocomparison is an uncertain business at best, and can degenerate at any time into a 
mere playing with symbols. Accidental resemblances can be dolled up to look highly plausible 
on paper. A healthy skepticism and a sense of humor are prerequisites in this game. More than 
one far-flung etymology that has been proposed in recent years will turn out to have no more 
validity than the PST/PIE 'etymology just proposed. There is nothing wrong with that. 
Problems arise only when one's speculations begin to take on the aura of absolute truth in one's 
own mind. 
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NOTES 
Parts of speech are abbreviated as in Matisoff 1973/82. In particular, Ndeverb = deverbal 
noun, 0 = object, Pn = nominal particle, V = verb. 
2 The tone of Jingpho chyu is given as ' low' in the MS of Maran' s  revision of Hanson's  
dictionary, and I have i t  as  'low' in  my own field notes, but i t  is given as  high in Dai Qingxia 
et al. ( 1983:96). All sources (including Dai:444) agree that the derivative mchyu is low tone. 
Dai ' s  Chinese gloss for both forms is � .  'depend on'. 
3 In modern Mandarin shU has a range of meanings like the following: ( 1 )  category, genus; (2) 
be under, be subordinate to; (3) belong to; (4) family members, dependents; (5) be born in the 
year of (one of the twelve calendrical animals) (Wu:636). For the meaning ENJOIN/ORDER/ 
URGE, a character .. [not in series 1 224] with the mouth-radical is now used. For the 
connection between JOIN and ORDER, cf. English enjoin, ult. < Latin injungere 'join to; 
impose' .  
4 See Bradley ( l979b:350- 1 ,  set #606). This etymon is not restricted to Lolo-Burmese, as 
claimed in STC (209, 220), but is also found in Angami Naga zu 'take, pluck' .  
5 Cf. the English expression 'TAKE TO the air' (i.e. 'entrust oneself to the air', Lahu mu-ho cu 
ve). 
6 Incidentally, it is likely that another voiceless-initialled member of Series 1 224 is relatable to 
this word family, viz. #1224u 11 ' shaft of an ax '  *tjuk/*fjwok (Mandarin zh6), with the 
semantic link provided by the notion of A IT ACHMENT (Note: Mandarin zh6 is a 'reading 
pronunciation; see Chou ( 1979: 1 55,  #4238)). 
7 This eminently suffixable root is also assigned a Chinese allofam with a nasal suffix, 1t *ts'an 
< *tsa-n [GSR #154c]. On the TB side, both a -t and an -n are attested, as in Jingpho sat 
'food; rice' � sa (high tone) 'eat' < PTB *dza-t [but the Jingpho simple fricative (rather than 
affricate) is unexplained in STC]; or in Written Tibetan zan 'food' < *(d)za-n and Jingpho san 
'flesh, deer, meat' (Matisoff 1978 :27). STC fails to recognise the allofamic relationship 
between its sets #66 'EAT' and #181  'MEAT/ANIMAL'. 
8 BELONG is a highly abstract notion, as indicated by the fact that the English word 'belong' 
has become grammaticalised as a genitive marker in Pidgin (e.g. lava-lava bilong tuan 'my 
lord's loincloth'). 
9 For a detailed (and serious) treatment of this Indo-European etymon as it actually was 
borrowed into many TB languages of NE India and the Himalayas, see Matisoff 1982. 

LOAN·WORDS IN KHASI : 
THEIR PRONUNCIATION AND ORTHOGRAPHY 
Ivan M. Simon 
No attempt has so far been made to compile a glossary of loan-words in Khasi. The number 
of these is substantial, as a glance through the pages of U Nissor Singh's Khasi-Eng/ish 
Dictionary, compiled as long ago as 1906, will show. These words are marked with asterisks. 
Only occasionally, however, are the sources given, or indeed their equivalents in the original 
languages. The reason could be that these words, having been accepted as part and parcel of the 
Khasi vocabulary, were no longer at that point in time treated as foreign but very much as native 
Khasi words. 
Nissor Singh's dictionary lists only a little over 9,000 items. Monsignor E. Bars's Khasi­
English Dictionary, published in 1973, contains a substantially larger number of words - about 
20,000. It is, however, necessary to remark that this dictionary does not contain as many new 
items as one might expect: a large number of those included are actually derivative words 
combining affixes, generally prefixes, whereas Nissor Singh was quite content to have the roots 
and affixes separately, leaving the task of working out the possible combinations to the reader. 
Such a scheme would offer a mature reader everything that he might want, though Mgr. Bars's 
compilation has the eminent advantage of giving immediate information to the average class of 
readers who might not have all the time in the world to spend on the exercise. 
Some five years earlier, in 1 968, the Rev. Iarington Kharkongor had brought out a Khasi­
Khasi dictionary - an innovation in the field of Khasi lexicography. This dictionary, with the 
name of Ka Dienshon-hi - (manifestly a play upon the word 'dictionary' - although the 
connection between the two words is rather tenuous), contains some 8,000 items. This dictionary 
does make an attempt to indicate the sources of most words but not their meanings. This is 
important to note as very often the sense of words borrowed by Khasi is not exactly the same as 
in the source language. 
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The task, then, of compiling a glossary of the kind that has been mentioned must be left to a 
later generation of scholars. This is bound to be time-consuming but it will be time profitably 
spent. The North-Eastern Hill University in Shillong (the capital of the East Khasi Hills District 
of the S tate of Meghalaya) opened the Khasi Department in 198 1 ,  eight years after its 
establishment. This department offers linguistics as an optional subject. Many of the students of 
the department have opted for the subject and it is they who should take up the work. 
Loan-words in Khasi must have entered the language over a very long period. We cannot 
hazard a guess as to how long, but we can tentatively fix the periods of borrowing more broadly: 
the pre-British (and pre-literate) period before 1 841 ;  the period up to 1947 and the period since 
then. 
1. Beginnings 
Cherrapunji (or Sohra to the Khasis) is the home of the standard Khasi dialect. The village 
was already important as a trading centre long before the advent of the British during the third 
decade of the nineteenth century. It acquired even greater importance as the base for the British 
administration after the subjugation of the tribesmen in 1 833. It was here, too, that the London 
Missionary Society (associated with William Carey) and, after them, the Welsh Calvinistic 
Methodist Mission (more familiary known in later years as the Welsh Presbyterian Mission) 
established a number of mission schools. This will explain why the Sohra dialect came to be 
accepted as the standard dialect for the entire area inhabited by the Khasi tribe. Though an 
accident of history, the choice of the dialect was a happy one. Not only is the dialect more 
euphonious than any other Khasi dialect, but it also has a well-developed rhetorical tradition. 
Contact with the outside world had been going on at this entrepot-village for centuries. It is not 
unlikely that it was through Cherrapunji that most of the loan-words from Indo-Aryan (lA) 
sources found their way into Khasi. The use of the acronym IA in these pages needs 
qualification. It would extend to Sanskrit and Persian, but more directly to Hindustani or Urdu 
and to Bengali. 
It is obvious that borrowings into the Khasi Language, with its own distinct sound system, 
must be fitted into that system if they were to be accepted or to survive. As preparation for the 
reader, a few observations on the Khasi sound system will be useful. 
The sounds of Khasi are relatively few, and a 23-letter alphabet was, and is, considered to be 
adequate for the spelling of words in common use in the language. These letters are: 
a b k d e g ng h j I j 1 m n if 0 P r s t u  w Y 
How g came to be included is part of the earlier history of Khasi writing because there is no 
/g/ phoneme in Khasi at all. One obvious reason is the inclusion of foreign words spelt with this 
phone e.g. gadda 'donkey' in the earlier translations of the New Testament. In the original IA 
this word is gadha and it is interesting that while a 'foreign ' phone could be used in the 
beginning of the word, the medial consonant dh was replaced by dd. It is true that the segment 
dh is very rare in Khasi words, yet it does exist, although in borrowed words, initially. 
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The word gadda has long passed into disuse, to be replaced by the more natural Khasi form 
kada. This change took place in the revised editions of the Bible subsequently. It is pertinent to 
point out that the revised spelling was necessitated by the fact that the Khasis had been using the 
word for 'donkey' long before they got the Bible and it was natural that they would not give up 
the Khasi mode of pronunciation despite the spelling given to the word by the flrst missionary­
translators. Old habits die hard, if they do. This gains credibility when we consider another 
foreign word that came with the New Testament - the word 'gospel' .  A considerable section of 
the Khasi Christian community must have pronounced it, as they still do, in the English way 
instead of *kospeJ or perhaps more consistently as *kosper. In pre-literate days, a substantial 
number of borrowed words were moulded into the Khasi system of pronunciation. 
There are many other sounds that do not exist in Khasi, and even for those that do, there are 
positions where they do not occur. A glance at the alphabet given earlier will reveal that the 
following English phonemese do not occur in Khasi: 18, 0, tJ, f, v, z/. There are certain other 
sounds that do not normally occur at the end of words viz. /1, sl, fricatives, aspirates, conjunct 
consonants and voiced stops. A few examples may be given to illustrate: 
0, 0, f and v are normally realised as aspirates or voiced stops: 1 
Eng. think is pronounced as thirJk 
those is pronounced as do:s 
football is realised as phutbo:l 
character is realised as kharakta:r 
violin is realised as bajolin (j being used in this context as consonantal [j] 
in Eng. 'you')  
zebra is realised as  sibra. 
We shall now take the sounds that do not normally occur at the end of words; it being 
understood that the observations apply more particularly to the average Khasi speaker with an 
average standard of education. Since voicing is not a feature of Khasi at the end of words, flnal 
voiced consonants in loanwords are usually replaced by voiceless ones in this position, except in 
interjections. 
The earliest loan-words with flnal l were almost invariably realised as r, the exceptions being 
words like 'gospel' as already mentioned, the pronunciation of which was acquired through 
exposure to sermons from the pulpit. 2 Examples include: 
jor /Jo:r/fr. IA. jal ' the vital fluid; sap' 
kymbor /hmbor/fr. IA. kambal 'blanket' 
bir /bir/ fro IA. bhIl ' swamps or collections of water in marshy places' 
In loanwords, s in the flnal position was, and in many rural areas still is, realised as /t/, e.g. 
pint fro IA. pens 'saucer'. Occasionally, there is rhotacism, the s being realised as r. This writer 
has heard a number of old people pronouncing the word for 'saucer' as [perir] . 
Final z often was realised as [J] in the early period, e.g. miej [me:J]. fro IA. mez - itself a 
borrowed word for 'table' .  This word was taken in this form directly from an eastern variety of 
Indo-Aryan, like Bengali, in which z, in any position, is realised as [J]' Words with flnal z taken 
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directly into Khasi, commonly from English, would be realised with final s, the original 
phoneme, in accordance with Khasi sound laws, being unvoiced. Many Khasis when using 
English words with this final sound will use the unvoiced forms, e.g. 'dogs' /do:gz/ or 'rose' 
/£Ouz/ as do:ks and £o:S. 
Final fricatives and aspirates would be realised as simple sounds i.e. without friction or 
aspiration. A few examples will suffice: 
H] = s e.g. boksis fro IA. bakshIsh 'a gratuitous gift' 
There is another form of this word, buskit, an earlier loan-word. 
[-kh] = k e.g. duk fro IA. dukh 'distress ' .  The Khasi word means 'poor'. 
Other examples: suk 'contented' fro IA. sukh 'ease, comfort' whence Khasi 'blessed, happy' 
[-db] = d e.g. dud/dut fr. IA. dudh 'milk' 
Final conjunct consonants tend to be realised in two syllables; examples: Persian mulk 'realm' 
became muluk in Khasi; Eng. ' serge' is sarot in Khasi. 
With the spread of English education, the educated section of the community acquired the 
knack of pronouncing English sounds with a high degree of exactness although, as we have seen, 
the tendency to 'unvoice' voiced final consonants would even today assert itself. 
The spelling of Khasi words is often erratic. Many Khasi words have been spelt with final 
voiced consonants when, as we have seen, they are invariably realised as unvoiced consonants. 
The convention of using voiced consonants fmally to indicate length in the preceding vowel was 
popularised as long ago as the closing years of the last century by pioneer grammarians like 
H.Roberts ( 1 89 1 )  and others. The convention was convenient in that the reader could 
immediately see that the a in mad ' to taste' was long and the a in mat 'joint' was short. In 
realisation, however, the two words can be transcribed as /ma:t/ and /mat/. It must be added, 
however, that the convention was seldom observed. Professor Eugenie Henderson has 
commented on some inconsistencies in the representation of vowel quality in Khasi orthography. 
She remarks (Henderson 1967): 
Even allowing for dialectal variation and for possible changes in pronunciation in the 
last 70-odd years, it seems likely that Robert's ear was at fault on occasions. 
This could well have been, though one would suspect that ' interference' in the form of 
regional speech forms used by the informants could have been more serious than expected. 
While Professor Henderson's remarks would apply more particularly to the spelling of Khasi 
words, it should be added that there have been anomalies in the spelling of foreign words as well, 
as we have seen from the examples given earlier. 
To sum up, borrowings in the pre-literate period were confined to legal and philosophical 
terms, as the need for these terms became increasingly felt. A list of these terms is given below. 
Having been taken over as it were into the language, these borrowings were fitted into the 
morphological mould of Khasi as well. Side by side with the several items, derivative words will 
also be given, to emphasise the fact that they came to stay: 
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1.1 Legal terms 
bishar 'to adjudicate' fro lA. vichhar, whence jingbishar ' adjudication, trial' and 
nongbishar 'judge' .  Both jing- and nong- are nominalising prefixes in Khasi. 
jamin ' surety' as in the hybrid construction bah-jamin 'to stand surety' ,  perhaps because 
land (jamin) was the usual security offered in such cases. 
mam1a 'contending parties in a case' usually in the hybrid construction ki ar-liang mam1a 
'the two parties in a dispute' .  
patok 'prison' prob. fro lA. phiitak 'enclosed space'. Example: u nongbishar u 1a rai patok 
ia u nongtzih 'the judge has sentenced the thief to imprisonment'. 
phasi (i) 'to execute by hanging' fro IA. phiisi 
(ii) 'to commit suicide by hanging' 
Examples: u nongbishar u 1a rai phasi ia u nongpyniapbriew 'the judge has sentenced 
the murderer to death by hanging'.  u briew u 1a phasi ia-1ade ' the man has hanged 
himself' . 
riii 'decree, judgement' fro lA., as in the sentence u nongbishar u 1a ai 1a ka riii 'the judge 
has given his decision' .  (The diacritic mark is never used in ordinary writing). 
sakhi 'witness' fro IA. Whence ai-sakhi ' to give evidence' .  
1.2 Philosophical terms 
kismot 'fate' fro IA. kismet. 
duk 'poor' fro IA. dukh. Example: ki ba-duk 'the poor' , ba- being a nominalising prefix. 
hok 'truth, righteousness' fro IA. Example: u riew-hok 'a pious man'. 
malan 'mysterious' prob. fro IA. maya 'illusion' .  
mane 'to worship' fro IA. man-na 'to yield, surrender' .  Example: lng-mane literally, 'house 
(of) worship' = 'Church'. 
pop ' sin' fro lA. pap. Both forms are used in Khasi, pap being limited to an offence against 
divine and social laws and therefore unforgiveable. 
The above list is not exhaustive. The topic requires separate treatment and this is no place for 
it. 
2. From 1841 to 1947 
1 841  has been chosen as the starting point for this period because it was in that year that the 
Welsh Mission took up its work in the Khasi and Jaintia Hills and established education on a 
solid and permanent basis. True, three schools had been opened by the London Missionary 
Society in the preceding decade in and around Cherrapunji, but they did not survive the 
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departure of the young missionary, Alexander Lish. These schools were reopened by the first 
missionary of the new Mission, Thomas Jones 1. With no knowledge of the Bengali script which 
the L.M.S. had adopted for use in transcribing 'native dialects' ,  Thomas Jones used the Roman 
alphabet, initially the Welsh form of it, which he almost immediately abandoned. The choice 
had far-reaching consequences opened the way for the learning of English. Indeed, for a very 
long time, the percentage of English literates was higher among the Khasis than in any other 
community in the Province of Assam, even the more advanced. 
The impact of Christianity was considerable and Biblical terms and other Christian concepts, 
in Khasi garb, made their appearance, e.g. angel, gospel, paradais as well as other new terms like 
jingpynim 'salvation', jingsiewspah 'redemption' ,  diengphna 'cross' with the derivate word sah­
nar-phna 'to crucify' ,  bneng 'heaven' ,  dujok 'hell', etc. 
As has been said earlier, the introduction of final 1, though not a characteristic feature of the 
language, was smooth, though side by side, for a long time, forms with the final r continued to be 
accepted. Acquired pronunciations were an important legacy from this period. 
Apart from new concepts characteristic of the dawn of a technical age, others of a more 
mundane character were borrowed, chiefly from English. Around 1 870, the capital of the 
District and of the Province of Assam was shifted from Cherrapunji to Shillong. The new 
township attracted people from every part of the hills and a steady influx of non-Khasi elements. 
Western influence was very strong among the Khasis and a considerable number of loan­
words, usually with modified pronunciations, influenced Khasi language-habits. Terms for 
articles of food and drink: were predominantly from IA sources but articles of dress and luxury 
items which began to be increasingly adopted retained their English names, with modified 
spellings. A short list of these is given below: 
2.1 Food and drink 
ata 
khi 
dut/dud 
makhon 
maida 
puJaw 
roti 
sha 
shatni 
shini 
2.2 Dress etc. 
banian 
blaus 
IA. atta 
IA. ghi 
IA. diidh 
IA. malckhan 
IA. maida 
IA. pilau 
IA. roti 
IA. chhay 
IA. chutney 
IA. chini 
IA. banian 
flour 
butter-fat 
milk: 
butter 
refined flour 
rich rice preparation 
bread 
tea 
pickles 
sugar 
vest 
Eng. blouse 
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bries Eng. braces 
brajis 
merina 
muphlor 
obark6t 
paniphor 
patJun 
phlalen or -
phralen 
sarot 
/muphlor/ 
/obarko:t/ 
/panipho:r/ 
Eng. breeches 
Eng.merino (woollens) 
Eng. muffler 
2.3 Luxury items 
sikret 
shrut 
smuk 
/phlalm/ 
/phralm/ 
/sarot/ 
/sikrEt/ 
/Jrut/ 
/smuk/ 
Eng. overcoat 
Eng. pinafore 
Eng. pantaloons 
Eng. flannel 
Eng. serge (monosyllabic 
word with final consonant 
realised as bi-syllabic) 
Eng. cigarette 
Eng. cheroot 
Eng. smoking-(pipe) 
(An instance of back-formation) 
Khasi has a marked tendency to shorten multisyllabic loan-words. (It should also be stated 
that as it is a non-stress language, the accent is placed equally on all syllables.) This is true of 
purely Khasi words too: e.g. the common word for 'thumb' is ti-kmie [hand-mother] from the 
full form shympriah-kti-kmie [finger-hand-mother] . 
2.4 The world of technology 
With the dawn of the technical age, Khasi took in its share of terms associated with it. The 
motor-car appeared in 1 906, and soon the Khasis became familiar with the main parts of the 
machinery. The following are some of the terms that entered the language early: 
bering /bmI]/ Eng. bearings 
boltu /boltu/ Eng. bolt 
briek /bre:k/ Eng. brake 
krang ikraI]/ Eng. crank (handle) 
diphrenshal - /diphrmJal/ Eng. differential 
hut /hut/ Eng. hood 
lori /10:& Eng. lorry 
mator /mato:r/ Eng. motor-car 
not /not/ Eng. nut 
riper /ripe:r/ Eng. repair 
skru /skru/ Eng. screw 
spanar /spana:r/ Eng. spanner 
stiaring /styariI]/ Eng. steering (wheel) 
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2.5 Sports and games 
kap 
kuli 
kyrkit 
haijom 
pulthru 
raiphyl 
ramdos 
Ties 
suloi 
tenis 
trikar 
/kap/ 
/kuli/ 
/k�rkit/ 
/haipm/ 
/pulthru/ 
/raiph�l/ 
/ramdo:s/ 
/re:s/ 
/suloi/ 
/te:nis/ 
/trika:r/ 
3. The modern period (from 1947) 
Eng. golf 
lA. goli cartridge, bullet, pill 
Eng. cricket 
Eng. high jump 
Eng. pull-through cord for 
cleaning the barrel of a 
rifle/gun 
Eng. rifle 
Eng. rounders 
Eng. race 
(Uncertain) gun 
Eng. tennis 
Eng. trigger 
Since 1947, the intake of new terms has been rapid. Coincidentally, with a corresponding rise 
in the standard of education, by and large the new words, especially those relating to more 
sophisticated gadgets, retain their original pronunciations insofar as it is possible for an alien 
community to realise them. English is the official language for the State of Meghalaya, in which 
the Khasi Language-area is situated. Even the least educated is familiar with terms relating to 
officialdom, but others also tend to pronounce English with a marked Khasi accent when they are 
among themselves. The following list is given as a sample, the ordinary Khasi pronunciations 
being given: 
aplai 
aplikeshon 
bidio 
bas 
konpham 
rfismis 
e, lOS 
intarbiw 
jet 
permit 
phail 
phautynpen 
redio 
sertiphikiet 
siil 
saiklostail 
starn 
/aplai/ 
/aplike!an! 
/bidjo/ 
/basi 
/kanpha:m/ 
/dismis/ 
/£:rb{Js/ 
/intarbiw/ 
/JEt/ 
/p�rmit/ 
/phail/ 
/phaut:Jnpm/ 
/redjo/ 
/scrtiphike:t/ 
/si:l/ 
/saiklostail/ 
/stam/ 
Eng. apply 
Eng. application 
Eng. video (player) 
Eng. bus 
Eng. confirm 
Eng. dismiss 
Eng. airbus 
Eng. interview 
Eng. jet plane 
Eng. permit 
Eng. fIle 
Eng. fountainpen 
Eng. radio 
Eng. certificate 
Eng. seal3 
Eng. cyclostyle 
Eng. stamp 
taipingtes 
tiep 
tibi 
/taipi1)tEsi 
/te:p/ 
/tibi/ 
Eng. typing test 
Eng. tape (recorder) 
Eng. T.V. 
4. Some observations on loanwords and their use today 
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The samples given above show the extent to which words have been borrowed by Khasi from 
other sources. Each language has its limitations and needs to borrow new terms in the interest of 
intelligent communcation. Over the past 200 years or more, the many loanwords in Khasi have 
fulfilled a useful role, and one who uses them is often unconscious of the fact that he is using 
non-Khasi terms. The exception is probably in regard to the latest borrowings and technical 
terms. The established loanwords have achieved a respectability and are hardly ever likely to be 
replaced, in spite of the reaction that has set in in recent years, particularly from Khasi authors. 
They probably do have a case in their disapproval of the indiscriminate use of 'foreign' terms, 
even in Khasi writings. They feel that the Khasi dialects have something to contribute - words 
with fme nuances that might make use of foreign terms redundant! Their slogan has been 'If 
there is any word in our language that can express an idea that a foreign word has so far been 
permitted to do, it should be adopted, and the foreign word rejected' .  This still raises a big 
question mark. Two words that were coined in the early days for the aeroplane and the radio 
have passed into oblivion. These were lieng-suiii (literally 'air-boat')  for 'aeroplane' and the 
more cumbrous kor-ring-sur-na-jngai (literally 'a machine drawing tone from afar')  for 'radio' .  
The word kyrpien has been used by  some people in  recent years as  a Khasi substitute for the 
English 'challenge', but it has yet to be fully accepted. As at present, most Khasi readers would 
understand 'challenge' better. We can only wait and see. 
There are many foreign terms that have become so deeply rooted because of general 
acceptance that their replacement can only spell loss for Khasi. An excerpt from a book of 
memoirs written by U Morendro Doonai will illustrate this point. 
U goal keeper 4 ha kito ki por u don ha ka jingma ka ba khraw namar haba ki wing na 
baroh arliang ki kynjat ia ka ball shaphang ka goal . . . un peit ia ka ball ne un peit ia ki 
briew ba ki iatur pyrshah ia u? Hynrei ha ki rule thymmai mynta u 1a 1ait na kajingma 
baroh. 
The goalkeeper in those days used to be in grave danger because when the wingers 
from either side would shoot the ball towards the goal .. .  would he look at the ball or 
at the men (i.e. players) rushing upon him? Under the new rules, however, he is 
relieved from danger'. 
In spite of the English spellings, what this Khasi writer wrote will be understood by every 
Khasi. 
Another extract from a recent Khasi novel will show how some authors have tackled the 
problem of transcribing foreign terms. Ki doktor bad kiwei-kiwei ki stad ki jhad ki 1a eksamin hi 
da ka eksre 'The doctors and other specialists examined (her) under the X-ray' .  This author, 
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L.H. Pde, has, however, reatined the English forms in several words such as 'operation' ,  
'professor', 'house surgeon' and so on. The problem is not an easy one to solve. 
In other parts of this novel U raimon bad ka dashisha we see whole passages in English with 
a sprinkling of Khasi words. One wonders if the author intended a satire on the modern 
affectation for English, often of the vulgar sort: 
U tang shu iohi ia nga beit beit u wan. 
"Hi Raymond where the hell have you been? Long time no see. Why, waiting for a 
dame?" As soon as he saw me he came directly . . .  
"Look Raymond pally. Don't you worry about the dough. Here hundred bucks to go 
for your quarrelsome stomachs", U pyni artad shispah tyngka.5 
It is this tendency that is a cause for worry. Yet those Khasis who love their language may draw 
consolation from the fact that it is only the odd fringe that is capable of such extremities. All the 
more reason for a concerted effort on the part of responsible authors to establish an 
uncompromising standard of correct writing. Old established loanwords have enriched the Khasi 
language; they should be treated with reverence. It is the new intruders that need to be watched, 
and if they fail the test of propriety and utility, it is not unlikely that they will fall by the wayside 
when the average Khasi-in-the-street, who is a shrewd judge of what is good for him, rejects 
them. 
APPENDIX 
Some borrowed words in Khasi and their spellings (in Khasi alphabetical order).6 
Khasi word 
angkor 
angel 
ala 
apil 
ashiir 
ata 
baibl 
baiskil 
baje 
bim 
biskit 
blok 
boksis/buski t 
bord 
bynda 
kajia 
Phonetic form 
/aIJko:r/ 
/aIJel/ 
/aja! 
/apil/ 
/a/a:r/ 
lata! 
/baibl/ 
/baiskil/ 
/bale:/ 
/bim/ 
/biskit/ 
/blok! 
/boksis/, /buskit/ 
/borti/ 
/b:mda! 
/kala/ 
Source and original form 
Eng. anchor 
Eng angel 
IA ayah (governess) 
Eng. appeal 
IA achhiir (pickles) 
IA atta (flour) 
Eng. Bible 
Eng. bicycle 
IA baj-na to strike the hour, Khasi clock/watch 
Eng. beam 
Eng. biscuit 
Eng. block (cement) 
IA bakshIsh (gratuitous gift) 
IA balti (bucket) 
IA bandhak (mortgage) 
Persian qezia (dispute/quarrel) 
Khasi word 
kam 
karai 
karot 
khubor 
khulom 
khusnam 
koma 
kubi 
krJd 
kudam 
kuli 
dak 
dorbar 
dukan 
dusmon 
dustur 
duwar 
eksamin 
hati 
himot 
hok 
hukum 
ijot 
ilaka 
jaka 
madan 
mahajon 
mahadep 
mane 
muluk 
niam 
nusip 
olib 
ophis 
ophisar 
paka 
paip 
patJun 
pawa 
phasi 
phulstop 
pirit 
Phonetic form 
/kaml 
/karail 
/karot/ 
Ikhubo:rl 
Ikhuloml 
lkhusna:mI 
/ko:ma/ 
/kubi/ 
/ko:t/ 
/kudaml 
/kuli/ 
Idak/ 
Idorba:rl 
Iduka:nl 
Idusmon/ 
Idusturl 
Iduwa:rl 
Icksamin/ 
/hati/ 
/himot/ 
/hok/ 
/hukuml 
liJOt/ 
lilaka/ 
IJaka/ 
Imadan! 
ImahaJOn/ 
ImahadEpl 
Imanel 
Imuluk! 
Injaml 
Inusipl 
lolipl 
lophisl 
lophisa:rl 
Ipaka/ 
Ipaipl 
IpatJun/ 
Ipawal 
Iphasil 
Iphulstopl 
Ipirit/ 
Source and original form 
IA kam (work) 
IA karhai (deep frying pan) 
Eng. guard (house) 
IA khabar /khabbar (news) 
IA kholom (pen) 
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IA khush-nam (award/honour) 
Eng. comma 
IA gobi (cabbage) 
Eng. coat 
Eng. godown (warehouse) 
IA goli (cartridge); Eng. coolie 
IA dak (postal service), IA diig (letter of alphabet) 
IA durbar (council) 
IA dokiin (shop) 
IA dushman (enemy) 
IA dastiir (custom) 
IA dOM (gateway/pass) 
Eng. examine/examination 
IA hathi (elephant) 
IA himat (belief) 
Persian hok (truth/truthful) 
Persian hukum (command) 
IA izzat (honour) 
IA elaka (province/district) 
IA jagah (place.plot) 
IA maidiin (field) 
IA mahajan (merchant) 
IA mahiidev (deity) 
IA manna (worship/yield) 
IA mulk (realm) 
IA niyam (custom), Khasi religion 
IA nasib (fortune/fate) 
Eng. olive 
Eng. office 
Eng. officer 
IA pakka (good/perfect) 
Eng. pipe 
Eng. pantaloon, Khasi trousers 
IA powa (quarter) 
IA phiisl (execute by hanging) 
Eng. full-stop 
IA peris (saucer) 
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Khasi word Phonetic form Source and original form 
plastor /plastor/ Eng. plaster 
puiit /pulit/ Eng. police 
purwana /purwana/ IA purwana (written order of authority/judge) 
rai/cii /ra:i/ IA riii (decree/judgement) 
raid /ra:c/ IA raj (country/government), Khasi village land 
rajai /raJai/ IA razai (quilt) 
sabon Isaban! IA sabun (soap; ultimately from Portuguese) 
shab /Ja:p/ IA chab (stamped mark/seal) 
shalan /Jalan/ IA challan (government remittance note) 
shrut /Jrut/ Eng. cheroot 
shuri /Juri/ IA chhuri (knife) 
sohmyndur /so7m�ndur/ Sanskrit samundra (ocean) 
sor /sor/ Persian shaihar (town/city) 
sot /sot/ IA satya (truth) 
suspon /suspan! Eng. suspend 
tiii /tili/ IA tel (oil), Khasi oil-seller 
tupia /tupja/ IA topi (hat), Khasi hat/cap 
tyngka /t�IJka/ Eastern IA taIJka (rupee) 
NOTES 
Conventional phonetic symbols have been used as far as possible. Aspirates are indicated by 
an h following the stop symbol, e.g. phutbo:l 'football' ;  thiIJk ' think' ;  kharakta:r 'character' . 
2 Literacy was markedly higher among Christians than among non-Christians even though the 
latter were in the majority in the beginning. This also applies to the learning of English as the 
following statistics will show. 
Year Population Christians Non-Christians 
literate English -literate literate English -literate 
19 1 1  235,069 6,736 1 ,378 2,993 401 
1921 243,263 1 1 ,238 2,241 3,259 475 
193 1 289,926 23,3 14 4,760 ? 698 
3 Note the new trend to distinguish short and long i. Length is not a feature of native words 
containing /1/ in Khasi. 
4 A more popular word is the hybrid form nongap-goal i.e. 'guardian of the goal' .  Many Khasis 
would use Khasi spellings kol, bol, ru1 etc. 
5 Literally, ' showing at the same time a hundred rupees' .  
6 Many Khasi writers will prefer using English spellings for the English words listed. However, 
they are usually pronounced as shown in this appendix. 
READING A DEAD LANGUAGE: 
T AI-AHOM AND THE DICTIONARIES 
Barend I.Terwiel 
The Ahom language, the westernmost of the Tai language family, has long been extinct. 
Francis Buchanan (Hamilton), who collected his information in 1 808 and 1 809, noted that it was 
then already 'a dead language' ,  'only studied by those who follow the old worship. '  (Hamilton 
1963:7) His observations were confirmed in 1 837 when the Reverend N. Brown reported that 
the Ahom priests - the only ones who cultivated the Ahom language - had entirely lost the tones 
and some of the sounds of the original Ahom language) 
While the spoken language therefore died out at least some two centuries ago and there are no 
speakers of a living Ahom language, a representation of this language did survive in the form of 
a large number of documents written in the unique Ahom script and language. Of all these 
documents, only a few myths of origin, state chronicles, coins and a number of royal copper plate 
incriptions have been studied in some detail, leaving many texts, dealing with topics such as 
divination, rituals, astrology, and the like, unstudied. 
The study of Ahom is of great interest from a comparative point of view. Ahom is the 
westernmost branch of the wide family of Tai languages. It has certain archaic features of interest 
for linguistic research. If the Ahom may be perceived as having been in effective isolation from 
other Tais since the early thirteenth century then much information from their documents which 
can be recognised as Tai can be assumed to have been carried from Southeast Asia almost eight 
centuries ago. Or, if in the Ahom vocabulary there are words that are similar to other Tai 
languages, these words may be assumed to have been part of the shared Tai tradition for at least 
some eight hundred years. 
David B radley, Eugenie I.A. Henderson and Martine Mazaudon eds, 
Prosodic analysis and Asian linguistics: to honour R.K. Sprigg, 283-296. 
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Anyone who attempts to gain access to the Tai Ahom vocabulary tends to make use of the two 
published lexicographical works: Ahom-Assamese-English dictionary, and Ahom lexicons.2 
These works have been widely used by linguists and historians as authoritative for Ahom.3 
However, those who attempt to read an Ahom text with the help of these two sources will soon 
find out that Ahom documents cannot be read simply by looking up relevant entries in these 
dictionaries. There are many reasons why Ahom documents cannot readily be translated with 
these dictionaries. Some of these relate to the idiosyncrasies of the Ahom script and language, 
others to weaknesses and faults in the dictionaries themselves. 
1. Idiosyncrasies of the Ahom script and language 
When the Ahom arrived in Assam, reputedly in the beginning of the 1 3th century, they appear 
to have taken with them a script, closely related to Old Mon, as it was written in Pagan. We have 
no direct, 'hard' evidence for the age at which this script was adopted: the oldest surviving 
datable Ahom document is probably the 'Snake Pillar' , found in upper-Assam,4 which carries the 
name of Su'a Hum Mu'ng, who reigned from 1497 to 1539.5 However, the style of sections in 
Ahom chronicles dealing with the period of the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 
strongly suggests that these are based on texts that were written when the events they describe 
actually took place. Pre-thirteenth-century accounts have much more the character of having 
been transmitted orally before being put down in document form. 
From an early date the Ahom script appears to have competed with the quite dissimilar 
Assamese script: the oldest Ahom coins, dated 1 648, for example, were issued with a legend in 
Sanskrit, using Assamese script. 6 
Considering the relationship between Assamese and Ahom, Grierson noted a puzzling lack of 
convergence of the two languages: 
Considering the power which the Ahoms wielded and that they were for centuries the 
ruling race in Assam, the completeness with which their language has disappeared is 
remarkable. In the present Assamese language there are barely fifty words in 
common use which can be traced to an Ahom origin. The reason probably is that the 
Ahom people always formed a very small proportion of the population of the Assam 
Valley, and that, as their rule expanded and other tribes were brought under their 
control, it was necessary to have some lingua franca. The choice lay between Ahom 
and Assamese. the latter, being an Aryan language, had the greater vitality, and the 
influence of the Hindu priests was also strongly in its favour. 
(Grierson 1902:2) 
Whatever the reasons for the choice of Assamese may have been, it is clear that Assamese 
language and script became the language and script for the every-day life of the Ahom people, 
while the old Tai speech and writing became reserved primarily for state ritual and religious use. 
As far as we know, Ahom was not written to pass messages, or to be read as a convenient means 
to communicate by the general populace. Only priests and certain priest-like scribes wrote and 
read Ahom. The priestly monopoly over the use of the Tai Ahom script is a factor that needs to 
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be taken into account when assessing the documents that have survived. It was important for the 
priests to be able to chant prayers from sanchi-bark leaves, and to be able to assign meaning to 
these. It may have become equally important for them to ensure that outsiders could not readily 
do so. 
If this appraisal of the function of Tai Ahom language and script is correct, it follows that 
there was no need for the writing system to adapt itself to widespread use. On the contrary, 
difficult-to-understand or archaic features would acquire new meaning as hurdles to prevent 
outsiders from easily gaining access. Hamilton indicates such a situation when he mentions that 
at the beginning of the nineteenth century the thirty-odd priests (Deodhais) possessed 'a learning 
and language peculiar to themselves' ,  and kept them 'a profound secret' (Hamilton 1963 :52). 
This general remark must be taken into account when considering more specific aspects of the 
Ahom script. 
In the first place the Mon-derived script that the Ahoms originally adopted was not 
particularly suited to convey the tonal character of Tai-Ahom. While other Tai groups tended to 
devise methods of indicating different tones, either by assuming particular consonants to be of 
'high' ,  'mid', or 'low' nature, by adopting certain tone markers, or by developing combinations 
of the two, there are no signs in Ahom of any attempts to distinguish between syllables that must 
have been spoken with different tones. 
Secondly, Ahom inherited from Mon script the means to distinguish, in syllables ending with 
an open vowel, between 'short a' , ' short u', 'short i' on the one hand, and 'long a', 'long u' , and 
'long i' on the other. However, probably because the difference in vowel length was not relevant 
or important to Ahom scribes, they have written such syllables sometimes with long, and on 
other occasions with short vowels, not attempting any consistency even within a single 
document. Moreover, in Ahom writing no system was developed to distinguish relative vowel 
length within 'closed' syllables (beginning and ending with a consonant). 
Thirdly, in Ahom writing consonant clusters are rarely indicated. For example, when the word 
for 'hair' is written, it usually is spelled phum, and only rarely as phrum. Up to the present day, 
Deodhai priests, when chanting Ahom documents, may insert an r (or an 1, where appropriate), 
even where the text does not indicate it. Upon being asked why they do so, the standard answer is 
that it is the convention, or 'it is understood' .  
Fourthly, although Ahom has separate characters for initial b (or w) and initial m, in actual 
practice Ahom scribes often write these consonants in such a way that they cannot be 
distinguished. Another couple of consonants that are usually, but not always, written with a 
single symbol are the initial d and n. 
Fifthly, although Ahom has a method to distinguish between the letter e and i in open 
syllables, it only recognises the i in closed ones, so that a closed syllable with the symbol i may 
be pronounced either with an i or an e. Which choice to make depends upon the reader's 
knowledge of Tai. Again, it is interesting to note that some Ahom priests know, for at least some 
words, 'by convention' whether to pronounce an i or an e. 
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Sixthly, while Ahom has not developed a system to separate j and e, or long and short vowels 
in closed syllables, it has a wealth of signs that may be related to sounds such as aw, ww, ow, 
wa, and the like.? However, in Ahom manuscripts most of these signs are jumbled up. The word 
for 'rice' may be spelled as kha w  in one sentence, and khow in the next. No consistency is 
attempted with this series of sounds. There can be little doubt but that this is the result of the fact 
that such sounds do not occur in Assamese, and that Ahom priests indeed, as N. Brown indicated 
as early as 1 837, had lost the ability to produce these distinctions that would come naturally to all 
Tai speakers. 
This list is by no means complete,8 but the six aspects mentioned here will suffice to prove 
that the study of written Ahom should not be lightly undertaken. If, for example, in an Ahom 
manuscript we come across the syllable written as man, there are several possible pronunciations: 
it could be man, maan, ban, baan, wan, waan, or even mlan, or mran. Each of these possibilities 
may be regarded as a candidate for a range of different tonal distinctions. A translator may have 
to consider a dozen or more possible translations before attempting to assign a meaning to the 
syllable. 
2. The dictionaries 
2.1 The Ahom-Assamese-EngIish dictionary 
In 1 894 E.A. Gait drew up a proposal for historical research in Assam and subsequently he 
was appointed by the Chief Commissioner of Assam to study all existing historical documents 
and write a systematic history of Assam. It was Gait who selected an educated young Assamese, 
Golap Chandra Barna, for the task of learning Ahom and translating Ahom manuscripts. Barna 
had no prior knowledge of Ahom and had to learn to read texts from a committee of five Ahom 
priests. Gait himself did not claim any knowledge of Ahom, and relied fully upon Barua to 
supply him with translations.9 
Barua soon occupied a unique position, being the only person alive who was familiar with 
both Ahom and English.l° It was Barna who supplied Grierson with the details of the Ahom 
script, pronunciation and sample translations, that allowed the latter to write a chapter about 
Ahom in the Linguistic survey of India, to publish a short grammar of Ahom (Grierson 1902), 
and to edit a translation of an Ahom myth of creation (Grierson 1904). After Gait's publication 
of A history of Assam, G.C. Barna stopped being Ahom Translator to the Assam government, and 
pursued an administrative career, first as a clerk in the office of the Deputy Comissioner, 
Lakhimpur, and eventually rising to Assistant Inspector of Schools, Assam Valley Circle. 
This short background on the compiler of the dictionary should help to appreciate some of the 
difficulties under which he laboured. Barna's native language was Assamese, he was unfamiliar 
with the structure of Tai languages. Barna had no linguistic training and relied heavily upon 
Grierson's analysis of the data he supplied. His involvement with Ahom was a feature of his 
career in the Assamese government, which caused him to perform many duties entirely unrelated 
to linguistic studies. Moreover, it may safely be assumed that during the first two decades of the 
twentieth century Ahom had already long ceased to be a spoken language. 
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In the preface to the dictionary, dated Jorhat 1 9  July, 1 9 1 6, Barua mentions how he set about 
the task of compiling the dictionary: 
I was given a clerk for six months to assist me in the work. I put him to the collection 
of words from Ahom manuscript, which he did as far as practicable within so short a 
time. I then applied myself to further collection of words in consultation with a few 
Deodhais who could read Ahom and perform Deopujas. Thus I was able, as far as I 
can believe [sic], to collect all the available words at the present time. 
(G.C. Barua 1920:i) 
The preface then continues with a lengthy section on Ahom grammar, most of it direct 
quotations from Grierson's essays on the subject. Grierson is quoted, quite rightly, as pointing 
out that in Ahom, as in other Tai languages, there is no proper declension or conjugation, nor can 
words be divided into parts of speech. The relation indicated by these two processes of inflection 
are in Ahom indicated partly by the position of the various words in the sentence, and partly by 
compounding words together. One cannot, properly speaking, talk of nouns and verbs, we can 
only talk of words performing the functions of nouns and verbs (G.G. Barua 1 920:ix). Yet, 
having cited Grierson on this important principle of the Ahom language, throughout the 
dictionary Barua blithely proceeds to give the 'Part of Speech' after each Ahom entry, such as 
'Noun ' ,  'Verb', 'Adjective' ,  'Preposition' ,  'Suffix', 'Past Participle' ,  and 'Pronoun' .  
More serious problems of the dictionary resulted from Barua's decision to use the lengthy 
vocabulary appended to Grierson ( 1 904) as the dictionary's 'fulcrum' .  Thus, since Grierson 
separated some (but not all) words as to long and short vowels, the 1 920 dictionary attempts to 
do the same. It has already been pointed out above that Ahom scribes do not attempt to be 
consistent in assigning long and short vowels, and Barua's separation is misleading, to say the 
least. 
Another feature that inhibits the effective use of the dictionary is the fact that in entries that 
Barua took from Grierson, he followed Grierson's system of transliteration in Roman script,l l  but 
when adding words that were derived from other sources, he used a rather different system of 
rendering Ahom into European characters. Thus there are many words, taken from Grierson in 
which the sound for 0 (as in English 'hog') is given as 8, but in other instances Barua renders the 
same sound with the letter a, apparently inspired by the way Assamese is often rendered into 
English. The sound that Grierson renders as ii (transliterated similarly to the vowel in German 
'Tiir', here represented phonetically as ill) is frequently given in Grierson's transcription, but in 
other instances it is transcribed as e. Only those familar with the Assamese and Ahom scripts can 
determine which of these sounds is meant. 
Almost all of Grierson's published vocabulary has found its way into Barua's dictionary, 
mistakes and all. Thus, when confronted with an expression tak iip tak Me, Grierson ( 1903-28 
2: 106- 109)12 failed to realise that this must have been a misspelling for tak iip tak yak, a couplet, 
common in all Tai languages, including Ahom. Instead of translating it as ' to become famished, 
to become hungry',  he followed G.c. Barua literally and translated 'to become famine misery' ,  
and assigned an unwarranted new meaning, 'misery' to the second tak (Grierson 1 903-28 2: 1 38) 
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This explains the puzzling translation ' misery' at the entry tak in the vocabulary and the 
dictionary . 
Occasionally, Grierson's explanatory notes have been left out, creating fresh ambiguities. For 
the entry khang Grierson mentions as one of its meanings 'a top (the toy) " but Barua left out (the 
toy), and while Grierson wrote under kham-tai that it was ' a  kite (the bird) ' ,  Barua simply 
translates it with 'a kite ', leaving the reader to guess one of several meanings. In other instances 
Grierson's notes have been misunderstood. In 1903-28 he wrote of the word t;lie that it was a 
numeral suffix used with rupees, and gave the example: tra sMng t;lic (Grierson 1 903-28:  1 3 8). 
For the entry t;lie in the dictionary Barua repeats the 'numeral auxiliary used with money' ,  but 
adds that it means 'a tola', the Assamese word for 'a rupee' itself, which is simply wrong, the tok 
being a measure of weight several times that of the rupee. 13 
A dictionary is intended as a basic work of reference, and therefore great care has to be taken 
with regard to accuracy. A comparison of Grierson's vocabulary with Barua's dictionary reveals, 
however, that a large number of mistakes have crept in during the process of transferring 
Grierson's entries to the new dictionary. A full list of the mistakes would take much space. It 
was therefore decided to only list the most glaring ones found in Barua's first letter: the letter k in 
Table 1 .  
Table 1 :  Mistakes in  the transfer of Grierson's vocabulary to Barua's dictionary:the letter k. 
- The entry ka lang in the dictionary (p.4) is spelled with a short a in the closed syllable, 
something not done in Ahom script. This is the first clear instance where Barua appears 
to have reconstituted Ahom words from Grierson's transliterated list. See also on the 
same page the final entry for kwang, also rendered in a manner not seen in Ahom 
manuscripts. 
- While Grierson (p.21O) mentions pa-kan, for 'to copulate' ,  Barua, for some unknown 
reason reverses the order and gives the Ahom as kan-pa (p.6). 
- Grierson's kap-kup (p. 1 87;  p.2 1 0) has changed inexplicably to kap-kop in Barua's 
Ahom column and kap-kup in his Assamese and English transliterations (p.6). 
- In the entry kam, where Grierson wrote ' the reed used for making pens' (p.2 1O), Barua 
gives 'the reed used for making pans' ;  and where Grierson wrote ' to be, be made' ,  
Barua provides 'to be made' .  
- At the entry kim Grierson compares the word with Shan: 'to take hold of, hold' (p.213). 
Barua repeats the Shan entry, but then enters this also as an Ahom meaning (p. 1 3). 
- Kin (pronounced ken) is given in Grierson as 'earrings' ,  in Barua it has become 
'earnings' (pp. 12- 1 3) 
- Grierson writes for kun-plang, 'one who binds himself. . . '  (p.214), but Barua transcribed 
this into Ahom as if the vowel a were pronounced in the Assamese fashion (which 
Grierson would have written plllng) (p. 1 6) .  This is yet another instance in the dictionary 
where it seems that Barua transcribed Grierson's transliterated Ahom back into Ahom 
script. 
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- Grierson compares Ahom kum with a Shan word, meaning 'to stoop' (p.214). Barua 
repeats the comparison but also lists 'to stoop' as an Ahom entry (pp. 1 6- 1 7). 
- Grierson's entry kiing specifically states that it is written as king (p.2 14), but Barua has 
entered it under kiing (which Barua decided to transcribe as keng) (p. 1 8). 
- KMl is changed from the original 'to get warm' (p.21O) to 'to get worm' (p.23). 
- Grierson has as one of the meanings for Hp ' simple' (p.210), Barua renders this as 'a 
simple woman' (p.2S). 
All these examples are taken from the first letter of the dictionary. They suffice to demonstrate 
both the strong reliance upon Grierson, and a remarkable degree of inaccuracy. 14 Hitherto the 
extent to which Grierson's vocabulary underlies G.c. Barua's 1920 dictionary has not been 
generally realised. If the sixty references to the names of the cyclical year, a large number of 
entries taken from the numeral system and a series of names of deities, kings and officials are 
discounted, almost all the remaining entries in the dictionary can be traced back to the 
vocabulary published in 1904. Having established that Grierson's 1904 word list was crucial in 
making the 1 920 dictionary, it becomes worth while to check Grierson's sources and criteria. In 
the Linguistic survey of India of 1903-28, Grierson already published a word list containing all 
the Ahom words he had been able to collect, including every word in his specimen texts and 
Hodgson's list. 15 The 1904 vocabulary, however, differs remarkably from that published a short 
time earlier. In order to demonstrate the difference a few entries are compared in Table 2. 
Table 2: Grierson's word lists of 1903-28 and 1904, some entries 
List of 1903-28 
kMl, (Sh. the same), a hard mass, a 
block; kiln phra, a mass of rock 
III, 1 6. 
kilng, in kilng-to, to bring (a thing) into, 
or keep it in subjection; (?)to 
collect (Cf. Sh. kilng), III,6. 
kat, (Kh. and Sh. the same), a market, 
bazaar; kat-kim (kern), a shop­
keeper, 241 .  
List of 1904 
kMl, a rafter; a germ; cream; a pipe, tube 
(Sh. kilng, 3c); a load taken on one 
shoulder (Sh. 4c); nice; good (49); the 
front; to get warm; to receive homage; 
to do; a hard mass, a block(1 1) ;  Hn­
pha-naii, the name of the Vayus, or air 
gods (49); klln-chiing-pha, the good 
God (49); klln-phra-phiik, a mass of 
white rock, Mount Meru (44). 
kllng, poison (Sh, S.c); over-sunned rice; to 
prune; to bring into subjection. 
kat, a market (Sh. 20); hard, difficult (Sh. 
30), to cut to pieces; to get dust into 
boiled rice; kat-kim, a shopkeeper. 
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In the 1 903-28 list, Roman numerals refer to the Ahom text samples; Sh. is Shan and Kh. refers 
to Khamti. In the vocabulary of 1904 the abbreviation Sh. means Shan and the number and letter 
following indicate respectively the tone and whether a syllable is 'open' or 'closed' .  The number 
references in the 1904 list refer to the cosmogony text. 
Without expanding the list in Table 2 any further it should be clear that there are dramatic 
differences between the list of all Ahom words known to Grierson in 1902 and that published in 
1904. Grierson explains this himself by pointing out that G.C. Barua had just sent him a short 
Ahom-Assamese dictionary (together with a translation of the Assamese entries into English), 
derived from an old document, and that Grierson added to this 'a large number of words and 
phrases' collected by himself in the course of his reading (Grierson 1904: 1 83).  
It therefore appears that the difference between the 1903-28 and 1904 lists is largely due to an 
unspecified Ahom-Assamese lexicographical text to which G.C. Barua had access. This list was 
rearranged and blended with earlier word lists, and Grierson then added a large number of notes, 
comparing Ahom with Shan. 16 A glance through the vocabulary indicates clearly that Grierson 
spent much time comparing Ahom with Shan and Khamti. It can be no accident that many 
Ahom words are translated exactly in the wording found in Cushing's Shan dictionary. Therefore 
we may assume a measure of Shan influence in the 1904 vocabulary that found its way into the 
1920 dictionary .17 
This examination of the background of the sources available to G.c. Barua is not undertaken 
with the intent to malign the compiler of the dictionary. Indeed, since he had provided the chief 
source upon which Grierson built his word list, Barua had some moral right to that list. For all 
those who use the dictionary as a source of the study of comparative Tai linguistics, it is 
important to be aware of the limitations of this work. It may also be noted that in the years 
between Grierson's publications and the compilation of the dictionary Barua appeared unable to 
further deepen his knowledge of Ahom. Given the facts that the Deodhais had largely forgotten 
Ahom, and that Barua did not yet know, and was not given the time to learn related Tai 
languages, he could not be expected to write a more authoritative reference work on this extinct 
language. 
2.2 Ahom lexicons 
In 1932, in the Ahom Studies Section of the Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies 
in Assam [hereafter DHAS),  one of the Ahom priests, N.N. Deodhai Phukan, was appointed to 
translate and edit various Ahom manuscripts, including an indigenous Ahom-Assamese word list. 
This list, Bara Kakot Homung Puthi, or better known as Bar Amra, was reputedly compiled in 
1795, and had been acquired by the DHAS some time after 1912 .  Nowhere is it stated 
unequivocally that this Bar Amra was also the list that provided the basis for the 1904 vocabulary 
(and consequently was a source of the 1920 dictionary), but this most likely was the case. 18 
N.N. Deodhai Phukan died after having worked only six months at the DHAS, and for many 
years his manuscripts remained unfinished. Eventually, B.M. Barua was appointed Officer for 
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Ahom Studies and, with the assistance of Dambarudhar Phukan, the Ahom lexicons were 
prepared, and published in 1964 by the DHAS.19 
Ahom lexicons consists of two parts, the first one a general dictionary, under the heading Bar 
Amra, and the second a series of seven word lists related to specific topics, named Loti Amra . 
At the end of the lexicons can be found a set of tables related to Ahom time-reckoning and a set 
of short statements related to Ahom, reprinted from other sources. 
The section called Bar Amra is by far the longest part of the book, covering 159 of the 205 
pages of text. At first sight this length may seem somewhat surprising, for the Bar Amra 
manuscript consisted only of 40 leaves of bark, measuring 42 by 10 cm, with eight or nine lines 
to a page, hardly sufficient to fill so many pages with print This anomaly is explained when it is 
realised that the editors of A hom lexicons did much more than produce a new translation of a late 
eighteenth-century word list: they superimposed this list upon the contents of the 1920 Ahom­
Assamese-Eng/ish dictionary, without indicating which entries were derived from the Bar Amra 
manuscript, and which were taken from G.C. Barna's reworking of the 1904 vocabulary (itself 
probably partly resting upon the same manuscript). 
A quick check of the list of mistakes in the dictionary for the letter k, listed above in Table 1 ,  
reveals that the editors of the lexicons have used a measure of criticism in appraising the 
dictionary: the 'pans' have been changed back into 'pens' ,  and 'earnings' have reverted to 
'earrings'. Several mistakes, however, escaped the editors, and thus the the expressions kan-pa, 
'simple woman' and 'to get worm' can still be found, and the Shan meaning of kim (to hold), is 
rendered as Ahom. 
In common with the dictionary, B. Barna and Phukan ( 1964) has a large number of entries in 
the Assamese and transliterated Roman character columns with double initial consonants, but 
these are seldom indicated in the column that gives the relevant words in Ahom script. Often the 
extra consonants have been copied from the 1920 dictionary, but in other cases it is not clear 
from where the compilers derived this particular information. When scanning a series of original 
manuscripts the extra r or 1 is occasionally marked, but not with any degree of consistency. It is 
therefore likely that such information was chiefly derived from Deodhai Ahom priests. 
The Bar Amra document, probably the most important word list of the Ahom language, is 
thus incorporated in the first 1 59 pages of Ahom lexicons, but all the Bar Amra entries have been 
blended with other information available to the editors, and without cross-checking with the 
dictionary, the 1904 vocabulary and the 1 903-28 word list, the reader cannot guess if an entry is 
derived from the neighteenth century Bar Amra, or whether it is  derived from more recent 
sources. 
Ahom lexicons has managed to overcome some of the problems noted for the dictionary. 
Thus, wisely, since these categories do not readily fit Tai languages, the editors have left out 
most information as to whether a word is a verb, noun, adjective, or other part of speech. 
Frequently it is indicated that the distinction between long and short vowels can be ignored, but 
unfortunately there still remain a number of entries where these distinctions have been 
maintained both in Ahom script and in transliteration. 
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Ahom lexicons varies somewhat from the dictionary in the system of transliteration. The 
Ahom consonant transcribed as ch in the dictionary is rendered as c in the lexicons and the s 
sound that was rendered as sh in the 1920 dictionary (following Grierson), is given as ch in Ahom 
lexicons. This confusion in transcription of s and ch sounds is the result of Ahom first being 
rendered into Assamese script, and then being re-transcribed from the Assamese alphabet into 
European script, using two different conventions. This 'intermediate Assamese transcription' is a 
factor that those not familiar with Assamese have often overlooked. It not only causes problems 
with the transcription of sibilants, but also heavily influences the way in which Ahom vowels 
have been treated in Ahom lexicons. Thus, as already mentioned above, the unmarked vowel in 
Assamese is usually pronounced a, but transcribed in European script as a, while the open a (as in 
French 'la') is also transcribed as a. The words Bar Amra, for example, are pronounced Bor 
Amra. This confusion between a and a sounds, already present to some degree in the dictionary, 
is much stronger in the lexicons, where no use is made of Grierson's sign A .20 Thus while in the 
dictionary the Ahom word for an animal pen is khAk, in the lexicons it appears as khak. Only 
those who are alerted to the problematic sound of Assamese a, and who can read the entry in 
Ahom script, will be able to overcome this problem and realise that we are dealing with a general 
Tai word for an enclosure, khak. Or, when Ahom lexicons describes the word ra it is necessary to 
check in the Assamese and Ahom spelling whether ra or Ta is meant. 
When the Assamese rendering of the s and a sounds are found in one and the same word, it 
becomes very difficult for a person unfamiliar with Ahom and Assamese script to recognise the 
intended pronunciation of that word. Thus the entry chak in Ahom lexicons21 ought to be 
pronounced sak, and only by doing so it becomes clear that again we are dealing here with a 
general Tai word for 'elbow' .  
A similar problem can be found with the sound for ur (transcribed by Grierson, and sometimes 
in the dictionary as iJ) . In the lexicons it sometimes is transcribed as e and sometimes as u. 
Taking into account that the sign e is also used to indicate the proper Tai sound of e and re, and u 
is also used to transcribe the u sound (as in English 'book'), it becomes clear that a large degree 
of confusion ensued. Thus khek in Ahom lexicons, rendered with the Ahom letter indicating the 
letter i (thus, according to Grierson, it could be pronounced either khik, or khek), is recognisably 
related to the Thai word khrek, 'guest'. Another khek, however, is given to mean 'a  bamboo 
scoop used for catching fish' ,  and, until it is realised that in Ahom it is spelled khurk, it is 
difficult to recognise as a general Tai word. Similarly, there is an Ahom word bung, pronounced 
bUU, while the lexicons give another bung, that, judging from the Ahom spelling, must be 
pronounced burU. 
Understandably, the editors of Ahom lexicons have had great troubles with words ending in 
sounds that may be rendered as iew, ow, aw, ura, and urw, all of them common sounds among 
various Tai languages, but not available in the Assamese sound system or script. As indicated in 
the introductory remarks, Ahom priests and scribes, under Assamese influence, have long 
abandoned most of these distinctions, and a large degree of corruption has occurred in the Ahom 
manuscripts. The only acceptable way to deal with this problem in a dictionary, is to establish 
the most likely proper spelling, and to provide a list of variants. The editors of Ahom lexicons, 
not having an intimate knowledge of other Tai languages, were never in a position to establish a 
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most likely pronunciation of words with such endings, or even a preferable way of spelling them. 
It has been explained that there is a large measure of confusion in rendering words ending with 
these sounds into Ahom, and when looking up such words the user of the lexicons will have to 
check various possible entries. This problem is compounded by the fact that no system has been 
developed to render these sounds in Assamese. Finally a variety of devices was used to 
transcribe the - for this purpose - inadequate Assamese sounds into European letters. 
All these considerations should caution the reader who plans to use the Bar Amra section of 
Ahom lexicons. It is a mixture of the 1795 manuscript and the 1 920 dictionary, and it is very 
difficult to determine whether an entry belongs to the one source or the other. Moreover, the 
specialist who wishes to establish a likely pronunciation would do well to check the Ahom 
spelling before proceeding to look for likely cognates in other Tai languages. 
The second part of A hom lexicons, called Loti Amra, consists of seven separate lists of words, 
each one related to a particular topic. In the preface it is intimated that the Loti Amra is 
approximately of the same age as the Bar Amra. Fortunately, the way Loti Amra has been 
presented makes it likely that here we deal with a more faithful rendering of the original 
document. The seven word lists deal with the following topics: the human body, house building, 
fishes, vegetables, root vegetables, other plants, and flowers. These lists contain many words not 
found in the Bar Amra and are of great interest, in particular to those interested in comparing 
various Tai languages. 
However, the problems related to uncertainties of Ahom scribes as to certain sounds, and 
inconsistencies in transliteration by the editors of Ahom lexicons must here also be taken into 
account. In parts of the body, for example, the words tam kha must be pronounced tom kha, and 
when doing so, a comparison with other Tai languages will readily lead to the translation 
'Adam's apple' ,  or 'the prominence on the fore part of the throat;. ([he editors have assumed 
this to mean ' the crop' ,  apparently choosing an extended meaning of the Assamese translation, 
related, not to the human body, but to that of a bird). 
Those who wish to use these word lists as a basis for comparative research would do well to 
be aware of the factor of 'double translation' present throughout Ahom lexicons. First Ahom is 
rendered into Assamese, and then Assamese is given in English. To give an example, in the list 
of parts of the body there is an entry ti bom, translated as 'the palate ', which would let the reader 
believe that this Ahom expression referred to 'the roof of the mouth'. The Assamese translation 
is talu, which means 'palate, the crown of the head' (H.C. Barua 1965:467). A check of the 
Ahom spelling reveals that the 0 sign stands here for the sound transliterated by Grierson as d. 
When it is realised that in Tai languages ti can simply indicate a location and pam is the 'crown 
of the head',  or 'the fontanelle' ,  it becomes clear that the editors of Ahom lexicons should have 
rendered the meaning 'the crown of the head'.  
Ahom lexicons thus differs in many respects from the dictionary. In the main section an 
attempt has been made to strengthen the Bar Amra manuscript basis of the dictionary, some 
mistakes have been corrected, and new words have been added. In addition there are the seven 
potentially valuable word lists, not found in any other publication. I therefore cannot agree with 
Professor Li when he writes that Ahom lexicons differs from the dictionary only in slight 
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changes of transcription and some changes in the order of arrangement, but that there are 
otherwise no perceptible or significant differences (Li 1977: 15). 
To conclude this appraisal of lexicographic tools for the study of Ahom language, it needs to 
be realised that the editors of the two chief reference works, the dictionary and Ahom lexicons, 
were Assamese speakers, with a less than perfect command of English and no knowledge of 
other Tai languages, who were handicapped by the fact that their Deodhai informants had 
forgotten certain key aspects of Ahom. Under such circumstances it was inevitable that these 
reference works would contain spelling inconsistencies, and would copy and compound mistakes 
from earlier word lists. Linguists ought to be aware of such factors before they use Ahom in 
comparative studies.22 
3. Translating Tai-Ahom texts 
The remarks on Ahom being extinct, and on difficulties pertaining to the use of lexicographic 
material should suffice to explain why so few people have been able to provide adequate 
translations of Ahom texts. G.C. Barna's monumental Ahom Buranji (G.C. Barna 1930) is no 
exception.23 Nobody who sees an Ahom manuscript can translate it simply by looking up the 
words in a word list. Even when the user has overcome the problems of mistakes and spelling 
variations it will soon become clear that all the lexicographical tools contain a remarkably limited 
number of entries, and frequently an Ahom word will simply not be listed at all. 
When confronted with an Ahom manuscript the aspirant-translator needs to be aware of three 
fundamental rules: 
1 .  In the first place most manuscripts have been copied by people who had, at best, only an 
inadequate knowledge of the script and language. Therefore, most manuscripts contain 
mistakes and it is important to acquire at least two copies of a particular text before attempting 
a transliteration. 
2. The problem that Ahom script only very inadequately renders the living language that Ahom 
must have been, must be overcome. Given the fact that Ahom script does not usually 
distinguish between short and long vowels, and that it does not indicate tones, many words 
may have a series of possible meanings. The meaning of any word can only be made up out 
of the context. This involves a particular type of mental gymnastics. If syllable A can be read 
in, say six meanings, and syllable B provides another six possible translations, the question 
arises: which of these meanings make sense when A precedes B .  For example, some of the 
more likely meanings of the Ahom word khai are 'to spit', 'an egg',  'to be ill ' ,  'a  buffalo',  
'dirt' and 'to sell' .  This may be followed by the word phwk which may mean, 'to learn',  'a 
kind of edible root' ,  'a bamboo fence set up in a stream to catch fish' ,  and 'white' .  Taking 
into account the rules concerning Ahom word order, the combination of the words khai phwk 
immediately suggests the translation ' a white buffalo',  and before adopting it, this needs to be 
checked in the context of the sentence. This process is not as daunting as it may seem: older 
Shan texts have to be read very similarly. A reader who is unfamiliar with the text must read 
and re-read until he gets an inkling, from particular syllable combinations that cannot be 
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misunderstood, what the general topic is about. To give an example of a whole sentence 
found in a set of as yet unpublished astrological texts: 
Sang pha ding nang pin nang lwt cham tak pin dit (namna) 
Upon reading this line a few times it becomes clear that ding ought to be taken as deng, and dit 
as dwat. The literal translation then follows quite automatically: ' If [the] sky [is] red like is 
blood then it will be bothersome, (end of paragraph) ' ,  or, more freely: 'if the sky is blood-red 
there will be trouble. ' 
3. It follows that only a person who knows the principles of Tai grammar and who has access to 
a wide vocabulary can hope to create a meaningful translation of an Ahom text. These three 
principles, combined with an awareness of the limitations of existing reference works may 
assist future scholars in re-appraising some Ahom documents already published and in gaining 
access to the large number of documents still waiting to be understood. 
NOTES 
1 Brown 1837: 1 8. In Grierson ( 1903-28 volume 2:8 1 )  it is also stated unequivocally that the 
Ahom language is extinct. 
2 The Ahom-Assamese-English dictionary was compiled by G.C. Barna and published in 
1920; the Ahom lexicons was edited by B. Barna and N.N. Deodhai Phukan and published in 
1964. 
3 Nineteenth-century word lists presenting Ahom with English equivalents can be found in 
Jenkins ( 1 837:980-983); Hodgson ( 1 850:309-3 1 6); Dalton ( 1972:69-70); and Campbell 
( 1874). Campbell's word list represents an interesting moment in Ahom research: apparently 
unaware that a Tai language does not lend itself to such an exercise, he produced lists of verb 
conjugations and noun declensions with their Ahom 'equivalents' .  
4 On the discovery of the pillar, see Shakespear (1929/1977:267). 
5 G.C. Barna, who supplied a summary translation, apparently missed the reference to SU'a 
Hum Mu'ang. See Dikshit ( 1927). 
6 The oft-repeated statement that the oldest Ahom coin dates from 1 543, using an Ahom 
inscription, rests on a false reading; see Phukan ( 1966). 
7 For a recent attempt to transliterate Ahom, see Terwiel ( 1983:52). 
8 For other confusing features in the Ahom script, see Grierson ( 1903-28 2:84-85). Much of 
the section on Ahom was reprinted separately as Grierson (1902). 
9 See Gait ( 1967:xii-xiii). 
10 Grierson ( 1903-28 2:81) .  
1 1  Grierson apparently adopted this transliteration after Needham ( 1 894). 
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12 In Grierson ( 1903-28 2 : 106- 109) the transcription is brought into line with that chosen for 
the 1904 vocabulary. 
1 3  Nabin Shyam, personal communication, April 1986. 
14 If the letter k were scanned more critically, various other mistakes may be discovered. Thus 
on page 20-21 ,  the entry (inaccurately) transcribed as kern is given the meaning 'to finish 
eating'. There can be little doubt that this is a misreading for the Ahom im 'having eaten to 
one's satisfaction', common among other Tai languages. 
1 5  Grierson ( 1903-28 2: 120); the wordlist in Grierson ( 1902) is identical. 
1 6  Grierson relied here upon the original edition of Cushing's Shan dictionary, published in the 
1 880s. I have only had access to the second, revised, edition of this work, Cushing ( 19 14; 
republished in 197 1  by Gregg International). 
17 This is distinct from the occasions where Barua inadvertently entered a Shan comparative 
note as an Ahom entry, as indicated in Table 1 .  
1 8  This conclusion i s  reached after comparing a hand-written copy of certain pages o f  the Bar 
Amra, made by Mrs Yehom Buragohain of the DHAS, with the relevant entries in Grierson's 
1904 vocabulary. 
19 See the preface to B. Barua and Phukan (1964). 
20 To make matters more confusing, in B. Barua and Phukan ( 1964) a third transcription into 0 
is occasionally used. 
21 B .  B arua and Phukan ( 1 964: 164); but note that in the Loti Amra section, p. 1 64, the same 
word is transcribed as cak . 
22 Many of the examples of Ahom from Li ( 1 977) need to be checked carefully. On p.8 1  he 
states that Ahom renders proto-Tai *w as b-. However, given the uncertainty of Ahom 
pronunciation of b- and W-, this must remain questionable. A similar problem arises with 
proto-Tai *hw, p.82. For clusters, he has taken the dictionary to be authoritative, something 
that is not warranted. Thus there is an Ahom manuscript where 'forehead' is spelled phrak , 
even though the dictionary does not mention it (p.89). When he finds Ahom differing in the 
spelling of a word in writing rnai rather than some form such as blai, he appears not to 
realise that Ahom blai could very well be rendered in Ahom script as mai , scribes often 
making no difference (p.91 ). A reaisation of both the idiosyncrasies of Ahom script and 
some of the weaknesses in the dictionary would probably have changed Li's argumentation in 
many instances. 
23 A comparison of his Ahom script text with an original manuscript reveals hundreds of 
misspellings and part sentences omitted. Mrs Ranoo Wichasin of Chiangmai Teachers 
College, during her presentation of a paper at the International Conference on Thai Studies, 
Canberra, 3-6 July 1987, has presented a list of some of the most glaring mistakes. 
NOTES ON DZONGKHA ORTHOGRAPHY 
Boyd Michailovsky 
In a recent paper ( 1985), with the sub-title 'New wine into old bottles' ,  R. K. Sprigg discusses 
the question of whether South East Asian writing systems are alphabetic or syllabic. He 
concludes: 
I would say that there is a grammatological lesson to be learnt from the adaptation of 
Sino-Tibetan, Austro-Asiatic, and Austronesian languages of South East Asia. The 
outcome has been novel, and especially prosodic, roles for symbols that had been 
devised for consonantal or vocalic purposes, or, in the case of C(a)symbols, both. I 
would suggest that there is room for a further symbolization category in addition to 
the alphabetic and syllabic, namely, a prosodic category, and, further, that one should 
not expect a script to be exclusively alphabetic, syllabic, or logogrammatic, but to be 
mixed, its components being drawn from several categories of symbolization. 
( 1985 : 1 14- 1 1 5) 
Sprigg (1978) had previously sketched his analysis of the traditional Tibetan writing system as 
a 'compound of alphabetic and syllabic components' .  
The Tibetan orthography was created for (and with) Classical Tibetan, but it is also used to 
represent Modem Literary Tibetan, which is based on the phonologically highly evolved Central 
or Lhasa dialect. The modem pronunciation (especially for monosyllables) can still be derived 
fairly reliably from the writing by rules which reflect diachronic sound changes in some way­
with the reservation that we cannot be entirely sure of the pronunciation of Tibetan at the time 
the writing system was developed and codified. The application of classical Tibetan orthography 
to modem Central Tibetan is an example of putting 'new wine into old bottles' ,  due as much to 
the blind workings of sound laws as to the considered labours of grammarians. The resulting 
writing system has elements from all three of Sprigg's categories, and in particular a well­
furnished prosodic symbolisation category, as well as a fourth, redundant category of graphs 
which correspond to nothing at all in the modern Central Tibetan pronunciation (but not 
necessarily in other dialects). Most cases of letters prefixed to or written above unvoiced root 
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letters (probably all if only monosyllables are taken into account) would be examples of this 
redundant category. 
The Tibetan script has recently been applied to another modem dialect, Dzongkha, the 
national language of Bhutan, by Bhutanese grammarians educated in the classical Tibetan 
tradition. The development of modem written Dzongkha (WDz) began in 196 1 ,  with Bhutan's 
ftrst ftve-year plan. Until then, Dzongkha was uniquely a spoken standard; the corresponding 
official written language was Classical Tibetan (WT), known in Bhutan as Chokey (Dz Hchoe-ke, 
WT chos-skad 'religious-language'). (Bhutanese still use the expression 'written in Dzongkha' 
to refer to texts written either in Chokey or in Modem Dzongkha.) Modem Literary Tibetan, the 
modem written standard used in Tibet and among Tibetan refugee communities, is not used in 
Bhutan, but Modem Central Tibetan pronunciation has its importance as the conventional 
pronunciation used in reading Chokey texts. It is often referred to in Bhutan as ' Chokey 
pronunciation' for this reason. In fact, of course, it is no closer than modem Dzongkha 
pronunciation is to the actual pronunciation (whatever this may have been precisely) that was 
current in Tibet a thousand years ago and which is reflected in Chokey orthography. 
The basic principles of modem Dzongkha orthography were ftrst established in 197 1  by 
Lopon Pemala in his New method Dzongkha handbook (Naro et al. 1985), written in Chokey, 
and (with minor differences) illustrated in the Dzongkha dictionary (Bhutan 1986). Dzongkha 
orthography makes concessions to Dzongkha pronunciation in cases where this is strikingly 
different from modem Central Tibetan pronunciation, but otherwise it sticks to Chokey spellings 
as far as possible, preserving graphs which are redundant from the point of view of Dzongkha 
phonology, and differentiating graphs whose pronunciations have merged. This is not seen as a 
defect in Bhutan, as the Dzongkha grammarians explicitly intend written Dzongkha to serve as a 
bridge to Chokey. 
As mentioned above, both Dzongkha (Dz) and Central Tibetan (CT) have undergone 
sweeping phonological changes since the classical orthography was established. (In the 
examples which follow, CT pronunciation is taken from Goldstein ( 1975) and Dzongkha from 
Mazaudon and Michailovsky (this volume). The Dzongkha pronunciations given are those of 
monosyllables; the same WT syllables may be pronounced somewhat differently in Dzongkha 
compounds.) In reading Modem Literary Tibetan, and in giving modern Central Tibetan 
pronunciation to Chokey texts, these diachronic changes are expressed in the Tibetan system of 
spelling aloud. For example, to give the spelling of WT bya 'bird' (CT IchM one says something 
like ' ba with ya underneath is IchfJI.' Dzongkha has preserved this spelling; for the WT cluster 
by- Dzongkha has a different, but equally regular pronunciation rule, so Dzongkha speakers can 
simply say ' ba with ya underneath is Lbjha'. Even so, they might hesitate, because this seems to 
be in contradiction with 'Chokey pronunciation' .  But the Dzongkha pronunciation bjh- ([pc)) is 
simply not found in 'Chokey pronunciation' (i.e. in modem Central Tibetan), so no other spelling 
is available or felt to be necessary. 
In the case cited above, where a Dzongkha pronunciation has diverged uniformly from Central 
Tibetan, but without merging with another Central Tibetan pronunciation, WT orthography has 
been preserved in Dzongkha. Changes in orthography have been resorted to where the Dzongkha 
pronunciation of a WT graph differs from the CT pronunciation, but corresponds to the CT 
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pronunciation of a different WT spelling. To cite one example, WT 'bras 'rice' would be spelled 
out in Central Tibetan thus: 'with prefixed a-chung, ba with ra underneath is pronounced /(fJI; IffY 
with following sa is /(elf . The Dzongkha word 3bja: 'standing paddy' has the same etymology, 
but in Dzongkha ( 1 )  reflexes of the WT cluster br- have most often merged with those of WT 
by-, and (2) WT final -s does not usually produce umlaut. Here again, one might have kept the 
WT spelling and changed the pronunciation rules to 'with prefixed a-chung, ba with ra 
underneath is Lbja, followed by sa is 3bja:' .  There are two reasons for not doing so: ( 1 )  the 
contradiction with 'Chokey pronunciation' would be shocking to literate Bhutanese, and (2) the 
proposed D zongkha pronunciation rules do not apply to some words for which CT 
pronunciations have apparently been borrowed. For example, WT br- has the Dzongkha reflex dr 
(i.e. a retroflex [{Il, the regular CT reflex), rather than bj- in Dzongkha 3dru: 'dragon' (WT 'brug, 
CT [wul), and WT final -s corresponds to umlaut in Dzongkha 1st: 'prince' (WT sras, CT Is££/). 
In Dzongkha orthography, these words keep their WT spellings, while the spelling of 'standing 
paddy' has been modified to WDz 'bya (the macron transliterates subscribed a-chung) to reflect 
the pronunciation. 
In Dzongkha words like 3bja: ' standing paddy' ,  the WT final -s  has not produced umlaut (as 
we have noted above), but it has left two other prosodic traces: length and level contour. The 
first of these, length, is represented by subscribed a-chung in the WDz spelling 'bya, although 
some experts consider this to be a needless complication and write simply 'bya. It is not clear to 
me whether subscribed a-chung can also be taken as a reliable indicator of contour or not; if its 
use were limited to words where WT -s has not produced umlaut on a non-front vowel it would 
always correspond to level contour. The WT final -g corresponds unambiguously to length and 
level contour, without umlaut, in Dzongkha pronunciation, but writing ' standing paddy' as 'byag 
would no doubt be considered perverse. (Dz 3na: 'barley' (WT nas, CT In££/) has at least once 
been written as WDz nag (anonymous 1977:29), but it is usually written as WDz na or na). 
Some common phonological divergences of Dzongkha from CT which have led to changes in 
Dzongkha orthography are the following: reflexes of WT medial -r- (in clusters following velar 
and bilabial initials) have often merged with those of medial -y-, e.g.: 
Dz 3bja: ' standing paddy' ,  WDz 'bya, WT 'bras, CT I{g£! 
Dz Lbju 'grain' ,  WDz 'byu, WT 'bro, CT Ity/ 
Dz Hca 'hair', WDz skya, WT sm, CT IfaJ 
In other cases it has simply been dropped: 
Dz 4bue: ' snake' ,  WDz sbul, WT sbrul, CT IgJiiI 
Many words with unprefixed nasal or continuant initials in WT are high-regist.�r in Dz, and so 
are written with a prefix in WDz, e.g.: 
Dz 2nap 'black', WDz gnagp, WT nag-po, CT In[1qol 
Dz 2ue: 'region' ,  WDz gyul, WT yul, CT Iyjjjj/ 
Where the vowel is i in such cases, the reversed i-symbol (WT gi-gu log-pa) is sometimes used 
instead of an etymologically unattested prefix to indicate high tone, as in Hmi 'person' (WT mi, 
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cr lmi-.IJ, written as WDz mi (with reversed 1). (The significance of reversed i in old Tibetan 
inscriptions is a subject of controversy.) The WT clusters sng- sn- sm- are often realised, and 
spelt, with initial h- in Dz: 
Dz 2hoem 'blue', WDz honm, WT sngon-po, cr 1I)6npol 
Dz 1 hum 'oil ' ,  WDz hum, WT snum, cr Iniim I 
Lopon Pemala (Naro et al. 1985) discusses all of these and many other categories of examples. 
In at least one case, Dzongkha pronunciation seems to have led Dzongkha orthography to a 
spelling based on a doubtful etymology. The Dzongkha word 3gho: 'man's robe' seems to 
correspond perfectly to WT gos 'garment' (cr IqhgiJ/); it is another example in which WT -s 
does not produce umlaut in Dzongkha. But instead of spelling it as gos, or as go (with 
subscribed a-chung to represent vowel length without umlaut, on the model of 'paddy' above), 
Dzongkha orthographers write WDz bgo, corresponding to the WT verb 'to wear' .  This implied 
etymology accounts directly for the lack of umlaut, but not for the devoiced initial, the length, or 
the level contour: it would lead us to expect a Dzongkha form *Lgo (homophonous with 'door', 
WT sgo, cr IqQ/) instead of 3gho:. 
A fundamental feature of Tibetan orthography is the use of a point (WT tsheg) to separate 
syllables. This function is preserved in WDz, which means that spelling changes have been 
necessary wherever a WT disyllable has been telescoped into a Dzongkha monosyllable. In such 
cases, Dzongkha orthography simply squeezes the old suffix (or an initial representing it) in 
before the tsheg at the end of the old first syllable, to represent the final of the new Dzongkha 
monosyllable, for example: 
Dz 4nyim ' sun', WDz nyim, WT nyi-ma, CT Injm�1 
Dz 2phou 'belly' , WDz phow, WT pho-ba, cr Iphowaa/ 
Dz 2pceu 'forehead' ,  WDz dpyalw, WT dpral-ba, cr I(EEWa/ 
Dz 2thap 'rope' ,  WDz thagp, WT thag-pa, CT Ithaqpa/ 
Dz lka:m ' leg' ,  WDz rkangm, WT rkang-pa, CT Iq8I)pa/ 
Dz ltim 'heel ' ,  WDz rtingm, WT rting-pa, cr ltirJq�1 
Dz 2sim 'younger sister (of male) ' ,  WDz sringm, WT sring-mo, cr IsiI)mu/ 
Dz 3goem 'mare' WDz rgodm, WT rgod-ma, cr Iqgma/ 
Final or postfinal -w is written where Dzongkha has a diphthong in u, and postfinal -p where 
the new mU:losyllable ends in p. Postfinal -m is used where the new monosyllable ends in m, 
regardless of �' �. old suffix-initial. This latter usage is not entirely consistent, however; at least 
one word is pl _ _  .ounced with final m but written with postfinal -p after a nasal: 
Dz lchim 'liver',  WDz mchinp, WT mchin-pa, CT /chlmpw 
Some Dzongkha scholars insisted to me that one could hear a final [p] in this word; perhaps 
this perception corresponds to the level glottalised tone (but this is shared by 'heel' and 'leg'). 
Some Dzongkha orthographers write not only the suffix initial but also the suffix vowel in 
these expanded Dzongkha syllables. This is of course not relevant to the WT suffixes -pa and 
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-rna whose vowel has no explicit orthographic representation in any case. It becomes noticeable 
with the WT suffixes -po and -mo, for example: 
Dz 2ka:p 'white' ,  WDz dkarp, WT dkarpo, CT /qaapo/ 
I have heard such spellings justified on the grounds that the vowel had an o-colouring, which I 
could not hear. Of course they do serve to preserve one more element of the WT spelling. 
It may be noted, finally, that the spelling of Dzongkha initials has led to new spellings for 
individual words, but not to innovations in the traditional rules concerning possible combinations 
of letters. But final -w and the postfinals -p, -m, and -w (to say nothing of the vowel 0 over 
postfmal -p and -m) are all innovations with respect to the traditional canons. Even the use of 
subscribed a-chung to represent length is an innovation in native words, since this graph is 
reserved for Sanskrit loans in WT. 
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